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Abstract
A piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification microvalve for use in high specific power hydraulic
pumping applications was designed, fabricated, and experimentally characterized. High frequency, high
force actuation capabilities were enabled through the incorporation of one or more bulk piezoelectric
material elements beneath a micromachined annular tethered-piston structure. An hydraulic ampli-
fication mechanism was employed to amplify the limited stroke of this piezoelectrically-driven piston
structure to a significantly larger motion (40-50x) of a micromachined valve membrane with attached
valve cap. This valve cap was actuated through its stroke to open and close against a fluid orifice. These
design features enabled the valve device to simultaneously meet a set of high frequency (1-10kHz), high
pressure(0.1-1MPa), and large stroke (15-40pm) requirements that had not previously been satisfied by
other microvalves presented in the literature.
This research was carried out through a series of modeling, design, fabrication, assembly, and experi-
mental testing tasks. Linear and non-linear modeling tools characterizing the structural deformations of
the active valve sub-systems were developed. These tools enabled accurate prediction of real-time stresses
along the micromachined valve membrane structure during deflection into its non-linear large-deflection
regime. A systematic design procedure was developed to generate an active valve geometry to satisfy
membrane stress limitations and valve power consumption requirements set forth by external hydraulic
system performance goals. Fabrication challenges, such as deep-reactive ion etching (DRIE) of the drive
element and valve membrane structures, wafer-level silicon-to-silicon fusion bonding and silicon-to-glass
anodic bonding operations, preparation and integration of piezoelectric material elements within the
micromachined tethered piston structure, die-level assembly and bonding of silicon and glass dies, and
filling of degassed fluid within the hydraulic amplification chamber were overcome.
The active valve structural behavior and flow regulation capabilities were evaluated over a range
of applied piezoelectric voltages, actuation frequencies, and differential pressures across the valve. For
applied piezoelectric voltages up to 500Vpp at 1kHz, the valve devices demonstrated amplification ratios
of drive element deflection to valve cap deflection of 40-50x. These amplification ratios correlated within
5 - 10% of the model expectations. Flow regulation experiments proved that a peak average flow rate
through the device of 0.21mL/s under a 1kHz sinusoidal drive voltage of 500Vpp, with valve opening of
17pm, against a differential pressure of 260kPa could be obtained. Tests revealed that fluid-structural
interactions between the valve cap and membrane components and flow instabilities (due to transition
between the laminar and turbulent flow regimes through the valve orifice) limited the valve performance
capabilities.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Nesbitt W. Hagood
Title: Associate Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The development of a fluidic microvalve, capable of high frequency control of high pressure
liquid fluid flows, is a key task in the realization of high specific power (W) micropumping
technology. Currently, many research efforts around the world are underway to develop compact
liquid micropumping systems, the term "micro" referring to devices which are created with
fabrication procedures capable of pm-size tolerances and which produce overall micropump
dimensions on the order of a few millimeters to a few centimeters. However, the vast majority
of these systems are designed for low pressure and low flow rate applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]
such as drug dispensing and microdosing [6] [7] [8]. The higher performing of these systems
are capable of pumping liquids with flow rates on the order of 1000-300O-L (0.017-0.050"$)
against differential pressures of between 10kPa and 50kPa. With a typical device mass on
the order of -1 gram, these performance values correlate to device-level specific powers below
2.5 .kg'
In an effort to develop high specific power micropumping technology (with specific powers
~100-10001) for both actuation and power generation applications, a novel class of Micro-
Hydraulic Transducer (MHT) devices has been introduced [1] [10] [11] [12] [13]. These devices
combine bulk piezoelectric materials with stiff micromachined structural elements and are de-
signed to enable high frequency pumping of fluid (10-20kHz) against pressure differentials on
the order of ~-1-2MPa, creating flow rates near or in excess of 1-"L
Piezoelectric materials are well-suited for transducer applications because of their inherently
high peak specific powers. Figure 1.1 provides a comparison of the single stroke specific energy
(L), bandwidth (kHz), and theoretical peak specific power (I) for a variety of transducer ma-
terials [14] [15] [16]. The product of a material's single stroke specific energy and its bandwidth
provides a value for the material's specific power (W). Shape-memory alloy materials (denoted
SMA), for example, possess a relatively large single stroke specific work (~ 5000-) in com-
25
parison to that of standard polycrystalline piezoelectric materials such as PZT-5H (- 10 ).
The maximum operational frequency, or bandwidth (~ 10Hz), of SMA materials, however, is
significantly less than that of standard piezoelectrics (~ 100kHz). SMA materials and standard
piezoelectrics both possess specific powers near 100-kg, however, their optimal implementation
as actuation mechanisms is far different. In an application where low frequency, large stroke ac-
tuation is desired (such as an on-off microvalve), the use of an SMA material might be preferred
over a standard piezoelectric material. Conversely, for an application whereby high frequency,
low stroke actuation is required, a piezoelectric material may be preferred. In fact, for this
reason, the vast majority of high frequency micropumping systems use piezoelectric materials
as their actuation mechanism in conjunction with fast-acting valves. The recent development of
single-crystal ferroelectric materials (e.g. PZN-PT), characterized by specific powers approach-
ing 10kW (-100x greater than those of standard polycrystalline PZT materials) [17], offers
further advantages in strain capability over the standard piezoelectrics. These high performing
materials, however, have yet to be integrated within high frequency micropumping systems.
The piezoelectric micropumping devices and systems that have been presented in the lit-
erature up until this time typically utilize one of two actuation methods as a means to pump
fluid: either (1) a deposited thin-film, thick disk, or bimorph of piezoelectric material [2] [3]
[6] in contact with a compliant membrane, or (2) a direct-drive stack actuator in contact with
a moveable silicon diaphragm. The thin-film, thick-film, and bimorph structural designs pre-
sented are not conducive to both high force and high-frequency operation. The direct-drive
stack actuation designs [18] [19] [20] are capable of achieving higher frequency operation than
the thin-film, thick-film, and bimorph designs, however the presented micropump devices us-
ing these designs are limited in their flow rate, pressurization, and frequency capabilities due
to inadequacies of the accompanying one-way passive valves used to regulate the fluid flow.
Additionally, these previously presented direct-drive stack designs require a significant length
of piezoelectric actuation material to create the deflection and fluid pumping volume required
for reasonable fluid flow rates. Due to this significant actuator size, an epoxy bonding agent
and a relatively compliant silicon diaphragm are required to tolerance the piezoelectric material
within the structures. The key design feature which differentiates Micro-Hydraulic Transducer
devices from these previous piezoelectric micropumps is the incorporation of a stiff microma-
chined structural "piston-like" actuation element not only within the pumping chamber of the
device, but also within accompanying flow regulation active valves. The annularly-tethered
micromachined "piston" structure, driven by miniature bulk piezoelectric elements (almost an
order of magnitude smaller than those used in [18] [19] [20]) attached using a thin-film eutectic
alloy bond, can achieve structural frequencies well above 10kHz and can actuate against fluid
pressurizations near IMPa. The implementation of such a stiff structure within fluidic systems
can enable significantly higher frequency and pressurization capabilities than the previously
26
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Figure 1.1: Upper bound on specific work vs. frequency for various actuation media. SMA is
shape-memory alloy; PZN-PT is single-crystal piezoelectric; MSM is magnetic shape memory
materials.
presented piezoelectric micropumps.
As shown in Figure 1.2, a Micro-Hydraulic Transducer system consists of a piezoelectric
pump chamber, two actively controlled valves, and a low and high pressure fluid reservoir. In
the MHT actuator, electrical energy supplied to the piezoelectric pump chamber results in a
pumping of fluid through the valves from the low to high pressure reservoir. In the MHT power
harvester, sequenced operation of the valves results in fluid flow from the high to low pressure
reservoir, producing a "pinging" of the piezoelectric element within the pump chamber. This
cyclic strain on the element induces electrical charge, which can be rectified and stored. The
specific power of these transducer devices scales linearly with the frequency of operation and the
pressure drop across which the device can operate. Since structural frequencies scale inversely
with the geometric size of the device, it is advantageous to build these systems as small as
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possible, hence the need for MEMS fabrication and process technologies. The performance of
these MHT systems is directly governed by the capabilities of the active valves, which regulate
flow into and out of the pump chamber. As a result, to achieve high specific power Micro-
Hydraulic Transducer devices, a compact high frequency, high pressure active valve is required.
The development of such an active valve is the subject of this thesis.
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Figure 1.2: Schematics of Micro-Hydraulic Transducer systems: (a) MHT actuator system,
(b) MHT power harvesting system. High specific power is achieved through the integration of
piezoelectric material with structural stiff small-scale hydraulic systems.
1.2 Overview of Previous Microvalve Technology
Although a significant amount of literature is available describing the development of active
valve devices and technology, few if any have been designed for high frequency control of
high pressure liquid fluid flows. Novel microvalve designs using thermopneumatic actuation
[21] [22], thermal bimetallic actuation [24], SMA actuation [23], electrostatic actuation [25]
[26], electromagnetic actuation [27] [28], piezoelectric bender-type actuation (both thin-film
and thick film) [29] [30] [31], and piezoelectric stack-type actuation [18] [19] [20] have been
presented. A sampling of previously reported microvalves is shown in Figure 1.3 and Figure
1.4.
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Figure 1.3: Previously reported microvalves: (a) thermopneumatic actuation, Rich [22], (b)
thermal bimetallic actuation, Jerman [24], (c) shape memory alloy actuation, Huff [23], (d)
electrostatic actuation, Huff [25], and (e) electromagnetic actuation, Pourahmadi [27].
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Figure 1.3(a) shows a thermopneumatic microvalve [22] for control of gas flows. A valve cen-
tral boss is supported by a corrugated silicon membrane. The deflection of the boss is controlled
by the vapor pressure of the heated working fluid (parylene) within the contained chamber. A
micromachined heater grid exists within the chamber to increase the fluid temperature. For
typical operation, a temperature of 800 C (and a corresponding power dissipation of 300mW) is
required to move the valve boss through a stroke of 9pm in a time of approximately 15 seconds.
Maximum pressure rise within the fluid chamber was reported to be 100kPa.
Figure 1.3(b) illustrates a thermal bimetallic valve [24] for use in pneumatic closed-loop
pressure or flow control applications. The valve consists of a diaphragm actuator with a cen-
tral boss which mates to an etched silicon valve body. The actuator includes a circular silicon
diaphragm with integrated diffused resistors and an annular region of deposited aluminum. As
current is passed through the resistors, the diaphragm increases in temperature. The thermal
expansion mismatch between the silicon and aluminum results in a controlled displacement of
the central boss. An operational boss deflection of 15pm was obtained in response to a temper-
ature increase of 1000C (and a reported corresponding power dissipation of 1W). Regulation of
200kPa differential pressure gas flows in an on-off fashion was demonstrated, resulting in gas
flow rates of up to 2mL/s. No actuation response time was reported.
Figure 1.3(c) displays a shape-memory alloy (titanium nickel) actuated microvalve [23] for
precise regulation of liquid fluid flow in micro-chemical analysis and drug delivery applications.
The shape-memory effect is an athermal phase transformation between the austenitic (high
temperature rigid) and martensitic (low temperature ductile) phases. In this valve, a TiNi
diaphragm with attached silicon boss is actuated to open and close against a micromachined
orifice. The valve was tested in an on-off fashion and it was reported to enable a liquid (DI
water) flow rate of 0.lmL/s for an applied differential pressure of 5kPa. Maximum stroke of
the valve boss was not reported.
Figure 1.3(d) displays an electrostatic microvalve [25] with a pressure-balancing structural
feature that allows it to control fluids at pressures significantly larger than the necessary actua-
tion pressure. The fluid provides a balancing force on the moving part of the structure thereby
reducing the force required to open the valve. The moving part of the valve is a plunger which
is actuated vertically, and consists of a center-bossed circular base and cap. Electrostatic ac-
tuation is enabled through a small gap between the underside of the membrane and the top
surface of a bottom support structure. This on-off valve was able to control 220kPa differential
gas flows with an actuation voltage of 210V, resulting in a peak flow rate of 2.5mL/s. Due to
significant ohmic heating in the device (because of a poor oxide layer), power dissipation was
reported to be greater than 10W.
Figure 1.3(e) illustrates an electromagnetic microvalve [27] designed for applications requir-
ing large stroke and large on-off gas flow rates. The microvalve consists of a solenoid housing
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Figure 1.4: Previously reported piezoelectric microvalves: (a) piezoelectric thin-film actuation,
Watanabe [30], (b) piezoelectric thick-film actuation, Kluge [31], and (c) piezoelectric stack
actuation, Esashi [19].
and a plunger which is rigidly attached to a diaphragm structure. Current applied to the
solenoid results in a motion of the plunger against a micromachined orifice. Dimensions of the
solenoid attachment are unknown, however the author states that the application for this valve
does not require the device to fit within a compact volume. For on-off operation, this direct
drive is reported to achieve a maximum valve cap displacement of 100pm against a differential
pressure of 90kPa, resulting in peak flow rates near 5mL/s. Power dissipation was reported to
be greater than 1W.
Figure 1.4(a) displays a portion of a piezoelectrically-driven microvalve matrix [30] for con-
trolling precise levels of gas flow. The valve is constructed of a thin beam with a round valve
cap at the center and a valve seat of piezoelectric thin-film bifurcated in the normal direction.
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The valve is normally closed due to a residual stress in the beam. For voltage applied to the
valve seat, the piezoelectric film shrinks and the inner edge moves radially outward thereby
increasing the flow area between the valve cap and this inner edge. The outer diameter of the
piezoelectric thin-film is 600pm and its thickness is 1pm. In response to a voltage of 1V, the
valve was reported to actuate against a differential pressure of 0.1kPa, resulting in a gas flow
rate of 2mL/s.
Figure 1.4(b) illustrates a thick-film piezoelectrically-actuated microvalve [31] for use in
high gas flow applications. The valve consists of a micromachined valve cap and membrane
structure with an attached (via epoxy) piezoceramic disk to actuate the valve cap against a
micromachined valve seat orifice. The valve seat diameter is 2.25mm and the achievable stroke
of the valve cap is 30pm for an applied voltage of up to 3000V. For on-off operation, the valve
was reported to regulate gas flow at 11.6Hz against a differential pressure of 400kPa. The
thickness of the piezoceramic disk structure was not detailed.
Figure 1.4(c) displays a piezoelectrically-driven microvalve [19] using a direct drive piezoelec-
tric stack as the actuation mechanism. This valve was designed for use in a liquid micropumping
system. The microvalve consists of one silicon and two glass layers anodically bonded together.
The silicon contains a inlet through hole, a flow channel, and a moveable diaphragm with a
central boss structure. A piezoelectric stack 9mm in length is attached to the underside of the
boss using epoxy. In response to a voltage of 90V at a frequency of 30Hz, an estimated liquid
pressurization of 8kPa in the pumping chamber of the micropump and a corresponding flow
rate of 0.00025mL/s was reported.
The previously described microvalves were selected to illustrate the wide variety of actua-
tion concepts previously reported in the literature. All of these microvalves share a common
operational geometry (except for Watanabe [30]) in that a valve boss is affixed to a diaphragm
or membrane structure which carries the boss through a predetermined stroke, in response to
some form of actuation principle. The majority of these valves were designed for gas flows, and
as such estimating their capabilities in handling liquids is difficult to do, although typically flow
rates of liquids for a given differential pressure can be expected to be 100-1000x smaller than gas
flow rates under the same differential pressures. In general, based on their reported capabilities,
it can be concluded that none of these valves is capable of simultaneously satisfying the set of
high frequency (1-10kHz), high pressure (0.1-IMPa), and large stroke (15-40pm) requirements
needed within full MHT liquid micropumping systems.
The thermal actuation designs (based on thermopneumatic, thermal bimetallic, and shape
memory alloy principles) potentially can achieve large stroke and reasonable actuation force.
However, these thermally-based devices exhibit excessive power consumption and poor response
times on the order of seconds. High-frequency actuation in the kHz range is therefore unachiev-
able. The electrostatic devices are limited in their deflection and pressure generation capabili-
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ties, since the electrostatic force generated between two parallel plates scales inversely with their
spacing and since electrical breakdown across the gap must be avoided. The electromagnetic
concept is impeded by the overall size of external solenoid and housing structures needed to ac-
tuate the valve structure. Piezoelectric thin-film and thick-film bender-type designs are limited
in their ability to generate both high force and large deflection output. Shoji and Esashi's work
aimed at solving this problem through the use of a stack-type piezoelectric actuator material
to directly drive the valve membrane. In doing so, however, the piezoelectric stack material
was required to be long (~9mm), resulting in a large actuator mass and size. The operational
frequency of this device was reported only up to 30Hz.
A promising method for achieving high frequency operation in conjunction with large force
and high stroke capability would be to design a microvalve with a means to amplify the stroke
of a piezoelectric bulk-type material (for example 1mm in thickness - almost an order of mag-
nitude smaller in length than Shoji and Esashi's stack) into a larger valve membrane stroke.
This could be done using a stiff hydraulic fluid within an enclosed chamber to couple the piezo-
electric material motion to the valve cap motion using an area ratio amplification concept.
This type of structure would thereby achieve high frequency, high pressure, and large valve cap
stroke actuation with minimal device power consumption (a further advantage of piezoelectric
materials). Numerous macroscale piezoelectric hydraulic amplification mechanisms have been
presented in the literature. In an application for active vibration control, a piezoelectric ac-
tuator uses the volume change of a piezoelectric ring to create a large deflection of a smaller
area contact surface [32]. In an application for vibration control of a rotary dynamic system,
the deflection of a stack-type piezoelectric actuator is coupled through a hydraulic line to a
smaller size piston, which helps to control the motion of a rotating shaft [33]. These and other
[34] piezoelectric hydraulic amplification mechanisms are novel in design, yet do not face the
difficult fabrication, assembly, and tolerancing challenges inherent in the development of high
frequency MEMS-scale devices.
1.3 Concept
This thesis focuses on the design, modeling, fabrication, and experimental testing of a piezoelec-
trically driven hydraulic amplification microvalve for high pressure, high frequency applications.
The proposed microvalve is shown in Figure 1.5. This device is desired to achieve large valve cap
stroke (up to ~40pm) against high pressure loads (~0.1-1MPa) through a novel hydraulic am-
plification mechanism that converts the small displacement (-lpm) of a piezoelectric material
element into a significantly larger valve cap stroke. The inherent stiffness of the piezoelectric
material and the hydraulic fluid chamber enable both high-frequency and high-force actuation
capabilities.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of a piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification microvalve. The
primary structural components are designated with arrows. External hydraulic system pressure
loading is applied on the top surface of the valve cap and membrane.
The active valve consists of three primary components: a piezoelectric drive element, an
enclosed fluid amplification chamber, and a membrane with attached valve cap. The drive
element incorporates a circular piston structure supported from beneath by one or more small
bulk piezoelectric cylinders and is suspended circumferentially from a surrounding support
structure by thin annular micromachined tethers. This novel compact "piston-type" design
enables high frequency actuation against a large external pressurization due to the high stiffness
of the piston structure and integration of miniature bulk piezoelectric elements beneath the
piston using a thin-film bond layer. The lateral dimensions of the tethers are designed to make
the tethers compliant enough to allow for rigid piston motion up and down, yet stiff enough
to resist bowing under pressurization caused by the hydraulic fluid above the tether during
actuation. The tethers provide a seal between the hydraulic fluid above the piston and the
piezoelectric chamber below the piston, and also provide a path for electrical contact to the top
surface of the piezoelectric cylinders. The fluid chamber resides between the top surface of the
drive element piston and the bottom surface of a thin, smaller diameter silicon micromachined
valve cap membrane. These design features enable the valve device to simultaneously meet a
set of high frequency, high pressure, and large stroke requirements that have not previously
been satisfied by other microvalves presented in the literature.
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In response to applied piezoelectric voltage, the piezoelectric material strains. The resulting
deflection of the drive element piston generates a pressure within the hydraulic amplification
chamber which in turn deflects the valve cap and membrane against a fluid orifice, thereby
regulating fluid flow through the external hydraulic system. The pressure loadings on the
valve cap and membrane during device operation depend on the external microfluidic system
application. The piezoelectric material capabilities, the ratio of the piston diameter to the valve
membrane diameter, the compliances of the fluid and structural elements in the chamber, the
severity to which the valve cap membrane experiences nonlinear behavior, and the nature of
the external loading all contribute to the performance of this microvalve device.
The proposed fabrication process for this microvalve involves the assembly of five silicon
layers and four glass layers. A 2-D schematic of the microvalve device, illustrating individual
silicon and glass layers, is shown in Figure 1.6. The middle glass layer (Layer 3) forms the drive
element support structure and the top (Layer 9) and bottom (Layer 1) glass layers provide
structural support. The bottom silicon layer (Layer 2) and drive piston silicon layers (Layers
4,5) provide a path for electrical contact to the piezoelectric cylinders. The top four silicon
layers (Layers 4,5,7,8) and glass layer (Layer 6) house the hydraulic amplification chamber,
valve cap and membrane structure, and fluid inlet and outlet channels. All silicon-silicon
wafer interfaces are bonded with high-temperature (~1300'C) fusion bonds, and all silicon-
glass layer interfaces are bonded using low temperature (-300'C) anodic bonds. Attachment
of the top and bottom piezoelectric cylinder surfaces to the adjoining silicon is achieved with a
low temperature (-3000C) AuSn eutectic bond.
Shown in Figure 1.7 is a 3-D schematic of a fabricated silicon and glass multi-layer Micro-
Hydraulic Transducer actuator system. This system consists of an inlet and outlet piezoelec-
trically driven active valve and a centrally-located piezoelectric pump chamber. The pump
chamber is comprised essentially of the same drive element structure contained within each ac-
tive valve component. All of the fabrication and assembly challenges (see Section 1.4.2) inherent
in the realization of the active valve component structures are shared by the full MHT device,
and as a result the efforts documented within this thesis to successfully fabricate a workable
valve device at the same time demonstrate the ability to realize complete MHT systems.
1.4 Challenges
A significant number of challenges had to be overcome to realize a functional piezoelectrically
driven hydraulic amplification microvalve. These challenges can be organized into two ma-
jor groupings: (1) modeling and design challenges and (2) fabrication, assembly, and testing
challenges. These challenges are highlighted in the following sections.
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Figure 1.6: 2-D schematic of a microvalve multi-layer silicon and glass structure. Five silicon
layers, four glass layers, and one or more piezoelectric material cylinders are joined together
to form the microvalve. Enclosed fluid within the hydraulic amplification chamber couples the
drive element piston deflection to the valve cap motion.
1.4.1 Modeling and Design Challenges
Structural Modeling of Active Valve
The development of a comprehensive structural model for the active valve requires detailed
modeling of the piezoelectric material behavior, the bottom support plate structural compli-
ance, the drive element piston and tether compliances, the hydraulic chamber fluid stiffness, the
top support plate structural compliance, and the valve membrane deflection behavior. Stresses
within the piezoelectric material, the drive piston tethers, and the valve membrane must be
calculated to ensure structural integrity of the device under worst-case system loading condi-
tions. Linear plate deformation theory is adequate for calculating the deflections and stresses
associated with the drive piston tether and chamber compliances since these structural deflec-
tions are small in comparison to the respective structural thicknesses. However, modeling of
the valve membrane requires more advanced non-linear deformation theory.
Non-linear Modeling of Valve Membrane
To achieve a high stroke actuation capability within the active valve device, the valve mem-
brane/plate structure is designed to experience peak deflection magnitudes which exceed the
plate structural thickness. This type of large-deflection deformation behavior is characterized
by an elongation or stretching of the plate structure and a subsequent generation of a non-zero
in-plane tensile stress along the neutral axis. As the plate is deformed significantly into the
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Figure 1.7: 3-D schematic of a Micro-Hydraulic Transducer multi-layer silicon and glass struc-
ture. Since a complete MHT system relies on identical fabrication and assembly procedures
to those of the component valve, successful testing of the piezoelectrically driven active valve
device validates the capability to realize the full MHT system.
large deflection regime, the in-plane tensile stress begins to exceed the bending stresses and the
plate stiffness increases. Linear plate theory is inadequate to capture these stiffening effects,
and as a result, tools have been developed to accurately model the non-linear large deflection
behavior of the valve membrane/plate structure.
Development of Systematic Active Valve Design Procedure
The design and formulation of an active valve geometry which can satisfy performance require-
ments imposed by an external hydraulic system is an important step in the development of
MHT systems. Accurate modeling of the fluid flow behavior through the hydraulic system and
interaction of the valve structure with this external system must be developed. Additionally,
design parameter variations, such as valve membrane thickness, valve cap stroke, and the num-
ber of valve membranes working together in parallel within the active valve device must be
properly investigated so as to create an active valve whose membrane structures experience
stresses below fracture limits and, as a whole, that consumes as little power as possible during
operation.
1.4.2 Device Fabrication, Assembly, and Testing Challenges
Micromachining and Wafer-Bonding
Micromachining of the valve membrane and drive element tether structures within the active
valve device is a critical step in the fabrication process. To achieve precise dimensional control
of these thin-membrane structures, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers containing a buried oxide
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etch-stop layer are used. In performing deep etches in these wafers, the surface roughness of
the etch and the tailoring of the fillet radius profiles at the base of the etch must be well-
controlled so as to maintain the strength and robustness of the structures. Additionally, upon
completing the etching of the various silicon layers, wafer-level silicon-silicon fusion bonding
and wafer-level silicon-glass anodic bonding procedures must be carried out to form multi-layer
wafer stack structures, in preparation for device assembly.
Piezoelectric Material Integration
Integration of bulk piezoelectric material within the thin-tethered drive element structures is
the most critical step in the active valve assembly. Preparation of the material, including pol-
ishing, thin-film deposition, and core-drilling, is performed to provide an optimal surface finish
of the material in preparation for eutectic bonding to the adjoining silicon layers within the
device. Additionally, accurate measurement of the individual piezoelectric element dimensional
thicknesses, prior to integration, is required to ensure optimal static and operational deflections
of the piston structure which result in minimal stresses in the etched piston tethers. Incorpo-
ration of multiple smaller area piezoelectric materials spread out beneath the piston membrane
is desired over placement of a single larger area piezoelectric material at the piston center, so
as to reduce system compliances and increase actuation efficiency. However, tolerance issues
become even more important when dealing with the requirements of multiple bonded elements.
Fluid Filling and Sealing
Encapsulation of a working fluid in the device is a significant challenge at the microscale because
surface-to-volume ratios are typically quite large, with surface energies playing a dominant
role. Any gas bubbles present in the sealed operational device can create enormous system
compliances, potentially rendering the device useless. The elimination of trapped gases during
filling of the device and during encapsulation of the fluid port used for filling is critical for
high-level performance. The development of a systematic fluid degassing and filling procedure
is required for successful realization of a working active valve device.
Device Testing
Experimental testing of a complex microfabricated device can be an extremely challenging
activity, due primarily to the lack of physical access to the structures within the device. To
thoroughly characterize the performance of the active valve device presented in this thesis, drive
element piston and valve cap deflections in response to applied voltages must be measured real-
time. Additionally, dynamic pressures (between 0 and 2 MPa) upstream and downstream of
the valve orifice and real-time fluid flow rates (as low as 10 - and as high as 1 1) must
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be monitored. Development of a test-rig apparatus for carrying out these measurements is a
critical task for proper evaluation of the device behavior.
1.5 Objectives
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a piezoelectrically driven hydraulic amplifica-
tion microactuator structure, which can be operate as a microvalve for high frequency control
of high pressure fluid flows. This research is carried out through a series of modeling, de-
sign, fabrication, assembly, and experimental testing tasks. This work will demonstrate the
microactuator and valve concepts and evaluate their experimental performance in comparison
to behavior predicted by the models developed in the thesis.
A secondary goal of this thesis is to provide a framework of linear and non-linear structural
modeling tools and design procedures that can be implemented in the development of high
frequency piezoelectric micropumping and microvalving systems. Additionally, a further goal
of this thesis is to present a method for small-scale bulk piezoelectric material integration within
silicon micromachined thin-tethered structures, a procedure which can enable the realization of
compact high-frequency high-stiffness hydraulic actuator structures.
1.6 Approach
The overall scope of this thesis includes each of the challenges presented in Section 1.4, and
consequently the thesis is divided into two major parts. The first part (Chapters 2 through 5)
focuses on active valve modeling and design. The second part (Chapters 6 through 9) concen-
trates on active valve fabrication, assembly, and testing. Use of the modeling tools developed
in the first part of the thesis enables model-experiment correlation in the later sections.
Chapter 2 introduces the concept of the active valve device and details the procedures used
to model the structural valve component compliances. Linear plate theory, with bending and
shearing deformation effects included, is implemented. Additionally, the benefits of multiple
piezoelectric elements spread out beneath the drive element piston rather than a single centrally-
located element are presented through a series of finite-element studies.
Chapter 3 presents the development of a numerical code to model the large deflection
behavior of a thin annular plate structure with rigid central cap under pressure loading. This
theory has been specifically developed to capture the non-linear stiffening effects present in the
valve membrane structure of the active valve, effects which are unaccounted for in the basic
linear plate theory presented in Chapter 2. The finite-differencing scheme presented in this
chapter is based upon the work of Su [1].
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Chapter 4 combines the linear and non-linear modeling tools presented in Chapters 2 and 3
to create a quasi-static structural model of the active valve. In addition, the chapter introduces
a dynamic simulation architecture for the valve, which includes inertia and damping associated
with the drive element piston and valve cap structural elements. Calculation of the coupled
fluid-structure resonant valve frequency, based on finite-element analyses, is also presented.
Chapter 5 uses the modeling tools and simulations developed in the first three chapters
to formulate a systematic quasi-static design procedure that can be used to design an active
valve geometry based on external hydraulic system performance requirements. This design
procedure incorporates the governing fluid flow relations linking the valve cap motion to the
external hydraulic system pressures and enables variation of key parameters within the active
valve geometry to minimize power consumption. As a check, full system dynamic simulations
are run to validate the quality of the valve geometry created using the quasi-static procedure.
Chapter 6 presents an overview of the fabrication challenges encountered and the solutions
implemented in the development of the active valve device. A detailed sub-component testing
plan for the active valve is presented as well. This systematic plan, as shown in Figure 1.8,
breaks the complete active valve structure into manageable sub-component structures according
to the primary challenges already detailed. The piezoelectric drive element sub-component
study proves the ability to micromachine the tethered piston structure and integrate bulk
piezoelectric material beneath the piston. The valve cap and membrane sub-component study
validates the non-linear large deflection behavior of the valve membrane structure. Following
successful completion of these sub-component studies, a complete active valve device can be
fabricated and tested.
Chapter 7 details the piezoelectric drive element sub-component study. Devices are fab-
ricated that incorporate both standard polycrystalline PZT-5H piezoelectric material elements
as well as higher-strain single-crystal PZN-PT piezoelectric material. Additionally, devices
with three piezoelectric elements spread out beneath the drive piston are compared to single
element devices to demonstrate the stiffening benefit of incorporating multiple piezoelectric el-
ements within the drive element structure. These devices are quasi-statically and dynamically
characterized to frequencies in excess of 100 kHz.
Chapter 8 details the valve cap and membrane sub-component study. Valve membrane
structures are fabricated and inspected to ensure adequate fillet radius control at the base of the
etched features. Pressure-deflection experiments are carried out to characterize the degree of
non-linearity present in these structures. Experimental results are compared to analytical and
finite-element model results in which key parameters have been varied (membrane thickness
and fillet radius size) in an effort to determine the sensitivity of the membrane behavior to
these parameters.
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Schematic Cross-Sections of Test Articles in the Test Plan
Figure 1.8: Active valve sub-component testing plan. Realization of the full active valve requires
performance validation of piezoelectric drive element sub-component, valve cap and membrane
sub-component, and hydraulic amplification chamber sub-component.
Chapter 9 presents the experimental testing of the full active valve device, with a focus on
voltage-valve cap deformation frequency-dependent behavior, as well as differential pressure-
flow characterization of the valve. Correlation to quasi-static and dynamic models is presented.
Lastly, Chapter 10 concludes the thesis with a summary of accomplishments. Conclusions
are drawn and recommendations are made for future work. Appendices are also included, which
detail many of the structural models and dynamic simulations presented throughout the thesis.
1.7 Thesis Executive Summary
This thesis demonstrates, through a series of modeling, design, fabrication, assembly, and exper-
imental testing tasks, successful operation of a piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification
microvalve for use in Micro-Hydraulic Transducer systems. Linear and non-linear modeling
tools characterizing the structural deformations of the active valve sub-systems were devel-
oped. These tools enabled accurate prediction of real-time stresses along the micromachined
valve membrane structure as it was deflected into its non-linear large-deflection regime. A
systematic design procedure was developed to generate an active valve geometry to satisfy
membrane stress limitations and valve power consumption requirements set forth by external
hydraulic system performance goals. Fabrication challenges, such as deep-reactive ion etch-
ing (DRIE) of the drive element and valve membrane structures, wafer-level silicon-to-silicon
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fusion bonding and silicon-to-glass anodic bonding operations, preparation and integration of
piezoelectric material elements within the micromachined tethered piston structure, die-level
assembly and bonding of silicon and glass dies, and filling of degassed fluid within the hydraulic
amplification chamber were overcome. A photograph of the completed 9-layer microfabricated
valve is shown in Figure 1.9.
Fluid inlet/OUtlet ports Electrical connection ports
20 mm
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Figure 1.9: Photograph of a 9-layer silicon and glass piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplifi-
cation microvalve, as part of a full MHT system. Dimensions of the valve structure within the
full MHT chip are 8mm x 8mm x 5mm.
The active valve structural behavior and flow regulation capabilities were evaluated over a
range of applied piezoelectric voltages, actuation frequencies, and differential pressures across
the valve. For applied piezoelectric voltages up to 500Vpp at 1kHz, the valve devices demon-
strated amplification ratios of drive element deflection to valve cap deflection of 40-50x. These
amplification ratios correlate within 5 - 10% of the model expectations. Flow regulation exper-
iments proved that a peak average flow rate through the device of 0.21mL/s under a sinusoidal
drive voltage of 500Vpp, with valve opening of 17pm, against a differential pressure of 260kPa
could be obtained. Tests revealed that fluid-structural interactions between the valve cap and
membrane components and flow instabilities (due to transition between the laminar and tur-
bulent flow regimes through the valve orifice) limited the valve performance capabilities.
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Chapter 2
Active Valve Linear Model
This chapter presents the analytical modeling structure of the active valve, focusing on the
linear deformation behavior of the various structural components. This chapter begins with an
overview of each of the components of the active valve, detailing the corresponding structural
geometries and associated assumptions used to model them. This first-level active valve model
assumes a single cylindrical piezo material under the drive element piston for ease of modeling.
Toward the conclusion of the chapter, the effects of incorporating multiple piezoelectric cylinders
are discussed and the corresponding benefits to structural stiffnesses of the piston and the
bottom structural plate are presented. The chapter concludes with an identification of the
valve components that require further development of non-linear theory.
2.1 Valve Geometry and Modeling Procedure
The proposed piezoelectrically driven hydraulic amplification microvalve is schematically shown
in Figure 2.1. The axisymmetric valve is comprised of three primary sub-structures: a piezo-
electric drive element, a closed hydraulic amplification chamber, and a membrane with attached
valve cap. The drive element sub-structure consists of one or more bulk piezoelectric material
cylinders located at the center of the device, each bonded on its top surface to a silicon microma-
chined piston and on its bottom surface to a silicon support structure. The drive element piston
is attached along its outer circumference to a silicon support structure with two thin silicon
tethers. The fluid chamber resides between the top surface of the drive element piston and the
bottom surface of a smaller diameter silicon micromachined valve cap membrane. In response
to an applied piezoelectric voltage, a small deflection of the drive element piston translates into
a much larger deflection of the valve cap membrane. The ratio of the piston diameter to the
valve membrane diameter, the compliances of the fluid and structural chamber, the severity to
which the valve cap membrane experiences nonlinear behavior, and the piezoelectric material
performance determine the potential valve stroke for a given applied piezoelectric voltage.
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Figure 2.1: 2-D schematic of the piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification microvalve.
The nomenclature and key dimensions are detailed.
In developing a comprehensive analytical model for the active valve, the following aspects
need to be accurately represented: (1) piezoelectric material behavior, (2) drive element piston
and tether deflection behavior, (3) fluid compressibility, (4) hydraulic amplification chamber
structural compliance,(5) valve cap and membrane deflection behavior, and (6) bottom struc-
tural plate behavior beneath piezoelectric material. The efficiency of the valve drive is a function
of how much volume is created due to the various system compliances. The ideal design would
call for a very stiff hydraulic fluid and a completely rigid drive element piston and chamber
structure. In this case, all of the volume change created by the drive element deflection would
exhibit itself in the volume change associated with the valve membrane deflection. Modeling
of aspects (2), (4), (5), and (6) require a detailed understanding of linear plate theory. Each
of these aspects will be modeled as a plate with applied loading and boundary conditions to
determine the deflections and swept volumes due to bending and shearing effects. Non-linear
issues such as in-plane stretching will be discussed at the close of the chapter.
2.2 Overview of Linear Plate Theory
In general, a symmetrically loaded circular plate will experience deflections due to bending and
shearing. If the plate thickness is small compared to the plate outer radius, the deflection due
to bending will be significantly larger than that due to shearing. If the plate thickness is of
the same order of magnitude as the plate outer radius, however, the deflection contribution
due to shearing effects will no longer be negligible. In these cases, it is advisable to obtain the
total deflection as a sum of these two contributing effects. As detailed above, the top chamber
structure, the drive element piston, the drive element tethers, the bottom chamber structure,
and the valve cap/membrane can be modeled using linear plate theory. The degree to which
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each of these structural components may experience non-linear deflection behavior is discussed
at the conclusion of this chapter. This section presents the methodology used to model these
plate behaviors (in a linear fashion) by way of a simple example. The following sections then
detail each of the modeled valve compliances.
An example of a symmetrically loaded circular plate is shown in Figure 2.2. This plate is
clamped at its outer radius (r=a), guided at its inner radius (r=b), and subjected to a pressure
loading P over its bottom surface. The plate will experience deflections due to bending and
shearing effects.
a
r
b w(r)
E, v, t
t t t t t t t t t t t t
P
Figure 2.2: Circular plate under axisymmetric pressure loading, with a guided boundary con-
dition at inner radius b and a clamped boundary condition at outer radius a.
2.2.1 Deflections Due to Bending
The governing differential equation for the symmetrical bending of a circular plate can be
written as:
d rjw)) Q(r)(.)
dr r D
where D = is the flexural rigidity of the plate and Q(r) is the shear force per unit
length as a function of r. Q(r) depends on the nature of the plate loading. In this example
case, the shear force is:
_P(r
2 
_b2)Q2r = (2.2)2r
The boundary conditions in this example case are:
BC1 : w(r = a) = 0 (2.3)
dw
BC2: dw (r = a) = 0 (2.4)
dr
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dw
BC3 : (= b) = 0 (2.5)dr
By integrating the governing differential equation and applying the imposed boundary con-
ditions, the deflection of the plate w(r) can be determined. In addition, the swept volume
associated with the deflection can then be calculated as follows:
dV = J 27rrw(r)&r. (2.6)
For this example plate bending case, the plate deflection at the inner radius (r=b) and the
swept volume are found to be:
Wbending(b) = [Wbending(b)] P (2.7)
dVbending = I dVbeldif g] P (2.8)
where Endin,(b) and d are the plate bending compliances,
=Pbe3dib (64D(b6 -a 2 ) + a2b4  -7+ 41n [b] - 161n []) + a4 b2 (5 - 41n [b]) - a6) (2.9)
-P 8 / b) 2 b) 8
=dEbendig - 192D(b2 - a2 a8 - 10ab 2 + 24a b4 1 - In + a2 b6 -22 + 24 In + 7b8 (2.10)
These compliance coefficients are derived in detail in Appendix A.1.
2.2.2 Deflections Due to Shearing
In cases where the plate thickness is not small compared to the plate outer radius, shearing
effects may contribute significantly to the overall deflection. The following analysis structure
will allow for estimations of this deflection due to shear.
In general, shearing stresses vary across the thickness of a plate according to the same
principle as for beams of narrow rectangular cross-sectional area [3]. The corresponding shearing
strain can be written as:
dw 
-aQ(r)
dr Gt(2.11)dr Gt
where G = 2E is the modulus of elasticity in shear of a plate, t is the plate thickness, and
Q(r) is, again, the shear force per unit length as a function of r. The coefficient a is the shear
correction factor. The boundary condition in this example case is:
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BC4: w(r = a) = 0 (2.12)
By integrating the differential equation and applying the imposed boundary condition, the
deflection of the plate w(r) can be determined. The swept volume associated with this deflection
can be calculated according to Equation (2.6). For this example plate shearing case, the plate
deflection at the inner radius (r=b)and the swept volume under the plate are found to be:
Wshear (b) = EB (b)] P (2.13)
dVshea = d~Vh P (2.14)d~har = vhear
where 3 ) and are the plate shear compliances,
eP =(G) 2 +2 -1+ 21n [b]) (2.15)
wdhea,(b -I ia -4b+b 34nii (.6Gh kk ai.
Pv (a - 4a 2b 2 +b 4 (3 - 41n [b) 2.16)
These compliance coefficients are derived in detail in Appendix A.1.
2.2.3 Combined Deflection Due to Bending and Shearing
The total deflection at (r=b) and swept volume of the plate are sums of those contributions
due to pure bending effects and shearing effects. In this example case, the plate deflection and
swept volume can therefore be written, respectively, as:
w(b) = [,'befdifl 9 (b) +wEshear (b) P = [=W(b)] P(1
dV = [ Pvbd. + EVh]a P = [rk (2.18)
It is clear from this example that the plate deflection at a desired location and the swept
volume can be expressed as linear functions of the loading parameters.
2.2.4 Comparison of Bending/Shearing Deflections
To illustrate the importance of the bending and shearing contributions to the example symmet-
ric annular plate discussed thus far, the overall radial dimensions of the plate and the applied
pressure loading are held constant and the plate thickness is varied from a value that is small
compared to the plate radial dimensions to a value that is of the same order of magnitude as
the radial dimensions. In doing this, one would expect to observe an increasing importance of
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the shearing contribution as the plate thickness increases. The following dimensions, material
constants, and loading parameters are assigned to the example case, and are typical of those
found in the proposed active valve:
a = 3mm, b = 0.5mm, E = 165GPa, v = 0.22, o = 1.5, P = 1MPa. (2.19)
Deflections (at r=b) due to bending and shearing are calculated as the plate thickness is varied
from t = 20[Lm to t = 2mm. The results are shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Bending and shearing contributions to plate deflection at inner radius (r=b). The
plot on the right is a close-up view. As the ratio of plate thickness to plate outer radius
approaches 1, the deflection due to shearing becomes important. For ratios << 1, shearing
effects are inconsequential compared to bending effects.
These results illustrate the importance of shearing effects as the ratio of plate thickness
to plate outer radius approaches 1. For ratios significantly less than 1, deflections due to
bending far exceed those due to shearing. In this case, neglecting the shear contributions
would have little effect on the calculated deformation. On the other hand, for ratios near and
greater than 1, shear contributions are important and therefore, neglecting them would result
in overall deformations smaller than those expected in reality. For each of the compliant plate
structures within the active valve, except for the valve membrane (where its thickness << radial
dimensions), both bending and shear effects are included in the deformation analyses.
2.3 Detailed Structural Modeling
2.3.1 Piezoelectric Material Behavior
The piezoelectric material cylinder within the valve drive element strains when a voltage is
applied to it. Often, the loading on the material may increase during this actuation step. In
the drive element structure, this actuation compressive loading is a combination of the hydraulic
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amplification chamber pressure acting over the piston top surface and the tensile drive element
tether force acting along the piston outer circumference. In general, for a bulk cylindrical
piezoelectric element, as shown in Figure 2.4, subject to an applied voltage V and an actuation
compressive axial stress AT,, the material axial strain is:
Tp
ZP
+ d-33
Vp 
_VP ~ Ep L
Figure 2.4: Cylindrical piezoelectric element with applied voltage and stress loading.
E AZ- d33 V ATP (2.20)
S Lp Lp Ep
The parameter d3 3 is the piezoelectric material coefficient and Ep is the modulus of elasticity.
Under the case of zero actuation loading, AT, = 0, the material experiences a maximum strain
in response to a voltage V. This is termed the free strain condition, Ep,free = d33 V P. At a
sufficiently large external load, the material experiences no net strain in response to a voltage.
This is termed the blocked force condition, AT,blocked = dPVpE,
Equation 2.20 assumes perfect 33-direction actuation. In reality, this is not achieved due to
transverse clamping of the piezoelectric element at its top and bottom. However, the incorpo-
ration of multiple, smaller diameter piezoelectric elements rather than a single large diameter
element helps to reduce this clamping effect and supports the assumption. The implementation
of multiple, smaller diameter piezoelectric elements is discussed in Section 2.5. For the purposes
of the active valve model development in this section, however, a single piezoelectric material
cylinder placed at the center of the drive element chamber is assumed.
2.3.2 Drive Element Piston and Tether Behavior
The drive element substructure provides a volume change, which is transferred to the valve
cap/membrane through the use of hydraulic fluid. In an ideal case, the drive piston would be a
rigid structure and the drive element tethers would be stiff enough to resist significant volume
deformation due to the hydraulic amplification chamber pressure, yet compliant enough to
allow for adequate piston deflection and to ensure tether stresses below critical levels. The
drive element piston and tether structure can be broken into two linked sub-models, as shown
in Figure 2.5. The first sub-model captures the behavior of the drive piston and the second
sub-model captures the behavior of the drive element tethers.
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Figure 2.5: Simplification of pressure and stress loading on the drive element piston for use in
the linear deflection analysis of the drive element tethers.
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Drive Element Piston
Figures 2.5(b) and 2.5(c) present two potential ways to model the deformation of the drive
element piston. Both scenarios model the piston as a circular plate with outer radius Rpi, and
thickness tpis and assume the plate to experience a guided boundary condition at its center.
Finite-element models have shown this to be a more appropriate (and conservative) boundary
condition than enforcing a guided boundary condition at the edge of piezo material, R,. The
piezoelectric material is not infinitely rigid, and therefore does allow for plate bending over
the region where the material contacts the piston. The primary difference in the two scenarios
is the boundary condition assumptions at the outer piston radius Rpi,. If the drive element
tethers possessed negligible stiffness, one could assume that they exert an insignificant bending
moment on the drive piston, resulting in an appropriate hinged boundary condition at Rpi, as
shown in Figure 2.5(b). On the other hand, if the tethers possessed an infinite stiffness, one
could assume them to create a rigid boundary on the piston at this location, as shown in Figure
2.5(c). Finite-element studies have shown that for the typical range of design space for the
tethers and piston in this active valve device, the actual structural behavior is approximately
halfway between these two limiting scenarios. Therefore, the drive element piston compliances
are taken as the average of these limiting scenarios. The hydraulic amplification chamber
pressure PHAC acts over the entire top surface of the plate from r = 0 to r = Rpi, and the
piezoelectric material stress Tp acts over the bottom surface of the plate from r = 0 to r = Rp.
The piston center deflection Zpi, and piston swept volume dVpi, (referenced to the hinged outer
radius) can therefore be represented by the following relations,
ZPiS= z] Tp - , PHAC (2.21)
dVpis [ Ily)j Tp - d'V,] PHAC (2.22)
where , , , and F,7 are the compliance coefficients defined explicitly in
Appendix A.2.
Drive Element Tethers
In Figure 2.5(c), each drive element tether is modeled as a circular plate with inner radius Rpi,
and outer radius Reh. In order to allow for flexibility in design, the top and bottom tethers are
defined to have different thicknesses (ttetop or ttebot). Again, assuming that the piston slope at
Rp,, is zero, the boundary condition on each tether at this location is that of a guided interface.
At Reh, each plate is rigidly clamped to the valve support structure. The top tether experiences
a concentrated force Ftetop at r = Rpi, and a pressure loading PHAC from r = Rpi, to r = Reh
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while the bottom tether experiences only a concentrated force Ftebot at r = Rpi,. The deflection
(at r = Rpi,) and swept volume of the top tether alone can be written as,
Ztetop = tetop] Ftetop - t PHAC (2.23)
dVtetop = F etop] tetp - ['Vtetp] PHAC + ApisZtetop (2.24)
where - F P =F and --7 are coefficients defined explicitly in AppendixZttp Ztetop' I dVtetop -dVtetopexlcty ni
A.2.
The deflection (at r = Ri, 5 ) and swept volume of the bottom tether alone can be written
as,
Ztebot = [BZtebot] Ftebot (2.25)
dVtebot = BFVtebt Ftebot + Apis Ztebot (2.26)
where -7F t and =F are coefficients defined explicitly in Appendix A.2.Ztebot dVtebot
Although the equations for the behavior of each tether alone are straightforward, the behav-
ior resulting from both tethers together is more complex. In a two-tether system, both tethers
share the same deflection at r = Rpis; that is, Zte = Ztetop = Ztebot. Additionally, the sum of
the piston forces on the tethers must be equal to the total force on the piston itself,
Ftetop + Febot = Fpiston = ApTp - ApisPHAC- (2.27)
The distribution of this force on the tethers is determined by the relative stiffnesses of the
tethers, and therefore, the force taken by the top tether can be written as,
7F-
Ftetop F ZebF Fpiston (2.28)
FZtebot ± Ztetop]
One can observe from this relation that if the bottom tether has a thickness much less than
that of the top tether (ie: 7 Fb >> =Fteto,), then all of the piston load is taken by the top
tether, Etetop ~ Fpiston. Likewise, if the tethers have the same thickness, then each tether carries
half of the piston force. Following these arguments, the tether deflection (at r = Rpi.) and the
tether swept volume can be expressed as,
' F F 1P 7p
Zte = ~ i Ztetop te- o (ATtetop Ztebot PHAC (2.29)
.I Ztebot Ztetop I Zebot + Ztetop
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= [ F =F 1 P
dVe = dVtetop dVtetopZtebot (ApTp - ApisPHAC) - dVtetapZtbot PHAC + ApisZte
- =~F + -.F =Ps ~ + -_ p
Ztebot Ztetop .Ztebot Ztetop
(2.30)
In this manner, the deflection of the drive element piston outer radius and the swept volume
of the piston and top tether is determined.
Combined Piston and Tether Behavior
Having modeled the piston and tethers individually, it is now possible to express the complete
piston/tether deflection and swept volume. The drive element piston center deflection with
respect to the active valve structural support is the sum of the piston deflection in the first
sub-model and the tether deflection in the second sub-model,
Zde = Zpis + Zte. (2.31)
Likewise, the total drive element volume change is the sum of the piston swept volume in
the first sub-model and the top tether swept volume in the second sub-model,
dVde = dVpis + dVte. (2.32)
These relations, therefore, fully describe the drive element center deflection and swept vol-
ume as a function of the piston and tether stiffness coefficients and the loading, T and PHAC-
2.3.3 Bottom Structural Compliance
A rigid valve structure beneath the piezoelectric material cylinder would ensure that all of
the piezoelectric strain during actuation goes into the drive element volume change needed for
valve cap motion. In reality, this structure is not rigid and as a result this bottom structure
deformation serves only to reduce the effective volume change that can be produced by the
drive element.
As shown in Figure 2.6, this structure can be modeled as a circular plate with thickness tbot,
guided at its center, and clamped at outer radius Reh. Again, as for the drive element piston,
the assumption that the piezo in no way helps to stiffen the plate is taken as a conservative
estimate. The only loading applied to the plate is the piezoelectric material stress Tp from
r = 0 to r = RJ. The bottom plate center deflection Zbot can therefore be represented by the
following relation,
Zbot = - [lbo, T, (2.33)
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Figure 2.6: Compliance of bottom structure beneath piezoelectric material.
where -- bT is defined explicitly in Appendix A.2.
2.3.4 Fluid Compressibility
During valve actuation, increased pressure within the hydraulic amplification chamber results
in compression of the contained fluid. A portion of the drive element volume change will be
lost in this undesired volume change of the fluid. The relationship between the fluid volume
change dVHAC and the fluid pressure change dPHAC is:
dVHAC = - VHAC dPHAC (2-34)
where Kf is the fluid bulk modulus and VHAC is the total fluid volume of the hydraulic
amplification chamber.
2.3.5 Top Structural Compliance
For efficient hydraulic amplification within the active valve, the top structural compliance should
be small so that minimal drive element actuation volume is lost in this chamber deformation.
As shown in Figure 2.7, the top chamber structure can be modeled as an annular plate with
inner radius Rm, outer radius Rch, and thickness ttop. At Rm, the plate is free and experiences
a concentrated force Fm, corresponding to the sum of all the forces acting on the valve cap
and membrane,
Fvm = PHACAvm - PjAvc - P2 (Avm - Avc). (2.35)
The plate is rigidly clamped at Rte. The plate experiences a pressure loading PHAC on its
underside.
The top plate inner radius deflection Zt0 ,, and swept volume dV,, can therefore be repre-
sented by the following relation,
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Figure 2.7: Hydraulic amplification chamber structural deformation under PHAC and Fm
loading.
ZtO = [E So] PHAC + Fvm (2.36)
dVtop = [E Vt PH AC + [dVto,] Fvm + AvmZtop (2.37)
where t, and -ytp are defined explicitly in Appendix A.2. In reality, the
region above the annular chamber structure will not be completely unsupported. As a result,
this model provides a worst-case value for the structural chamber volume change.
2.3.6 Valve Cap and Membrane Behavior
For the fluid flow directionality shown in Figure 2.1, a pressure drop occurs as the fluid flows
radially inward over the valve membrane, through the contraction over the valve cap, and finally
through the expansion into the exit channel. In the structural modeling of the valve cap and
membrane, the pressure P 2 is assumed constant over the valve membrane area and the pressure
P is assumed constant over the valve cap area (see Chapter 5 for further discussion of these
fluid modeling assumptions).
Pi
PHAC c RM
Figure 2.8: Valve membrane and cap, deflected upward from their equilibrium position, under
pressure loadings PHAC, P1 , and P2 .
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As shown in Figure 2.8, the valve membrane experiences a pressure loading PHAC over its
entire bottom surface, a pressure loading Pi over the valve cap top surface, and a pressure
loading P2 over the top surface of the valve membrane. The valve membrane can be modeled
as a circular plate with thickness tm, a guided boundary condition at r = R, and a clamped
boundary condition at r = Rvm, with a pressure loading Pm = (PHAC - P2 ) on the underside
of the membrane and a concentrated force Fve = AvcC(PHAC - P1) acting in the upward direction
at r = R,, (see Figure 2.9). Bending of the valve cap is neglected in this model. For typical
valve cap and membrane dimensions within the active valve structure, finite-element studies
have shown that this rigid cap assumption is valid.
Fvc
ZVC
Rvc t
PVM
RVM
Figure 2.9: Simplified model of the valve cap and membrane with imposed boundary conditions
and applied loading.
For linear theory, the inner radius deflection Ze and the swept volume dVm can be repre-
sented by the following relations,
Z = z Pvm + (2.38)
dVvM = [v Pvm ± [~vm] Fe + AVcZVe (2.39)
where EP, , , and =F are defined explicitly in Appendix A.2.
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2.4 Full Active Valve Linear Model
The complete quasi-static active valve model consists of Equations 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 2.29, 2.30, 2.33,
2.34, 2.35, 2.36, 2.37, 2.38, and 2.39, combined with the following two equations for displacement
matching and volume conservation,
Zp + Zbot = Zte + Zpis
dVte + dVis + dVfluid - dVtop - dVvm = 0.
(2.40)
(2.41)
Figure 2.10 summarizes the modeling components of the active valve. All equations are
represented in a Maple code that solves for Tp and all of the structural component displacements
and swept volumes, given the voltage input V and the external valve cap and membrane
pressure loadings P and P2 . This model is included in Appendix A.2 for reference.
p1
P2  i Fvc p2
II t I I Fv
Valve Cap and Membrane: Equations (2.38), (2.39)
T T T T
PHAC
PHAC
PHAC
PHAC dfiuid PHAC
t
PHAC
t t t t 
t
Tp
t t t t
Tp
Top Structural Plate:
Volume Conservation:
HAC Chamber Fluid:
Drive Element Piston:
Drive Element Tethers:
Displacement Matching:
Piezoelectric Material:
Bottom Structural Plate:
Equations (2.35), (2.36), (2.37)
Equation (2.41)
Equation (2.34)
Equations (2.21), (2.22)
Equations (2.29), (2.30)
Equation (2.40)
Equation (2.20)
Equation (2.33)
Figure 2.10: Complete linear quasi-static active valve structural model.
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2.5 Impact of Multiple Piezoelectric Cylinders
The previous development of analytical theory for the active valve has assumed the piezoelectric
actuation material to be a single cylinder located at the center of the drive element piston. To
stiffen the drive element actuator structure, it would be desirable to incorporate a matrix of
small diameter piezoelectric rods under the piston rather than a single centrally-located large-
size cylinder (as long as the rods are sized properly to avoid buckling). Although incorporation
of a matrix of rod structures is beyond the scope of this thesis, the use of three smaller diameter
piezoelectric cylinders spread out beneath the piston is realizable (Chapter 8 experimentally
evaluates this concept). This modeling section investigates the benefits of using three smaller
diameter piezoelectric cylinders rather than a single centrally-located one in order to effectively
"stiffen" the drive element piston and bottom plate structures.
Since the analytical relations developed thus far have assumed plate theory with boundary
conditions corresponding to a single centrally-located piezoelectric cylinder, and since deriva-
tion of 3-dimensional plate behavior for multiple cylinder geometries is complex, finite-element
models of the structural components are required. This section demonstrates, through example
cases, how finite-element models of the drive element piston structure and bottom plate struc-
ture can be used to determine the ,T =P = , and '_: T compliance coefficients for
~Zp 7 -Z dVi -d 2 i8 ' 7 Zb~t
three-piezoelectric cylinder geometries. Once determined, these coefficients can simply be sub-
stituted into the corresponding structural equations developed for the single-cylinder geometry
presented in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
2.5.1 Finite-Element Analysis of Piston
As presented in Section 2.3.2, the - compliance coefficients for the piston structure are taken
as the average of the hinged and clamped boundary condition scenarios at Rp. For clarity, this
section will analyze the effects of three piezoelectric cylinders on a drive piston in the hinged
boundary condition scenario. A similar procedure can be carried out for the clamped scenario,
but is not documented in the section.
To illustrate the benefits of using three piezoelectric cylinders, a finite-element study com-
paring a single piezoelectric cylinder piston geometry to geometries with three piezoelectric
cylinders is presented. In this study, representative piston geometry and material properties
are taken to be: Rpi, = 3mm, tpi, = 800pm, Esi = 165GPa, and usi = 0.22. For the single
piezelectric cylinder geometry, the cylinder radius is R = 1mm. For the three piezoelectric
cylinder geometry, the radius of each cylinder is sized (Rp = 0.577mm) such that the total area
of all three is identical to the area of the cylinder in the single piezoelectric cylinder case. The
distance RCP of each cylinder from the piston center is varied in this study to illustrate the
effect of cylinder placement on the piston compliance. Schematics of the single cylinder and
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three cylinder finite-element model geometries are shown in Figure 2.11. The piston structure
is guided at its center (r = 0) and hinged at its outer radius (r = Rpi).
PHAC
W2A
JZP
RPis
A
TP' RcP
RPis
Figure 2.11: Finite-element (ANSYS) models of (a) a single centrally located piezoelectric
cylinder beneath the drive element piston, and (b) a three piezoelectric cylinder design with
the cylinders spread out beneath the drive element piston.
To determine the compliance coefficients zP and E T for the drive piston structure, a
stress T is applied on the underside of the piston where the cylinder(s) make contact. The
resulting displacement at the center of the cylinder(s), Z,, and the resulting swept volume of
the piston structure, dVpi are recorded. Similarly, to determine the compliance coefficients
E_, and E , a pressure P is applied on the entire top surface of the piston. The resulting
displacement at the center of the cylinder(s), Zp, and the resulting swept volume of the piston
structure, dVi,8 are recorded. From these responses, the compliance coefficients are calculated.
Single Piezoelectric Cylinder Geometry
In performing finite-element analyses for this single cylinder geometry, the resulting piston
compliance coefficients were found to be:
Loading Z, Compliance dVe Compliance
Stress .7T 2.09e- 13 m -T 2.42e-18m 3
Pressure , =8.20e- 13 M = 1.08e- 17m377Pa I dVp,, P
Three Piezoelectric Cylinder Geometries
Finite-element analyses for the three cylinder geometry were performed, with Rp varying from
1 mm to 2.25 mm. Figure 2.12 plots the compliance coefficients of the three-cylinder geometries
as a function of RP. Taking as an example case, Rc = 2.25mm, the compliance coefficients
were found to be:
Loading Z, Compliance dVe Compliance
Stress :7= 0.36e-13rm =T 0.94e-18Pr ssra = 2 -V . .e
Pressure P 3.12e13 m =' -1.08e7m 
3
- . -a e ~ pj Pa
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Figure 2.12: Compliance coefficients of the three
,T (b) -dVi, (c) , and (d)
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cylinder piston geometry for varying RCP: (a)
In comparing these results (for RCp=2.25 mm) to those of the single cylinder geometry, it
is observed that T is reduced by 5.8x, -"T is reduced by 2.6x, and _P is reduced by 2.6x.
Clearly, the use of three cylinders spread out beneath the piston is beneficial in reducing these
coefficients, and therefore stiffening the structure. E , however, remains the same. This is
expected since the swept volume of the piston structure (with no cylinders present below) in
response to an applied pressure on the piston top surface should be identical for the single and
three cylinder geometries. These results demonstrate the stiffening benefits of incorporating
three piezoelectric cylinders beneath the drive element piston rather than a single centrally-
located one. With these types of finite-element models, one can obtain compliance coefficients
for a particular three cylinder drive piston geometry and use these coefficients in the analytical
equations developed in Section 2.3.2 to accurately model the valve structural behavior.
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2.5.2 Finite-Element Analysis of Bottom Plate
To illustrate the stiffening benefit of using three piezoelectric cylinders above the bottom plate,
a finite-element study comparing a single piezoelectric cylinder bottom plate geometry to ge-
ometries with three piezoelectric cylinders is presented. In this study, the chamber bottom
plate geometry and material properties are assumed to be: Rte = 3.2mm, tpi, = 1000Pm,
Esi = 165GPa, and vsi = 0.22. For the single piezelectric cylinder geometry, the cylinder ra-
dius is R, = 1mm. For the three piezoelectric cylinder geometry, the radius of each cylinder is
sized (R, = 0.577mm) such that the total area of all three is identical to the area of the cylinder
in the single piezoelectric cylinder case. Schematics of the single cylinder and three cylinder
finite-element model geometries are shown in Figure 2.13. The piston structure is guided at its
center (r = 0) and clamped at its outer radius (r = Rte).
TPIEZ TPIEZO
ZBOT
- RTE RTE RCP
Figure 2.13: Finite-element (ANSYS) models of bottom plate structure with (a) a single cen-
trally located cylinder above the bottom plate, and (b) a three cylinder design, with the cylinders
spread out above the bottom plate.
To determine the compliance coefficient for the bottom plate structure "lbT, a pressure
(stress) T is applied to the top surface of the plate where the cylinder(s) make contact. The
resulting displacement at the center of the cylinder(s), Zbt is recorded. From this response,
the compliance coefficient is calculated.
Single Piezoelectric Cylinder Geometry
In performing the finite-element analysis for this single cylinder geometry, the resulting piston
compliance coefficient was found to be:
Loading Zbot Compliance
Stress .7ZT = 4.79e- 14 m
Three Piezoelectric Cylinder Geometries
Finite-element analyses for the three cylinder geometry were performed, with Rc varying from
1 mm to 2.25 mm. Figure 2.14 plots the compliance coefficient -"baT of the three-cylinder
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geometry as a function of this varying RCP Taking as an example case, RCP = 2.25mm, the
compliance coefficient was found to be:
Loading Zbt Compliance
Stress T = 0.98e-- 1 4
In comparing this result (for RCP=2.25 mm) to that of the single cylinder geometry, it is
observed that B- is reduced by 4.9x. Clearly, the use of three cylinders spread out above the
bottom plate is beneficial in reducing the amount by which the centers of the cylinders move
downward into the plate. These results demonstrate the stiffening benefits of incorporating
three piezoelectric cylinders above the bottom plate structure rather than a single centrally-
located one. With this type of finite-element model, one can obtain the compliance coefficient
for a particular three cylinder bottom plate geometry and use this coefficient in the analytical
equations developed in Section 2.3.3 to accurately model the valve structural behavior.
X 10-14
3
2.5
-N[ i 1 .5 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .
0.5.
1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25
R CP(mm)
Rop
Figure 2.14: Compliance coefficient -_bT of the three cylinder bottom plate geometry for
varying Rcp-
2.6 Further Modeling Issues
The structural component that requires additional modeling focus is that of the valve cap and
membrane. For the typical design space in the proposed active valve, this plate/membrane
structure is designed to have a thickness of approximately 10 pm, yet experience deflections
on this order or larger. In this deflection regime, the plate will begin to stretch, resulting in
the generation of in-plane tensile stresses that are unaccounted for in the linear plate theory
presented in this chapter. The drive element tethers also possess thicknesses near 10 Am,
however, because the piston deflection during device operation is expected to be only 1-2 pm,
these tethers can be accurately modeled by the linear relations detailed thus far.
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2.7 Conclusions
This chapter has developed a linear, quasi-static structural model of the proposed active valve
device, including piezoelectric material behavior, deformation of the drive element tethers and
the valve cap/membrane structure, and the compliances associated with the drive element
piston, bottom structural plate, top structural plate, and hydraulic fluid. In addition, the
chapter has demonstrated, through the use of representative finite-element models, the benefits
of incorporating multiple piezoelectric cylinders spread out beneath the drive element piston
rather than a single centrally-located one. The following chapter will detail the development of
numerical non-linear modeling tools for understanding the large deflection deformation behavior
of the valve cap and membrane structure.
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Chapter 3
Non-Linear Deformation of the
Valve Cap and Membrane
This chapter presents the development of a numerical code for the non-linear large-deflection
modeling of a thin annular plate structure with rigid central cap under pressure loading. This
theory has been specifically developed to model the valve cap and membrane behavior in the
proposed active valve device. The chapter begins within an introduction to the valve cap geom-
etry under investigation and the associated nature of the geometric non-linearity. The theory
behind this non-linear deformation is then presented, with detailed derivation of the governing
equations used in the numerical integration. Representative loading plots for a given valve
geometry are then presented to illustrate the numerical code's capability to capture in-plane
tensile stresses and boundary layer phenomena. Lastly, three MatlabTM codes are presented
that serve as non-linear modeling tools for use in Chapters 4, 5, and 8 of this thesis. The
finite-differencing scheme presented in this chapter is based upon the work of Su [1].
3.1 Introduction
In general, the deflection of a structural plate can be represented using linear deformation
theory only if the deflection of the plate is less than about half the thickness of the plate. In
this small deflection regime, it can be assumed that the plate's neutral axis is unchanged in
length as it deforms, ie: it experiences no tensile stress. The only stresses that exist in this
plate are the compressive and tensile bending stresses above and below this neutral axis. In a
plate experiencing large deflections (that is, deflections greater than half the thickness of the
plate), however, the plate begins to stretch and the assumption of zero in-plane tensile stress
at the neutral axis is no longer valid. As the plate is deformed more and more into the large
deflection regime, the in-plane tensile stress begins to dominate the bending stresses, thereby
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increasing the plate stiffness. This marks the onset of membrane behavior, characterized by
the inability to withstand bending moments. For plates that experience loads that create this
large deflection behavior, it is critical that this in-plane stress be modeled and that the plate
stiffening effects be captured.
3.2 Plate Geometry
The plate geometry under consideration in this chapter is shown in Figure 3.1. The plate has
outer radius, ra, inner radius rb, thickness t, a Young's Modulus E, and a poisson ratio v. The
plate is clamped at its outer radius and guided at its inner radius. The assumption of a guided
boundary condition at rb is a reasonable one since bending of the valve cap is negligible. The
plate experiences a pressure loading p underneath the plate from rb to ra and a concentrated
circumferential force f at rb.
ra
rb
t f
'T T T T TT T T T T T
P
Figure 3.1: Schematic of an annular plate with a rigid central boss under pressure loading.
3.3 Theory
The work presented in this chapter is an extension of Sheplak and Dugundji's work on the large
deflection behavior of clamped circular plates (without rigid central caps) [2]. Additionally, the
finite-difference implementation contained within this chapter is the result of work done by Su
[1].
3.3.1 Assumptions
This chapter follows von Karman plate theory, in which the vertical displacement of the plate
w is assumed to be much larger than the lateral displacement u and v and the normals to the
undeformed middle surface remain the normals to the deformed middle surface. As a result, the
deformed shape of the thin plate can be fully described by the geometry of the neutral surface.
In this analysis, only quadratic non-linear terms are retained.
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3.3.2 Equilibrium Equations
The forces and moments experienced by a small section of the plate are shown in Figure 3.2,
where M, and M are the radial and tangential moments respectively, Nr is the in-plane tension
load per unit circumference, and Qr is the shear force per unit circumference.
No
Mo
drMr + - dr
dO Nr r (Ddro N~r + dr
dr
dO dr Me
z X No
(b)
Mr + rdrddr r+drdNr + dr
(a) Qr+ LdrQr dw dr
Mr \e~
Nr
(c)
Figure 3.2: Force and moment free-body diagrams for an infinitesimal annular plate section:
(a) top view of plate, (b) top view of plate section, (c) side-view of plate section.
To obtain the equilibrium equations for this plate, a radial force balance, a z-direction force
balance, and a circumferential moment balance are performed.
The radial force balance produces the following initial relation,
dNr dw dw dO
ZFr + (Nr + dr dr)(cos dr )(r + dr dO - Nr (cos d )rdO - 2NO(sin O)dr -
dQr dw dw dw
(Qr + dr dr)(sin w )(r + dr )dO + Qr (sin )rdO - p(sin d)rdrd = 0. (3.1)dr dr dr dr
The z-direction force balance produces the following initial relation,
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dNr dw dw
ZFz -4 (Nr + r dr)(sin -)(r + dr)dO - N, (sin )rdO +dr dr dr
dQr dw dw dw(Qr + dr dr)(cos w )(r + dr )dO - Qr (cos dw)rdO + p(cos dr )rdrd6 = 0. (3.2)dr dr dr dr
The circumferential moment balance produces the following initial relation,
dM d
Mr -+ (Mr + dr)(r + dr)dO - Mrrd9 + (Qr + dQr d)(r + dr)(r + dr)dO - Qrr 2d9 = 0. (3.3)
Using the following simplifying relations which hold true for the plate section,
dw .dw dw dO dO
COSd sind- dr- sin-j - - I (dr) 2 «dr
csdr d (r) dr 
the force and moment equilibrium balances can be simplified to the following equations
respectively,
Nr -No+r dr =)0 , (3.4)
d dw d
( Nrr + ± (Qrr) +pr = 0, (3.5)dr drj dr
and
Qr + dMr+ (Mr.MO) (3.6)dr r
3.3.3 Geometric Compatibilities
The radial elongation of the neutral axis during deformation can be represented by the following
strain displacement relation [3],
du 1 du 2  dw 2  (3.7)dr 2 [dr) Kdr ..
Based on the assumption that u < w, it follows that the term (4)2 is negligible compared
to the term (! )2. Therefore, the radial strain displacement relation can be simplified to
du 1 (dw 2
dr 2 dr (3.8)
The circumferential strain-displacement relationship is
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U
EO = -.
r
The first and second principle curvatures for the plate are [3]
d2w
Kr= dr2
(3.9)
(3.10)I dw
r dr
3.3.4 Constitutive Laws
Assuming that the plate experiences plane stress, ie: no variations in stress occur through the
thickness of the plate, the material Hooke's Law can be written as
=1 ( No VNr
, to = (3.11)
where E and v are the material Young's Modulus and Poisson Ratio respectively. Moment
equilibrium in the plate yields
Mr = -D(Kr + VKO) MO = -D(.e + vl'r) (3.12)
where D is the plate flexural rigidity, defined by
Eh3
12(1 - v 2 )
(3.13)
3.3.5 Governing Equations
Beginning with the three equilibrium equations (5.9), (5.10), and (3.6), the governing differential
equations for the plate can be derived. Integrating (5.10) with respect to r from rb to r yields
(Qrr -Qrrb)+ (Nr -Nrb + 2 r b=
Since the shear force at rb is Qrb = and since (J)r= 0, it follows that
dw f _r2)Qr +Nr + + = 0.dr 27rr 2r
Substituting the moment-curvature relations (3.12) into (3.6) gives(dow 1ld 2 w 1ldw_
Qr + D d 3W+ =d2  0.dr3 r -dr2 r2 dr
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(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
Cr =1 / Nr N o\)Er t
Combining (3.16) with (3.15) produces
d3 w 1 d2w I dw Nr dw f p(r2 -r)
dr3 r dr2 r2 drdr dr 2wrD 2rD '
Rewriting the strain-displacement relations (3.8) and (3.9) in the following manner,
rj + o - er + ( )= 0,dr 2 dr
and substituting the material Hooke's Law relations (3.11) into (3.18) produces
dNo
dr
Equations (5.9), (3.17), and
equations in the three unknowns
these equations can be written as
at r=rb:
at r = ra :
(Nr N +Eh (d)= . (3.19)
r 2r dr
(3.19), therefore form a set of three non-linear differential
Nr, No, and w. The boundary conditions corresponding to
follows:
u = rE = 0 No - vN, = 0,
U = re = 0 - No - vNr = 0,
dw
__= 0dr
dw
-=0dr
(3.20)
(3.21)
It is interesting to note at this point that these equations are non-linear because of the term
NL dw in (3.17). If the plate were deforming only in the linear regime, the term Nr = 0, and
therefore the three governing differential equations would condense into the following single
linear equation,
d3 w 1d 2w ldw f p(r2 -r2)
dr3 + r2  = 22 +dr T r r2 dr 27rrD 2rD (3.22)
which could be integrated three times to obtain a solution for w(r), as was detailed in
Chapter 2 of this thesis.
3.3.6 In-Plane Prestress
As often is the case with micromachined thin plate structures, residual tensile stresses in the
plate can exist prior to transverse loading. These initial in-plane loads serve to pretension the
plate and can significantly affect the resulting deformation behavior. The complete loading
parameters, Nr and No, can therefore be decomposed into initial in-plane prestressing compo-
nents Nro and No, and into components due to the transverse pressure loading Nr and No, as
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(3.17)
(3.18)
follows:
Nr = Nro + Nr
No =No + go.
(3.23)
(3.24)
These parameters, Nr and N 0 , can be thought of as incremental changes in Nr and No due
to the application of the transverse loading on top of the already prestressed plate.
Derivation of Nro and NO
It is desired to obtain expressions for the in-plane prestress that results from a uniform tension
load Nr = No applied at r = ra with zero displacement u = 0 at r = rb. Since p = 0 and
w(r) and its derivatives with respect to r are zero, only (5.9) of the three governing equations
remains. The strain-displacement relations (3.8) and (3.9) can be simplified to:
I No
Figure 3.3: Schematic of an annular plate with a rigid central boss under pretension. Loading
No is applied radially outward at r = r
du
Er = --drT
U
6o
r
(3.25)
Substituting (3.25) into (3.11) and rearranging for Nr and No produces
Etdu u\INo = (- d T1--V2 dr r (3.26)
Inserting (3.26 into (5.9) results in a solution for u(r):
u(r) = N r - -j. (3.27)(l )[(I + V) + (11)2 (1 -V)] r
Inserting this relation for u(r) back into (3.26) yields the following expressions for the initial
in-plane tensile loads:
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N r =( E l 2 du + vu )I, -- +--
Nro = No [I + )32 ( a)2 3.28)\1+02} \r
and
Noo = [I+# _ 02 ( 2(3.29)
where
t ( +j'. (3.30)
It is interesting to observe here that these in-plane tensile loads vary with r, unlike the
in-plane tensile loads for a circular plate with no rigid central boss, which do not vary with r,
NO(1 _ V)2Nro = N9o = Et . (3.31)
Governing Equations for Complete Loading
Having found expressions for the initial prestressing in-plane loads, (5.2) and (3.29) can be
substituted into the three previous governing differential equations (5.9), (3.17), and 3.19) to
produce the following three refined governing equations, in terms of N, No, and No,
d&T N r - NO
dr + = 0, (3.32)dr r
3 2W ra No ~, d ~ 2_rd w + d2 D(1+02)+1 dw (N N d f bP(r2 _ 3
dr3  r dr2  r 2  dr D D(1+/2) dr 27rrD 2rD (3.33)
and
dN, (NSr__NSO'Et dw'\ 2
dr _}do + = 0. (3.34)drr 2r dr
3.3.7 Non-Dimensionalized Governing Equations
In order to generalize these equations for ease of use, the non-dimensionalization procedure
of Sheplak and Dugundji is followed, with the subsequent non-dimensional parameters being
defined,
r d W U
ra <= t h
dW ra dw dO r2 d2W
< t dr d t dr2
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Nrra
Sr = Et3
Ro2
so = Et3 ".
The governing equations (3.32), (3.33), and (3.34) can therefore be reexpressed in non-
dimensional form as
S' + so= 0,
Of1+ s ( 2+ ,P 2 2 F)6  k2 + 2 - 12(l - v,2)Sro = 6(1 -- V2) P( - - ,
(3.35)
and
S- (Sr - so= 1 2
(3.36)
(3.37)
(3.38)
where
k ra
k= t)
12(1 - v 2 )NO
Et(1 +32) , s =8k
pr
Et4 ,
f ra
F = rEt4 . (3.39)
The parameters k and s are dimensionless pretension parameters and P is a dimensionless
transverse loading parameter. The boundary conditions can be written as
at r=b=-:
ra
at = a =1:
So - iSr =0
So - vSr = 0
For use in the numerical finite-difference code to be discussed in the next section, (3.36),
(3.37), and (3.38) can be simplified to two non-dimensional governing equations in the variables
Sr and 0 by substituting (3.36) into (3.38) to eliminate So. Therefore, the following set of
equations is ready for finite-difference implementation:
62(2S,'. + 3,.=
22
201" + 0' _ [(S2 + 1) + 2 (k 2 + 12(1 - V2)Sr)]o 6(1 _ V2) p63 _ p6 r + F6
\ra /
(3.42)
(3.43)
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0 =0 (3.40)
, 0 = 0. (3.41)
where
ra 12(l - V2)NF Pr- 2k = - =-)N s ak P=F a (3.44)(t Et(1 +,32) Et 4  irEt4
Boundary Conditions:
at = 6 : S,' + (1 - V)Sr = 0 , = 0 (3.45)
at = a : S' + (1 - v)Sr = 0 , = 0 (3.46)
Post-Equation:
so = S' + Sr. (3.47)
3.3.8 Finite-Difference Implementation
The non-linear dimensionless governing differential equations (3.42) and (3.43) can not be solved
directly due to the presence of the non-linear term Sr0 in (3.43). As a result, they must be
numerically solved. This section details the implementation of a finite-difference scheme to
accomplish this goal. Sheplak and Dugundji's work on the non-linear deflection of clamped cir-
cular plates highlights the importance of a boundary layer region near the plate's clamped outer
radius. For large deflections, it is within this region that a transition from membrane behav-
ior to plate bending behavior occurs. To accurately model this region, Sheplak and Dugundji
introduced a coordinate transformation that clusters a higher density of finite-difference grid
points in this region than in the central regions of the plate.
In the case of an annular plate with clamped outer radius and guided inner radius (cor-
responding to a rigid central cap), a similar procedure can be carried out. However, in this
situation, it is necessary to introduce a more detailed coordinate transformation that clusters
grid points at both r = ra and r = rb so that the two corresponding boundary layer regions
can be accurately resolved. Letting c = 1 (6 + () and defining q to be a set of equally spaced
grid points between 0 and 1, a proposed coordinate transformation is:
f or 0 <q < 0.5: = + (a - 1)( c - ) (3.48)
fo 0.57<1-1 (3.49)f or 0.5 < y <betwee 1 an + an - M+ #1-2(3.
where a is a coordinate stretching parameter varying between I and oo and #=[i]
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The closer a is to 1, the higher the mesh density near r = rb and r = ra in the coordinate
transformation.
An example of this coordinate transformation is illustrated in Figure 3.4, for the case of
= 0.1 and for 20 grid points existing between 6b and (a. In Plot 3.4(a), a value of a = 10
results in an evenly spaced finite-difference grid mesh between the inner and outer dimensionless
boundary of the plate. As a approaches 1 in Plots 3.4(c) and 3.4(d), an increase in the mesh
density begins to appear near the boundaries. For the numerical code implemented in this
thesis, values of a between 1.01 and 1.05 and number of grid points between 100 and 200 were
commonly employed.
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Figure 3.4: Coordinate transformation grid point locations for differing values of a.
Having defined these coordinate transformations, it is required to derive equations for q,
and 9 as functions of for use inthefinal coordinate transformation governing differential
equations to be presented on the following pages. Rearranging (3.48) and (3.49) and taking
derivatives with respect to produces the following relations:
For Ga 
_ G:
(3.50)
(3.51)
2 In m+ )
dal 1 m(1 +#)
d 2 1n # ( #-( o)( (-()
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d
2 -1_
2 in#
where
where
mn(1 + 0)(n - 2 ) 0
[(mO - (6 - 6))(m + (6 - 2 7
M = (a - 1)(6c - 6b)
n = m# - m + 26b.
For c < < &_:
1+2 (i (4
_ -1_
2 in #
m(1 + )
( - (m - ))(M + (6 - 6a)))
S m(1 + 0)(n - 26) 0
\(RMO - (6 - 6a))(m + (6 a)]
mr = (a - 1) (6c - 6a)
n = mO - m + 26a -
Incorporating these coordinate transformations into the set of Equations (3.42) - (3.47), the
transformed set of equations can be written as
2 d )2
d2Sr (77)
( 77) + 3(77) d )
dS(i7 ) =2(77)
2 (3.58)
2(71) (d7  2 d20(71)
~\hkcJd 77 + ± 2(77) +
dl(i)- [(s2 + 1) + 2(i7)(k2 + 12(1 
_ V2)Sr(77)] (77)
6(1 _ V2) p3(7 ) -P(( 7 ) (r))2 )
Boundary Conditions:
(dSr)
at q=0:
(d,) (d ) (1
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(3.52)
(3.53)
dr
d% _ 7 1
d<2 21nq#
where
where
(3.54)
(3.55)
(3.56)
(3.57)
(3.59)
+ (1 - V)Sr(77) = 0
at q = 1 :
, (r/) = 0 (3.60)
- V)Sr(rq) = 0 (3.61)
In M
(d,,)d
Post-Equation:
Sod(\) + S(n). (3.62)< dy
These equations are solved using a 2nd-order central finite difference scheme for the interior
grid points, a 2nd-order forward difference scheme for the grid point corresponding to the
boundary condition at the inner radius, and a 2nd-order backward difference scheme for the
grid point corresponding to the boundary condition at the outer radius. These equations are
cast into two matrix relations as follows:
[A]J = C (3.63)
1[B]Sr = _ 2. (3.64)
2
An initial guess for 0 is taken based on the solution to the linear problem. Based on this 9,
Sr is determined and the nonlinear term 12(1 - v 2 )g 2 (,)Sr is calculated. Having incorporated
this nonlinear term into [A], the new solution for 0 is determined. The error between the
previous 9 and the newly obtained 9 is calculated. If this error is sufficiently small, then the
procedure is complete and the solution vector 0 has been found. If the error is too large, an
under relaxation technique is used to produce a new 9 guess and the procedure is repeated.
This iteration scheme continues until 9 converges to a sufficiently accurate result.
3.3.9 Post-Processing Calculations
Once the non-linear solution procedure has been completed and Sr, So, and 0 have been found,
it is desired to obtain the deflection w of the plate, the curvature dw of the plate, and the
stresses O-r and -o within the plate. These calculations are described in the following sections.
Calculation of w
As detailed in (3.35), 0 = dW - l. To calculate w, finite differences are implemented to
express 9 in terms of W,
9 = [Wmatrix]W (3.65)
Then, since the vector 0 is known, this relation is rearranged to solve for W,
W = [Wmatrix- 1 9. (3.66)
Finally, the dimensional vector w is calculated,
w = Wt. (3.67)
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Calculation of d
2
,
drT
The non-dimensional plate curvature T is calculated, according to (3.35), using 2nd-order finite
difference schemes,
d ,
d
The dimensional plate curvature is then calculated,
(3.68)
d2w t (3.69)
dr2
Calculation of or and uo
In general, the dimensional plate stresses can be expressed as
EM2
Or = 2(Sro + Sr + Sr,bending)
Et2
Oro = 2 (SOO + SO + SO,bending)
r a
(3.70)
(3.71)
where Sro and SOO are the dimensionless initial in-plane stresses prior to plate transverse
loading, Sr and So are the dimesnionless in-plane stresses created during plate deflection, and
Sr,bending and SO,bending are the dimensionless bending stresses created during plate deflection.
Each of these contributions is considered as follows.
Sro and So,,
found to be
Combining (5.2), (3.29), and (3.35), the dimensional initial in-plane stresses are
Sro = SOO = ( k )12(l - V2) ra )2(r (3.72)
Sr and So
Sr,bendinq an
These are the results directly from the numerical code.
d SO,bending For plate bending, the radial and tangential strains are functions of
the distance from the neutral axis [3],
d2w
6r,bending = -z Wr2 6 0,bending -
z dw
r dr
(3.73)
According to (3.11),
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.
1 1
Cr = (U- - va0 ) , = (O - VO-r). (3.74)
Substituting (3.73) into (3.74) and rearranging in terms of Ur and Uo, then incorporating
(3.35) yields,
Sr,bending = Sr,bending(Z) = (1 _ . 2 )t + (3.75)
SO,bending = SO,bending(Z) = 2  - + F. (3.76)(1 - V2)t (
Therefore, the dimensional plate stresses O-r and o can be assembled from these three stress
contributions.
3.4 Results of Numerical Code
This section presents results to illustrate the capability of the numerical code to capture the
non-linear large deflection behavior of a thin annular plate with a rigid central cap. As an
example, consider a silicon plate with rb = 400pm, ra = 800pm, tvm = 7pm, Ei = 165GPa,
and v = 0.22. This structure is shown in Figure 3.5. The following subsections use this plate
geometry under varying loads to show important non-linear phenomena. Sections 3.4.1 and
3.4.2 highlight the differences between linear and non-linear deflection theory for two distinct
loading scenarios. Section 3.4.3 focuses on the presence of thin boundary layer regions near the
clamped boundaries and the change in these regions as the plate is deflected more and more into
the large deflection regime. And Section 3.4.4 discusses the effect that initial in-plane tension
can have on the plate deflection behavior.
ra
rb
P2 P2
tvm P3
Figure 3.5: Schematic of an annular plate with a rigid central boss under pressure loading P1 ,
P2 , and P3.
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3.4.1 Loading: P = P 2 = 0, P3 = 100kPa, N = 0
Figure 3.6 displays the linear and non-linear plate behavior for loading of P = P2 = OkPa
and P3 = 100kPa and zero initial in-plane tension. From plot(a), it is clear that the deflec-
tion (= 11.5pm) calculated using the numerical code is significantly less than that (= 31.5pLm)
predicted by linear theory. Thin plate structures, such as the one under consideration, experi-
ence significant in-plane stresses as the deflections grow larger than the plate thickness. It is
evident that this non-linear code captures this behavior. Shown in plots (b) and (c) are the
dimensional linear and non-linear plate slopes (!) and curvatures (d). Note the boundary
condition enforcement of zero slope at rb and ra. Plot (d) illustrates the stress o,. at the top
and bottom plate surfaces predicted by the non-linear code. In this case, the peak tensile stress
in the plate is 0.45GPa and occurs on the underside of the plate at ra.
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Figure 3.6: Deflection of thin annular plate under loading P = P2 = 0, P 3 = 100kPa. Plate
dimensions and properties: rb = 4 00pm, ra = 800im, t = 7pm, Ej = 165GPa, and v = 0.22.
3.4.2 Loading: P = 2.90MPa, P2 = 0, P3 = 1.30MPa, N = 0
Figure 3.7 displays the linear and non-linear plate behavior for loading of P = 2.90MPa,
P2 = OMPa and P3 = 1.30MPa, and zero initial in-plane tension loading. These pressure
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loadings were chosen to illustrate the difference between linear and non-linear theory even when
the valve cap deflection predicted in both cases is identical. From plot(a), it is clear that the
inner radius deflection predicted by both the linear and non-linear code is identical (= 0.7pm).
However, the deflection behavior of the interior sections of the plate are quite different, due to
the stiffening effect of the plate, which is accurately captured by the non-linear code. Linear
theory predicts a peak plate deflection near 18pm whereas non-linear theory predicts a plate
deflection near 9pm. Shown in plots (b) and (c) are the dimensional linear and non-linear plate
slopes (4) and curvatures (d). Again, note the boundary condition enforcement of zero slope
at rb and ra. Also, note the presence of near constant curvature toward the central portions of
the plate for the non-linear theory. This is due to the fact that the structure is behaving more
like a membrane than a plate in these sections. At values of r closer to the boundaries at rb and
ra, the curvature changes significantly. It is in these boundary layer regions that the bending
stresses become greater than the in-plane tensile stresses, and the structure transitions back
to plate behavior. Plot (d) further illustrates this point. The total stress -, at the top and
bottom plate surfaces remain almost constant in these central membrane sections, however they
increase sharply toward the boundaries. It is here that the bending stresses dominate. In this
case, the peak tensile stress in the plate is approximately 1.80GPa and occurs on the bottom
of the plate at rb. In this loading situation, although, the inner radius deflection is predicted
to be the same by the linear and non-linear code, the deflection of the interior portions of the
plate are quite different. When analyzing the active valve behavior, the volume swept under
the membrane would be overestimated if linear theory were to be used.
3.4.3 Loading: P1 = P2 = 0, Varying P3 , N = 0
To understand the concept of increasing plate stiffness and the presence of thin boundary layers
regions near rb and ra as the plate is pushed further into the large deflection regime, the plate is
subjected to varying pressure P3 beneath the membrane and cap and no other loading. Figure
3.8(a) illustrates the cap deflection at r = rb for increasing applied pressure P3 from 0 to 10 MPa.
A non-linear pressure-deflection curve is evident. As the plate experiences larger deflections,
higher pressure increase increments are required to produce the same deflection increments.
The plate is becoming stiffer as its deflection increases. Figure 3.8(b) shows a magnification
of part of this curve, from 0 to 0.06 MPa applied pressure. Notice that the pressure-deflection
curve is linear up to deflections of approximately half the plate thickness, tm = 3.5pm. Linear
deflection theory is accurate for this small deflection regime.
Figure 3.8(c) displays the normalized plate deflection shapes for P 3 loading of 0.01MPa,
0.1MPa, 1MPa, lOMPa, and 1OOMPa. When P3 = 0.01MPa, the plate deflection is very small
( 2.8pm), and therefore the plate experiences only bending stresses. When P3 = 0.1MPa, the
plate deflection is 11pm and therefore the plate has entered the large deflection regime. From
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Figure 3.7: Deflection of thin annular plate under loading P = 2.9MPa, P2 = 0, P3 = 1.3MPa.
Plate dimensions and properties: rb = 400pm, ra = 800pm, t = 7pm, Esj = 165GPa, and
/= 0.22.
Figure 3.8(d), one can observe a slight reduction in the size of boundary layer regions near rb
and ra. When P3 = 1OMPa, the deflection is relatively large ( 64pm). The boundary layers
have been decreased to very thin regions. In the central portions of the plate, the in-plane tensile
stresses dominate the bending stresses and therefore the plate curvature is constant. However,
near the boundaries, the bending stresses are not negligible and therefore the plate curvature
changes significantly. This is the region of transition from membrane to plate behavior.
3.4.4 Loading: P = P2 = 0, PHAC = 100kPa, Varying N,
It is also interesting to note the effect of pretensioning on the plate deflection. Pretensioning
the plate in the radial direction has the same effect as forcing the plate to experience large
deflections, in that it increases the in-plane tensile stress within the plate. Figure 3.9 illustrates
this phenomenon for the plate described above under pressure loading P = P2 = 0 and P3 =
100kPa. As the plate pretension (in units of stress) is increased from zero to 750MPa, the plate
deflection at rb decreases from 11.5pm to 1.3pm. It is therefore critical when micromachining
thin plate structure to estimate the magnitude of residual in-plane stresses that could result from
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Figure 3.8: Deflection of thin annular plate under varying P3 loading with P1 = P2 = 0 and
N = 0. Plate dimensions and properties: rb = 400pm, ra = 800pm, t = 7pm, Ej = 165GPa,
and v = 0.22.
wafer processing. The presence of any such stresses could substantially alter the performance
from that predicted by theory.
3.5 Matlab Non-Linear Tools
The previous results have proven the capability of this numerical code to predict the non-linear
deformation behavior of a thin plate structure with a rigid central cap. In the subsequent active
valve design, modeling, and optimization chapters of the thesis, this large deflection numerical
code is implemented in three distinct ways to allow for a variety of approaches to understanding
the non-linear behavior of the valve cap and membrane. Each of these approaches is contained
in a separate MatlabTM numerical code, and therefore act as a modeling tool for future use.
These approaches are illustrated in Figure 3.10.
The first approach, detailed in Figure 3.10(a), calculates the valve cap deflection and as-
sociated plate behavior, given the pressure across the valve membrane Pvm and the effective
force acting on the valve cap F. For the loading terminology in this chapter, the effective
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Figure 3.9: Deflection of a thin annular plate under loading Pi = P2 = 0, PHAC = lO0kPa,
with varying N0 . Plate dimensions and properties: rb = 400p~m, ra = 800pim, t = 7m
E = 165GPa, and t'= 0.22.
force on the valve cap would be Fo = Av(3- P1 ). The effective force could be the resultant
of only pressures P3 and Pi (acting over the valve cap area) if the valve cap is unrestrained,
or it could be the resultant of pressures P3, P1 , and a reaction force imposed on the valve cap
by an external structure if the cap is closed against a valve stop. This MatlabTM code, labeled
NLValveCapMembrane-CaseA.m and included for reference in Appendix B.1, will be used in
Chapter 3 as a part of the complete non-linear active valve quasi-static model.
The second approach, detailed in Figure 3.10(b), calculates the pressure across the valve
membrane Pvm such that the valve deflection attains a certain value Zoc given a known value of
Foc This MatlabTM code, labeled NLValveCapMembrane-CaseB.m and included for reference
in Appendix B.2, will be important in Chapter 5 for determining the necessary PHAC(t) time
history within the active valve in order to produce a desired Zoc(t) trajectory when the external
loading time histories Pi (t) and P2 (t) are given.
The third approach, detailed in Figure 3.10(c), calculates the force on the valve cap Fo
required to produce a particular valve cap deflection Zo under a known loading Pvm. This
MatlabTM code, labeled NLValveCapMembrane-CaseC.m and included for reference in Ap-
pendix B.3, will be used in Chapter 3 to determine the reaction force exerted by a valve stop
structure on the valve cap when given all three pressure loadings Pi, P2, P3, and an imposed
valve cap deflection (ie: hitting a stop).
All three of these MatlabTM tools share the same non-linear theory and finite-difference
implementation as presented in this chapter. They differ only in the organization of the system
matrices and the procedure in which the various known and unknown quantities are handled.
All are capable of outputting the entire plate spatial deflection vector, as well as the spatial
slope and curvature vectors, and the plate top and bottom surface spatial stress vectors. The
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Figure 3.10: Matlab Tools for Use in Subsequent Chapters: (a) NLValveCapMembrane-
CaseA.m, (b) NLValveCapMembrane-CaseB.m, and (c) NLValveCapMembrane-CaseC.m.
codes included in Appendix B are written as MatlabTM functions.
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the theory governing the non-linear deflection of a thin annular
plate with a rigid central cap and has detailed the development of a numerical code to capture
this behavior. The results of the code have been compared to linear theory and important
phenomena such as in-plane pretension effects and plate/membrane boundary layer regions
have been discussed. Since this theory is critical for the development of the active valve device
proposed in this thesis, three distinct MatlabTM codes/tools have been written for use in the
design, modeling, and valve optimization chapters that follow.
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Chapter 4
Active Valve Non-Linear Model and
Simulation
This chapter combines the linear and non-linear modeling tools presented in Chapters 2 and
3 to create a quasi-static structural model of the full piezoelectrically-driven active valve. In
addition, the chapter introduces a dynamic simulation architecture for the valve, which includes
the inertia and damping associated with the drive element piston and valve cap structural
elements. Calculation of the coupled fluid-structure resonant valve frequency, based on finite-
element models, is also presented.
4.1 Quasi-Static Active Valve Model
A quasi-static active valve model, incorporating only linear structural behavior, was presented in
Chapter 2. By combining this model with the numerical code developed in Chapter 3 to model
the large-deflection behavior of the valve membrane, a complete quasi-static non-linear active
valve model can be formulated. This model consists of two primary solving steps, as shown
in Figure 4.1. In the first step, a matrix A is generated which captures all linear relationships
within the valve structure. In the second step, this matrix is used in combination with one of
the previously described non-linear tools, NLValveCapMembrane-CaseA.m, to solve iteratively
for the complete active valve behavior.
Since the valve membrane is the only structural component of the active valve for which
non-linear modeling is required, the linear compliance matrix A can be defined by:
Y = [A]U. (4.1)
where Y is a vector of active valve variables to be calculated using linear theory, and U is
a vector of input variables required to calculate Y. This matrix relation can be rewritten in
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Given: Geometry, Material Properties
Given: Loading Vp, P1, P2
Compute: Linear Compliance Matrix [A] using
FullActiveValve(Non-Linear).mws
Guess: PHAC
Evaluate: Coefficient
Calculate: Zp, Tp, Qp,
Ztop, dVtop,
Iterate in PHAC until
dVcheck < tolerance Use Tool: NLValveCa
calculate Z
Evaluate: dVcheck
If dVcheck >
If dVcheck <
Solution for Non-Linear Quasi-Static
Active Valve Model
Figure 4.1: Calculation procedure for non-linear quasi-static active valve model.
more detail as:
Zp
T,
Qp
Zbot
Zte
dVte
Z~is
dVisd
dVf 1id
ztOP
dVo,
Fm
Zde
A1, 1
A 2 , 1
A 3 , 1
A 4 , 1
A 5 ,1
A 6,1
A 7,1
A 8 ,1
A9 ,1
A1 o,1
All, 1
A 1 2 , 1
A 1 3 , 1
A 1 4 , 1
A 1,2
A 2 ,2
A 3 ,2
A 4 ,2
A5 ,2
A 6 ,2
A 7,2
A8 ,2
A 9 ,2
A 10 ,2
A 11 ,2
A 1 2 ,2
A 1 3 ,2
A 1 4, 2
A 1 ,3
A 2 ,3
A 3 ,3
A 4 ,3
A5 ,3
A 6 ,3
A7 ,3
A8 ,3
A9 ,3
A10 ,3
A11 ,3
A 12 ,3
A 1 3 ,3
A 1 4 ,3
A 1 ,4
A 2 ,4
A 3 ,4
A 4 ,4
A5 ,4
A6 ,4
A7 ,4
A8 ,4
A9 ,4
A10 ,4
A 11 ,4
A 12 ,4
A 1 3 ,4
A 1 4 ,4
[VPP1P 2PHAC (4.2)
For a given active valve geometry, the coefficients of the linear compliance matrix A are cal-
culated (see MapleTM code FullActiveValve(Non-Linear).mws in Appendix C.1). For a known
set of loadings V, P1 , and P2 , an initial guess for the equilibrium pressure PHAC is assumed,
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s of [A]
Zbot, Zte, Zpis, dVpis, dVfiuid,
Fvm, Fvc, Zde
pMembrane-CaseA.m to
.vc, dVvm
0 - Decrease PHAC
0 - Increase PHAC
and the variables contained in Y are calculated. With this value of PHAC, the non-linear tool
NLValveCapMembrane-CaseA.m is called to calculate Z,, and dVm. A check is then made of
the summation of swept volumes,
dVcheck = dVvm + dVtop - dVte - d pis - dVfluid- (4.3)
If dVcheck > 0, the initial guess for PHAC was too large. Conversely, if dVheck < 0, the
initial guess for PHAC was too small. Depending on the result, a modified value of PHAC is
attempted. This iteration procedure is carried out until subsequent iteration values of dVcheck
are confined to within a specified tolerance. At this point, an equilibrium solution for the active
valve under the specified loading conditions has been achieved.
4.2 Accuracy of Quasi-Static Model
The accuracy of this quasi-static active valve model can be verified by comparing its results
under various loading conditions to those of a finite-element model. In making this comparison,
the goodness of the assumptions used in this analytical model can be evaluated.
4.2.1 Assumptions in Model
The analytical active valve model uses linear and non-linear plate theory to model the com-
pliances of the structural components. Boundary conditions for each of the components were
chosen in an effort to accurately represent the geometries of a real device. However, it would
be impossible to achieve 100% perfect correlation between the analytical model and a finite-
element model, or a real device. Therefore, prior to comparing the analytical and finite-element
models, the following thoughts concerning model correlation are put forth:
1. Both the valve membrane structure and the drive element piston tethers have been mod-
eled with rigid boundary conditions along their respective inner and outer circumferences.
In reality, because these interfaces are not in fact rigid, one might expect a "local" soften-
ing effect at these locations that would make these plate structures softer than predicted
by theory.
2. Bending and shearing effects have been accounted for in the linear analytical equations
governing the drive element piston, the top plate structure, and the bottom plate struc-
ture. Due to the fact that shearing coefficients are not well understood for these types
of plate geometries, some non-correlation between analytical and finite-element results is
expected. Additionally, because these plate geometries and associated boundary condi-
tions are somewhat complex (ie: the presence of the piezoelectric cylinder beneath the
piston and above the bottom plate), some degree of non-correlation is expected.
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It is hoped, however, that even with all of these uncertain issues associated with material
properties and geometric boundary conditions, the correlation between the analytical and finite-
element model will be within - 10% for a range of loading parameters that covers the design
space for the proposed active valve.
4.2.2 FEM Model Geometries and Correlation Procedure
Two finite-element models of the active valve have been developed to estimate the accuracy
of the analytical quasi-static active valve model. The first model, illustrated in Figure 4.2,
uses 8-node axisymmetric plane elements for all of the component structures, including the
fluid. Material properties for silicon and pyrex are assigned appropriately, as are the bulk
modulus properties for the contained hydraulic fluid. As shown in Figures 4.2(b) and 4.2(c),
the valve membrane and drive element tethers structures do not include fillet radius features.
Since the analytical model does not include the effect of fillet radii either, this allows for a level
comparison. Estimates of maximum stress in these structures, however, will not be accurate.
(b)
file -
(a) (C)
Figure 4.2: An ANSYSTM finite-element model of the full active valve without fillet radius
features on the valve membrane and drive element tether structures : (a) entire device, (b)
close-up view of valve cap and membrane, and (c) close-up view of drive element tethers.
The second model, illustrated in Figure 4.3, also used 8-node axisymmetric plane elements
and the same material definitions. However, this model does include adjustable size fillet
radius features on the valve membrane and the drive element tether structures. Figures 4.3(b)
and 4.3(c) show close-ups of these regions. This enables a determination of the degree of
stiffening that the fillets add to the structures and also allows for accurate estimation of stress
concentrations in the structures. Both finite-element models have gone through a convergence
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Figure 4.3: ANSYS finite-element model of full active valve with fillet radius features included:
(a) entire device, (b) close-up view of valve cap and membrane, and (c) close-up view of drive
element tethers.
study to ensure that the element mesh densities are fine enough to produce reliable results.
4.2.3 Model Correlation Procedure
The procedure for comparing the analytical quasi-static active valve model to the finite-element
models is documented below. The procedure involves a systematic study of the correlation
between these models for varying boundary condition and fillet radius assumptions.
1. To determine the modeling accuracy of the piezoelectric material, valve membrane, drive
element tethers, and hydraulic fluid in the analytical model, all other structural com-
ponents (valve cap, drive piston, top plate, and bottom plate) in the model are made
-T =-T - -T = P _ -P _ -P = F
rigid (ie: ',Zbot _ j,, =, ,, = d = - . , =Vo -Ztp = 0). Behavior of
the analytical valve is compared to the finite-element model (without fillets) with iden-
tical conditions on the component stiffnesses. Figure 4.4(a) illustrates the FEM model.
Infinitely stiff regions are shaded dark.
2. To determine the modeling accuracy of the drive piston, top structural plate, and bottom
structural plate, the analytical model is run with all compliances in their normal state.
Behavior of the analytical model is compared to the finite-element model (without fillets)
with infinitely stiff regions as shown in Figure 4.4(b). This comparison will validate the
accuracy of the full analytical model with all compliances included.
3. To evaluate the effect of the fillet radius features and additional sidewall material on the
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valve behavior, the finite-element model (with fillet radius = 25 pm) with no regions of
infinite stiffness is run, as illustrated in Figure 4.4(c). The boundary condition in this
model is at the outer radius of the entire structure rather than at the outer radius of
the hydraulic amplification chamber. This is a more realistic model of a fabricated valve
device. Comparison is made to the full analytical model with all compliances in their
normal state.
14'
(a) (b) (C)
Figure 4.4: ANSYSTM finite-element comparison stages: (a) Top plate, bottom plate, piston,
valve cap, and side structures are rigid, (b) Only valve cap and side structures are rigid, and
(c) No structures rigid.
To cover the design space for the active valve geometry under consideration, the following
three loading scenarios are applied:
1. V=1000 V, P1=0, P2 = 0
2. V=0, P1=1 MPa, P2 = 1MPa
3. V,=500 V, P 1=0.5 MPa, P2 = 0.
These loading scenarios are chosen to capture the valve behavior throughout a complete
cycle of deflection. The first loading scenario produces a large positive valve cap deflection, the
second loading scenario produces a large negative valve cap deflection, and the third scenario
produces a small positive valve cap deflection. The comparison procedure detailed above is
carried out for each of the loading scenarios to evaluate the accuracy of the analytical quasi-
static active valve model.
4.2.4 Valve Geometry
The active valve geometry used in this comparison study is detailed in the following table.
These dimensions are chosen to represent a typical active valve device.
Geometric Dimensions:
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Component Parameters
Valve Cap R = 310pm Rvm = 800/pm tvm = 10pm t = 400pm
Top/Bottom Plate tto, = 1000pm tbot = 1000pm
HAC Chamber Rte = 3.225mm HHAC = 400pm
Piston/Tethers Ri, = 3mm t,,s = 800pm ttetop = 10pm tebot = 10pm
Piezo LP = 1mm Rp = 1mm
Material Properties:
Material Properties
Silicon Esi = 165GPa vsi = 0.22 asi = 1.25
Pyrex Epyrex = 48GPa Vpyrex = 0.20
Piezo d. = 2000 Pj Epiezo = 9.01GPa
Fluid Kf 1tid = 2.OGPa
The critical valve parameters chosen to serve as comparisons between the two models are
the valve cap deflection Zc, the top plate structure deflection Zt0 p, the hydraulic amplification
chamber pressure PHAC, the drive piston center deflection Z,1j the top tether deflection Zte,
and the bottom plate structure center deflection Zbot. These parameters are reviewed in Figure
4.5. In addition, for the finite-element model with fillet radius features, the maximum membrane
stress in the model is also monitored.
zvc
Zde
Zbot
Figure 4.5: Variables monitored in analytic and FEM models.
4.2.5 Model Correlation
Finite-Element Model (without fR), Rigid Compliances
In comparing the analytical model to the finite-element model without fillet radius features for
the case where the drive piston, the top structural compliance, the bottom structural compli-
ance, and the valve cap are all designated to be rigid, the results correlate extremely well. Table
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4.1 shown below compares these results for the three loading scenarios. For each of the three
loading scenarios, the valve cap deflection correlates within 0.4%. All of the other parameters
also correlate very well, within 1%. This correlation proves that the valve membrane non-linear
relations, the drive element tether relations, the fluid compliance, and the piezoelectric material
behavior are all modeled very accurately in the non-linear quasi-static analytical active valve
model.
TABLE 4.1: Model Correlation (without fR), Rigid Compliances
Loading Model Variables to Monitor
ZI c Zde Zte Ztop Zbot PHAC Umax
(pm) (pm) (pm) (pm) (pm) (kPa) (GPa)
Scenario 1 Analytic 26.269 1.136 1.136 0 0 781 1.45
VP = 1000V FEM 26.218 1.143 1.143 0 0 775 n/a
P1 = 0, P 2 = 0 % Dif 0.2 % 0.6 % 0.6 % 0% T % 0.8 %l n/a
Scenario 2 Analytic -20.770 -0.597 -0.597 0 0 567 0.96
VP = OV FEM -20.858 -0.591 -0.591 0 0 562 n/a
P1 =1MPa, P2 = 1MPa %Difl 0.4 % I1.0% l1.0% 10 % % 0.9 %l n/a
Scenario 3 Analytic 14.207 0.612 0.612 0 0 349 0.66
Vp = 500V FEM 14.175 0.614 0.614 0 0 347 n/a
Pi = 0.5MPa, P 2 =0 %Dif 0.2 % 0.3% 0.3% 0 % % 0.6 % n/a
Finite-Element Model (without fR), Normal Compliances
In comparing the analytical model to the finite-element model without fillet radius features
for the case where the drive piston, the top structural compliance, and the bottom structural
compliance are returned to their normal values, the results correlate fairly well. The valve cap
deflection for the first loading scenario correlates within 3.7%, for the second loading scenario
within 0.4%, and for the third loading scenario within 7.5%. This larger value of 7.5% is not
that bad since the valve cap deflection is relatively small. As loading is applied that forces
the valve cap near zero deflection, one would expect the % error to increase even though the
absolute difference between the model deflections is much smaller than 1pm.
TABLE 4.2: Model Correlation (without fR), Normal Compliances
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Loading Model Variables to Monitor
Zvc Zde Zte ZtoP Zbot PHAC Omax
(Am) (Pm) (m) (Pm) (pm) (kPa) (GPa)
Scenario 1 Analytic 21.787 1.213 0.792 0.087 -0.251 482 1.03
V, = 1000V FEM 22.629 1.267 0.837 0.094 -0.249 510 n/a
P 1 = 0, P 2 = 0 % Dif] 3.7% 4.3% 5.4 1 7.5% O.8% 5.5 %j n/a
Scenario 2 Analytic -24.107 -0.560 -0.846 0.031 -0.179 371 1.25
VP = OV FEM -24.009 -0.532 0.834 0.039 -0.180 396 n/a
P1 =1MPa, P 2 = 1MPa 1%Dif 0.4% 5.O% 1.4 120.5 % L.6Y. 16.3 %I n/a
Scenario 3 Analytic 9.654 0.595 0.378 0.042 -0.129 249 0.45
Vp = 500V FEM 10.436 0.628 0.409 0.044 -0.126 259 n/a
Pi = 0.5MPa, P 2 = 0 %Dif 7.5% 5.3%I 17.6 %I 4.5 % 12.3% 3 9 1 n/a
In looking at the other monitored variables, one notices that they all correlate within 7.5%,
except for Zt0 ,, in Loading Scenario 1. Again, though, this deflection is extremely small, and
therefore such a significant error has negligible effect on the rest of the system performance.
In fact, from Loading Scenario 1, the following swept volumes are obtained from the analytical
model: dVpi = 4.03e- 1 2m 3 , dVe = 2.38e- 11m 3, dVt0 , = 1.11e- 1 2 m 3, dVlgid = -3.32e 1 2 m 3 ,
and dVm = 2.34e-1 m 3 . From these, it is calculated that the volume of fluid lost in the
top structural plate compliance is approximately 4% of the swept volume of piston and tether
together (the actuation swept volume). Overall, this 4% loss is important, but 20.5% of this
4% is not. In conclusion, the analytical valve model predicts the valve cap deflection very well.
Finite-Element Model (with fR), Normal Compliances
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the analytical valve model with respect to a finite-element
model that is more characteristic of the real device, no rigidities are assumed in the finite-
element model and fillet radius features are taken into consideration. The finite-element results
for Loading Scenario 1 are illustrated graphically in Figure 4.6.
A major realistic effect that is considered in this model is the presence of the rigid boundary
condition at the outer radius of the device rather than at Rte. This condition serves to soften
the top and bottom plate compliances. From Table 4.3 below, it is clear that in all three loading
scenarios, Zt0 ,, and ZbOt show very large correlation errors near 50%. This is a result of this
softening. It is interesting, however, that even with these large deviations in Ztp and Zbot,
the overall valve cap deflection correlation is excellent (less than 4% for all loading scenarios).
The principal reason for this, again, that the absolute swept volumes associated with these
deflections are not very large.
TABLE 4.3: Model Correlation (with fR), Rigid Compliances
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Figure 4.6: ANSYSTM FEM stress contour plots for Loading Scenario 1 on fillet radius model.
Loading Model Variables to Monitor
-Z1e Zd 0 Z] e Ztop Zbot PHAC O'max
(m) (pm) (m) (pm) (pm) (kPa) (GPa)
Scenario 1 Analytic 21.787 1.213 0.792 0.087 -0.251 482 1.03
V = 1000V FEM 22.002 1.225 0.809 0.157 -0.333 464 0.95
P1 =0, P2 =0 % Dif 1.0% 1.0% 2.1% 44.6 % 24.6 % 3.7% 7.8 %
Scenario 2 Analytic -24.107 -0.560 -0.846 0.031 -0.179 371 1.25
VP = 0V FEM -24.269 -0.552 -0.826 0.071 -0.237 365 1.05
P 1 = 1MPa, P 2 = 1MPa %Dif 0.7% 1.4% 2.4% T 56.3% 24.5T% J1.6% 16.0 %
Scenario 3 Analytic 9.654 0.595 0.378 0.042 -0.129 249 0.45
Vp = 500V FEM 9.283 0.590 0.371 0.078 -0.176 246 0.41
Pi = 0.5MPa, P 2 =0 %Dif 3.8% 0.8% 1.9 % T 46.2 % 26.7 % 1.2% 8.9%
Another reason, though, has to do with the behavior of the valve cap membrane. Thinking
about the valve cap and membrane structure, because the valve cap is no longer rigid, the local
behavior at the interface between the membrane and the cap may result in a softer structure.
This appears to be the case since a 3.7% less PHAC pressure deflects the valve cap 1.0% more
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in the realistic finite-element model than in the analytical model. A counter-effect which most
likely helps to minimize this softening of the valve cap and membrane is the presence of the
fillet radii. Each fillet radius provides significantly more material at this interface and hence
stiffens the structure.
To conclude this section on the analytical quasi-static active valve model, the comparisons
between the analytical model and finite-element models have proven that the analytical model
very accurately predicts the quasi-static active valve behavior of finite-element models with
boundary conditions similar to those expected in fabricated devices. These quasi-static mod-
eling techniques will now serve as the basis for dynamic models which will be able to capture
higher-order dynamic effects within the active valve structure.
4.3 Finite-Element Resonant Behavior
To gain a rough idea of the frequency capabilities of this valve structure, a 2-D finite-element
model without fillet radius features was evaluated using modal analyses in ANSYSTM. By
definition, modal analyses are only valid for purely linear systems. Consequently, the resulting
resonant frequencies are good predictions of active valve behavior only if the valve is operated
such that valve cap and membrane deflections are within the small-deflection regime (ie: small
applied voltage to the piezoelectric material). This model incorporates four-node plane elements
for the silicon and glass structural parts of the valve and 4-node acoustic fluid elements for the
liquid contained within the hydraulic amplification chamber. These acoustic elements enable
fluid-structure interaction between the fluid and the surrounding structure of the HAC chamber.
For the active valve geometry used in this chapter, the modal analysis results indicate a first
modal frequency at fi = 25.6kHz and a second modal frequency at f2 = 102.7kHz, as shown
in Figure 4.7.
Since, during real valve operation, the valve cap and membrane structure are required
to experience deflections well into the non-linear regime, this first modal frequency can be
taken as a lower limit to the actual resonant excitation. As a note to the reader, the active
valve geometry considered in this chapter is slightly different from the valve devices built and
tested in later parts of this thesis. The valve membrane is slightly thicker (tm = 10pm) than
in the experimental devices (tm = 6pm) and the HAC chamber is slightly reduced in size
(Rte = 3.225mm) than in the experimental devices (Rte = 3.613mm), differences which serve
to make the experimental devices softer than the geometry evaluated in this chapter. As a
result, a slightly reduced modal frequency can be expected in the experimental valve device, as
detailed in Chapter 9. The modal finite-element models used through this thesis, however, are
identical to the one presented in this chapter.
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1st Modal Frequency = 25.6 kHz 2nd Modal Frequency = 102.7 kHz
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: ANSYSTM FEM mode shapes: (a) 1st modal frequency = 25.601 kHz, (b) 2nd
modal frequency = 102.67 kHz.
4.4 Dynamic Active Valve Simulation
To properly capture the non-linear effects of the valve membrane deformation at high frequency,
and to include important dynamic effects, such as the drive element piston inertia and the valve
cap inertia and damping, a SimulinkTM simulation architecture is presented in this section.
The structural compliances within the active valve simulation are based exactly upon the linear
and non-linear modeling tools presented in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. The simulation
architecture can be broken down into four major subsystems, as illustrated in Figure 4.8: a
matrix of linear coefficients describing the bulk of the active valve behavior, a series of non-
linear look-up tables that captures the large-deflection valve membrane deformation and stress,
a valve cap dynamics block, and a drive piston dynamics block.
4.4.1 Linear Matrix Relations
As discussed in Chapter 2, all of the structural elements except the valve membrane operate
in linear deformation regimes. Within the simulation, therefore, a matrix of compliance and
parameter coefficients are included for these linear relations:
TP A1, 1  A 1 ,2 A 1 ,3 A 1 ,4 A 1,5  Zie
Fte A 2 ,1 A 2 ,2 A 2 ,3 A 2 ,4 A 2 ,5  Fve
PHAC A 3 ,1 A 3,2 A 3 ,3 A 3,4 A 3,5  dVm (4.4)
ZtOp A4 ,1 A 4 ,2 A 4 ,3 A 4 ,4 A 4 ,5  PHPR
L Charge _ - A5,1 A5 ,2 A5 ,3 A 5 ,4 A5 ,5 J L VP J
Inputs to this matrix are the Z, and Zv, variables fed back from the piston and valve cap
dynamic blocks respectively, dVm fed back from the non-linear valve membrane look-up table,
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1,dVvm PHAC
VP Charge
Vp Matrix du/dt
SCurrent
x
Piston Dynamics to HAC
PEHC* Zvc
.Fvc
LValve Cap Dynamics
- Loo-kUpTable_Fvc
LookUpTable_dVvm
LookUpTable_svm
Figure 4.8: Complete SimulinkTM active valve system architecture, showing linear equation
matrix, non-linear look-up tables, valve cap dynamics block, and drive element piston dynamics
block. Architecture shown is for the inlet valve of a typical MHT system.
and the active valve loadings V and PHPR- Outputs of this matrix are Tp, Fte, PHAC, and Zt0,p.
These outputs are fed to the other subsystems within the active valve model. These matrix
coefficients are generated in an external MapleTM code, similar to that described in Section
4.1, and read into the SimulinkTM model.
4.4.2 Non-Linear Look-Up Tables
As detailed in Chapter 3, numerical modeling tools have been developed to calculate the non-
linear large deflection behavior of the valve membrane. One possibility for capturing the non-
linear behavior in the Simulink simulation would be to call the numerical code at each and every
time step during a simulation run. However, the required computation for the simulation using
this procedure is quite intensive. As a result, a method is implemented by which the numerical
code is used to generate look-up tables for important non-linear behavioral variables, as shown
in Figure 4.9. Taking as inputs the valve cap displacement Z,, and the net pressure across
the valve membrane Pm = PHAC - PHPR, a lookup table is employed for each of the output
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variables F, dVm, and orm. The size of the look-up tables is governed by the number of
calculation points between the upper and lower limits of the inputs Z,, and Pm. For example,
the look-up tables used in the simulations in this section take as inputs a Z,, vector 100 elements
in length, covering a range from Z, = -50pm to Z, = +50pm, and a Pm vector 100 elements
in length, covering a range from Pm = -1.5MPa to Pm = +1.5MPa. Convergence studies
were performed to validate that these vector resolutions were fine enough for accurate results.
The MatlabTM file, NLValveCapMembrane-CaseC.m, detailed at the conclusion of Chapter 3
and included in Appendix B.3, is used to create these look-up tables.
Fvc
Look-Up Tables:
Table Fvc - Given: Zvc, Pvm Interpolate: Fvc
IT- - -- Table dVvm Given: Zvc, Pvm Interpolate: dVvm
IdVvm Zv Table amax - Given: Zvc, Pvm Interpolate: amax
Pvmn
Figure 4.9: Numerical modeling tools are used to generate look-up tables for the non-linear large
deflection behavior of the valve cap and membrane. Given a prescribed valve cap displacement
Z,, and pressure loading across the membrane Pm, a look-up table for each of Fc,, dVm, and
O-vm is created.
4.4.3 Piston and Valve Cap Dynamics
The dynamic behavior of the drive piston structure is governed by the following relation:
MpisZpis + CpisZpis = ApTp - ApisPHAC - Ete (4.5)
The damping coefficient Cpi, is a lumped parameter that is meant to include the effects of
structural damping in the tethers and damping due to fluid interaction. Figure 4.10 displays
a schematic of the valve cap mass and the corresponding Simulink block architecture included
within the full active valve simulation.
In a similar fashion, the dynamic behavior of the valve cap is represented by the following
relation:
Mvc ± C+cZce = Avc(PHAC - P1 ) - Fvc (4.6)
The damping coefficient Cv, is a lumped parameter that includes the effects of structural
damping in the membrane, squeeze film damping due to the valve cap motion when closing
the valve, and damping due to fluid-structure interaction. Figure 4.11 displays a schematic of
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the valve cap mass and the corresponding Simulink block architecture included within the full
active valve simulation.
PHAC
Fi i Zte
Tp
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10: Piston Dynamics: (a) free-body diagram of piston structure, and (b) Simulink
block architecture.
FC A Z
PHAC
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Valve cap dynamics: (a) free-body diagram of valve cap structure, and (b) Simulink
block architecture.
Exact values of C~i and Co are difficult to estimate accurately. Values are therefore chosen
that result in dynamic responses that are relatively free of high-order oscillations (see results in
Figure 5.24), yet still exhibit inertia and phase lag effects. Estimates for the damping ratios of
the piston and valve cap ((i and (v) are calculated from these C~i and C?,e values by observing
the resonant frequency wn of each component in small deflection linear regimes, according to
the relations (ps and (o = w respectively.
The Simulink block which captures this valve cap dynamic behavior also includes the effect
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of the valve cap as it comes into contact with valve stops, either above and/or below the valve
cap. This hitting behavior is modeled as an inelastic collision between the cap and the stop.
The assumption here is that if the cap impacts the stop with a velocity V1, it will bounce
back with a lesser velocity V2, according to the relation V2 = V&/V1 , where r < 1 is called
the coefficient of restitution. The above formulation for the hitting can be implemented in
Simulink by setting V2 as the initial condition for the valve velocity at the subsequent time
step immediately following impact. For further details on active valve and full MHT system
simulation results, see Yaglioglu's MIT Master's thesis [8].
4.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a complete quasi-static analytical active valve model and a full
dynamic active valve simulation architecture for use in predicting structural behavior of a given
active valve geometry to a variety of loading conditions. Both models integrate the linear
and non-linear tools presented in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. Overall, the quasi-static
analytical active valve model correlates very well with representative finite-element models,
thereby justifying many of the boundary condition assumptions in the analytical model. The
dynamic simulation architecture enables further investigation of higher-order dynamic effects
in the drive element piston and valve cap structures.
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Chapter 5
Active Valve Design Procedure
So far, this thesis has presented detailed linear and non-linear structural modeling tools that can
be used to predict the performance of a given active valve geometry, in response to an applied
voltage on the piezoelectric material elements and against known external pressure loadings on
the valve cap and membrane structure. Although it is quite important to be able to predict the
performance of a predetermined active valve geometry, it is also critical to be able to design a
structural geometry that can meet the specifications of and therefore be used within a complete
MHT system. In order to accomplish this, relations governing the fluid flow behavior through
the MHT system and the interaction of the valve structure with this external hydraulic system
must be developed. The goals of this chapter, therefore, are (1) to present modeling tools
that capture the interaction between the valve structure and the external hydraulic system,
(2) to develop a systematic design procedure that can be used to formulate of an active valve
geometry which will satisfy the pressure-flow requirements set by an overall MHT system, and
(3) to present higher-order design benefits of incorporating multiple valve cap and membrane
structures within the active valve so as to minimize power consumption of the valve.
Section 5.1 revisits a generic MHT system and discusses the performance requirements that
this system demands from its active valves. Section 5.2 presents the tools for modeling the
pressure-flow relationships in the hydraulic system external to the active valve and develops a
related simulation tool for use in the the subsequent design procedure. Section 5.3 details the
systematic procedure used to design a single valve cap and membrane active valve geometry.
This procedure demonstrates the fundamental steps involved in the design of the active valve,
but does not include design options for multiple valve heads. Section 5.4 highlights some
important issues associated with free design variables within the procedure. Section 5.5 presents
the theory behind valve power consumption and the benefit of incorporating multiple valve caps
and membranes within the active valve structure. Section 5.6 presents results of the updated
systematic design procedure, which allows for inclusion of multiple valve caps and membranes
in the design process. Finally, Section 5.7 validates the capability of the quasi-static design
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procedure by comparing the performance of a generated active valve geometry to that of a full
dynamic simulation.
5.1 Valve Requirements in Generic MHT System
A schematic of an MHT power harvesting device is shown in Figure 5.1. Out of phase operation
of two active valves results in a pulsing flow of fluid from a high pressure reservoir (PHPR) to a
low pressure reservoir (PLPR) through a central piezoelectric harvesting chamber [1]. With each
cycle of device operation, the increasing and decreasing fluid pressure PEHC in the harvesting
chamber (as the chamber fills and evacuates) results in a stressing of the piezoelectric material
element(s) and a subsequent generation of charge. For a given harvesting chamber geometry,
the system operational frequency f8y, and peak-peak pressure PEHC fluctuation in the chamber
directly determine the achievable power generation levels. The required cyclic flow rates into
and out of the chamber, Qin and Qout, are functions of this pressure fluctuation and the struc-
tural chamber volumetric stiffness. Therefore, assuming that a harvesting chamber structural
geometry is known, and that fsys, PHPR, PLPR, and a desired PEHC pressure fluctuation are
also required, then an inlet and outlet active valve can be designed to permit this overall MHT
system performance.
PHPRPHPRHarvesting Chamber LPR LP
Inlet Active Outlet Active
Valve Valve
Piezoelectric Elements
Figure 5.1: Schematic of an MHT power harvesting device. Two active valves regulate flow at
high frequency from a high pressure PHPR to a low pressure PLPR. Cyclic pressure change in
the harvesting chamber PEHC creates a stressing of the piezoelectric material and a subsequent
generation of charge.
In the example MHT power harvesting system shown in Figure 5.1, the top surface of the
inlet valve membrane is in contact with the high pressure reservoir and therefore experiences
a constant PHPR. The valve cap, on the other hand, sees a changing pressure PEHC as the
chamber fills and evacuates. Likewise, the top surface of the outlet valve membrane is in contact
with the low pressure reservoir and therefore experiences a constant PLPR while the valve cap
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sees a changing pressure Pk*HC as the chamber fills and evacuates. The assumptions for the
areas over which these system pressures act is further detailed in Section 5.2.3. The amounts
by which P kc and P *C differ from PEHC are functions of the fluid inertial effects in the
inlet and outlet flow channels (see Section 5.2.2). With the ability to model these pressure-flow
relations through the MHT system, a design procedure can be developed and implemented to
design the active valve geometries for the system.
The systematic active valve design procedure that is developed in this chapter is based
on quasi-static valve structural behavior. In other words, dynamic effects within the active
valve such as those associated with the valve cap mass, the drive element piston mass, and any
damping effects are not included. In this way, the basic process of the design procedure can be
well understood and estimates for valve geometries to satisfy the MHT system requirements can
be generated. Once an active valve geometry is designed in this way, full dynamic simulations
of the structure can be run in order to evaluate the goodness of the quasi-static valve design and
to enable tweaking of the valve geometries to achieve higher performance. Although this quasi-
static design procedure is generic to both the MHT actuator and power harvesting applications,
for purposes of clarity, the discussions in this thesis will center on the design of active valves to
be used in the previously described MHT power harvesting system. Furthermore, without any
loss of generality, the focus of this chapter will be solely on the design of the inlet active valve
for the harvesting system.
To regulate flow into the MHT harvesting chamber so as to meet the overall system require-
ments, the inlet valve membrane and cap structure must be sized properly to ensure adequate
stroke of the valve cap and to allow sufficient fluid flow through the orifice to fill the chamber
in the alloted time. In addition, under these external pressure loadings, stresses within the
valve cap and membrane structure must be kept below the fracture strength of the membrane
material. The piezoelectric drive portion of the valve must be designed so as to minimize the
overall volume of the device, yet still provide adequate actuation for pressurizing and produc-
ing volume change to the hydraulic amplification chamber. Further design issues, such as valve
power consumption and the incorporation of multiple valve heads within a single active valve
structure, will be covered in detail in this chapter.
5.2 Modeling of External Hydraulic System
Before presenting the quasi-static active valve design procedure, the modeling of the fluid-flow
relations in the MHT system external to the active valve structure must be discussed. The
inlet active valve within the example MHT power harvesting device regulates flow from the
high pressure reservoir to the harvesting chamber. As fluid passes over the valve membrane
and cap, it exerts pressures on these structures. These pressures and flow rates are a function
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of the opening and closing action of the valve cap against its stop, the geometry of the fluid
channel that carries fluid from the valve to the chamber, and the effective hydraulic stiffness
of the harvesting chamber being filled. This section details the techniques used to model the
pressure-flow relations for each of these system features. In the following discussions, it is
assumed that that inlet and outlet valves operate each with a 50% duty cycle, ie: the inlet
valve is open exactly for the first half of the MHT system period T, = 2 while the outlet
valve is open for exactly the second half of the system period.
5.2.1 MHT Chamber Stiffness
During the first half of a complete device cycle, the inlet valve is open and the outlet valve is
closed. As fluid passes through the valve into the harvesting chamber, the chamber pressure
increases. The relationship between the amount of fluid entering the chamber and the pressure
rise within the chamber is determined by the effective hydraulic chamber stiffness, KEHC.
Figure 5.2(a) shows a simplified schematic of this filling process.
Inlet Flow Channel MHT Chamber MHT Chamber Outlet Flow Channel
Qin-> lKrz KE -
Po1  dVec dV, PQ
PHPR PHPR PLP R P
Inlet Active Outlet Active
Valve (a) (b) Valve
Figure 5.2: Filling and evacuation models for an MHT system: (a) During inlet valve opening
and closing, fluid fills the harvesting chamber. (b) During outlet valve opening and closing, fluid
evacuates the harvesting chamber. The associated chamber pressure time history PEHC(t) dur-
ing filling and evacuation is a function of the amount of fluid entering/evacuating the chamber
and the chamber volumetric stiffness KEHC.
KEHC is a function of the chamber geometry, material properties, and fluid initial volume.
A large KEHC means that a small amount of fluid dVEHC = f in (t)dt flowing into the chamber
will result in a large increase in chamber pressure PEHC, whereas a small KEHC means that
even a large amount of fluid flow into the chamber will result in only a small chamber pressure
increase. The chamber pressure increase as a function of time can be written as
dPEHC = KEHCQin(t)- (5.1)
dt
A similar model can be used to evaluate the evacuation of fluid through the outlet valve,
resulting in a chamber pressure decrease as fluid flows to a low pressure PLPR (see Figure
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5.2(b)). For the purposes of this thesis, however, only the inlet valve and corresponding filling
of the harvesting chamber are considered.
5.2.2 Valve Channel Inertial Effects
Fluid inertial effects within the flow channel connecting the valve to the harvesting chamber
can play a significant role in determining the difference between P HC(t) and PEHC(t) during
device operation. This pressure-flow relation can be written as
P;HC(t) - PEHC(t) ~~( c) 6n (5.2)
Ac
where p is the fluid density, Lc is the channel length, and A, is the channel area. For a long
channel with small cross-section area, one can expect fluid inertial effects to play a significant
role as the pressure P1 Hc builds up to accelerate the fluid slug into the chamber. Conversely,
for short channels with large areas, the inertial effects are negligible and the pressure P HC()
and PEHC(t) will not differ at all. It is important to be aware of these inertial effects when
designing and modeling any sort of hydraulic system that contains small channels.
5.2.3 Valve Orifice Flow Relations
Work by previous researchers [3] [4] [5] has shown that for small openings, poppet valves (such
as the valve cap in this proposed active valve device) behave as long orifices in which the effects
of flow separation and subsequent reattachment dominate the valve flow dynamics.
I
PEHO
A PHPR PEHC
_A2  A PHPR A2  -- A - - A1
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Valve orifice representation: (a) valve cap geometry and fluid flow areas, (b) repre-
sentation of flow through valve as a flow contraction followed by a flow expansion.
Qualitatively, the valve flow can be approximated by a simplified order-of-magnitude valve
model. The valve orifice may be characterized as a flow contraction followed by a flow expansion
as shown in Figure 5.3(a) and (b). An integral analysis gives a relationship for the combined
effect of the flow expansion and contraction. The loss coefficient (orif ice is defined as the total
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pressure drop AP = PHPR - PlEHC over the dynamic pressure based on the orifice local mean
velocity (ii = A)
AP'_ A0  i ( A 0  2
Corifice - 1- - A - +  1 -A (5.3)
pii22 A1 A2
where the upstream flow area can be approximated as A 2 = 2 7rRvcHupstream, the throat area
can be approximated by AO = 2 7rRvcZstroke, and the downstream flow area can be approximated
as A 1 = irRvc. Hupstream is the height of the radial flow channel above the valve membrane to
the cap and Zstroke is the valve cap opening distance from the valve stop structure.
This approximation, however, is independent of the Reynolds number and therefore holds
only for Re>10,000, where fully turbulent flow regimes exist. In microfluidic systems, such
as the MHT power harvesting device, Reynolds numbers are expected to fluctuate between
approximately 10 and 20,000 as the valve opens and closes [2]. For this reason, correction
factors (obtained from experimental results) need to be employed to obtain better estimates
of the loss coefficients for these low turbulence and laminar flow regimes [2]. A loss coefficient
for each of the contraction and expansion geometries ((contraction and (expansion, respectively)
is used to approximate the total loss coefficient through the valve, as detailed in the following
relation
Corif ice = (contraction(Re, A) +expansion(Re' A1) (5.4)
where the Reynolds number is defined as
Re = - . (5.5)
,r Reev
Figure 5.4(a) plots (contraction as a function of Re and the contraction area ratio -A andA2
Figure 5.4(b) plots (expansion as a function of Re and the expansion area ratio A. As a result,
the pressure-flow relation for the full valve orifice geometry can be written as
I * Q2AP = PHPR - PkHC = Orifice . (5.6)
All subsequent fluid models discussed in this thesis incorporate these higher-order correction
factors to obtain an accurate estimation of the flow behavior. These flow models are based
on steady flow phenomenon and do not capture frequency dependent losses. The following
assumptions are made to define the valve cap and membrane areas over which the upstream
pressure PHPR and the downstream pressure PlHc act. Since the valve cap stroke during
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Figure 5.4: Look-Up Tables for flow loss contraction and expansion coefficients. For further
details, see [2].
operation is significantly less than Hupstream, Rvm, and R, the majority of pressure drop
through the valve structures occurs across the contraction and expansion at the valve cap
circumference. As a result, at any given instant of time, the pressure acting over the valve
membrane area can be approximated as the reservoir pressure PHPR and the pressure acting
over the valve cap area can be approximated as PEHC' For a specific value of valve cap opening
at a given time during the cycle, a relationship therefore exists for the instantaneous fluid flow
through the valve as a function of the pressure drop across the valve.
5.2.4 Chamber Filling Simulation Tool
The previously described pressure-flow relations for the harvesting chamber stiffness, valve
orifice, and flow channel connecting the valve and chamber can be recast in SimulinkTM to
create a simulation tool for fluid filling of the harvesting chamber. For known dimensions of the
valve cap, the surrounding structure forming the upstream and downstream flow areas, the valve
channel dimensions, the harvesting chamber dimensions and material properties, PHPR, and
the desired minimum pressure in the harvesting chamber PEHC,min (the pressure immediately
when the outlet valve has closed), and for an assumed valve cap opening profile Zvc,opening,
the filling behavior of the system through the inlet valve orifice can be simulated. Figure 5.5
illustrates the high-level SimulinkTM model, and Figure 5.6 shows the fluid orifice and valve
channel block diagram structure.
A major assumption underlying this simulation is that the accompanying outlet valve of the
MHT system has been designed properly to ensure that the harvesting chamber pressure PEHC
has decreased to a value of PEHC,min at the instant the outlet valve fully closes. Furthermore,
the variable Zvc,opening is the distance between the valve stop and the surface of the valve cap.
For example, if the valve being modeled is forced to experience a sinusoidal absolute deflection
history from Zve = -20pm (fully open) to Z,, = +20pm (fully closed), the corresponding
Zvec,opening values are Zvc,opening = +4Optm (fully open) to Zvc,opening = Opm (fully closed).
This filling simulation will be an important part of the systematic active valve design pro-
cedure detailed in the following sections. It will allow for the determination of a valve cap size
and imposed valve opening so as to achieve the required PEHC pressure excursion during MHT
system filling.
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Inlet Valve Filling Model
(Imposed Valve Opening)
E.opninT
In
01.
Sub-System Block:
let Valve Orifice and Channel
Clock Display
- . Chamber stiffness
KEHC
PEHC
Figure 5.5: SimulinkTM high-level simulation overview for filling of the MHT system through
the inlet active valve.
Sub-System Block:
Inlet Valve Orifice and Channel
Zvo,opening
Zvc,openlng 
orfe*+
1 in PHPR
Sub-System Block - Ac/(Lc*rho fluid) 1
PEHC
Abs
/Nvh~
Figure 5.6: SimulinkTM valve orifice and channel sub-system block for filling of the MHT system
through the inlet active valve.
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5.3 Systematic Design Procedure
This section introduces a systematic design procedure that can be implemented to calculate
dimensions of the valve cap, valve membrane, hydraulic amplification chamber, and drive ele-
ment portion of the inlet active valve to satisfy requirements set forth by the external hydraulic
system. This design procedure is based upon quasi-static valve piston and valve cap behavior
(ie: 2Vc = Zte = 2,is = 2,is = 0). Depending upon the frequency of operation, this assumption
may or may not be a valid one, since system dynamic effects could come into play. It is therefore
the purpose of this quasi-static design procedure to generate a valve design, from which a full
dynamic simulation can be run to evaluate the goodness of the design and be used as a tool for
fine-tuning the valve geometry.
5.3.1 Overview
Figure 5.7 presents a generalized flowchart for this quasi-static design process. Given external
system requirements, such as the chamber stiffness KEHC, the PEHC pressure fluctuation from
a PEHC,min to a PEHC,max during filling, the reservoir pressure PHPR, and the overall desired
system frequency fy,, the following steps are carried out:
1. The valve cap radius R, (for a chosen valve stroke Zstroke) is calculated to allow for
adequate filling of the harvesting chamber.
2. The valve membrane outer radius Rvm and required PHAC(t) time history (for a given
membrane thickness tvm) are calculated to allow for motion of the cap along its desired
trajectory against the known external loads while at the same time ensuring membrane
stresses below critical levels.
3. The drive element piston area Api, and piezo area AP are calculated to provide a stiffness
match between the drive piston structure and the load that it encounters and to ensure
adequate actuation capabilities.
External Hydraulic Step 1: Step 3:
System Requirements ) Given Zstroke, determine Given AV , determine Apis and
Rv5 for adequate filling of AP to satisfy stiffness match
KEHC , sys HPR harvesting chamber and actuation requirements.
PEHC: Pmin max Step 2:
Calculate tvm, Rvm, and
Assumptions: PHAC(t) to satisfy Z 0(t)
-Smusoidal valve cap and avm requirements.
Figure 5.7: Flowchart illustrating the design procedure for the inlet active valve.
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The full active valve design procedure, which will be discussed in Section 5.6, includes the
ability to consider single valve cap and membrane designs as well as multiple valve cap and
membrane designs (from now on Noh is designated as the number of valve heads in the design),
varying valve cap strokes Zvc,stroke, and varying valve membrane thicknesses tvm. There are
important and interesting design issues associated with each of these design freedoms. Sections
5.4.1, 5.4.2, and 5.5 detail these issues. However, in this section, in order to present clearly the
physical intuition behind the main steps in the design procedure, the following assumptions are
made. First, this section focuses on generation of a single valve cap and membrane valve design.
Second, in Step 1 when calculating the valve cap radius for adequate filling of the harvesting
chamber, a value for Zvc,stroke is assumed. Third, in Step 2, the valve membrane radius Rvm
and required PHAC(t) are calculated for an assumed valve membrane thickness tvm.
5.3.2 System Requirements
To facilitate the understanding of the basic steps in the design procedure detailed in the follow-
ing subsections, numerical system requirements characteristic of a typical MHT are presented
here. For PHPR = 1.2MPa, the inlet valve opens in a sinusoidal manner to fill a harvest-
ing chamber with KEHC = 1.5e 1 6 P. The system frequency is chosen to be fsy, = 10kHz
and it is desired that during this filling process, PEHC should rise from a minimum pressure
Pmin = 0.2MPa to a maximum pressure Pmax = 1.OMPa. It is assumed that the outlet valve
is designed properly to allow evacuation from Pmax = 1.OMPa to Pmin = 0.2MPa during the
time that the inlet valve is closed. In addition, for this example system, the channel dimen-
sions L, and A, are chosen to ensure that fluid inertial effects in the channel are negligible (ie:
PEHC = PEHC at all times).
5.3.3 Step 1: Design of Valve Cap
In the first step of the design procedure, the valve cap radius R, is calculated so as to allow
for exact filling of the harvesting chamber. With the imposed valve cap motion Zvc(t) and the
external hydraulic system modeling tools described in Section 5.2, R,, is determined such that
the pressure rise in the harvesting chamber increases from its initial minimum of Pmin to the
desired maximum pressure Pmax at the time the valve completely closes again. In this example
procedure, the valve cap stroke is taken to be Zatroke = 40pjm. Equations 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.6 are
solved in the previously described Simulink simulation for this purpose. Insufficient filling will
result if R,, is not large enough. Conversely, if R,, is too large, the chamber will be filled in
excess. Figure 5.8 illustrates adequate and inadequate filling scenarios.
For the example MHT system, a value of R, = 241pm is determined, through iteration,
that results in a harvesting chamber pressure rise from PEHC = 0.2MPa to PEHC = 1.OMPa
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Figure 5.8: Chamber filling plots
(a) if R,, = 180pm, the chamber
corresponding to Zstroke = 40pm and differing values of R,,:
can not fill adequately, (b) if R,, = 241pm, the chamber fills
the desired amount, and (c) if Rc = 300pm, the chamber fills in excess of the desired amount.
during the time that the inlet valve is open. Figure 5.8(b) displays the imposed valve cap
deflection, the corresponding flow rate Qin through the valve, and the resulting PEHC(t) time
history for this case. The valve is completely closed when Zvc,opening = Opm and is fully
open when Zvc,opening = +40pm. Note that the chamber fills properly since the pressure at
the instant of valve closing is 1.0 MPa. Since a complete PEHC(t) time history is needed for
further steps in the design procedure, it is assumed that an outlet valve for the system has been
sufficiently designed to evacuate the fluid during the second half of the device cycle. Figure
5.8(a) shows the corresponding results for the case where the valve cap radius is too small,
RVc = 180pm. Here, the chamber pressure is only able to rise to PEHC = 0.9MPa at the
instant the inlet valve closes. Figure 5.8(c) shows the corresponding results for the case where
the valve cap radius is too large, R,, = 300pm. Here, the chamber pressure rises in excess of
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the desired value to PEHC = 1.08MPa at the instant the inlet valve closes.
5.3.4 Step 2: Design of Valve Membrane
In the second step of the design procedure, for a given valve membrane thickness tvm, the
outer membrane radius Rvm and required PHAC(t) time history are calculated such that the
valve cap properly follows its imposed trajectory Zvc(t) and experiences a maximum tensile
membrane stress during this motion of ovm = Oaimit. The code calculates the entire stress
field along the membrane, however it records only the maximum tensile value for each time
instant during the cycle and calls it o. A limiting value for climit = 1.OGPa is taken from
[6] [5]. Since a small value of tvm is desired to minimize actuation requirements, an initial
value of tvm = 7pm is employed. For the given value of tvm, a guess for Rvm is taken. Under
the constant PHPR loading on the valve membrane and the time-varying loading PkHC(t) on
the valve cap calculated in Step 1, the required PHAC(t) time history is calculated to force
the valve membrane and cap to follow its imposed trajectory Zvc(t). During this time cycle,
0 Vm is monitored. This procedure becomes an iterative process in Rvm until a value of Rvm is
determined such that at some time during the complete cycle, a peak tensile stress of 0 limit is
reached. As will be discussed in Section 5.4.2, it might be the case that it is impossible to arrive
at a membrane design for this particular value of tvm due to high stresses in the membrane,
at which point it will be necessary to increase the membrane thickness. However, this issue is
held off until Section 5.4.2.
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Figure 5.9: Valve membrane behavior corresponding to Zstroke = 40pm, R,, = 241pm,
tm = 7pm, and Rm = 757pm: (a) required hydraulic amplification chamber PHAC(t), (b)
corresponding valve cap and membrane swept volume dVm(t), and (c) peak stress in valve
membrane ovm (t)-
For the example MHT system, a value of Rvm = 757pm is determined for tvm = 7pm.
The required PHAC(t) time history, swept volume time history under the membrane and cap
dVvm(t), and the associated membrane stress time history Ovm(t) are shown in Figures 5.9(a),
(b), and (c) respectively. In Figure 5.9(c), notice that the maximum stress in the membrane
during the cycle occurs when the cap is deflected to its minimum value of Zc = -20pm. The
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membrane again experiences a stress of 1.OGPa when the cap is at its maximum deflection
of Zvc = +20pm. This reconfirms the design choice to force the membrane into symmetric
upward and downward motion so as to maximize total valve cap stroke when restricted to
limited membrane stress levels.
5.3.5 Step 3: Design of Piezoelectric Drive Element
In the third step of the design procedure, the piezoelectric material area and drive element
piston area are determined so as to create a quasi-static stiffness match with the loading seen
by this structure. The goal in doing this is to maximize the energy transfer from the piezoelectric
material to the load. As shown in Figure 5.10, the valve cap/membrane and external hydraulic
system appear to the drive structure as a stiffness Kvm in series with a fluid stiffness KHAC
of the hydraulic amplification chamber. A linearization of the actuation curve associated with
the motion of the valve cap (described by the time histories PHAC(t) and dVm (t) calculated
in Step 2 of the design procedure and plotted against one another in Figure 5.10(a)) provides
an approximation for this Km stiffness. Combining Km and KHAC together produces an
overall load Kload seen by the piezoelectric element. This model neglects the stiffness of the
drive piston tethers. Studies have shown that the stiffnesses of these tethers in relation to the
Km and KHAC are small for typical active valve designs. The requirement of a stiffness match
between Kpiezo and Kload therefore results in the following equality,
EpAp A 2
Kpiezo = Kload + Api (5.7)(P +~ )(ApiHHAC(57
LAPHAC Kf lid
Substituting this requirement into the following piezoelectric material actuator equation,
one obtains a relationship between Z, and V,
Zp= d33V - = d 3V1 - Zp -4 d33 V. (5.8)
Kp (Kpiezo) Z 2
In addition to this impedance match requirement on Z,, Zp must also satisfy the volume
conservation relation within the active valve structure,
AVde AVvm + AV lui AAVHA
Z _ -_vAm + K1pi Ad APHAC . (5.9)Apis Apis Apis Kflidr
Eliminating Zp in Equations 5.8 and 5.9 results in the following equality,
d33 V = A AVm + (ApiHHAC) APHAC]- (5.10)
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Therefore, equations 5.7 and 5.10 form a set of two equations with three unknowns Api,
A,, and V. Equation 5.7 sets the relationship between Apis and A, for a stiffness match
between piezo and load to be achieved while equation 5.10 defines the condition under which
valve performance is met, relating the input piezo voltage V to the Apis. In observing these
equations, it is clear that the smaller the voltage V, the larger the values of Api, and A, need
to be. Since one of the goals in the design of this active valve is make its total volume as small
as possible, this implies that the valve should work at as large a voltage as possible. In real
devices, a limitation of electrical breakdown across the air gap between drive element piston
and the bottom structural plate exists, and therefore a maximum allowable V for the given
piezo length L, is set. As a result, in the design of this valve, voltage now becomes an imposed
quantity. The set of two equations can be solved for the two remaining geometric free design
variables Api, and A, to create a quasi-static stiffness match condition between the piezo and
load and to ensure adequate valve performance to satisfy the actuation requirements passed
down from the membrane and cap design steps.
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Figure 5.10: Simplification of the active valve device in a quasi-static stiffness match analogy:
(a) determination of linearized Kvm stiffness load, (b) important actuation volume change
and pressure variables, (c) valve membrane volumetric stiffness in series with fluid hydraulic
stiffness acting through piston area against piezo displacement stiffness, and (d) lumped linear
load spring acting against piezo material.
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APHAc
Kvm= Vm
KHAc = - k baA pis HAC Kioad= .K1  1(Kvm- + K.A )
p ApEp Ap
(C) (d)
For the example MHT system, the piezoelectric material thickness is assumed to be LP =
1mm and the applied peak-peak voltage is assumed to be V = 1000V. Under these assump-
tions, a drive piston area and piezo area are calculated to correspond to Rpi, = 3.59mm and
Rp = 0.88mm. Figures 5.11(a), (b), and (c) show the required piezoelectric voltage time his-
tory V to force the valve cap to follow the desired trajectory Zc(t), the drive element PHAC
vs. dVde actuation curve, and the resulting piezoelectric material stress time history T,, re-
spectively. In comparing Figure 5.11(b) to Figure 5.10(a), notice the increased volume change
between dVde and dVm. This difference is exactly equal to the fluid compressibility volume
change dVHAC under the pressure loading PHAC(t). At this point, a design for the active valve
has been achieved.
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Figure 5.11: Drive element behavior corresponding to R, = 3.59mm and Rp = 0.88mm: (a)
required piezoelectric voltage V(t), (b) corresponding drive element actuation curve, and (c)
stress on piezoelectric material T(t).
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5.4 Design Freedoms Within Procedure
The basic design procedure for the active valve discussed in Section 5.3 was simplified in three
ways in order to ease the explanation of the main steps. First, the valve design was carried
out for a valve geometry with only a single valve cap and membrane above the hydraulic
amplification chamber (Neh = 1). Second, the design assumed a predetermined stroke Zvc,stroke
of the valve cap. Third, the design assumed that a value of tvm could be chosen that would
result in the successful calculation of the valve membrane outer radius Rvm to guarantee stresses
below a limiting value. In reality, when designing the active valve structure, one would like to
relax all three of these design restrictions so that the design process creates an optimal valve
geometry. It might therefore be the case that the optimal active valve design uses five valve
caps and membranes in parallel above the hydraulic amplification chamber rather than a single
valve cap and membrane, or that the stroke(s) of the valve cap(s) should be 20pm rather than
40pm, or that 8pm is the minimal valve membrane thickness that can be used to create a strong
enough valve membrane structure. This section will discuss two of these three design freedoms,
Zvc,stroke and tvm. The third design freedom, Nvh, will be discussed in Section 5.5. All three
design freedoms will then be included in the final systematic design procedure presented in
Section 5.6.
5.4.1 Design Freedom: Zvc,stroke
In the example active valve design procedure presented in Section 5.3, the required valve cap
size Rvc was calculated that would allow for adequate filling of the harvesting chamber, given
that the valve cap was allowed to move through a stroke of Zvc,stroke = 40pm. It would have also
been possible to determine a value for Rvc if Zvc,stroke = 20pm. To maintain fluid flow resistance
through the valve structure, it makes sense that as the valve cap stroke is decreased, the radius
of the valve cap itself must be increased. Figure 5.12 displays the calculated valve cap radius
Roc for a series of different valve cap strokes Zvc,stroke for the example MHT system described
in the previous section. For an imposed Zvc,stroke = 40pm, the design code simulation requires
a value of Rvc = 241pm to ensure proper filling of the harvesting chamber. Alternatively, for
an imposed Zvc,stroke = 20pm, the design code simulation requires a value of Rvc = 688pm to
ensure proper filling of the harvesting chamber. Therefore, different combinations of Zvc,stroke
and Rvc can effectively fill the chamber, but as the full design procedure in Section 5.6 will
illustrate, one combination may be better than others in designing the remaining structures of
the valve.
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Figure 5.12: Design of valve cap, for PHPR = 1.2MPa, fy= 10kHz, PEHC,min = 0.2MPa,
PEHC,max = 1.OMPa, and varying Zvc,stroke.
5.4.2 Design Freedom: tvm
For a given size valve cap (value of Rvc), the next step in the design procedure is to design a
membrane structure which can carry this valve cap through the imposed opening time history
against the external pressure loadings, PHPR and PEHC(t). During filling of the chamber,
as was discussed in previous sections, PHPR is constant with time over the valve membrane,
however, PEHC varies from a minimum to a maximum. The valve membrane radius Rvm and
thickness tvm must be determined to achieve the desired behavior.
Two example studies will be included in this section to illustrate some important issues
concerning the design of the valve membrane structure. The first study will look at the design
of the valve membranes for each of the valve cap sizes arrived at in Section 5.4.1, assuming
that PHPR = PEHC = 1.2MPa for all time during the opening and closing of the valve cap
and membrane. This situation, where the pressures above the cap and membrane structure
are constant with time, would never occur in reality. However, the purpose of this study is to
illustrate an important point associated with the structural design of the membrane. The second
study will then focus on the real case, where PHPR = 1.2MPa during opening and closing, but
PEHC does vary as calculated in the design code simulation. The overall conclusion from these
comparative studies will be that this changing PEHC pressure with time in certain circumstances
does not allow for a valve design of a particular membrane thickness to be calculated that can
satisfy the membrane stress limitations. In such cases, it will be necessary to iterate to larger
membrane thicknesses to achieve a reasonable design.
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Example Study: PHPR = 1.2MPa and PEHC(t) = 1.2MPa
In this example study, for each of the valve cap designs presented in Figure 5.12, the design
code calculates the valve membrane radius so that for the imposed valve cap displacements and
under the constant external loading PHPR = PEHC = 1.2MPa, the membrane experiences a
peak stress of o-r = 1GPa during its opening/closing cycle. The valve membrane thickness
is assumed to be tum = 7pm for these calculations. This is really a lower limit for membrane
thickness based on fabrication restrictions.
Valve Membrane Radius and Thickness
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Figure 5.13: Design of valve membrane for the case where the external pressure loading on
the valve cap and membrane are held constant during the time that the cap opens and closes,
PHPR = PEHC = 1.2MPa constant with time.
Figure 5.13 displays the calculated Rum values for each of the imposed Zvc,stroke and previ-
ously calculated R,, values. For an imposed Z,, = 40pm and therefore for the previously calcu-
lated R,, = 241pm, the design code procedure calculates a membrane radius of Rum = 688pm
to ensure stresses below the limit. For an imposed Z,, = 20pm and therefore for the pre-
viously calculated R,, = 688pm, the design code procedure calculates a membrane radius of
Rvm = 924pm to ensure stresses below the limit. In all cases for the imposed valve cap stroke
between 20pm and 40pm, the membrane is able to designed with turn = 7pm.
To illustrate how the code determines Rum, take the point design for an imposed Zuc,stroke =
20pm. The valve cap radius has been previously calculated to be R,, = 688pm. The code begins
by guessing a value of Rum, and then determines the required PHAC pressure underneath the
cap and membrane at each instant of time to satisfy the required cap displacement against the
external pressure loadings. The membrane stress is recorded for all time instants during the
complete opening/closing cycle of the valve cap. The code then iterates in Rum until a value is
determined that results in the desired peak stress occurring during the valve cap opening/closing
cycle.
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Figure 5.14: For ZVC,stroke = 20pm, Ro = 688pm, PHPR = PE HCO 1.2MPa constant with
time, and tvm = 7pm, the membrane peak stress covm,peak during valve cap motion decreases as
Rvm is decreased. An Rvm to meet the desired covm,peak = 1GPa can be determined.
Figure 5.14 plots the peak membrane stress during a complete valve membrane cycle for
guesses of Rvm. Notice that the value of Rvm for which covm,max = 1.0 is 924pm. For a small
value of Rvm = 900pm, the membrane stress reaches a peak stress of covm = 1.24GPa during
the cycle, whereas for a large value of Rvm = 1200pm, the membrane stress reaches a peak
stress of only Uvm = 0.22GPa during the cycle. For a value of Rvm = 1010pm (chosen for
demonstration purposes), a peak stress of avm = 0.52GPa during the cycle is determined. For
all of these membrane designs, the peak stress occurs at the time during the cycle when the valve
membrane is at peak positive displacement. Figure 5.15 illustrates the spatial displacement and
stress distributions of the membrane for these three membrane designs. Notice in Figure 5.15(a),
for Rvm =1200pm, that the stress is low because of the minimal curvature in the membrane
at the inner and outer boundaries. Also, there is only a slight shift in the mean stress on the
top and bottom membrane surfaces (ie: the membrane is experiencing non-linear stretching of
the neutral axis, but only slightly). In Figure 5.15(c), for Rvm = 900pm, the stress is high
because of the significant curvature in the membrane at the inner and outer boundaries. In
this case, there is a significant shift in the mean stress (~~- 0.25GPa) on the top and bottom
membrane surfaces as the membrane experiences quite a bit of non-linear stretching. And in
Figure 5.15(b), for Rvm =1010pm, the membrane behavior is between the previous two cases.
The important conclusion from this example study with a constant PEHC above the valve
cap during the design of the valve membrane structure is that for the variety of valve cap strokes
imposed, a valve membrane with thickness tvm is able to be determined to satisfy the stress
limitations. As will be shown in the following example study, as PEHC is allowed to vary, as it
would in a real system, different membrane thicknesses will have to be considered.
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Figure 5.15: Example valve membrane deflection and stress plots for Zvc,stroke = 20ptm, Rc =
688pm, PHPR = PEHC = 1.2MPa constant with time, and tvm = 7pm: (a) Rvm = 1200pm,
(b) Rvm = 1010pm, and Rvm = 900pm.
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Example Study: PHPR = l.2MPa and PEHC(t) =varying
In this example study, for each of the valve cap designs presented in Figure 5.12, the design
code calculates the valve membrane radius so that for the imposed valve cap displacements and
under the external loading PHPR = 1.2MPa and PEHC = 0.2MPa - 1.OMPa, the membrane
experiences a peak stress of c-vm = 1GPa during its opening/closing cycle. The valve membrane
thickness is desired to be tvm = 7pm for these calculations, however, if a membrane design at
a certain thickness can not be found, then the thickness is increased. Figure 5.16 displays the
calculated Rvm values for each of the imposed Zvc,stroke and previously calculated R, values.
Valve Membrane Radius and Thickness
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Figure 5.16: Design of the valve membrane for the case where PHPR = 1.2MPa and the
external pressure loading on the valve cap PEHC is allowed to vary with time, as it would in a
real hydraulic system.
In comparison to the previous example study where a valve membrane with tvm = 7pm
could be designed for each of the valve cap strokes, in this example study, as Zvc,stroke is
reduced from 40pm to 20pm, tvm must be increased from 7pm so as to determine Rm values
that satisfy the stress requirements. This is a result of the changing PEHC pressure over the
valve cap as the cap moves through its cycle. For an imposed Zvc,stroke = 4Opm and therefore
for the previously calculated R, = 241pm, the design code procedure is able to determine a
membrane radius of Rvm = 751pm for tvm = 7pm to ensure stresses below the limit. For an
imposed Zvc,stroke = 20pm and therefore for the previously calculated R, = 688pm, however,
the design code procedure is not able to determine a satisfactory Rvm for either tm = 7pm or
tvm = 8pm. Rather, it must increase the membrane thickness to tm = 9pm in order to find a
satisfactory membrane radius of Rvm = 1010pm that ensures stresses below the limit.
Figure 5.17 plots the peak membrane stress during a complete valve membrane cycle for
the case of imposed Zvc,stroke = 20pm for guesses of Rm at the three thicknesses tvm = 7pm,
tvm = 8pm, and tvm = 9pm. For tvm = 7pm, no value of Rvm can be chosen to bring
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the stress below the critical limit of Ulimit = 1GPa. At this thickness, small values of Rvm
and large values of Rvm both result in large stresses due to high membrane curvature at the
membrane boundaries. In the case of small Rvm, the high curvature is a result of the membrane
being so short in width, whereas for the case of large Rvm, the high curvature is a result of
bowing of the membrane under the large negative pressure differential across the membrane
(see later discussion). For tvm = 8pm, again no value of Rvm can be determined, although the
minimum of the curve is approaching ulimit. Finally, for tvm = 9pm, a valve membrane radius
is achievable. In fact, there are two potential solutions, one at Rvm = 1130pm and the other
at Rvm = 1015pm. During the design procedure, the code picks the smaller of the two values,
so as to minimize the valve size.
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Figure 5.17: For Zvc,stroke = 20pm, Rc 688pm, PHPR 1-2MPa, PEHC varying with
time, and for different tvm, the membrane peak stress cvm,peak during valve cap motion reaches
a minimum at a particular Rvm. A satisfactory Rvm for tvm = 7pm and for tvm = 8pm
can not be found, however an R1 m for tvm = 9pm can be determined to meet the desired
0vm,peak = 1GPa.
Figure 5.15 illustrates the spatial displacement and stress distributions of the membrane
for three values of membrane radius Rvm = 1200pm, Rvm = 1010pm, and Rvm = 900pm,
all for tvm = 9pm. Notice in Figure 5.18(a), for Rvm = 1200pm, that the stress is large
because of the significant curvature in the membrane at the inner boundary due to the negative
bowing of the membrane. This bowing develops because at the instant when the valve cap is
at its maximum deflection upward, the pressure acting on the top surface of the valve cap is
at its minimum PEHC = 0.2MPa. Therefore, the required PHAC within the valve hydraulic
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amplification chamber at this time instant is low, resulting in a significant negative pressure
across the valve membrane. In Figure 5.18(c), for R,,m = 90Opm, the stress is high because of
the significant curvature in the membrane at the inner and outer boundaries, due to the minimal
width of the membrane. And in Figure 5.18(b), for Rvm = 1010pm, the peak membrane stress
is gvm,peak = 1.OGPa and occurs at the inner membrane boundary.
This study has shown that in designing to valve membranes to work under varying pressure
time histories, depending on the magnitude of the external pressures and their behavior with
time, it is sometimes impossible to determine a valve membrane radius for a given membrane
thickness to achieve stresses below the critical limits. As a result of this, the final systematic
active valve design procedure presented in Section 5.6 is capable of recognizing these restrictions
and iterating on the membrane thickness until a satisfactory membrane design is achieved.
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Figure 5.18: Example valve membrane deflection and stress plots for Zvc,stroke = 20pam, R", =
688pim, PHPR = 1.2MPa, PEHC varying with time, and tvm = 9pm: (a) Rm = 1200pm, (b)
Rm = 1010pm, and Rm = 90Opm.
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5.5 Power Consumption in Active Valve
During each cycle of operation of the active valve, electrical energy flows into and out of the
piezoelectric material. The amount of energy required is dependent on the strain of the material
and the load that it actuates against. To create a simple method for evaluating these energies
in a given active valve geometry, the drive element portion of the valve will be focused on. In
the final step of the design procedure, the piezoelectric material diameter and drive element
piston diameter were calculated to create a stiffness match condition with the loading that the
drive element experienced (see details in Section 5.3.5). Figure 5.11(b) illustrated the drive
element actuation curve for the example design in Section 5.3.2. This type of curve will be the
basis for evaluating cyclic energy flow in the valve.
5.5.1 Overview of Energy/Power Consumption
Figure 5.19 displays representative drive element actuation plots for a typical active valve design.
In Figure 5.19(a), as the piezoelectric material expands and creates a positive drive element
volume change dVde, the pressure within the hydraulic amplification chamber PHAC increases,
due to the stiffness of the valve membrane and the external pressure loading time histories
PHPR and PEHC(t). The piezoelectric material therefore does work W on its environment. In
Figure 5.19(b), the piezoelectric material deflection is decreasing, and the corresponding work
done by the environment on the piezoelectric material (the drive element) is W 2 . Throughout
a full cycle of the valve, a total hysteretic valve energy loss of Why, = W1 - W 2 results. This is
due to the fact that during drive element motion upward, the average PHAC pressure that the
piston moves against is larger than that which exists to help move the piston downward in the
second portion of the valve cycle. This hysteretic energy loss per valve cycle is being put into
the external hydraulic system.
(a) Energy Flow Through Piezo (1st half of cycle) (b) Energy Flow Through Piezo (2nd half of cycle) (c) Hysteretic Energy Loss (Full Cycle)
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Figure 5.19: Schematic representation of energy flows and losses in active valve, based on
drive element actuation behavior: (a) work done by piezo material on load during first half of
valve cycle, (b) work done by load on piezo material during second half of valve cycle, and (c)
hysteretic energy loss during a full valve cycle.
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This hysteretic energy loss can be written in integral form as
Whys W 1 +W 2 = f PHACd(dVde) + jPHACd(dVde)- (5.11)
Note here that W 2 is a negative quantity since work is done by the environment on the
drive element. If the piezoelectric material and attached circuitry were 100% efficient, then
no other energy loss mechanisms would exist within the valve system. In reality, though, the
piezoelectric material and the attached circuitry are not perfectly efficient. Assuming a lumped
parameter -yos as the fraction of energy flowing through the piezoelectric material during a full
valve cycle that is lost due to material and circuitry inefficiencies, the total amount of cyclic
energy lost in these mechanisms is therefore
Wioss = 'yloss (W1 + W2 1) . (5.12)
In order to calculate the power consumption of the valve design, the frequency of operation
of the valve fsy is incorporated into the previous relations. The total valve power consumption
is thus the product of the valve frequency of operation and the total energy lost by the valve
during a single cycle of operation,
Pconsumption = fsys [Whys + Wloss]. (5.13)
These power consumption quantities Phys, P 0OSS, and Pconsumption will be monitored in car-
rying out the full valve systematic design code in order to evaluate the benefits of a particular
valve design over another one.
5.5.2 Benefit of Multiple Valve Heads
The incorporation of multiple smaller-sized valve heads (which are designed to achieve the
same external system flow performance as a single larger valve head) has the potential to
reduce hysteretic energy loss of the active valve device. This phenomenon will be presented
from the point of view of the valve cap and membrane acting against the external pressure
loadings, since this is the actual structural interface between the active valve and the rest of the
MHT system. The hysteretic energy loss of the active valve per cycle is the same whether it is
looked at from the point of view of the drive element or the point of view of the valve cap and
membrane. This is true because no energy loss mechanisms exist within the valve between the
drive piston and the valve cap and membrane. Certainly, structural compliances do exist, but
these are energy storage elements, not loss mechanisms. Therefore, it is possible to calculate
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the hysteretic energy loss by focusing on just the motion of the valve cap and membrane against
the external pressure loadings encountered. Furthermore, since the valve membrane experiences
a constant pressure PHPR during the complete actuation cycle, no cyclic work is being done
through the valve membrane interface. Therefore, the estimation of valve hysteretic energy
loss can be made simply by looking at the valve cap itself, its motion against the time-varying
external pressure loading PEHC(t) during a full actuation cycle.
This method of estimating valve hysteretic energy consumption will be used to explain the
fundamental benefit of incorporating multiple valve heads within the active valve device rather
than just a single valve head. For a given valve cap radius R, imposed motion Z'c(t), and
known external loading PEHC(t) on the valve cap, the hysteretic energy consumption of the
valve during a full actuation cycle can be written as
Whys = J PEHC(t)d(dVvc) = J PEHC(t)7r(Rvc)2 dZVe. (5.14)
where dVc (t) is the swept volume of the valve cap. For simplicity in the following arguments,
this relation can be simplified to the following proportionality,
Whys OC APHCWr(Rvc) 2 Zvc,stroke (5.15)
where APEHC is the difference between the average encountered pressure as the valve moves
upward and the average encountered external pressure as the valve moves downward. Also for
the given values of R,, and Zvc,stroke, the peak area through which fluid can flow during an
actuation cycle is
Afpow = 27rRvcZvc,stroke. (5.16)
Therefore, for a given valve cap size, imposed stroke, and known external pressure loading
time history on the valve cap, the hysteretic energy loss per cycle and the peak fluid flow area
can be related by
Whys OC RC- (5.17)
This relation basically states that the ratio of the valve cap structural area (which is pro-
portional to Whys) to the valve cap circumference (which is proportional to fluid flow area)
can be decreased by reducing the size of the valve cap radius R,,. To reduce hysteretic energy
consumption in the active valve, therefore, the goal should be to reduce this Whys as much asAf low
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possible, while keeping Aflo, constant. This can be achieved by making individual valve caps
smaller and placing many in parallel with multiple valve orifices connecting the high pressure
reservoir to the harvesting chamber. Updating Equations 5.15 and 5.16 above to include the
freedom to choose a particular number of valve heads Nyh within the design leads to
Whys,Nuh O NvhAP HC 7rRVc,Nuh Zvcstroke,N~h (5.18)
and
Af low,Nh, = Nvh 2 7Rvc,Nh Zvc,stroke,Nvh. (5.19)
If the goal is to design a valve with Nh > 1 that has the same total flow area as a valve with
a single valve head, the following proportionality must be maintained (calculated by equating
Equations 5.16 and 5.19),
Rvc,Nvh 1 Zvc,stroke (5.20)
RVe Nvh Zvc,stroke,Nh(
Inserting this proportionality into Equation 5.18 results in a relation for the hysteretic
energy consumption as a function of the number of valve heads employed and the imposed
valve cap stroke for the case of multiple valve heads versus the case of just a single valve head,
Whys,Nh' 1 Zvc,stroke 
. (5.21)
Whys Nvh Zvc,stroke,Nvh
Therefore, the potential exists to reduce significantly the hysteretic energy consumption
in the active valve by incorporating multiple valve heads above the hydraulic amplification
chamber rather than a single valve head. For example, by letting Nvh = 10 and requiring that
each of the ten valve heads move through one-half the stroke of a single valve head design, the
hysteretic energy consumption of the 10-valve design will be 20% of that of the single valve
design. The updated systematic design code detailed in the following section, includes this
ability to compare and contrast valve designs with varying Nvh and different imposed valve cap
strokes Zvc,stroke. An additional benefit of incorporating multiple valve heads (that each move a
smaller stroke than a single large valve head) is that it becomes easier to structurally design the
valve membranes (in that small valve membrane thicknesses are achievable) to support these
valve caps within the required stress limitations. This will be illustrated in Section 5.6.
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5.6 Results of Systematic Design Procedure
This section presents results of the full systematic active valve design procedure for the example
valve requirements defined in Section 5.3.2. As detailed in previous sections, this quasi-static
procedure will now incorporate the three design freedoms that were not included in the basic
design procedure detailed in Section 5.3, namely the ability to design a valve structure for
multiple valve heads (Neh > 1), with varying valve cap strokes, and for differing valve membrane
thicknesses. Specifically, the results presented in this section focus on a variety of chosen
number of valve heads (Neh = 1, 2, 3, 5), imposed valve cap strokes between Zvc,stroke = 8pm
and Zvc,stroke = 40pm, and available valve membrane thicknesses from tvm = 7pam and upward
in increments of 1pm. The results clearly demonstrate the potential benefits of multiple valve
head geometries for reducing total valve power consumption.
Figure 5.20 plots the calculated valve cap radius, valve membrane thickness and radius, and
drive element piston diameter for the variety of Nyh and Zvc,stroke values under question. Note
that in Figure 5.20(b), for Nvh ;> 2, valve membranes with tm = 7pm are achievable for all the
imposed Zvc,stroke values. As more valve heads are allowed in parallel, each valve membrane gets
smaller in size, resulting in reduced "bowing" of the membrane under the pressure loadings.
This is the identical phenomenon to that discussed in Section 5.4.2. Also, notice in Figure
5.20(c) that as more valve heads are employed in the design, smaller drive piston dimensions
are achieved, due to the fact that less swept volume is required by the valve membranes during
actuation.
Figure 5.21 plots the calculated effective piezoelectric material diameter and the maximum
compressive stress on the piezoelectric material during a full valve actuation cycle. Notice in
Figure 5.21(a) that the required piezoelectric material diameter is generally increasing with
increasing Nvh. This is due to the fact that the PHAC(t) actuation requirements are increased
because of the increased stiffness of the valve membranes. It is important also to monitor the
compressive stress seen by the piezoelectric material to ensure that it is below the compressive
depolarization limits.
Figure 5.22 plots the estimated hysteretic power consumption, material and circuitry power
loss, and total valve power consumption. As seen in Figure 5.22(a), the hysteretic power
consumption can be significantly reduced by incorporating multiple valve heads working with
moderate valve strokes. In addition, as shown in Figure 5.22(b) material and circuitry losses can
also be reduced, since total energy flowing through the piezoelectric material is lessened. Finally,
Figure 5.22(c) plots the combined power consumption for the various active valve designs. As
indicated in this plot, the valve design that results in the minimum power consumption uses
ten valve heads Noh = 5, each traveling through a stroke of Zvc,stroke = 22pim. These results
demonstrate the capabilities of this systematic active valve design procedure in evaluating single
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and multiple valve head designs under loading conditions put forth by a typical MHT system.
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Figure 5.20: Multiple valve head comparison Plot 1
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5.7 Correlation With Dynamic Simulation
The systematic design procedure presented in this chapter has been based on quasi-static struc-
tural behavior. In reality, dynamic effects within the active valve may result in performance
of the valve that differs from quasi-static behavior. This section will take one of the active
valve geometries formulated using the systematic design procedure in Section 5.6 and perform
a full-scale dynamic simulation of this structure. The results will indicate that, indeed, the de-
sign formulated through the quasi-static procedure performs very close to expectations, thereby
validating the use of the quasi-static procedure as a powerful tool for designing an active valve
structure within a full hydraulic system.
The valve structure that was chosen for simulation is that corresponding to Noh = 1 and
Zstroke = 4 0pm. Revisiting Figures 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22 in Section 5.6, the valve geometry is as
follows: R,, = 241[Lm, tvm = 7[Lm, Rvm = 757pm, Ri,8 = 3.59mm, and R, = 0.88mm. The
peak-peak voltage applied to the piezoelectric material is 1000V at a frequency of f = 10kHz.
Referring to Figures 5.8(b), 5.9, and 5.11, this active valve geometry is able to quasi-statically
achieve the performance requirements set by the external hydraulic system, namely a pressure
fluctuation in the harvesting chamber (with KEHC 1.5e1 m) from 0.2MPa to 1.OMPa, given
reservoir pressures of PHPR = 1.2MPa and PLPR = 0.
In order to evaluate this active valve geometry in a full dynamic simulation, a complete
simulation architecture is implemented that includes the active valve simulation (presented in
Chapter 4) and the external hydraulic system relations detailed in Section 5.2. Figure 5.23
shows this full simulation architecture. The additional external hydraulic system architecture
(including the effects of the fluid orifice pressure-flow relations, the valve channel inertia, and the
chamber stiffness) is coupled to this active valve system to simulate full filling and evacuation.
In order to create full system pumping behavior, a chamber with both an inlet and outlet
active valve is included in the simulation. In addition, critical valve variables, such as -vm (t),
Zc(t), and PHAC(t) are monitored. In this simulation, a positive valve stop at a location of
ZVC = 20pm is implemented. The results of this simulation for two different values of valve cap
damping are shown in Figure 5.24. For further details on full MHT system simulations, refer
to [8].
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Figure 5.24: Full system simulations: (a) solid line represents case in which (pi, = 0.7, (vc = 0.6,
(b) dashed line represents case in which (pis = 0.7, (,, = 0.3. Note that in these cases, the
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the position of the valve cap, PHAC(t) is the hydraulic amplification chamber pressure, avm(t)
is the maximum valve membrane stress, Qin(t) is the flow rate through the valve, and PEHC(t)
is the external chamber pressure.
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Due to dynamic effects in the active valve system, an applied peak-peak voltage of only 650V
(compared to the quasi-static value of 1000V) is required to actuate the valve and to produce
the proper filling behavior of the harvesting chamber. Notice that the valve cap Zc(t), HAC
pressure PHAC(t), inlet flow rate Qi2 ,(t), and resulting harvesting chamber pressure PEHC(t)
time histories all correlate very closely to those predicted by the systematic quasi-static design
procedure. One interesting note is that the valve membrane stress o-m time history differs
slightly from the quasi-static prediction in the region when the valve cap is just beginning
to open. Rather than immediately decreasing, as is predicted in the quasi-static procedure,
am actually begins to increase to a peak value of 1.15GPa (for (,, = 0.6) and to a peak
value of 1.05GPa (for (,, = 0.3) just after opening. This phenomenon is due to the dynamic
effects on the valve membrane. Essentially, the PHAC pressure below the membrane decreases
substantially before the valve cap is able to move downward (due to the cap's inertia and
the effect of damping), resulting in an enhanced membrane curvature at R, and therefore an
increase in U-m.
These important observations on the membrane stress can be fed back to the quasi-static
design procedure. Using a smaller value of limiting stress ulimit, a slightly modified valve
geometry can be generated so that dynamic membrane stresses do not exceed the desired bound.
Overall, the dynamic performance of the active valve geometry formulated using the systematic
quasi-static design procedure detailed in this chapter matches fairly well to desired requirements.
This design procedure, therefore, can be very useful in developing valve geometries for use in
full hydraulic systems.
5.8 Conclusions
This chapter has introduced the physical equations governing the fluid flow behavior within a
generic MHT system, external to the valve cap and membrane structure of the active valve.
With these relations, a comprehensive and systematic quasi-static design procedure has been
presented that enables a designer to formulate an active valve geometry for use within an MHT
system to satisfy certain pressure-flow requirements. This procedure formulates designs and
evaluates valve power consumption for geometries with one or more valve heads acting in parallel
above the hydraulic amplification chamber and for differing valve cap strokes. Additionally,
valve membrane structures are designed to guarantee peak stress levels below a critical value
during complete valve time histories. Active valve geometries produced by this design procedure
have been analyzed using full dynamic system simulations, and results indicate that dynamic
effects do not significantly affect the ability to meet the performance requirements. Overall,
this design procedure enables the generation of active valve geometries for a potentially wide
variety of hydraulic systems.
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Chapter 6
Device Fabrication and Preparation
for Testing
6.1 Introduction
The proposed piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic-amplification microvalve is fabricated using a
combination of microscale (silicon patterning and etching) and macroscale (piezoelectric mate-
rial integration) procedures. As detailed in previous chapters of this thesis, the valve consists
of multiple layers of silicon and glass (Pyrex 7740) with integrated piezoelectric elements, all
bonded together to form the important structural features of the device. These features are the
tethered-piston piezoelectric drive element, the enclosed hydraulic amplification chamber, the
valve membrane and orifice structure, and the fluid channels to and from the valve. A cross-
section of a full MHT system, with embedded multi-layered active valve structure, is shown in
Figure 6.1. Successful fabrication and assembly of a complete MHT system involves overcoming
the identical challenges associated with realizing a working active valve device, since the valve
structure and full MHT system span the same layers. As a result, the fabrication and assembly
processes presented in this chapter are not unique to the active valve, but rather provide a
platform of procedures that can be implemented to create a wide variety of micro-hydraulic
systems. For the purposes of this thesis, however, only the geometry of the active valve is
referred to in the fabrication and assembly discussions.
Layers 1, 3, 6, and 9 of the active valve structure (shown in Figure 6.1) are each borosilicate
glass (Pyrex 7740), the features of which are formed through wafer-level ultrasonic machining.
Layers 2 and 8 are formed from standard silicon wafers and are etched using deep-reactive ion
etching procedures. Layers 4, 5, and 7 are created from silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers. The
drive element tethers supporting the piston structure in Layers 4 and 5 and the valve membrane
and cap structure in Layer 7 are produced using deep-reactive etching, with the buried oxide
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Figure 6.1: Cross-section schematic of a nine-layer multiple wafer MHT system with two em-
bedded active valve structures. Realization of this active valve requires robust bonding of
silicon-to-silicon and silicon-to-glass at the wafer-level and integration and bonding of piezo-
electric material elements with silicon at the die-level, as will be discussed later in this chapter.
acting as an etch stop for precise control of tether and membrane thicknesses. Three primary
bonding mechanisms are used to realize a complete valve device: silicon-silicon fusion bonding,
silicon-glass anodic bonding, and silicon-piezoelectric material eutectic bonding.
This chapter first details the critical challenges associated with the fabrication and assembly
of this multi-layer active valve device, namely (1) etching of the high-aspect ratio features in
silicon-on-insulator wafers to form the tethered drive element piston and valve membrane struc-
tures, (2) wafer-level silicon-silicon fusion bonding and wafer-level silicon-glass anodic bonding,
(3) preparation, integration, and bonding of the bulk piezoelectric material elements within
the drive element structure, (4) die-level assembly of multiple silicon and glass layers, and (5)
fluid filling and sealing of the hydraulic amplification chamber. Having laid out the details of
these fabrication issues and the procedures used to overcome these obstacles, the chapter then
presents a systematic fabrication and testing plan of important active valve sub-components, as
a means to prove out the fabrication challenges. Details of each of the sub-component studies
leading up to the full active valve are then documented in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
6.2 Fabrication Challenges and Procedures
This section attempts to follow the fabrication and assembly process in order of the steps
and challenges involved. The first two challenges focus on the activities relating to wafer-level
processing: etching of the drive element tether and valve membrane structures and silicon-
silicon and silicon-glass wafer bonding procedures. The second two challenges are concerned
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with die-level processing: preparation and integration of the piezoelectric elements within the
device and the process flow associated with the die-level silicon-glass anodic bonding. The final
challenge focuses on filling and sealing of fluid in the device once the active valve device has
been successfully fabricated and assembled at the die-level.
6.2.1 Etching of Tethered Drive Element and Valve Membranes
The drive element tethers and valve membranes within the active valve device are designed
to be quite thin (on the order of 7 - 10pm). To achieve precise dimensional control of these
features, SOI wafers containing a buried oxide layer a preset distance from one side of the
wafer are used. In performing deep etches into the silicon wafer down to the buried oxide layer,
it is critical that the surface roughness of the etch and the tailoring of fillet radii profiles at
the base of the etched profiles be well-controlled so as to maintain strength and robustness
of the thin-membrane structures. Figure 6.2 illustrates etch profiles at the SOI interface of a
typical drive element piston that can result, depending on the process chosen and care given
to performing the etch. Ideally, one would like to create a fillet radius between the thin tether
and the much thicker (-400 pm) central piston structure to minimize stress concentrations, as
shown in Figure 6.2(c). It is essential to avoid etch profiles such as the sharp corner shown in
Figure 6.2(b) and the "footing" or "notching" profile shown in Figure 6.2(d). These serve to
magnify stresses at these interface regions, thereby compromising the overall strength of the
structure.
etched annular trench
Si
SiO
(a)
sharp edges fillet radii "notches"
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.2: Etching of a typical drive element piston structure: (a) cross-section view of drive
piston, (b) sharp corner etch features, (c) fillet radius features, and (d) "notching" or "footing"
features.
Considerable research work has been done in developing and optimizing deep etching pro-
cesses for single-crystal silicon materials [1] [2]. The Deep-Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) process
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used to create the structures and devices in this thesis is known as the Bosch Process [1]. This
method involves repetitive cycles of plasma etching and passivation to create high aspect ratio
deep trenches in silicon. Using photoresist as a masking agent, a timed plasma etch using SF6
is carried out. Following this timed etch, a passivating film using C 4Fs is deposited over all
exposed surfaces of the wafer, including the etched trench bottom and sidewalls. During the
next timed plasma etch, this passivating film is preferentially removed from the bottom of the
trenches through ion bombardment, while the film on the sidewalls remains intact. This cyclic
process is repeated until the buried-oxide etch stop layer is reached. At this juncture, carefully
monitoring of the etch process is performed to ensure that fillet radii of a desired size (based
on modeling specifications) are created. Figure 6.3 shows views of a successfully etched drive
element piston structure with properly tailored fillet radii.
(a)
200 um
tether
(b) (c)
Figure 6.3: SEM images of an etched drive element piston: (a) cross-section view of SOI piston
structure, (b) close-up of etched trench, and (c) further close-up of fillet radius feature. In this
structure, a 20 - 25pm fillet radius was achieved. Debris in background was generated during
die-saw procedures.
This final "fillet tailoring" step is tedious and difficult because once the silicon has been
etched away such that portions of the oxide are visible, very little time is required for lateral
etching of the remaining silicon above the oxide layer to be completely etched away, resulting
in potential "footing" profiles at the interface. The rapid lateral etching has been studied and
investigated by numerous individuals, and it is believed to result from plasma charging effects
at the silicon/oxide interface [3] [4] [5]. Consistently controlling these fillet profiles is extremely
hard to achieve, as etch parameters such as etch time, passivation time, SF6 flow rate, electrode
power during etching, electrode power during passivation, and C 4F flow rate must be tuned
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and optimized. The details of these DRIE process parameters are beyond the scope of this
thesis. The purpose of this section, rather, has been to present the significant challenges and
obstacles faced in the etching of thin-membrane structures with desired fillet radii profiles. A
designer may specify a particular fillet size, but the cleanroom process of achieving that profile
is often a time-consuming one.
6.2.2 Wafer-Level Bonding
For the multi-layer active valve structure presented in this thesis, various silicon-silicon and
silicon-glass wafer-level bonds are performed. A silicon-silicon wafer-level fusion bonding process
is used to bond Layers 4 and 5 together to form Stack 4-5 and Layers 7 and 8 together to form
Stack 7-8. A silicon-glass wafer-level anodic bonding process is used to bond Layers 1 and 2
together to form Stack 1-2, Stack 4-5 and Layer 6 together to form Stack 4-5-6, and Stack
7-8 and Layer 9 together to form Stack 7-8-9. Following these wafer-level bonding steps, the
stacks are die-sawed into individual dies and cleaned in preparation for die-level bonding and
piezoelectric material integration. Further discussion of why certain bond steps are performed
at the wafer-level and others at the die-level is covered in Section 6.2.4. Figure 6.4 illustrates
the various wafer-level silicon-silicon and silicon-glass bonding steps.
Layer 9
Layer 8
7_1n Layer 6
Layer 5r 4
Piezoelectric Elements
Layer 3
Layer 2
Layer 1
Figure 6.4: Wafer-level silicon-silicon fusion and silicon-glass anodic bonding steps are carried
out prior to piezoelectric material integration.
The silicon-silicon fusion bonding process used to create wafer-level stacks for the active
valve device is a well developed process and consists of three primary steps [6]: (1) preparation
and treatment of the silicon wafer surface to produce a hydrophilic surface, (2) alignment and
adhesion of two wafers together (weak van der Waals or hydrogen bonds maintain wafer-wafer
adhesion) in a clean room-temperature environment, either in air, inert atmosphere, or vacuum
, and (3) high temperature annealing of the wafer stack at 10000 C to promote strong covalent
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bonding. The strength of this fusion bond is dependent on the annealing temperature and time
[2]. Paramount in the bonding process is the cleanliness of the silicon wafers prior to bonding
and of the alignment and bonding apparatus itself. Particulate matter present between the
silicon wafers during adhesion can result in significant defect regions characterized by little or
no bonding.
The silicon-glass anodic bonding process used to create wafer-level stacks also is a well-
developed process. This process involves three primary steps: (1) preparation and cleaning of
the silicon and glass surfaces using a piranha soak and an oxygen ashing step, (2) alignment
and clamping of the two wafers together, and (3) application of a voltage (1000V) across the
wafer interface at elevated temperature (3000). The negative electrode is applied to glass
wafer surface not being bonded with the silicon wafer held at ground potential. As for the
fusion bonding process, cleanliness of the wafers and the bonding apparatus is paramount for
achieving high-quality and low-defect wafer-level bonds.
6.2.3 Integration of Bulk Piezoelectric Elements
Integration of the piezoelectric elements within the device constitutes a critical task in the
assembly of the active valve device. This section discusses the important issues related to
preparing and tolerancing of the piezoelectric material elements with respect to other features
in the device. Details of the actual die-level assembly procedure will be provided in Section
6.2.4.
The top and bottom surfaces of the piezoelectric elements are covered with a thin-film gold-
tin (Au-Sn) eutectic alloy for bonding to the adjoining silicon layers at an elevated temperature.
In order to achieve good bonding over the complete interface area, the piezoelectric material
must possess smooth top and bottom surfaces. A rough surface of the piezoelectric material
(and therefore of the metallized layer), would result in only pinpoint contacts between the
piezoelectric material and the silicon and therefore a weak bond. Prior to bonding, sizing of
the piezoelectric elements with respect to the surrounding Layer 3 glass and etching of seats
in the Layer 2 silicon to compensate for thickness mismatch between the piezoelectric material
and glass is critical for ensuring a deflection of the drive element piston below levels of fracture
stress in the tethers. Each of these piezoelectric material integration issues is covered in detail
in the following sub-sections.
Piezoelectric Material Preparation
Virgin piezoelectric materials are obtained from vendors in the form of thin plates, each with a
thickness of - 1.1mm and diameter between 1 cm and 5 cm. As received, these plates possess
a surface roughness as large as 5pm. In order to achieve adequate eutectic bonding during
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device assembly, a surface roughness near 0.5pm is required prior to metallization. To achieve
this, the piezoelectric material plates are polished using coarse and fine grain diamond slurry
polishing procedures. Figure 6.5 displays typical profilometer scans before and after material
polishing for the two primary types of piezoelectric materials used in the valve, PZT-5H and
PZN-PT.
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Figure 6.5: Profilometer surface roughness scans of PZT-5H and PZN-PT piezoelectric material
plates before and after polishing steps: (a) unpolished PZT-5H material, (b) polished PZT-5H
material, (c) unpolished PZN-PT material, (d) polished PZN-PT material. Note that thin deep
trenches are not counted within the roughness estimate. However, thin tall "mountains" must
be accounted for since these would serve to separate an adjoining layer of material.
During polishing, each plate is sized to yield a thickness of 1mm ± 10pm with thickness
variation across the plate of ~ 2pm. Prior to metallization, the material plates are solvent
cleaned with a series of acetone, methanol, and isopropanol steps. Additionally, a further
cleaning soak in a 20:1 water:nitric acid solution is carried out for 1 minute to remove particulate
matter. At this point, the piezoelectric material plates are ready for metallization.
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AuSn Eutectic Bonding
To bond mechanically and to connect electrically the piezoelectric material cylinders to the
adjoining silicon layers in the active valve device, a reliable bonding mechanism must be em-
ployed. This bonding mechanism must allow for tight dimensional control over the bond layer
thickness and allow for a bonding temperature and environment that is compatible with the
rest of the die-level assembly process. Numerous bonding methods that could potentially work
in this device, ranging from polyimides and epoxies to brazing and soldering to gold-based
eutectic alloys, have been presented in the literature. A detailed discussion of these research
efforts, with application toward the development of MHT technology, is found in [2]. The re-
sulting conclusion of initial work by Mlcak [8] and the subsequent work by Turner [2] was to
employ a thin-film AuSn eutectic alloy (composition: 80 wt. % Au and 20 wt. % Sn) as the
bonding mechanism within MHT devices in general, and specifically within the active valve
device presented in this thesis.
A four layer film structure on the piezoelectric material and a three layer film structure on
each of the adjoining silicon layers is deposited in preparation for bonding, as shown in Figure
6.6. The four layer structure on the piezoelectric material consists of 50 nm Ti, 250 nm Pt,
4000 nm AuSn, and 50 nm Au. The Ti serves as an adhesion layer, the Pt as a diffusion barrier,
and the final Au as a capping layer to prevent oxidation of Sn in the AuSn alloy. The AuSn
layer, chosen to be thick enough (4 pm) to compensate for the piezoelectric material surface
roughness (~ 0.5pm), is sputtered from an alloy target with 80 wt. % Au and 20 wt. % Sn
composition. Sputtering is chosen over evaporation because sputtering allows the stoichiometry
of the target to be maintained in the deposited film [9]. The three layer Ti-Pt-Au structure on
each of the adjoining silicon pieces enables the eutectic alloy to wet the silicon and is deposited
on the die-level using e-beam evaporation procedures.
S4 50 nm Ti
Layer 4 SilicOf m 250 nm Pt
-- 50 nm Au
0 50 nmn Au
0 4000 nm AuSn
E 250 nm Pt
0 50 nm Ti
Piezoelectric material
Layer 2 silicon
Figure 6.6: Eutectic alloy deposition on the piezoelectric material and adjoining silicon layers.
The piezoelectric material contains a 4 layer film structure and each of the silicon layers contains
a 3 layer film structure.
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Dicing/Core-Drilling of Piezoelectric Elements
Following deposition of the eutectic alloy, the metallized piezoelectric material plates are core-
drilled or diced to produce either cylindrical or square piezoelectric elements. As detailed in
subsequent chapters of this thesis, devices integrating both cylindrical and square elements have
been successfully fabricated and tested. The advantage of using square piezoelectric elements
over cylindrical ones is that the process of dicing a piezoelectric material plate in a grid pattern
results in the production of 2-3 times the number of elements than can be produced from
core-drilling from a identical size plate. By sheer numbers and by the fact that closely located
elements will possess almost identical thicknesses (relatively insensitive to variations in thickness
across the material plates), the use of square elements increases the odds of being able to
select multiple elements of identical thickness to insert into drive element structures. Once
the material plate has been either core-drilled or diced, the resulting piezoelectric elements are
individually measured for thickness using a hand-held precision micrometer, as shown in Figure
6.7. By calibrating the micrometer before each measurement with a precise thickness gauge
block (1mm ± 0.01 pm) and averaging repeated series of measurements of the same elements,
these thickness measurements are estimated to be accurate within 0.5pm. The elements are
then organized and sorted according to the thickness.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: Precision micrometer used for thickness measurement of the piezoelectric elements
and Layer 3 glass dies prior to device assembly: (a) calibration of micrometer with respect to
a 1 mm gauge block, and (b) measurement of an individual piezoelectric element.
Etching of Piezoelectric Element Seats
One of the critical issues during integration of the piezoelectric material elements is guaranteeing
an upward deflection of the drive element piston large enough to ensure a preload on the eutectic
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alloy interface during bonding, yet small enough to ensure stresses in the piston tethers below
the critical value of 1 GPa. Typically, in the drive element structures designed, fabricated, and
tested in this thesis, the piston tethers will reach a tensile stress of 1 GPa for displacements
near - 9pm. Therefore, at any time during the bonding, poling, and operation of a device,
it is desired to maintain piston displacements no greater than a safe value of ~ 6pm. In
terms of preload on the eutectic interface, it is desired to ensure a "piston push-up" of ~ 2pm.
These requirements therefore dictate that at the instant of eutectic bonding, the piezoelectric
element(s) beneath the drive element piston must be forcing the piston upward by ~ 2pm and
that for all time after that the piston must not be forced to displacements greater than ~ 6pm.
Considering that this 4pm range is 0.4% of the total piezoelectric element thickness, this task
represents quite a challenge.
In preparation for piezoelectric element integration, the Layer 3 glass wafer is diced into
individual dies, and each of these dies is measured using the hand-held micrometer. As received
from the vendor, each of the ultrasonically-machined Layer 3 glass wafers possesses a thickness
between 967 pm and 974 pm, with thickness variation across a given wafer less than 1pm. At
the time of integration, since the piezoelectric elements (with deposited eutectic alloy films)
have thicknesses near 1000 pm and the Layer 3 glass dies have thickness near 970 pm, it is
necessary to have the capability to remove this thickness difference of - 30pm between the
piezoelectric material and the surrounding glass. Ideally, once integrated into the device, the
piezoelectric elements' top surfaces should be slightly above level with the Layer 3 glass top
surface so as to produce predictable upward displacement of the drive element piston from its
equilibrium position ("push-up").
"push-up"
7 tdleposition.-..
e h .+deposition glas
Figure 6.8: Compensation of the piezoelectric element - Layer 3 glass thickness mismatch by
plasma etching shallow seats in the Layer 2 bottom silicon die. Precise control of the etch depth
is necessary to achieve the desired "push-up" of the drive element piston.
This thickness matching is achieved by plasma etching shallow seats for all of the piezoelec-
tric elements in the Layer 2 bottom silicon wafer, as shown in Figure 6.8. An iterative process
of carefully timed etches followed by depth measurements using a scanning profilometer can
result in etch depth control to within - 0.5pm. With this capability to compensate for thick-
ness mismatch between the piezoelectric elements and the surrounding Layer 3 glass, proper
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"push-up" of the drive element piston can be achieved during assembly and bonding. On the
die-level, each Layer 2 silicon die is matched with a pre-measured (tpiezo) grouping of one or
three piezoelectric elements (depending on whether a single or multiple piezoelectric valve is
being fabricated) and with a pre-measured (tglass) Layer 3 glass die. With knowledge of the
three-layer film thickness tdeposition (see Section 6.2.3) that will subsequently be deposited on
the underside of the drive element piston in Layer 4 and on the top surface of the "to be etched"
seats in Layer 2, and with the value of A-push-up" desired after device assembly, the required
etch depth (Aetch) in Layer 2 is determined, according to 6.1.
Aetch - tpiezo + 2 tdeposition - tglass - A"push-up" (6.1)
Following etching of the seats, the Layer 1-2 silicon dies are cleaned and combined with
Stack 4-5-6 silicon dies for deposition of the three-layer Ti-Pt-Au film structure required for
eutectic bonding. This deposition is performed using e-beam evaporation through specially-
machined shadow masks to allow for selective coating of the dies. For the Stack 4-5-6 dies, the
underside of the drive element piston is coated, and for Layer 2 dies the inside of each of the
etch seats is coated.
6.2.4 Die-Level Assembly and Bonding
Assembly and Bonding Procedure
Final assembly of the active valve device is performed at the die-level. As shown in Figure 6.9(a),
wafer-level etching and bonding procedures, followed by dicing of the stacks into individual dies
have resulted in the creation of a Stack 7-8-9 die, a Stack 4-5-6 die, a Stack 1-2 die, and a Layer
3 die. Additionally, piezoelectric material preparations have created individual piezoelectric
elements ready for insertion. It is desirable to perform these bonding steps at the die-level,
rather than the wafer-level, so as to allow for individual measurements of the Layer 3 glass
die thickness and to enable individual control of the seat etching in Layer 2. Additionally,
die-level bonding significantly reduces the risk of losing an entire multi-layer wafer structure
during wafer-level processing. The die-level assembly process consists of four main steps, as
shown in Figure 6.9(b), (c), (d).
1. Die-level anodic bonding of Stack 4-5-6 to Stack 7-8-9 at a temperature of 300 0 C and an
applied voltage of 1000V across the Layer 6 - Layer 7 interface. This bond is performed
at atmospheric pressure. Time of bond = 20 minutes.
2. Die-level anodic bonding of Stack 1-2 to Layer 3 at a temperature of 300 0 C and an
applied voltage of 1000V across the Layer 2 - Layer 3 interface. This bond is performed
at atmospheric pressure. Time of bond = 45 minutes.
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Figure 6.9: Die-level bonding procedure for active valve device: (a) beginning dies ready for
assembly, (b) Step 1: anodic bonding of Stack 4-5-6 to Stack 7-8-9 ; Step 2: anodic bonding of
Stack 1-2 to Layer 3, (c) Step 3: insertion of piezoelectric element(s), and (d) Step 4: anodic
bonding of Stack 1-2-3 to Stack 4-5-6-7-8-9.
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3. Alignment and placement of one or more piezoelectric material elements within the Stack
1-2-3 die.
4. Simultaneous die-level anodic bonding of Stack 1-2-3 to Stack 4-5-6-7-8-9 and eutectic
bonding of piezoelectric element(s) to Layer 2 and Layer 4 silicon. This bond is performed
in a reducing atmosphere of Ar - 5%H 2 gas at pressure 10-2 torr and temperature 3000C.
Additionally, a voltage of 1000V is applied across the Layer 3 - Layer 4 interface. Time
of bond = 60 minutes.
A reducing atmosphere is chosen for the final simultaneous anodic/eutectic bond to ensure
no oxidation of the Sn within the AuSn alloy and to acheive a void-free eutectic bond [2].
Additionally, following this bond, the device is cooled under vacuum to ensure removal of all
trapped gases within the bond. Completion of these four die-level bonding steps produces an
active valve structure that is ready for filling of the hydraulic amplification chamber.
Assembly Jigs
The die-level anodic bonding discussed above is performed using the specially machined align-
ment and bonding jigs shown in Figure 6.10. The 1st-generation jig, shown in Figure 6.10(a),
provides a large central contact surface onto which a die can be placed and the bottom surface
held at either positive or negative voltage. An outer ring with attached spring clamps for clamp-
ing of one die onto another is held at ground potential. Once inserted into an oven, electrical
contact is made through attached feet on the underside of the jig. Alignment, placement, and
clamping of a dies and insertion of piezoelectric elements is facilitated by a vacuum chuck with
3-axis motion capability and a range in each of these directions of 1 cm. The 2nd-generation
jig, shown in Figure 6.10(b), is more compact than the 1st-generation jig. It likewise provides
electrical contact through thin wire clamps, but additionally allows for edge alignment of dies
to a central area with ceramic insulating locator pins. Figure 6.11 illustrates an active valve
device in the final bonding step using the 2nd-generation anodic bonding jig.
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(a) (b
Figure 6.10: Die-level alignment and bonding jigs: (a) 1st-generation jig, (b) 2nd-generation
jig.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.11: Electrical contact to an active valve chip for anodic bonding: (a) side view of chip
in jig and (b) top view of chip in jig. Electrical cantilever pins contact various layers of the
device for bonding procedures.
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6.2.5 Fluid Filling/Sealing of HAC
Introducing fluid into the hydraulic amplification chamber of the active valve is a critical step in
preparing the device for operation. Any bubbles or trapped residual gas within the amplification
chamber will significantly increase its compliance, thereby eliminating efficient coupling between
the drive element and valve membrane structure. This section briefly details the fluid filling
procedure and issues associated with sealing.
Procedure for Filling
A fluid-filling apparatus and procedure developed by Richard Mlcak (Boston Microsystems, Inc)
and updated by Lodewyk Steyn (MIT) was used to fill the active valve devices developed in
this thesis. The apparatus, shown in Figure 6.12, consists of a filling chamber, a fluid reservoir
chamber, a vacuum pump, and a series of valves connecting these components together. A
schematic of the component connections is shown in Figure 6.13. A detailed explanation of the
filling procedure and issues associated with the development of this procedure can be found in
[10] and [11]. The major steps in the filling process are as follows:
Figure 6.12: Fluid filling apparatus to fill active valve devices. System consists of a fluid reser-
voir chamber, a filling chamber, a vacuum pump, and series a valves connecting all components
together.
1. The assembled, bonded, and poled active valve device is inserted into the filling chamber.
The chamber is then closed, with no fluid present in this chamber. Valve 1, Valve 3, and
Valve 5 are closed.
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Figure 6.13: Fluid filling schematic of component connections.
2. With the fluid reservoir chamber full of fluid, Valve 4 is closed and Valve 2 is opened. The
vacuum pump is initiated to outgas the fluid in the reservoir chamber. After a period of
1 hour, Valve 2 is closed. Valve 4 is then opened to bring the reservoir pressure back to
atmospheric pressure.
3. Valve 3 is opened to introduce a small amount of fluid into the filling chamber from the
reservoir chamber. Valve 3 is then closed. Valve 1 is then opened and the filling chamber
is evacuated to approximately 1 torr. This evacuation acts to boil off the fluid introduced
into the filling chamber. The hydraulic amplification chamber and other fluidic channels
in the device are thereby filled with silicon oil vapor, which easily wets the walls of these
structures. After 10 minutes, Valve 1 is closed.
4. Valve 3 is opened for a sufficient time to deliver to the filling chamber a volume of fluid
that submerges the valve device and the jig within which it rests. Valve 3 is then closed.
5. Valve 5 is opened to pressurize the filling chamber to atmospheric pressure. This step,
which lasts for approximately 1 hour, serves to "push" the fluid into the hydraulic ampli-
fication chamber. The device is then removed from the filling chamber and is ready for
testing.
During this filling procedure, the active valve device is securely clamped within a test-jig
apparatus. Prior to removal from the filling chamber, a valve located on the test jig that leads
to the HAC chamber is closed. Once hooked up to the experimental testing apparatus, this
valve is opened to an external pressure regulator (see next section).
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Sealing Issues
In order to maintain a compressive stress on the piezoelectric elements at all times and to
eliminate the potential for cavitation within the hydraulic amplification chamber during actu-
ation, the fluid within the chamber is required to be held at a positive bias pressure (typically
0.5-2MPa). The value of this bias pressure Pbias is determined based on the PHAC pressure
fluctuations expected during active valve operation (determined using numerical simulation).
Pbia, should be chosen to ensure that PHAC never passes below zero during actuation. Sealing
of the HAC chamber at a desired bias pressure was not an option in this thesis because such a
procedure had not been developed. Further discussion of sealing and encapsulation studies for
these types of devices can be found in [11]. For the purposes of the active valve described in
this thesis, therefore, it was required to develop a means to bias the PHAC after the fluid filling
operation was complete and without completely sealing the chamber.
To accomplish this objective, a small cross-sectional area fluid channel was etched into the
underside of Layer 7 so to provide a connecting path between the hydraulic amplification cham-
ber and an external pressure regulator. Figure 6.14 illustrates this concept. By incorporating
a high resistance fluid channel in this location, static bias pressures dictated by the external
regulator can be imposed on the chamber, however, high frequency pressure fluctuations created
during actuation remain confined to the chamber. In essence, this channel acts as a low pass
filter for transmission of pressure fluctuations into and out of the chamber. The channel length,
width, and height were designed to be 1mm, 1pm, and 10pm respectively. The channel was
desired to be long and thin so as to create a large flow resistance during actuation. However,
the channel width and height were designed large enough so as to be able to initially fill the
device with fluid using the procedure detailed above in a reasonable amount of time (on the
order of 20 minutes).
Fluid Channel
Bias
E-] Pres.
Filled Fluid
Figure 6.14: Schematic of the high resistance fluid channel between the HAC and an external
bias pressure regulator. This channel was etched into the underside of Layer 7.
To design properly this high resistance flow channel for use in the active valve geometry
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detailed in this thesis, a model was developed to capture the inertia and flow resistance associ-
ated with a fluid slug within the channel (see Figure 6.15). The assumptions in this model are:
(1) the fluid slug occupies the entire length of the channel, (2) the fluid slug interacts with the
volumetric stiffness of the hydraulic amplification chamber (designated as KHAC), and (3) the
fluid slug flow behavior is governed by Hagen-Poiseuille flow relations. The variable AVi,, is
defined as the volume of fluid pushed into/pulled out of the HAC chamber during an actuation
cycle of the active valve. The variable AP 1 9g is defined as the differential pressure seen across
the fluid slug during this actuation cycle due to pressure fluctuations within the HAC chamber.
Zsiug
Dchannel AVsiug
KHAC2
Fluid Slug where Achannel = (ltDchannel )/ 4
Aslug~ Mstg where Mslug = PAchannel Lchannel
Lchannel 
R hannel where AV 
ug = Zsiug Achannel
Figure 6.15: Model of the high resistance fluid channel between the HAC and an external bias
pressure regulator. A fluid slug within the channel is modeled. This slug is acted upon by an
external stiffness associated with the HAC chamber stiffness. Additionally, the flow resistance
of this slug through the channel is modeled using laminar Hagen-Poiseuille flow relations.
Based on the model schematic in Figure 6.15, a differential equation for the slug behavior
can be written,
Ms i) AVgsin9 + RchannelA slug + KHACAVslug = APslug (6.2)
Achannel)/
where RLhannel = (12 e is based on Hagen-Poiseulle flow in a circular channel [8].
In this relation, p is the viscosity of the fluid. Inserting this flow relation into Equation 6.2 and
rearranging in the frequency domain, a transfer function relating AVslug to APsug is obtained
______ 
( rD 2
crhannel
AVsiUg 4PLchannel
A pslug 82 + 32p 4 KHACGrD ,nnL)
pD channel) ApLchannel
where p is the density of the fluid in the channel. The natural frequency (known as the
Helmholtz frequency) of this fluid-structure interaction event can be written as
1 KHACrDchanne (6.4)fHelmholtz PLchannel
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In designing the channel dimensions, the following parameter values (which correlate with
the active valve geometry fabricated in this thesis) were assumed: Lchannel = 1mm, Dchannel =
11.3pm, KHAC = 1mOe f , p = 760_, and p = 6.5e-4-. These values result in a frequency
of 48Hz for which AVIsig is 1% of the drive element volume change. Additionally, a Helmholtz
frequency of fHelmholtz = 578Hz results. However, Helmholtz resonant behavior of this slug is
non-existant due to the dominant fluid viscous losses in the channel. Additionally, with these
channel dimensions, it is estimated that during initial fluid filling, the HAC chamber should fill
in approximately 5-10 minutes under atmospheric pressurization in Step 5 of the above fluid
filling procedure. Chapter 9 includes experimental verification of the performance of this high
fluid resistance channel within working high frequency active valve devices.
6.3 Sub-Component Testing Plan
To solve and to overcome the previously described fabrication challenges, a fabrication and
experimental test plan was developed. This plan divides the full piezoelectrically-driven active
valve device into simpler decoupled sub-components structures, which can be independently
fabricated, assembled, and tested. The sub-component structures are the piezoelectric drive
element and the valve cap and membrane structure. Figure 6.16 outlines this plan. This section
provides a general overview of the sub-component geometries and the important questions that
need to be answered in each of the sub-component studies. Subsequent chapters of this thesis
go on to provide complete and detailed experimental validation of each of the sub-components.
SPiezoelectric 
Drive
ElernentPiezoelectrically-Driven
Hydraulic Amplification
Valve Cap and Membrane 
:>Microvalve
Figure 6.16: Sub-component fabrication and testing plan. Realization of a full piezoelectrically-
driven hydraulic amplification microvalve depends on successful validation of the piezoelectric
drive element and the valve cap and membrane deformation behavior. Fluid filling success is
evaluated with the full active valve device.
6.3.1 Piezoelectric Drive Element
The piezoelectric drive element provides actuation volume change and pressurization to the
hydraulic amplification chamber and therefore the valve cap and membrane as it opens and
closes against a fluid orifice. This sub-component study proves that etching of the high-aspect
ratio tethered piston structures and control of fillet radii at the base of these etches can be
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performed in a repeatable fashion. Additionally, wafer-level silicon-silicon fusion bonding were
validated to form Stack 4-5. As shown in Figure 6.17, devices were constructed with single-
layer pistons as well as double-layer pistons for stiffness comparison. Piezoelectric material,
both PZT-5H and PZN-PT, were processed to create individual piezoelectric elements for in-
sertion into drive element structures. Sub-component devices with a single element placed
centrally beneath the drive piston as well as devices with three piezoelectric elements spaced
out uniformly beneath the drive piston were fabricated to validate enhanced stiffening benefits
of drive element actuators with multiple piezoelectric elements (again see Figure 6.17. The drive
element sub-component devices were experimentally tested to evaluate both quasi-static defor-
mation behavior (frequencies < 15 kHz) and dynamic modal behavior (up to 200 kHz) under a
wide range of applied voltages. Completion of this sub-component study enables incorporation
of the drive element actuator structure within complete active valve structures.
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Figure 6.17: Drive element sub-component study: (a) devices with a single piezoelectric element
centrally-located beneath the piston as well as devices with single-layer pistons will be fabri-
cated, (b) devices with three piezoelectric elements positioned beneath the piston and devices
with double-layer pistons will also be fabricated.
6.3.2 Valve Cap and Membrane
The valve cap and membrane structure reacts to differential pressures to open and close against
a fluid orifice. This sub-component study validates the etching of the membrane and control of
fillet radii at the oxide etch stop. Valve membrane structures were tested to verify non-linear
pressure-deflection behavior, and results were compared to the non-linear numerical models
presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The sub-component structure used for these tests is
shown in Figure ??(a). Gas pressure was introduced into the amplification chamber to directly
force the valve cap and membrane structure upward. Additionally, gas pressure was introduced
above the membrane as well to deform the structure in the downward direction. Deflection of
the valve cap was measured using a laser vibrometry system. Completion of this sub-component
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study provides an understanding of the valve membrane stiffness in response to applied pressures
and therefore enables subsequent fluid filling and testing of full active valve devices.
Displacement Upstream Displacement Downstream
Measurement Pressure Control Measurement Control PressureControl Sensor Pupstream PHAC P Sensor
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Figure 6.18: Valve membrane sub-component study and full active valve study: (a) valve
cap and membrane within assembled chamber were deformed with gas pressure to determine
structural stiffness, (b) the active valve device was fully characterized for pressure-flow behavior
and limitations in dynamic performance. Note that the high resistance flow channel and the
external fluid flow path above valve cap overlap in this schematic. In reality, these channels are
offset spatially from one another.
6.3.3 Full Active Valve
Having successfully completed the two sub-component studies, a full active valve device was
tested. The structure of this device is shown in Figure 6.18. Displacements of the valve cap
in response to applied piezoelectric voltage were determined. In addition to evaluating the
opening and closing capability of the valve in response to voltage, differential pressure - flow
relations were established across the flow channel. Dynamic transfer functions of the full valve
device were obtained and limitations in device performance were established.
6.4 Testing Apparatus
6.4.1 Laser Vibrometer System
A laser vibrometer system was used to measure the structural vibrations of the drive element pis-
ton and valve cap during the experimental testing of the full active valve and its sub-component
structures. This system uses a technique known as laser doppler vibrometry to detect the ve-
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locity of a moving surface. The wave used for this purpose is a laser, typically HeNe or of
similar wavelength. When this wave strikes a moving surface and reflects back, a frequency
shift is introduced. If the reflected wave is compared with the incident wave, the frequency
shift results in a beating phenomenon, where the beat frequency is proportional to the velocity
of the moving surface. Measuring this beat frequency therefore gives the velocity of the surface
being measured.
During testing of the active valve and its sub-components, some of the measurements were
taken through a medium of air in contact with the moving surface and some were taken through
a medium of silicon oil in contact with the moving surface. As described in [13], the Doppler
frequency shift, and hence the beat frequency, is proportional to the target velocity and also
proportional to the refractive index of the medium in contact with the target. The silicon oil
used in the valve (Dow Corning DC200 0.65 centistoke oil) has a refractive index of 1.375.
Therefore, in taking measurements using this laser vibrometer system, any measurement values
taken with this oil in contact with the moving surface were divided by 1.375 to obtain the
proper values. All results incorporating oil in contact with the valve cap in subsequent chapters
have been properly scaled by this value.
6.4.2 Fluids Test-Rig
The fluids testing rig used in the active valve and sub-component studies documented in this
thesis was designed, built, and constructed by Lodewyk Steyn. Figure 6.19 illustrates a portion
of this set-up. The explicit details of this test-rig are contained in [11]. In summary, this set-up
enables the control of a wide range of pressure loadings on the drive element piston, within the
HAC chamber, and on the valve cap and membrane upstream and downstream of the valve
orifice flow channel for the active and sub-component studies. Fluid reservoirs contain degassed
silicon oil for the purposes of creating fluid flow in testing the active valve device. A series of
absolute and differential pressure sensors are located throughout the set-up to enable real-time
measurements of the static and dynamic pressures at critical locations within the valve device.
Further discussions of which pressures were measured for which experiments are included in
the subsequent experimental chapters of this thesis.
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the fabrication and assembly challenges faced in realizing a working
piezoelectrically driven hydraulic amplification microvalve. The wafer-level fabrication process,
piezoelectric material preparation and integration issues, and die-level assembly and bonding
procedures were discussed. Additionally, an overview of the active valve sub-component test
plan was presented. The details of these sub-component studies are covered in subsequent
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Figure 6.19: Fluids test-rig for testing of the active valve and its sub-components. This set-up
contains fluid reservoirs, static and dynamic pressure sensors, flow sensors, and absolute and
differential pressure sensors for evaluating device performance during testing.
chapters.
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Chapter 7
Sub-Component Study:
Piezoelectric Drive Element
7.1 Objectives
The purpose of this sub-component study was to evaluate the fabrication and assembly process
flow of the piezoelectric drive element structure, shown in Figure 7.1, and to obtain quasi-static
and high-frequency experimental data on completed devices. Specifically, the three primary
objectives of this study were:
1. To determine whether both single-layer and double-layer piston structures could be fab-
ricated and assembled in drive element devices. As compared to single-layer pistons, the
double-layer design enhances the structural stiffness of the micro-actuator device.
2. To determine whether standard polycrystalline PZT-5H and higher-performing single-
crystal PZN-PT materials [4] could be processed and integrated within tethered-piston
drive element structures. Although the final active valve devices (detailed in Chapter 9)
incorporated solely PZN-PT material, the high cost of this material forced initial studies
to work with less costly PZT-5H material.
3. To determine whether both single and multiple piezoelectric elements could be successfully
integrated beneath the drive element piston. Multiple elements spread out beneath the
piston serve to stiffen the micro-actuator structure. However, tolerancing and bonding of
multiple elements within the device is more challenging.
Successful integration of these types of piezoelectric materials with properly etched and
bonded tethered piston structures demonstrates the potential for high-frequency, high-stiffness
actuation within full active valve devices.
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Figure 7.1: 3-D schematic of a piezoelectric drive element device. Three piezoelectric cylinders
are sandwiched between a lower support silicon layer and an upper double silicon layer tethered-
piston structure. Voltage is carried along the upper and lower silicon layers.
7.2 Device Test-Plan
The overall piezoelectric drive element sub-component study was divided into two parts. In
the first part, "1st-generation" drive element devices were fabricated and tested. In the second
part, "2nd-generation" drive element devices, slightly different in geometry than the "1st-
generation" devices, were fabricated and tested. Ideally, a consistent geometry would have
been preferred throughout the full study. Unfortunately, due to research program scheduling
and resource limitations, the use of different geometries was unavoidable. The experimental
results of the two sub-studies combined together, however, do provide overwhelming evidence
that integration of piezoelectric elements within micromachined silicon thin-tethered piston
structures is achievable. The overall device test plan is illustrated in Figure 7.2. The three
major design variations contained within this sub-component study were: (1) use of a single-
layer silicon drive piston structure versus use of a double-layer piston structure, (2) integration
of PZT-5H material versus integration of PZN-PT material, and (3) incorporation of a single
piezoelectric element beneath the piston versus integration of three elements spread out beneath
the piston.
7.2.1 1st Generation Devices
As shown in Figure 7.2, the 1st-generation study included the fabrication and testing of three
unique drive element devices, all incorporating a single-layer silicon drive piston. Device 1
incorporates a single PZT-5H cylindrical piezoelectric element centrally located beneath the
tethered piston. Device 2 incorporates a single PZN-PT cylindrical piezoelectric element also
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Device 1: Single PZT-5H Cylinder
Single-Layer Piston
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linder Device 3: Three PZT-5H Cylinders
n Single-Layer Piston
Figure 7.2: Overview of the drive element sub-component test plan. Within the 1st generation
study, devices incorporating single and three piezoelectric cylinders (both PZT-5H and PZN-
PT) beneath single-layer drive pistons were fabricated and tested. Within the 2nd generation
study, devices with three PZN-PT square piezoelectric elements beneath double-layer drive
pistons were fabricated and tested.
centrally located beneath the piston structure. Device 3 incorporates three PZT-5H cylindrical
elements spread out uniformly beneath the piston. In all three devices, the piezoelectric cylinder
thicknesses are ~ 1mm, while the drive piston has a thickness of 390Mm and the tether has
a thickness of 9pm. Figures 7.3(a) and (b) illustrate the top-view layout and dimensions
of these single-cylinder and three-cylinder 1st-generation drive element devices, respectively.
Experimental comparison of Device 2 with Device 1 demonstrates the benefits and drawbacks
of incorporating the higher-strain capability, yet lower stiffness PZN-PT material versus PZT-
5H material. Experimental comparison of Device 3 with Device 1 demonstrates the enhanced
stiffening effects of incorporating multiple piezoelectric elements rather than a single centrally-
located one within the drive element structure. Additionally, this comparison uncovers any
potential difficulties involved in obtaining adequate eutectic bonding between all three cylinders
and the adjacent silicon surfaces.
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Square Piezoelectric Elements
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(c)
Figure 7.3: Drive element geometries and piezoelectric material layout for 1st and 2nd-
generation devices: (a) 1st-generation device with a single piezoelectric cylinder, (b) 1st-
generation device with three piezoelectric cylinders, and (c) 2nd-generation device with three
piezoelectric square elements.
7.2.2 2nd Generation Device
As shown in Figure 7.2, the 2nd-generation study focused on the integration of three PZN-PT
material elements beneath a double-layer drive element piston structure. This double-layer
structure, as contained in the final design of the microvalve presented in Chapter 9, is critical
for reducing compliance effects within the active valve during piezoelectric actuation. As for
the 1st-generation devices, the piezoelectric element thicknesses are - 1mm. Since the piston
is comprised of two layers, its total thickness is 780Mm with each tether having a thickness of
8pm. Figure 7.3(c) illustrates the top-view layout and dimensions of this 2nd-generation drive
element device, Device 4. In order to maximize use of PZN-PT material, square elements rather
than cylindrical elements were incorporated in this structure (significantly more piezoelectric
elements can be created by dicing a given size plate into squares rather than core-drilling
cylinders from this plate). Successful fabrication and experimental evaluation of this final drive
element device proves that such a micro-actuator structure can be implemented in the full active
valve.
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7.3 Device Assembly
As shown in Figure 7.4, the drive element structures consist of five primary layers, two of
which are silicon and three of which are glass. The bottom silicon layer contains etched seats
for thickness compensation of the piezoelectric elements with respect to the surrounding glass
and also contains gold pads for electrical contact. The top silicon layer contains the etched
tethered-piston structure. For 1st-generation devices, this layer is formed from a single silicon
wafer, whereas for 2nd-generation devices, this layer is formed through wafer-level bonding of
two etched silicon wafers. The top and bottom glass layers provide support for clamping during
device testing.
Glass Layer
Top Si Layer
Tethered Piston
Glass Layer
Piezoelectric Cylinders
Etch Seats
Electrical Contact Pads
Bottom Si Layer
Glass Layer
Figure 7.4: Exploded view of a 1st-generation piezoelectric drive element structure. One or
more piezoelectric cylinders are arranged within a circular glass chamber, supported beneath
by a silicon layer with etched seats and bonded above to a micromachined piston.
As shown in Figure 7.5 and detailed in Chapter 6, a series of wafer-level/die-level anodic
bonding steps and a final simultaneous anodic-eutectic bonding step were carried out to com-
plete each of the drive element devices. Following this assembly, wires were soldered to the
contact pads on the top and bottom silicon layers to provide electrical contact to the piezoelec-
tric material. Poling of the device was performed by heating the device to approximately half
the piezoelectric material Curie temperature (Tcurie = 1900C for PZT-5H and Tcurie = 1500C
for PZN-PT) and applying a voltage of 1000V. Photographs of a 1st-generation drive element
device prior to and following electrical lead attachment are shown in Figure 7.6(a) and (b)
respectively. Photographs of a 2nd-generation drive element are shown in Figure 7.7.
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ISteps 1, 2: Wafer-level or die-level
anodic bonding
Anodic
Bond
Anodic
Bond
9
Step 4: Insertion of piezo cylinders
Piezoelectric
cylinders
Step 3: Die-level anodic bonding
Anodic
A ' Bond
Step 5: Simultaneous die-level
anodic / eutectic bonding
Anodic
M /Bond
* Device is ready for poling
Figure 7.5: Assembly of a piezoelectric drive element device. Die-level anodic bonding proce-
dures at T=300' and 1000V were carried out to bond five layers together. The final anodic
bonding step also serves to melt the eutectic alloy, forming the bond between the piezoelectric
cylinders and the top and bottom silicon layers.
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- - M
N
Tethered Piston
Electrical Contact Pads Electrical Wires
Critical Device Dimensions
10mm x 10mm x 2mm
(b)(a)
Figure 7.6: Photographs of an assembled 1st-generation piezoelectric drive element device: (a)
a packaged device ready for attachment of electrical wires, prior to device poling, (b) a device
ready for experimental testing. The critical device dimensions are 10mm x 10mm x 2mm. Thick
glass packaging layers were used for clamping purposes during testing.
Double-layer
Tethered Piston
Electrical Contact
Ports/Holes
Critical Device Dimensions
11 mm x 11mm x 2.5mm
(a) (b)
Figure 7.7: Photograph of an assembled 2nd-generation piezoelectric drive element device: thick
glass packaging layers were used for clamping purposes during testing.
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7.4 Testing Procedure
The process of experimentally testing a given drive element device consisted of three major
steps. The first step involved careful microscopic inspection of the device to evaluate the
fillet radius profile along the etched drive element tether. For 1st-generation devices, where
single-layer pistons were used, measurements were taken following device assembly. However,
for 2nd-generation devices, where a bonded double-layer piston prevented viewing of the piston
etch, measurements were taken on each of the drive element tethers prior to wafer-level bonding.
Knowledge of the fillet radius sizes was important for later evaluation of device performance.
The second step involved characterization of stand-alone piezoelectric material elements that
came from the same batch (plate) of material that yielded the elements that were integrated
within the device. This was a critical procedure so that comparison of drive element device
voltage-deflection behavior could be compared to that of representative piezoelectric material
elements.
The third step involved rigorous experimental testing of the device. Each device was rigidly
clamped to a test-jig surface and experimentally evaluated using a scanning laser vibrometer
system. As shown in Figure 7.8, scan points were defined over the top surface of the tethered
piston and along the circumferential boundary supporting the piston. Three measurement
procedures were used to characterize device performance. In the first procedure, a low-voltage
(OVt25V) sweep signal was applied to each device over a frequency range of 10kHz to 200kHz to
determine the onset of dynamic modal characteristics. A transfer function of velocity (averaged
over all scan points) versus frequency was recorded. Close-up frequency sweeps around dominant
modal frequencies were then carried out to obtain high-resolution mode shape behavior. In the
second procedure, a sinusoidal voltage of 500V±500V was applied to each device at selected
frequencies of 15kHz and 7kHz to evaluate device behavior below the modal frequencies. At
each of these low-frequencies, displacement time histories at the piston center and at an outer
edge of the piston were recorded. In the third procedure, voltage-deflection curves (of the piston
center) for varying levels of applied voltage were obtained at a frequency of 100Hz to determine
the true quasi-static voltage dependent performance of the device.
7.5 Experimental Results
7.5.1 1st Generation Devices
Measurement of Fillet Radius Profiles
Following assembly of each 1st-generation drive element device, careful inspection of the drive
element piston tether was performed to characterize the uniformity of the fillet radii along the
tether circumference. As shown in Figure 7.9(a), measurements were taken at eight equally
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Top Surface of Piston
Figure 7.8: A scanning laser vibrometer system was used to characterize modal and quasi-static
performance of each device. Measurement points are defined on the top surface of the piston.
spaced locations along the circumference. The first measurement point is located at 12 o'clock
and numbering proceeds in the clockwise direction. The measurement terminology is illustrated
in Figure 7.9(b). Using a microscope eyepiece with calibrated graduations, the tether width from
the base of one fillet radius to the base of the opposite fillet radius was recorded. Additionally,
the total trench width was measured. From these measurements, an average value for the fillet
radius on each side of the trench was determined. Figure 7.9(c), (d), and (e) present the tether
width and fillet radius measurements as a function of location along the tether circumference
for Devices 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For Device 1, the tether width varies between 138pm and
163pm in a single sinusoidal cycle along the circumference (ie: the fillet radii vary from 43pm to
56pm). Likewise, the tether width of Device 2 also varies sinusodially, but with slightly larger
variation, between 165pm and 200pm. For these two devices, due to this tether variation, the
overall piston/tether stiffness is non-uniform around the circumference. For Device 3, tether
width variation is also observed, however, in a more random fashion between 178pm and 195pm.
Characterization of Piezoelectric Material
In order provide a basis for voltage-deflection comparison when testing completed drive element
devices, representative PZT-5H and PZN-PT material cylinders were individually characterized
(sufficiently long after poling, four days, to ensure adequate relaxation of the material). Figure
7.10 plots the results for three cylinders of each material at 10Hz for a driving voltage of
500V t 500V. A very low frequency was chosen to guarantee true quasi-static behavior. The
three PZT-5H cylinders exhibited peak deflections at 1000V between 0.75pm and 0.82pm. The
three PZN-PT cylinders exhibited peak deflections at 1000V between 1.35pm and 1.55pm.
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Figure 7.9: Inspection of tether width and fillet radii on Device 1, 2, and 3 tethered pistons:
(a) definition of measurement locations around trench circumference, (b) average fR = !(total
trench width - measured tether width), (c) Device 1 measurements, (d) Device 2 measurements,
and (e) Device 3 measurements.
Finite-element models of drive element devices have indicated that the stiffness of the tether
is insignificant compared to that of the piezoelectric materials, and therefore it does little to
restrict the free-strain deflection of the piezoelectric material. As a result, these stand-alone
piezoelectric element results provide an accurate expectation for quasi-static drive element
device voltage-deflection performance.
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(a) PZT-5H Cylinders: Displacement vs. Voltage at 10Hz
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Figure 7.10: Piezoelectric material characterization on representative stand-alone PZT-5H and
PZN-PT cylinders: (a) voltage-deflection responses at 10Hz for three different PZT-5H cylinders
for V = 500V ± 500V (these cylinders were taken from the identical PZT-5H material plate
that yielded the cylinders used in Devices 1 and 3), (b) voltage-deflection responses at 10Hz for
three different PZN-PT cylinders for V = 500V ± 500V (these cylinders were taken from the
identical PZN-PT material plate that yielded the cylinder used in Device 2).
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Experimental Testing of Device 1
Figure 7.11(a) plots the transfer function of averaged velocity over the scanned piston surface
versus frequency for Device 1. Figure 7.11(b) plots these transfer functions for specific locations
on the piston surface, at the center and at an outer edge. Figure 7.12(a) presents experimental
mode shapes of the device at selected modal frequencies. The device experiences a "1 - E"
tilt mode at f = 31kHz, followed by a "plunge" mode at f = 80kHz, and a "2 - e" mode at
f = 131kHz. As shown in Figure 7.12, these modal frequencies correlate well with finite-element
models of the device. The frequency difference in the "1-0" mode between finite-element model
and experiment could be attributed to imperfect placement of the cylinder beneath the piston
or non-uniform fillet radii around the piston tether. In looking at Figure 7.11(b), notice that
the velocity amplitudes are significantly more pronounced at the piston edge compared to the
piston center. This is especially true for the "1 - 0" tilt mode and the "plunge" mode.
Figure 7.13 illustrates the displacement profile of the device at 15kHz with an applied
sinusoidal voltage of 500V±500V. Slight tilting of the piston surface is observed, and is again
likely influenced by imperfect piezoelectric cylinder placement or non-uniformity in fillet radius
etching. Figure 7.14 displays the corresponding displacement profiles at the piston center and
piston edge. Higher-order dynamic oscillations of f = 80kHz are observed within the lower
15kHz drive frequency. These higher-order oscillations are more pronounced at the piston
edge than at the piston center, which could be attributed to non-linearities inherent in the
piezoelectric material or in the tether structure. The overall measured peak-peak deflection
at the piston center, 6P_, = 0.69pm, is slightly lower than the expected range of Jpp =
0.75 - 0.82pm. Most likely, this is a result of material inconsistency among the piezoelectric
cylinders.
Figure 7.15 displays the displacement profiles at the piston center and piston edge at a
driving frequency of 7kHz. Higher-order dynamic oscillations of f = 80kHz are again observed
in the piston edge displacement signal, but with a lower magnitude. As for the piston center
response at 15kHz, the overall measured peak-peak deflection at the piston center at 7kHz,
6P-P = 0.70pm, is slightly lower than the expected range of 6p-p = 0.75 - 0.82pm. Figure
7.16 plots the voltage-deflection curves for the piston center at 100Hz as a function of varying
applied voltage levels, from 100V ± 100V to 500V ± 500V. Hysteresis in the PZT-5H material
is clearly evident from the wide sweeping shapes of the curves. Overall, however, the peak
displacement is close to linear with applied voltage.
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Figure 7.11: Device 1 transfer functions of piston velocity versus frequency for a sweep input
from lOkHz to 200kHz and small signal drive voltage OV±25V: (a) averaged velocity over
piston surface, and (b) velocity at center and edge locations on piston surface. Modal behavior
is present at 3lkHz, 80kHz, and 13lkHz. Phase information was not recorded for this device.
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Figure 7.12: Device 1 modal behavior: (a) vibrometer scans of device: "1 - 0" tilt mode at
f = 31kHz, "plunge" mode at f = 80kHz, and "2 - 0" mode at f 131kHz, (b) comparison
to results from the ANSYS finite-element model.
15 kHz
15 kHz
Figure 7.13: Vibrometer scan images of Device 1 low-frequency 15kHz displacement profile. The
tilting of the piston surface is likely due to an uncentered piezoelectric cylinder or a non-uniform
fillet radius in etched piston trench.
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Figure 7.14: Device 1 displacement time histories for a sinusoidal drive voltage of 500Vt500V
at f = 15kHz: (a) piston center displacement and (b) piston edge displacement. Note the
presence of 80kHz oscillations in the edge displacement time history.
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Figure 7.16: Device 1 piston center displacement behavior versus applied voltage at 100Hz.
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Experimental Testing of Device 2
Figure 7.17(a) plots the transfer function of averaged velocity over the scanned piston surface
versus frequency for Device 2. Figure 7.17(b) plots these transfer functions for specific locations
on the piston surface, at the center and at an outer edge. Figure 7.18(a) presents experimental
mode shapes of the device at selected modal frequencies. In comparing this dynamic response
to that of Device 1, the overall modal shapes are similar, however, the frequencies at which they
occur are shifted downward. The "1 - e" tilt mode occurs at f = 30kHz, the "plunge" mode
at f = 61kHz, and the "2 - E" mode at f = 112kHz. This frequency shift is expected since
PZN-PT is a softer material than PZT-5H. As shown in Figure 7.18(b), these modal frequencies
correlate well with finite-element models of the device. In looking at Figure 7.17(b), notice that
the velocity amplitudes are significantly more pronounced at the piston edge compared to the
piston center. This is especially true for the "1 - e" tilt mode and the "plunge" mode.
The displacement profile of Device 2 at 15kHz with an applied sinusoidal voltage of 500V±500V
exhibits a non-uniform tilt (see Figure 7.19) in much the same manner as Device 1. The dis-
placement time history at the piston edge exhibits components of the device "plunge" mode
(see Figure 7.20). However, in comparison with Device 1 the magnitude of the piston center
displacement in Device 2 is significantly increased to 6PP = 1.42pm. This value correlates well
with the expected peak-peak displacement range of 6pp = 1.35 - 1.55ptm.
Figure 7.21 displays the displacement profiles at the piston center and piston edge at a
driving frequency of 7kHz. Dynamic oscillations of f = 61kHz are again observed in the
piston edge displacement signal, and this signal has a decreased overall amplitude from the
15kHz response. As for the piston center response at 15kHz, the overall measured peak-peak
deflection of the piston center at 7kHz, 6oP_ = 1.39pm, correlates well to the expected range
of Jp_, = 1.35 - 1.55pm. Figure 7.22 plots the voltage-deflection curves for the piston center
at 100Hz as a function of varying applied voltage levels, from 100V ± 100V to 500V ± 500V.
Comparing these curves to those of Device 1, it is clear that the PZN-PT material exhibits
significantly reduced hysteretic behavior than the PZT-5H material. Additionally, the peak
displacement is seen to be linear with applied voltage.
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Figure 7.17: Device 2 transfer functions of piston velocity versus frequency for a sweep input
from lOkHz to 200kHz and small signal drive voltage OV±25V: (a) averaged velocity over
piston surface, and (b) velocity at center and edge locations on piston surface. Modal behavior
is present at 30kHz, 6lkHz, and 112kHz. Phase information was not recorded for this device.
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Figure 7.18: Device 2 modal behavior: (a) vibrometer scan images of device behavior: "1 - E"
tilt mode at f = 30kHz, "plunge" mode at f = 61kHz, and "2 - 0" mode at f = 112kHz,
(b) comparison to results from the ANSYS finite-element model.
15 kHz .
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Figure 7.19: Vibrometer scan images of Device 2 low-frequency 15kHz displacement profile. The
tilting of the piston surface is likely due to an uncentered piezoelectric cylinder or non-uniform
fillet radius in etch piston trench.
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Figure 7.20: Device 2 displacement time histories for a sinusoidal drive voltage of 500Vt500V
at f = 15kHz: (a) piston center displacement and (b) piston edge displacement. Note the
presence of 61kHz oscillations in the edge displacement time history.
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Figure 7.21: Device 2 displacement time histories
at f = 7kHz: (a) piston center displacement and
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Figure 7.22: Device 2 piston center displacement versus applied voltage at 100Hz.
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Experimental Testing of Device 3
Figure 7.23(a) plots the transfer function of averaged velocity over the scanned piston surface
versus frequency for Device 3. Figure 7.23(b) plots these transfer functions for specific locations
on the piston surface, at the center and at an outer edge. In comparing this dynamic response
to that of Device 1, modal behavior is not observed until frequencies near f = 80kHz. The
placement of multiple cylinders beneath the piston eliminates tilting behavior at frequencies in
the 30kHz to 80kHz range. As shown in Figure 7.24, initial modal behavior is characterized by
non-symmetric motion of the piston surface, most likely due to unsymmetric placement of the
piezoelectric elements beneath the piston, differences in material properties among the elements,
or a non-uniform fillet radius profile along the tether circumference. A perfectly symmetric
finite-element model of this device predicts 1st modal behavior at 225kHz (see Figure 7.25).
For low-frequency actuation, the multiple piezoelectric cylinder stiffening effect is observed
in Figure 7.26 as the displacement profile at 15kHz experiences minimal tilting during actuation.
In addition, as shown in Figure 7.27, the displacement time histories at the piston center
and piston edge are relatively free from higher order oscillations. A small contribution with
frequency f ~ 90kHz is evident in the piston edge displacement time history. As for Device 1,
the magnitude of the piston center displacement in Device 3, 6,_, = 0.72pm, is slightly lower
than the expected range of 6,, = 0.75 - 0.82pm.
Figure 7.28 displays the displacement profiles at the piston center and piston edge at a
driving frequency of 7kHz. Again, almost perfect displacement behavior free from higher-order
oscillations is observed. The overall measured peak-peak deflection at the piston center at
7kHz, 6p_, = 0.76pm, is within the expected range of 6,, = 0.75 - 0.82[pm. As was the case
for Device 1, the deflection behavior under quasi-static driving conditions (see Figure 7.29) is
linear with the applied voltage. Overall, these results indicate that the incorporation of multiple
piezoelectric cylinders spread out beneath the tethered piston is achievable.
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Figure 7.23: Device 3 transfer functions of piston velocity versus frequency for a sweep input
from lOkHz to 200kHz and small signal drive voltage OV+25V: (a) averaged velocity over piston
surface, and (b) velocity at center and edge locations on piston surface. Modal behavior is not
present below 80kHz. Phase information was not recorded for this device.
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Figure 7.24: Vibrometer scan images of selected Device 3 modal behavior above 70kHz: behavior
at 73kHz and 89kHz.
ANSYS Finite Element Results: f = 225 kHz
Isometric View Side View
Figure 7.25: Device 3 ANSYS finite-element model prediction for 1st mode shape at 225 kHz.
15 kHz
15 kHz
Figure 7.26: Vibrometer scan images of Device 3 low-frequency 15kHz displacement profile.
Presence of multiple piezoelectric cylinders beneath piston serves to stiffen actuator structure
and reduce tilting behavior.
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Figure 7.27: Device 3 displacement time histories for a sinusoidal drive voltage of 500V±500V
at f = 15kHz: (a) piston center displacement and (b) piston edge displacement. Note the
slight presence of a 90kHz oscillation in the edge displacement time history.
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Figure 7.29: Device 3 piston center displacement versus applied voltage at 100Hz.
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7.5.2 2nd Generation Device
Measurement of Fillet Radius Profiles
As was performed for the 1st-generation drive element devices, careful inspection of the drive
element tethers in Device 4 was also carried out. Since this device incorporates a double-layer
piston structure, these inspections were performed prior to wafer-level Si-Si fusion bonding of
the piston structure. For the lower piston tethers and upper piston tethers, fillet radii between
25-35 pm (ie: tether widths between 180-200 pm) were measured with no observable defects
along the tethers, indicating excellent uniformity during the previous DRIE etching procedures.
Characterization of Piezoelectric Material
PZN-PT material similar to that in the 1st-generation drive element devices was used in Device
4. As a result, the PZN-PT material squares were expected to produce voltage-deflection
behavior in the same range as shown in Figure 7.10 (ie: peak deflections at 1000V between
1.35pm and 1.55pm).
Experimental Testing of Device 4
Figure 7.30(a) plots the transfer function of averaged velocity over the scanned piston surface
versus frequency for Device 4. Figure 7.30(b) plots these transfer functions for specific locations
on the piston surface, at the center and at an outer edge. As shown in Figure 7.31, modal
behavior begins near 50kHz and is characterized by non-symmetric tilting motion of the piston
surface, most likely due to unsymmetric placement of the piezoelectric elements beneath the
piston or differences in material properties among the elements. A perfectly symmetric finite-
element model of this device predicts 1st modal behavior (piston plunge) at 155kHz and 2nd
modal behavior (1- piston tilting) at 288kHz.
For low-frequency actuation at 15kHz and at a voltage of 1000V peak-peak, the drive ele-
ment piston experiences minimal tilting (as shown in Figure 7.32), indicating a well-built and
toleranced drive element device. The degree of piston tilting is illustrated more clearly in Figure
7.33. The displacement time history at the piston center (Figure 7.33(a)) is very smooth with
no higher order oscillations. Likewise, the displacement time histories at the piston edge loca-
tions with maximum peak-peak motions (Figure 7.33(b)) are also completely free from higher
order oscillations. In comparing the peak-peak deflections of these opposite piston edges, the
magnitude of tilt is estimated to be - 4% of the piston center deflection. The piston center
displacement (6pp = 1.41pm) correlates well with the expected range of 6p-p = 1.35 - 1.55pm.
As was the case for the first generation drive element devices, the deflection behavior under
quasi-static driving conditions is linear with the applied voltage. Figure 7.34 illustrates this
voltage dependent behavior at 100Hz.
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Figure 7.30: Device 4 transfer functions of piston velocity versus frequency for a sweep input
from lOkHz to 200kHz and small signal drive voltage OV±25V: (a) averaged velocity over
piston surface, and (b) velocity at center and edge locations on piston surface. Modal behavior
is present near 50kHz. Phase information was not recorded for this device.
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Figure 7.31: Vibrometer scan images of selected Device 4 modal behavior between 45kHz and
90kHz.
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Figure 7.32: Vibrometer scan images of Device 4
This multiple piezoelectric cylinder device exhibits
low-frequency 15kHz displacement profile.
minimal tilting behavior at 15kHz.
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Figure 7.33: Device 4 displacement time histories for
f = 15kHz: (a) piston center displacement and (b)
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Figure 7.34: Device 4 piston center displacement versus applied voltage at 100Hz.
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7.6 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the development and testing of a variety of piezoelectric drive
element devices. The results indicate that the incorporation of a single centrally-located piezo-
electric element and the incorporation of multiple elements spread out symmetrically beneath
single-layer and double-layer tethered piston structures can be performed in a repeatable and
predictable fashion. Additionally, processing, tolerancing, and drilling/dicing procedures of
high performing PZN-PT elements, in addition to standard polycrystalline PZT-5H elements,
have been proven. This drive element manufacturing capability serves now as a foundation
for the development and assembly of the full active valve devices presented in the following
chapters.
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Chapter 8
Sub-Component Study: Valve Cap
and Membrane
8.1 Objectives
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the fabrication process flow of the valve cap and
membrane sub-component structure, shown in Figure 8.1, and to experimentally characterize
the deflection behavior of a series of these membrane structures to differential pressure loadings.
Specifically, the three primary objectives of this study were:
1. To demonstrate the capability to etch valve cap and membrane structures from silicon-
on-insulator wafers, with accurate control over the fillet radii at the base of the etch.
2. To experimentally characterize the pressure-deflection behavior of the valve cap and mem-
brane structures, and correlate these results to predictions from the structural models
presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. These structures are pressurized to significant levels
at which non-linear large deformation behavior is expected.
3. To provide sensitivity analyses on key geometric parameters such as membrane thickness
and fillet radius size to provide an understanding of fabrication process variability on
structural pressure-deflection behavior.
Successful fabrication and experimental evaluation of these valve cap and membrane struc-
tures enables the further assembly and testing of full active valve devices.
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Deflection
+ [
Differential Pressure
(a)
Differential Pressure
Cap
(b)
Figure 8.1: 2-D schematic of a valve cap and membrane structure: (a) deformation in response to
a positive differential pressure, and (b) deformation in response to negative differential pressure.
8.2 Device Test-Plan
8.2.1 Geometry
The valve cap and membrane structures fabricated for this study had the dimensions illustrated
in Figure 8.2. No valve stop exists above the valve cap in the positive direction (unlike in the
full active valve device where the fluid orifice is present) in order to facilitate measurement of
the valve cap and membrane deflections from above. However, a valve stop in the negative
direction, situated 15pm below the underside of the valve cap, does exist. In response to
positive differential pressures across the structure (creating positive valve cap deflections), the
membrane is therefore unrestrained. In response to negative differential pressures, however, the
valve cap deflection is limited to -15pm.
I I / 1
15 pam 500 gm
/I I / I
Figure 8.2: Dimensions of the fabricated valve cap and membrane structures: valve cap thick-
ness = 300 pm, membrane thickness = 6 pm, valve cap diameter = 500 Am, and valve membrane
outer diameter = 1.4 mm. Fillet radii are shown in schematic.
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8.2.2 Device Assembly
As presented in Chapter 7, testing of the valve cap and membrane structure is enabled through
fabrication and assembly of the test device illustrated in Figure 8.3. This device consists of
Layers N1, N2, N3, 4, 5, 6, N7, N8, and N9. Layers 4, 5, and 6 are identical to those layers used in
a full active valve device, however the remaining layers are substituted for the final active valve
layers to provide measurement access to the various components. Valve membrane deflection
measurements are performed for applied gas pressure to the inside of the HAC chamber and to
the top surface of the valve cap and membrane.
Displacement
Measurement
PHPR
PHAC Gas
N9
S N7
Gas 6
5
L 4
N1
Control
Ppiston= PHAC
Figure 8.3: Valve cap and membrane sub-component structure. Gas pressure is used above and
below the valve structure to obtain pressure-deflection measurements.
8.2.3 Testing Procedure
The valve membrane sub-component device was inserted into the fluids test-rig discussed in
Chapter 7 for experimental testing. Gas pressure was independently regulated inside of the
hydraulic amplification chamber (PHAC) and above the valve cap and membrane surface (PHPR)
so as to provide either a positive or negative differential pressure across the valve cap and
membrane structure. The pressure below the unrestrained drive element piston (Piston) was
maintained at the same value as PHAC to ensure zero deflection of this structure, thereby
minimizing its potential for breaking. Through glass Layer 9, the deflection of the valve cap was
monitored using a laser vibrometer system. Differential pressures from -0.40 MPa to 0.40 MPa
were imposed on the valve cap and membrane structures and resulting deflection measurements
were obtained.
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8.3 Theoretical Predictions
In order to accurately predict the response of these valve membrane test structures to various
pressure loadings, detailed modeling of the non-linear deflection behavior is required. In addi-
tion, sensitivity analyses on the membrane thickness and the fillet radius size are necessary to
understand potential differences between predicted and experimental behavior. To accomplish
these objectives, two parallel modeling procedures were implemented. The first procedure uses
the numerical non-linear deflection code presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis to understand
the effects of varying membrane thickness on the deflection behavior of the structure. Because
this code is based on simplified plate theory, it does not include fillet radii geometries. As a
result, a second procedure is implemented to develop finite-element models of the valve cap
and membrane structures, which incorporate fillet radius features. Through the use of both
modeling procedures, thorough understanding of the experimental results can be obtained.
8.3.1 1st Modeling Procedure: Numerical Non-linear Deflection Code
The MatlabTM codes, DAVE80200NLValveCaseA.m and DAVE80200NLValveCaseC.m (pre-
viously discussed in Chapter 3 and included for reference in Appendix B), are combined to
capture the behavior of the valve cap and membrane structure for positive and negative differ-
ential pressure loadings. The results are discussed in the following sub-sections.
Baseline Design Pressure-Deflection Behavior
Figure 8.4 plots the valve cap deflection and maximum membrane tensile stress as a function
of applied differential pressure from -0.40 MPa to 0.40 MPa. Results for linear and non-linear
theory are shown. In comparing these curves, it is clear that non-linear deformation theory
is required for accurate prediction of the valve membrane structural behavior. For the peak
positive differential pressure of 0.40 MPa, a valve cap deflection of 22.6 pm and corresponding
maximum membrane stress of 1.06 GPa are predicted. Due to the presence of a valve stop in the
negative direction, a valve cap deflection of -15 pm and a corresponding maximum membrane
stress of 1.00 GPa are predicted for an applied differential pressure of -0.40 MPa.
Sensitivity to Valve Membrane Thickness
Although the valve cap and membrane structures tested in this study have measured membrane
thicknesses between 6 pm and 7 pm, these measurements are only accurate to within ±1pm. As
a result, it is important to predict the structural behavior over a range of membrane thickness.
Figure 8.5 plots the valve cap deflection and maximum membrane tensile stress as a function of
applied differential pressure from -0.40 MPa to 0.40 MPa for membrane thicknesses of 6 pm, 7
pm, and 8 pm. In comparison to predictions for the 6 pm membrane (valve cap deflection=22.6
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pm), the 7 pm membrane is predicted to deflect 20.8 pm (8 % difference), and the 8 pm
membrane is predicted to deflect 19.6 pm (13 % difference) for an applied differential pressure
of 0.40 MPa. The corresponding stresses also differ by similar percentages. Based on these
predictions, variations in membrane thickness should not drastically effect structural behavior,
although it is an important fabrication uncertainty to keep in mind.
Sensitivity to Membrane In-Plane Prestress
During fabrication procedures of the valve cap and membrane structures, the oxide above the
membrane is stripped. Ideally, this procedure should eliminate any residual stress contained
within the membrane structure. However, other procedures, such as anodic bonding of device
layers, could potentially create residual stresses along the valve membrane due to thermal ex-
pansion mismatch between the silicon and pyrex layers. Calculations have indicated that these
valve membrane structures will experience at most a residual tensile stress of 5 MPa for an
anodic bonding temperature of up to 330C (50C above the ideal matched anodic bonding tem-
perature of 280C) [1], a stress which has negligible effect on the stiffness of the valve membranes
structures in response to pressure loading. As a result, since the anodic bonding procedures
in this thesis are always carried out at 300C, these valve membranes should be free of residual
tensile stress.
8.3.2 2nd Modeling Procedure: Finite-element Code
Finite-element models have been developed that incorporate fillet radius features along the
inner and outer circumference of the valve membrane. Figure 8.6 displays a mesh of the valve
cap and membrane geometry, with detailed focus on the meshing grid around the fillet radius
features. In this figure, the fillet radius has size 30pm. Figure 8.7 shows a representative stress
contour plot of the structure when subjected to a positive differential pressure of 0.30MPa.
Sensitivity to Fillet Radius Size
Using these finite-element models, valve cap deflection and maximum membrane stress plots as
a function of varying fillet radius are acquired, as shown in Figure 8.8. The fillet radius at the
inner and outer valve membrane circumference is varied to be 15 pm, 30 pm, 45 pm, and 60 pm.
As evidenced in the plots, an increase in the fillet size serves to stiffen the overall membrane
structure, resulting in reduced valve cap deflections. For example, for an applied differential
pressure of 0.40 MPa, the valve cap with fR=15pm experiences a deflection of almost 23 pm
whereas the valve cap with fR=60pm experiences a deflection of approximately 20 pm. The
maximum membrane stress curves follow a similar pattern. In the valve cap and membrane
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experiments discussed later in this chapter, careful inspection of the membrane fillet radii is
performed prior to testing to enable understanding of the structural behavior.
Note on Theoretical Predictions
The presence of a fillet radius along the valve membrane inner and outer membrane surfaces
clearly has an effect on the structural stiffness, as evidenced in comparing Figures 8.5 and 8.8.
For very small fillet radius sizes, these features act as stress concentrations. As such, the finite-
element models with small fillet radii predict stresses significantly larger than those predicted by
the numerical code (which includes no effect of fillet radii). Conversely, the finite-element models
with large fillet radii predict smaller stresses than those predicted by the numerical code, mainly
because the fillet structure actually results in a stiffening of the membrane and a subsequent
reduction in the deflection magnitude of the valve cap. The fillet radii features present on
the fabricated valve membrane structures discussed in the following experimental section were
able to be controlled to within 35 - 50pm, a range which is characterized by reasonably good
correlation between finite-element and numerical pressure-deflection predictions. As such, when
comparing experimental pressure-deflection behavior with theory in the following section of this
chapter, the numerical predictions will be used.
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Figure 8.4: Baseline valve cap and membrane design --+ r,, 25O0im, rm = 700,im, tvm=
6pim: (a) valve cap deflection vs. applied differential pressure, and (b) maximum stress in valve
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Figure 8.5: Sensitivity of baseline valve cap and membrane design to variations in valve mem-
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tion vs. applied differential pressure, and (b) maximum stress in valve membrane vs. applied
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view of 2-D axisymmetric model, (b) close-up view of membrane, (c) close-up view of inner
fillet radius, and (d) close-up view of outer fillet radius.
Figure 8.7: Finite-element stress contours resulting from applied differential pressure loading
of 0.30MPa. Fillet radii in model are fR = 30pm. Peak tensile stress (0.868 MPa) occurs at
base of fillet radius along outer membrane circumference.
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8.4 Experimental Results
Three representative valve cap and membrane sub-component structures (referred to as Valve
Membrane 1, Valve Membrane 2, and Valve Membrane 3 in subsequent discussions) were exper-
imentally tested to validate structural behavior. Prior to testing and before die-level bonding
of Stack 4-5-6 to Stack N7-N8-N9, inspection of the valve membrane fillet radii in Layer N7 was
performed. This section details these inspections, as well as the experimental pressure-deflection
results for each of these membrane structures.
8.4.1 Fillet Radius Inspection
Each of the three representative valve membrane structures was inspected for the presence of
defects along the etched membrane and for consistency in fillet radius size. Valve Membrane
1 possessed a consistent fillet radius size of 45-50 pm and no defects along the membrane.
Valve Membrane 2 possessed a consistent fillet radius size of 40-50 pm and no defects along
the membrane. And similarly, Valve Membrane 3 possessed a fillet radius size of 35-40 pm and
no defects along the membrane. Overall, these three valve membrane structures well represent
the majority of etched valve membrane structures in their fillet radius consistency and lack of
defects.
8.4.2 Pressure-Deflection Results
In order to determine the pressure-deflection behavior of these valve membrane structures, a
pressure time history was imposed on the structure using a valve and pressure sensor set-up
and the valve cap deflection was measured using a laser vibrometer system. Figure ?? overlays
the pressure-deflection results for Valve Membranes 1, 2, and 3 with the structural predictions
for tvm = 6pm and tvm = 7pm presented previously. Overall, all three membrane structures
correlate well with each other and with predictions. Note that the valve membrane stops vary
between -15 and -16 pm due to non-uniform etch depths during fabrication.
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Figure 8.9: Valve cap and membrane experimental pressure-deflection results compared to
theoretical expectations. The three representative valve cap and membrane structures correlate
well with each other and with predicted behavior. Note that valve stops vary between -15 and
-16 pim due to non-uniformity in etching these features.
8.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented successful correlation between valve membrane structural behav-
ior and modeling predictions. Representative valve membranes that possessed consistent fillet
radius profiles around the membrane and the absence of any significant etch defects were ex-
perimentally characterized. Pressure-deflection results correlate extremely well with predicted
behavior obtained using finite-element models and the non-linear deformation code presented
in Chapter 3. Overall, this chapter has verified that these valve membrane structures can be
consistently fabricated for use in full active valve devices, and that these structures exhibit
expected pressure-deflection behavior.
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Chapter 9
Active Valve Testing
9.1 Objectives
The purpose of this testing study was to evaluate the quasi-static and dynamic structural
performance of the complete active valve device and to determine its limitations in regulating
the flow of fluid against imposed differential pressures. Specifically, the four primary objectives
of this study are:
1. To understand the dynamic behavior of the active valve device and to determine the range
of driving frequency for which the valve behaves in a quasi-static manner. In essence, this
goal focuses on locating the resonant frequencies of the structure. The effect of having or
not having fluid present in the flow channel above the valve cap and membrane on the
onset of valve resonant behavior is determined.
2. To evaluate the amplification ratio of the active valve structure under a variety of voltage
levels and internal and external bias pressures for a driving frequency below resonance
to ensure quasi-static operation. This is accomplished by measuring the drive piston and
valve cap deflections under conditions that force the valve cap through its full stroke of
operation, including interaction with the valve stops above and below the valve cap.
3. To characterize the differential pressure-flow rate curves for the valve cap and orifice
geometry of the active valve device. This is accomplished by measuring an average fluid
flow rate through the valve orifice as a function of valve cap opening downward from the
upper valve stop. Motion of the valve cap through its stroke is controlled at a very slow
rate to achieve quasi-static measurements of flow rate at given valve openings.
4. To characterize the dynamic capability of the active valve structure in regulating fluid
flow against a preset differential pressure across the valve at a driving frequency below
resonance to ensure quasi-static operation. Successful operation of the valve structure in
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this manner proves its capabilities as a flow regulation device. A further goal is to identify
the limiting differential pressures against which the active valve can function.
9.2 Device Test-Plan
9.2.1 Geometry
A schematic of the fabricated active valve device is illustrated in Figure 9.1. The device in-
corporates three PZN-PT piezoelectric square elements (each with cross-sectional area 1.06mm
x 1.06mm) beneath a double-layer tethered piston structure. The top and bottom tethers of
the piston are each 250pm in width and each have a thickness of 8pm. A valve cap and mem-
brane structure is positioned above the hydraulic amplification chamber, with a structural stop
(formed by the glass Layer 6 within the HAC chamber) - 16.5pm below the equilibrium posi-
tion of the valve cap. Glass Layer 6 contains a series of "HAC through-holes" and "HAC radial
channels" to carry the fluid from the lower to upper portion of the HAC chamber. The valve cap
has a diameter of 500 pm and the valve membrane has an outer diameter of 1400 pm. A valve
orifice is located - 16.5pm above the valve cap equilibrium position. The orifice has an inner
diameter of 450pm. The drive element piston structure is consistent with the 2nd-generation
drive element devices (except for the use of slightly reduced-area square piezoelectric elements)
fabricated and tested as part of the drive element sub-component study detailed in Chapter
7. In addition, the valve cap and membrane structure is consistent with the valve structures
fabricated and tested as part of the valve cap and membrane sub-component study detailed in
Chapter 8.
9.2.2 Plan of Study
As detailed in the introduction to this chapter, the characterization of each active valve device
was carried out through a series of four experimental testing studies. The first two studies
focus on the dynamic and quasi-static behavior of the active valve structure, while the second
two studies focus on the fluid flow regulation capability of the structure. In evaluating these
objectives, numerous active valve devices were built. Two of these devices are covered in detail
in this chapter (and thesis). The first active valve device (subsequently referred to as device
AVi) successfully made it through the majority of all four testing studies. It failed during an
experiment to determine its limitations in regulating high pressure flows. The second device
(subsequently referred to as device AV2) broke during completion of the first two studies, and
as a result, no flow regulation data was taken for this device. A discussion of this failure is
described in the chapter. This chapter is organized into two primary sections, in accordance
with these experimental testing studies. The first section details the results of the dynamic and
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Figure 9.1: Dimensions of active valve devices AV1 and AV2. Three square PZN-PT elements
are incorporated beneath a double-layer tethered piston. A valve cap and membrane structure
interacts with the fluid orifice structure at Z, = +16.5pm and with the glass Layer 6 structure
within the HAC chamber at Z, = -16.5pm. In the lower figure, only geometries beneath the
valve cap structure (ie: beneath Layer 7) are detailed.
quasi-static active valve testing studies (for both device AVi and device AV2), and the second
section covers the valve flow regulation studies (for device AV1).
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9.3 Experimental Testing Section 1: Active Valve Structural
Performance
9.3.1 Testing Section 1: Active Valve Structural Performance
To characterize the frequency dependant behavior of each active valve device, the following tests
were performed. A low-voltage (OVt5V) sweep signal from 500Hz to 100kHz was applied to the
piezoelectric drive element structure. The corresponding valve cap and piston displacements
were measured using a laser scanning vibrometer system. The effect of bias pressure (ie: Pias =
PHAC = P1 = P2, where Pbias > 0), up to 500 kPa, on the frequency response of the active
valve device was evaluated. Additionally, higher-voltage (up to 600Vpp) sweep signals were
applied over a lower range of frequency from 500Hz to 3kHz to evaluate the valve cap and
piston behavior in a range of quasi-static frequencies below resonance.
To characterize the quasi-static behavior of each active valve device, a series of tests was
run at a chosen frequency of operation (ie: 1kHz for these tests) sufficiently below the resonant
frequency to ensure quasi-static structural behavior. The effects of increasing voltage and
increasing bias pressure on the device amplification ratio were determined. Additionally, the
capability of the device to open and close the valve cap against the fluid orifice was evaluated.
Active Valve Device AV1
Figures 9.2 through 9.7 display the structural testing results for active valve device AVI. Figure
9.2 plots the valve cap frequency response from 500Hz to 100kHz for an applied low-voltage
sweep signal of OV ± 5V under the condition that silicon oil is not present above the valve cap
and membrane structure and under the condition that silicon oil is present above the valve
cap and membrane structure. These tests were performed with Pias = 500kPa to ensure that
cavitation of the fluid within the HAC did not occur. Without oil, the resonant frequency of the
structure is 10kHz. With oil, this frequency drops to slightly less than 5kHz. This reduction
is due to the added mass of the fluid on the top surface of the valve cap and membrane. It is
interesting to notice the presence of numerous resonant peaks (at 6.5kHz and 8kHz), in addition
to the primary resonant peak at 5kHz, for the response with oil. Without oil, no additional
resonant behavior is observed beyond the primary 10kHz resonance until approximately 40kHz.
The additional peaks in the response with oil present are most likely a result of fluid-structure
interactions between the oil and the experimental test-jig flow tubes external to the device or
between the oil and the flow channels internal to the device. Pressure waves could be interacting
within these channels and affecting the valve behavior. Additionally, the primary resonant peak
of the response (at 5kHz) with oil above the structure is not as sharp as that without oil, due to
the increased damping introduced by the fluid within the system. Based on the experimental
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resonant peak amplitude, in comparison to expected behavior determined from the active valve
model described in Chapter 5, the damping ratio of this structure is estimated to be 0.16.
Figure 9.3 overlays the frequency response of the drive element piston with that of the valve
cap, for the case in which oil is present above the valve structure at the same operating con-
ditions as previously described. The piston response exhibits the same resonant peak behavior
as the valve cap response. The increase in piston displacement amplitude at frequencies below
1kHz is due to measurement limitations in the vibrometer system (essentially the magnitude
of the measured velocities and displacements are of the same order as the noise floor of the
system). The results indicate that the amplification ratio of the valve device is steady (between
40x-50x) over the range of frequencies below resonance.
Figure 9.4 plots the low-voltage valve cap frequency response from 500Hz to 100kHz for
a varying bias pressure from Pbias = 10OkPa to Pbias = 500kPa. For the PZN-PT mate-
rial integrated within these valve devices, material testing results by Lin [1] indicate that the
piezoelectric material strain capability degrades near a compressive stress of 1OMPa. For the
geometry of these active valve devices tested, a bias pressure of Pbias = 500kPa correlates
to a compressive stress on the piezoelectric square elements beneath the piston of approxi-
mately 6.IMPa. These bias pressure tests therefore evaluate whether degradation occurs up to
6.1MPa. Higher bias pressure tests were to be performed following the completion of all four
major testing sections. Clearly from the results, a variation in Pias from lOOkPa to 500kPa has
no noticeable effect on the frequency response of the structure. Again, the upper limit to Pbias
was not evaluated until all other experimental tests on the active valve device were completed,
for safety reasons, to minimize potential breakage of the device.
Each of the previous frequency sweeps was carried out with the valve cap and membrane
structure at its equilibrium position (zero defection upward or downward) by ensuring that the
pressures above the valve cap and membrane structure (P 1 and P2 ) were identical to the pressure
within the hydraulic amplification chamber (PHAC). Under these conditions, in order to close
the valve cap against the valve orifice (+16.5pm above this equilibrium position) during quasi-
static sinusoidal operation, a large voltage on the piezoelectric drive element could be required.
Another potential way of operating the active valve device to ensure that the valve cap can close
against the valve orifice for lower operating voltages is to impose a differential pressure (referred
to as APc,vm = PHAC - P1 , where P = P2 for example) across the valve cap and membrane
structure to create a positive offset deflection of the valve cap about which oscillation can then
occur. This method reduces the overall stroke of the valve cap (due to the non-linearity of the
valve membrane - see next paragraph), but ensures valve closure against the orifice. To evaluate
this alternative operation concept on the resonant behavior of active valve device, additional
low-voltage frequency sweeps were carried out with APc,vm = 20kPa and APc,vm = 50kPa,
which produce offset valve cap displacements of Z,, ~ +6pm and Z,, - +10pm respectively.
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Figure 9.5 compares the results.
With increasing offset displacement of the valve cap above its equilibrium position, the
effective stiffness of the valve membrane structure for low-voltage (and therefore low amplitude)
oscillations should increase since the membrane moves into its large-deflection regime. As a
result, one would expect the resonant peak to shift to a increased frequency (due to the higher
stiffness) and the magnitude of this peak to be reduced (also due to the higher stiffness). As
shown in Figure 9.5(a), both of these results are clearly observed. As APvc,vm is increased
from OkPa to 20kPa to 50kPa, the resonant peak increases from ~ 5kHz to ~ 6kHz to ~
6.5kHz, respectively. Additionally, the valve cap oscillation amplitude decreases from ~ 4Pm
to - 1.6pm to ~ 0.8pm for this increase in LPvc,vm. This amplitude reduction is most clearly
seen in Figure 9.5(b), which plots the amplitude on a linear scale. High-voltage quasi-static
active valve operation under these differential pressure conditions is discussed further in the
later half of Testing Section 1.
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Figure 9.2: Device AV1 low-voltage (OV ± 5V) valve cap frequency response from 500Hz to
100kHz, with and without oil present above the valve structure. The bias pressure in these
tests was maintained at Pbias = 500kPa. The presence of oil in the flow channel above the
valve cap creates an added mass that reduces the resonant frequency from 10kHz to 5kHz.
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Valve Cap and Piston Frequency Response: Fluid Above Valve Cap, Pbias = 500kPa, Voltage = OV+-5V
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Figure 9.3: Device AVI low-voltage (OV t 5V) piston and valve cap frequency responses from
500Hz to 100kHz, with oil present above the valve structure. The bias pressure in these tests
was maintained at Pbias, = 500kPa. An amplification ratio between 40x-50x is observed for
frequencies below resonance.
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Figure 9.4: Device AV1 low-voltage valve cap frequency responses from 50OHz to 100kHz, for
varying Pbi,,,. Results indicate that frequency behavior is not affected by an increase in bias
pressure from Pbi,,, = 100kPa to Pbia, = 500kPa.
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A series of tests was also run on active valve device AV1 to characterize the high-voltage
frequency response of the structure for a range of frequencies below resonance. Since the
resonant peak of this device is present at 5kHz, a range was chosen to include 500Hz to 3kHz.
Figure 9.6 plots the valve cap frequency response from 500Hz to 3kHz for a series of increasing
drive voltage levels from 50Vpp to 600Vpp, all with Pbjas = 500kPa. At the lower voltage drive
levels, the valve cap deflection amplitude is essentially constant over these frequencies. As the
voltage is increased, regions of increased valve cap deflection appear near 1.7-1.9kHz. This
frequency value is approximately 1 of the low-voltage resonant frequency of the active valve
device. This region, therefore, is a result of sub-harmonic excitation of the device. Figure 9.7
plots the valve cap versus piston deflection amplitude over this frequency range for an applied
voltage of 600Vpp. In comparing these frequency responses, the amplification capabilities of the
active valve device is evident. Figure 9.7(a) plots these curves on a logarithmic amplitude scale,
and Figure 9.7(b) plots the curves on a linear amplitude scale. Over this range of frequencies,
the amplification ratio is between 40x-50x.
Valve Cap Frequency Response: Fluid Above Valve Cap, Pbias = 500kPa
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Figure 9.6: Device AV1 valve cap frequency responses from 500Hz to 3kHz, for Pbias = 500kPa
and increasing high voltage drive levels. Harmonic excitation behavior near ~ 1.7 - 1.9kHz
becomes evident as voltage levels are increased (ie: as valve membrane structure moves further
into its non-linear large-deflection regime).
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(a) Valve Cap and Piston Frequency Response: Fluid Above Va Ive Cap, Pbias = 500kPa, Voltage = 300V+-300V
1.5
Frequency (kHz)
(b) Valve Cap and Piston Frequency Response: Fluid Above Va Ive Cap, Pias = 500kPa, Voltage = 300V+-300V
1.5
Frequency (kHz)
Figure 9.7: Device AVI high-voltage piston and valve cap frequency responses from 500Hz to
3kHz, for Pbias = 500kPa. Amplification of active valve device is consistent between 40x-50x
over this range of frequency.
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The previous frequency sweep experimental tests found the resonant frequency of device AVI
to be - 5kHz. In order to evaluate the quasi-static performance of the structure under the
larger drive voltage levels at which the valve was designed to operate, a frequency of operation
of 1kHz was chosen. All subsequent structural testing was performed at this frequency. Figure
9.8 plots the valve cap and piston displacement time histories, respectively, over a range of
applied voltages from 50Vpp to 600Vpp. In Figure 9.8(a), the dotted lines at +16.5psm and
-16.5pm indicate the position of the upper and lower valve stops, respectively. For an applied
voltage of 50Vpp, the response of the valve cap is purely sinusoidal. As the voltage is increased
to 600Vpp, the resulting valve cap displacement time history contains small amplitude higher
frequency (- 5kHz) oscillations due to the non-linear nature of the valve membrane structure.
These oscillations become more pronounced as the voltage is increased. In Figure 9.8(b), the
drive element deflection time histories are somewhat rough in nature due to the noise level of
the measurement system. As the deflections increase in amplitude, the effect of this noise floor
diminishes.
Figure 9.9 takes these deflection time histories (at Pbibs = 500kPa), and plots the valve cap
peak-peak displacement, piston peak-peak displacement, and corresponding device amplifica-
tion ratio as a function of applied voltage to the piezoelectric drive element. The amplification
ratio is observed to decrease from 49 to 41 with increasing voltage. This decrease is a result of
increased pressurization within the HAC chamber due to the increase in the valve membrane
stiffness, and therefore increased deformation of the structure and fluid within the chamber,
for increased voltage. In essence, as the voltage is increased, a smaller percentage of the drive
element swept volume is transferred to the valve membrane since more volume is lost in cham-
ber compliances. Overall, as will be detailed in the model correlation part of Testing Section 1,
this range of amplification ratio correlates extremely well with the expected range based on the
models developed in the first half of this thesis. These tests were also performed under decreased
bias pressures, and these results are additionally presented in Figure 9.9. For decreased Pbias,
the valve cap and piston deflections slightly increase, most likely due to better performance of
the piezoelectric material under lower loading. As expected, however, the amplification ratio is
not affected by the reduced bias pressure.
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(a) Valve Cap Motion: Fluid Above Valve Cap, Pbias = 500kPa, Frequency = 1 kHz
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(b) Piston Motion: Fluid Above Valve Cap, Pbias = 500kPa, Frequency = 1 kHz
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Figure 9.8: Device AV1 valve cap and piston deflection time histories for 1kHz sinusoidal drive
voltage levels. As voltage is increased, small amplitude 5kHz oscillations appear in deflection
responses. A voltage of 600Vpp is not sufficient to close valve cap against the valve orifice.
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(a) Valve Cap Voltage Dependance: Fluid Above Valve Cap, Fr equency = 1 kHz
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Figure 9.9: Device AV1 valve cap peak-peak motion, piston peak-peak motion, and device
amplification ratio as a function of 1kHz sinusoidal drive voltage levels. Due to non-linear
stiffness of the valve membrane structure, the amplification ratio decreases from ~ 50x to
~ 40x as the drive voltage is increased to 600Vpp.
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In the previous tests at 1kHz, applied voltages were limited to 600Vpp to minimize the
potential for device failure (due to stresses in drive element tethers - see the AV2 testing part
of Testing Section 1 for an explanation). As a result, the valve cap never was able to close
against the valve orifice. In order to observe valve closing and verify that the valve membrane
is able to withstand these deflection magnitudes during dynamic operation, a series of tests
was performed whereby a differential pressure of P,,vm = 50kPa was applied across the valve
cap and membrane to deflect it to an offset position of ~ +10pm. Voltages from 50Vpp to
600Vpp were then applied to evaluate closing behavior. Figure 9.10 plots the resulting valve
cap deflection time histories. Notice that applied voltages of 500Vpp and 600Vpp successfully
force the valve cap closed. Since the valve membrane is offset into its large deflection regime,
the higher voltage deflection time histories become non-symmetric about this offset deflection.
Additionally, the rounded nature of these curves as the cap hits the upper valve stop (valve
orifice) indicates that squeeze-film damping may be playing a positive role in damping out
potential vibrations due to high velocity impact of the valve cap on the valve stop.
Valve Cap Motion: Fluid Above Valve Cap, PHAC= 3 50kPa, P,=P2=300kPa, Frequency = 1kHz
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Figure 9.10: Device AV1 valve cap peak-peak motion, piston peak-peak motion, and device
amplification ratio as a function of 1kHz sinusoidal drive voltage levels, with Pc,vm = 50kPa.
As the valve cap impacts the orifice stop, squeeze film damping may be aiding to damp undesired
structural vibrations.
Overall, these series of low-voltage frequency sweep tests and higher-voltage quasi-static
1kHz tests have proven that active valve device AV1 successfully operates as a piezoelectrically-
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driven hydraulic amplification microactuator structure. The series of tests detailed in Testing
Section 2 will evaluate its capability to regulate fluid flow at high-frequency.
Evaluation of Device AV1 High-Frequency Channel The experimental data for device
AV1 described in the previous sections was taken using the micromachined high-frequency
channel (detailed in Chapter 6) as a means to control the static pressure PHAC within the
hydraulic amplification chamber, yet also to allow dynamic pressure fluctuations within the
chamber created by piezoelectric actuation of the drive element. This channel, located between
the HAC chamber and the external pressure port in the device, was designed to have a length of
1mm, a width of 10pm, and a height of 10pm. Although the previous set of data clearly indicates
that this high-frequency channel must be satisfying its objective, the specific limitations of the
channel are not clear. In an effort to evaluate the lower-limit frequency at which fluid begins to
leak out of this channel during the positive stroke of the drive element actuation cycle, a series
of tests for varying applied voltage to the piezoelectric elements were carried out.
In each test, the valve cap displacement amplitude was measured for an applied piezoelec-
tric sinusoidal voltage (100Vpp, 200Vpp, and 400Vpp) over a frequency range from 1kHz to
0.1Hz. Figure 9.11 plots the valve cap displacement amplitude as function of frequency for these
different applied voltage levels. Overall, the results indicate that this high-frequency channel
behaves as a low pass filter with ~ 1% reduction in performance at a frequency of - 1 - 2Hz.
These experimental results correlate quite well to the conservative channel design procedure
(detailed in Chapter 6) in which a 1% reduction in performance was estimated to occur at a
frequency of 48Hz. As a result, during actuation of the active valve at the desired frequencies in
excess of 500Hz, the channel allows negligible fluid volume to move into and out of the hydraulic
amplification chamber.
--- Applied Voltage = 400Vpp
a10
10 100 10 . 102 10
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 9.11: Experimental verification of the high-frequency channel in device AVi. The chan-
nel, with a length of 1mm, a width of 10pm, and a height of 10pm, successfully restricts fluid
flow from the chamber during cyclic actuation down to a cutoff frequency near 1Hz.
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Active Valve Device AV2
This section documents the frequency response characteristics and quasi-static operational ca-
pabilities of active valve device AV2. The tests performed were identical to those carried out
for device AV1. As such, only selected plots are included in this section. The overall objective
of this section is to demonstrate that both devices behave in the same manner. As a result,
a conclusion can be made that repeatability in fabricating and assembling these devices is
excellent.
Figure 9.12 plots the valve cap frequency response from 500Hz to 100kHz for an applied
low-voltage sweep signal of OV ± 5V under the condition that silicon oil is not present above
the valve cap and membrane structure and under the condition that silicon oil is present above
the valve cap and membrane structure. As for device AV1, these tests were performed with
Pbias = 500kPa to ensure that cavitation of the fluid within the HAC did not occur. Without
oil, the resonant frequency of the structure is evident at 10.5kHz. With oil, this frequency drops
to slightly less than 5kHz. These results are essentially the same as those found for device AV1.
Figure 9.13 plots the valve cap frequency responses under these voltage sweep signal inputs
for a varying bias pressure. Clearly from the results, a variation in Pbias from 100kPa to 500kPa
has no noticeable effect on the frequency response of the structure.
Figure 9.14 plots a series of valve cap frequency responses from 500Hz to 3kHz for increasing
drive voltage levels from 50Vpp to 500Vpp, all with Pbias = 500kPa. As was observed for device
AV1, as the voltage is increased, regions of increased valve cap deflection appear near 1.7-1.9kHz.
This frequency value is approximately 1 of the low-voltage resonant frequency of the active valve
device. This region, therefore, is a result of sub-harmonic oscillations of the device. Figure 9.15
plots the valve cap versus piston deflection amplitude over this frequency range for an applied
voltage of 500Vpp. In comparing these frequency responses, the amplification capability of
the active valve device is evident. Figure 9.15(a) plots these curves on a logarithmic amplitude
scale, and Figure 9.15(b) plots them on a linear amplitude scale. Over this range of frequencies,
the amplification ratio is in the range of 40x-50x, an identical result as for the amplification
ratio found for device AV1.
In order to evaluate the quasi-static performance of device AV2, a frequency of operation
of 1kHz was chosen. Figure 9.16(a) and (b) plot the valve cap and piston displacement time
histories, respectively, over a range of applied voltages from 50Vpp to 900Vpp. In Figure
9.16(a), the dotted lines at +16.5pm and -16.5pm indicate the position of the upper and lower
valve stops, respectively. For an applied voltage of 50Vpp, the response of the valve cap is
purely sinusoidal. As the voltage is increased to 900Vpp, the resulting valve cap displacement
time history contains significant higher frequency (~ 5kHz) oscillations due to the non-linear
nature of the valve membrane structure. These oscillations become more pronounced as the
voltage is increased. In the chronology of the testing procedure for devices AV1 and AV2,
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device AV2 was tested before device AV1 was tested. During testing of device AV2, voltage
was increased to 1000Vpp. At this voltage level, the drive element piston tethers broke and
silicon oil leaked out of the HAC chamber. Data was therefore only able to be taken on the
valve cap behavior up to 900Vpp and on the piston behavior up to 800Vpp. This is the reason
that device AVI was tested only up to 600Vpp (see previous section).
Figure 9.17 takes these deflection time histories (at Pbias = 500kPa), and plots the valve cap
peak-peak displacement, piston peak-peak displacement, and corresponding device amplifica-
tion ratio as a function of applied voltage to the piezoelectric drive element. The amplification
ratio is observed to vary from 40x to 50x, mainly decreasing with increasing voltage. As for
device AV1, this decrease is a result of increased pressurization within the HAC chamber, and
therefore increased deformation of the structure and fluid within the chamber, for increased
voltage. In essence, as the voltage is increased, a smaller percentage of the drive element swept
volume is transferred to the valve membrane since more volume is lost in chamber compliances.
Overall, however, this range of amplification ratio correlates well with the expected range based
on the models developed in the first half of this thesis (see Model Correlation part of Testing
Section 1).
Piston failure in device AV2 is attributed to the fact that, although the drive element tethers
were designed to have a thickness of 8[pm, their measured thickness was closer to 6pim. As a
result, under the calculated pressure loading of - 700kPa (corresponding to drive voltage of
1000V and Pbias = 500kPa), the drive element tethers were expected to experience a stress
approaching 1GPa, a value which is taken as a limit for the structural integrity of the silicon
membrane structures [2]. Future drive element piston structures incorporate tethers which have
a thickness of 8pm. Although the complete series of tests that were performed on device AV1
were not able to be carried out on device AV2, the test results documented in this section
indicate that this valve device also successfully operated as a piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic
amplification microactuator structure.
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Valve Cap Frequency Response: P bias = 500kPa, Voltage = OV+-5V
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Figure 9.12: Device AV2 low-voltage (OV ± 5V) valve cap frequency response from 500Hz to
100kHz, with and without oil present above the valve structure. The bias pressure in these tests
was maintained at Pbias = 500kPa. The presence of oil in the flow channel above the valve cap
creates an added mass that reduces the resonant frequency from 10.5kHz to 5kHz.
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Figure 9.13: Device AV2 low-voltage valve cap frequency responses from 500Hz to 100kHz, for
varying Pbias. Results indicate that frequency behavior is not affected by an increase in bias
pressure from Pbias = lO0kPa to Pbias = 500kPa.
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Figure 9.14: Device AV2 valve cap frequency responses from 500Hz to 3kHz, for Pbias = 500kPa
and increasing high voltage drive levels. Harmonic excitation behavior near ~ 1.7 - 1.9kHz
becomes evident as voltage levels are increased (ie: as valve membrane structure moves further
into its non-linear large-deflection regime). It is unknown why the valve cap displacement dips
downward between 500Hz and 2.5kHz for the voltage drive levels of 50Vpp and 10OVpp.
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Figure 9.15: Device AV2 high-voltage piston and valve cap frequency responses from 50OHz to
3kHz, for Pbi,,, = 500kPa. Amplification of active valve device is consistent between 40x-50x
over this range of frequency.
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Figure 9.16: Device AV2 valve cap and piston deflection time histories for 1kHz sinusoidal drive
voltage levels. As voltage is increased, small amplitude 5kHz oscillations appear in deflection
responses. A voltage of 900Vpp is not sufficient to close the valve cap against the valve orifice.
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Figure 9.17: Device AV2 valve cap peak-peak motion, piston peak-peak motion, and device
amplification ratio as a function of 1kHz sinusoidal drive voltage levels. Due to the non-linear
stiffness of the valve membrane structure, the amplification ratio decreases from - 50x to ~ 40x
as the drive voltage is increased to 900Vpp.
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Model Correlation
With the data presented in the previous section, model correlation efforts were pursued to
compare these results to the expected results from the analytical and finite-element models
documented in the first series of chapters in this thesis. In this section, the high-voltage quasi-
static performance at 1kHz is correlated to model expectation using the full non-linear analytical
active valve model presented in Chapter 4. Following this, the low-voltage frequency response
performance is correlated to the predictions from the active valve finite-element model presented
in Chapter 4, as well.
1kHz Quasi-Static Correlation Prior to comparing results for the 1kHz operating condi-
tions, a static pressurization test was performed on the drive element structure within device
AV1 to determine the mechanical stiffness of the piezoelectric material elements. In this test,
the pressure within the hydraulic amplification chamber was increased from PHAC = OkPa to
PHAC = 500kPa over a time span of 90 seconds, and the displacement of the drive element
piston was measured in real-time using the laser vibrometer system. In response to this 500kPa
pressurization, the piston moved through a displacement of 0. 9Optm. With this result and with
the geometry of the structure presented in Figure 9.1, the Young's Modulus of the PZN-PT
material was determined to be Ep = 6.76GPa. This value is 74% of the nominal modulus
(Ep = 9.01GPa) given by the manufacturer [3] and assumed for active valve design optimiza-
tion throughout the earlier chapters of this thesis. It should be stated that the manufacturer's
material data sheet [3] quoted the modulus within only ±20%, and as a result, this experimen-
tally determined reduced modulus from nominal was not completely unexpected. In the model
correlation studies that follow, the effect of piezoelectric material Young's Modulus variation
is evaluated. Additionally, as presented in Chapter 1, the piezoelectric coefficient assumed in
the active valve design procedures was d33 = 2000pC/N. As shown in Chapter 7, in evaluating
performance of the drive element devices, the actual coefficient for high-voltage behavior of this
material was found to be in the range of d33 = 1300 - 1500pC/N. In the model correlation
studies that follow, the effect of piezoelectric d33 variation is also evaluated.
Figure 9.18 plots the experimental 1kHz sinusoidal voltage drive data for devices AVI and
AV2 against theoretical plots obtained from the full valve analytical model. The operational
conditions for these tests and simulations are: a bias pressure Pbias = 500kPa, a frequency
1kHz, and a varying applied voltage to the piezoelectric material. Shown on this plot are a
series of model curves that span the range of d33 and Ep coefficients. For example, Model
Case 1 assumes an ideal d33 = 2000pC/N and an Ep = 9.01GPa. At a peak-peak voltage
of V,pp = 600V, for example, the model deflection is Zc,pp = 32.7pm, as compared to the
experimental deflection for device AV1 of Zvc,pp = 23.1 and for device AV2 of Zvc,pp = 21.6.
Reducing the piezoelectric coefficient to d33 = 1500pC/N and maintaining Ep = 9.01GPa
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produces the curve for Model Case 2. A sharp reduction in valve cap deflection is observed.
At V,pp = 600V, the model deflection is Zc,pp = 27.5pLm. Now, reducing the modulus
to Ep = 6.76GPa for the expected range of piezoelectric coefficient d3 3 = 1300 - 1500pC/N
produces Model Case 3 and Model Case 4, respectively. These are the curves within which
the experimental data should lie, since the d33 and Ep coefficients are taken from previous
experimental studies. For Model Case 3, the model deflection is Z,,,pp = 25.9pm, and for
Model Case 4 the model deflection is Z,,,pp = 23.7pm.
In observing 9.18(b), the piston deflection experimental data points do fall within these
bounds. The experimental valve cap deflection data points, however, lie slightly below the lower
bound. These two observations indicate that the drive element structure is well characterized
by the values of d33 = 1300 - 1500pC/N and Ep = 6.76GPa. The lower than expected valve
cap deflection experimental data, in comparison to the models, must therefore be a result of
additional compliance within the hydraulic coupler mechanism itself. Since Chapter 7 validated
that the valve membrane structures correlate extremely well with the non-linear model code,
this compliance must be associated with either the fluid itself or a structural compliance of
the hydraulic amplification chamber walls. This theory is supported by the amplification ratio
data shown in Figure 9.18(c), where the amplification ratio as a function of applied voltage is
slightly less than model predictions. However, all amplification ratio data indicate very good
correlation within 5 - 10% of model predicitons.
In order to further evaluate the issue of a lower than modeled fluid bulk modulus, two
further model correlation cases were carried out. In all design chapters of this thesis, the fluid
bulk modulus of the silicon oil was assumed to be Kf = 2.OGPa [4]. The previous plots just
discussed assumed this value. Depending on how well the fluid is degassed and free of bubbles,
this value could be substantially lower. To evaluate the effect of a reduced fluid bulk modulus,
Model Case 4 was repeated (with d33 = 1300pC/N and Ep = 6.76GPa) for Kf = 1.OGPa
and Kf = 0.5GPa. These cases are label Model Case 5 and Model Case 6, respectively. As
shown in Figure 9.19, a change in fluid bulk modulus does indeed result in expectations closer
to the experimental data. Even for a reduction in fluid stiffness of 4 times, however, the
amplification mechanism still performs well. This is a result of the fact that, in general, the
fluid is stiff enough that its volume reduction during pressurization is significantly smaller than
the actuation volume change produced by the drive element during operation.
These model correlation studies indicate that for the experimentally determined piezoelectric
material properties d33 = 1300 - 1500pC/N and Ep = 6.76GPa, active devices AVI and AV2
perform very close to model predictions for quasi-static operation at 1kHz. Slight discrepancies
in performance can most likely be attributed to a smaller than expected fluid bulk modulus or
equivalent structural compliance within the hydraulic amplification chamber.
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Figure 9.18: Device AV1 and device AV2 quasi-static 1kHz model correlation for fluid bulk
modulus Kf = 2.OGPa. Results indicate the piston deflection is very close to the expected
theoretical bounds for d33 = 1300 - 1500pC/N and Ep = 6.76GPa. Due to the fact that the
valve cap deflection is further from the theoretical bounds, it is believed that fluid compliance
or HAC structural compliance is creating a loss mechanism.
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Figure 9.19: Device AV1 and device AV2 quasi-static 1kHz model correlation for varying fluid
bulk modulus Kf. Results indicate a 75% reduction in the fluid bulk modulus would enable
good correlation between experimental and theoretical results.
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Low-Voltage Frequency Response Having correlated the quasi-static 1kHz high-voltage
structural behavior of the microvalve to expected results based on the analytic models presented
in this thesis, an effort is now made to understand the resonant frequency behavior at low-
voltage. The 1st set of tests on device AV1 and device AV2 determined the onset of resonance
for a low-voltage (OV ± 5V) sweep signal over a frequency range from 500Hz to 100kHz. These
voltage levels were used to ensure that non-linear stretching of the valve membrane structure
did not occur. Non-linearities in the structure would create a stiffer operational regime and,
therefore, a corresponding increase in the frequency at which "resonance" occurs. As a result,
low-voltage excitation produces a conservative estimate for resonant behavior, which can then
be used to determine a desirable quasi-static frequency of operation for the valve. Without
fluid above the valve cap and membrane structure, devices AVI and AV2 were found to exhibit
resonance at ~ 10kHz. With fluid present above the valve cap and membrane structure,
resonance was observed at ~ 5kHz. In this model correlation section, an effort is made to
correlate the active valve resonant behavior without the presence of external fluid to theoretical
expectations based on the finite-element model described in Chapter 4. Furthermore, an effort
is made to estimate the effect of the external fluid added mass on the active valve resonant
frequency and to correlate this effect to the experimental downward shift in resonant frequency
from ~ 10kHz to ~ 5kHz.
Without Fluid Above Valve Cap and Membrane An axisymmetric 2-D finite-
element model was built for this correlation study with no fluid present above the valve cap
and membrane. This model incorporates four-node plane elements for the silicon and glass
structural parts of the valve and 4-node acoustic fluid elements for the liquid contained within
the hydraulic amplification chamber. These acoustic elements enable fluid-structure interaction
between the fluid and the surrounding structure of the HAC chamber. Sensitivity analyses were
carried out to evaluate the first resonant frequencies of the coupled system, as a function of
variations in important structural parameters and material properties. The parameters inves-
tigated were (1) the HAC fluid bulk modulus Kf, (2) the valve membrane thickness tvm, (3)
the piezoelectric material stiffness Ep, (4) the HAC fluid chamber height tHAC, (5) the bot-
tom support plate thickness tbot, and (6) the top structural plate thickness tt0 p. The results of
these sensitivity analyses are shown in Figure 9.20. In each analysis, the experimental baseline
design for the active valve is specified. This baseline design includes the following values for
the parameters under investigation: Kf = 2GPa, tm = 6pm, Ep = 6.76GPa, tbot = 1000Pm,
ttop = 1000pm, and tHAC = 200pm. With these baseline parameter values, a first modal
frequency of 14.1kHz was determined. This theoretical value is significantly larger that the ex-
perimentally determined 1st modal frequency of 10kHz, and as a result, the sensitivity analyses
that follow are meant to determine why this is.
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Figure 9.20(a) shows the effect of reduced bulk modulus on the valve first modal frequency.
The active valve was designed assuming a fluid bulk modulus value of Kf = 2GPa. The
previous quasi-static model correlation section concluded that a reduction in bulk modulus
down to Kf = 0.5GPa could explain the voltage-valve cap deflection performance reduction
seen experimentally at 1kHz. From this modal analysis, however, it is clear that this reduction
in modulus to Kf = 0.5GPa has minimal effect on the 1st modal frequency, dropping it
only to 13.7kHz. In fact, a reduction to Kf = 0.02GPa is required to bring the 1st modal
frequency down to 10kHz. It is therefore concluded that the expected fluid bulk modulus value
of Kf = 0.5GPa is not the prime reason for the lower-than expected 1st modal frequency.
Figure 9.20(b) shows the effect of valve membrane thickness on the valve first modal
frequency. Based on the valve membrane pressure-deflection results detailed in Chapter 8
(for which there was excellent correlation between theoretical and experimental results for
tm = 6pm), it is quite certain that the valve membrane thickness is very near to tvm = 6Im.
Figure 9.20(b) (solid line) shows that even if the thickness were to deviate anywhere within
tvm = 5 - 7pm, the effect on the first modal frequency would be quite small. It is therefore
concluded that a slight deviation in valve membrane thickness from the experimentally verified
value of tvm = 6pm would not be sufficient to reduce the first modal frequency from 14.1kHz
to 10kHz. Additionally, the dotted line in this plot illustrates the first modal frequency of
the stand-alone valve cap and membrane structure (with no fluid in contact with its bottom
surface) as a function of valve membrane thickness. One observes, in this case, that the modal
frequency is very sensitive to valve membrane thickness. The important observation here is
that the presence of the fluid in the HAC chamber serves to reduce the modal frequency (from
32.9kHz for the stand-alone valve membrane to 19.6kHz for the active valve coupled system)
for a large thickness valve membrane (added mass effect to be discussed shortly) whereas for a
small thickness valve membrane the presence of fluid in the HAC serves to increase the modal
frequency (from 8.7kHz for the stand-alone valve membrane to 12.6kHz for the active valve
coupled system). This illustrates the important of performing full fluid-structural interaction
analyses to predict the full valve modal frequency rather than estimating this modal frequency
based on just one of the stand-alone structural components of the full valve.
Figure 9.20(c) shows the effect of piezoelectric material modulus E, on the the valve first
modal frequency. In Chapter 9, this Ep value was experimentally determined to be 6.76GPa. It
is clear from this plot that the valve modal frequency is insensitive to slight variations (between
Ep = 6 - 8GPa) in this value. It is therefore concluded that the reduction in the first modal
frequency from 14.1kHz to 10kHz can not be attributed to an unexpected value of Ep.
Figures 9.20(d) and 9.20(e) illustrate the effect of the top and bottom structural plate
thicknesses on the valve first modal frequency. It makes sense that if the bottom structural
plate were to be significantly reduced in thickness, then the drive element portion of the valve
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tbot, and (f) the top structural plate thickness ttp.
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would become much softer than in the baseline design, and the full valve modal frequency
could be expected to drop. This phenomenon is observed in Figure 9.20(d). Likewise, if the
top structural plate were to be significantly reduced in thickness, the HAC structural chamber
would become much softer than in the baseline design, and the full valve modal frequency
could be expected to drop. This phenomenon is observed in Figure 9.20(e). In the active valve
devices experimentally tested in this thesis, however, the thicknesses of these two plates are
well-characterized to each have a thickness of at least 1000pm. Therefore, it is concluded that
the top and bottom plate thicknesses do not contribute to the reduction in the active valve first
modal frequency from 14.1kHz to 10kHz.
Figure 9.20(f) shows the effect of the HAC fluid chamber height tHAC on the the valve
first modal frequency. The plot illustrates that the modal frequency is extremely sensitive to
a reduction in this chamber height from the baseline design value of tHAC = 200pim (where
the first modal frequency is 14.1kHz) to a smaller value of tHAC = 50pm (where the 1st modal
frequency is 9.2kHz). The reason for this significant frequency reduction as the chamber height
is reduced is the presence of inertial coupling between the moving drive element piston and the
adjacent glass surfaces that form the top of the HAC chamber. A comprehensive discussion of
inertia coupling is found in Blevins [5]. The following excerpt is taken from [5]:
As a cross section accelerates in a fluid, pressure gradients will be generated in
the surrounding fluid. These pressure gradients can exert fluid forces on adjacent
structures. If the adjacent structures are not rigid, they will in turn deflect and
generate forces on the accelerating cross section. This interaction between adja-
cent elastic structures is called inertial coupling. Inertial coupling increases as the
distance between structures decreases. Inertial coupling can significantly affect the
natural frequencies and mode shapes of [closely-packed structures] if the density of
the surrounding fluid is comparable to or larger than the average density of the
[structures]. Blevins, p.403
Prior to assembly of devices AV1 and AV2, the chamber height tHAC of these devices was
measured to be - 200pm. However, the geometry of the glass layer that forms this chamber
is significantly more complex (see valve structure shown in Figure 9.1) than just having a
volume of fluid 200pm in height above the drive element piston and beneath the valve cap
and membrane. In reality, a series of fluid channels exists (termed "HAC Through Holes"
and "HAC Radial Channels" in Figure 9.1) through this glass layer to allow fluid to couple
the piston motion to the valve membrane motion. During the design stages of the active
valve device, a bottom structural stop beneath the valve cap (at Zvc = -16.5pm) was set as
a requirement. These channels were therefore implemented to satisfy this requirement. The
heights of the "HAC Radial Channel" features in Layer 7 are no more than 100pm, and as a
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result, acceleration of fluid in these channels could be a significant inertial coupling effect. Based
on these arguments, it is concluded that the small-size fluid pathways through the complex
glass Layer 6 HAC chamber are the most probable reason for the reduction in active valve
modal frequency from the baseline design FEM expectation of 14.1kHz to the experimentally-
determined frequency of 10kHz. Future valve design iterations should include larger tHAC
chamber heights (ie: tHAC = 500im) with no complex fluid routing pathways. Eliminating the
presence of the valve cap bottom structural stop might be a necessary consequence.
With Fluid Above Valve Cap and Membrane The previous model correlation section
determined that inertial coupling effects between the accelerating fluid and the piston structure
within the HAC chamber were the most likely reason for the lower-than expected active valve
first modal frequency, when no fluid was present above the valve cap and membrane structure
of the valve. Experimentally, without this fluid above the valve cap and membrane, the first
modal frequency was found to be ~ 10kHz. With this fluid above the valve cap and membrane,
the modal frequency was found to be - 5kHz. The following section attempts to explain this
downward shift in valve modal frequency.
The conclusion of this section will be that the presence of fluid above the valve cap and
membrane structure serves to increase the effective mass of the valve cap and membrane, thereby
reducing the overall modal frequency. This statement is consistent with a discussion found in
Blevins [5] concerning the effect of surrounding fluid on a circular plate in vibration. The
following excerpt is taken from [5]:
As an elastic plate vibrates in a fluid, the fluid immediately surrounding the plate
is set into motion and the plate will radiate sound waves into the far field... In
general, the fluid will impose both added mass and damping forces on the plate.
The added mass will lower the natural frequency of the plate from that which would
be measured in a vacuum, and the damping of the plate will be increased. Blevins,
p.413
Taking as an example a circular disk with radius ra exposed on one side to an inviscid
compressible fluid of density Pfluid (Blevins, p.414), the added mass of the disk for acceleration
perpendicular to the plane of the disk can be estimated as Madded = tpflidTr. For a back-
of-the-envelope calculation on the valve cap and membrane in the active valve, let ra = Rvm.
The corresponding added mass is therefore Madded = (777- )(700pm) 3  7.11e- 7 kg. The
baseline mass of the valve cap structure is M,, = ps7rR2CtVc = (2200 )7r(250pm)2(300pm) =
1.30e- 7kg.
To therefore estimate the reduction in active valve first modal frequency due to the presence
of fluid above the valve cap and membrane, the finite-element model from the previous section
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Figure 9.21: Finite-element modal frequency sensitivity to valve cap added mass. The presence
of fluid above the valve cap and membrane structure creates an effective added mass to the
coupled structure which serves to reduce the first modal frequency of the active valve device.
was run with a modified density of the valve cap material such that its mass was equal to
Mvc,modified = Mvc + Madded = 8.42e- 7kg (an increase from the original valve cap mass of 6.5
times). In this comparison study, a new baseline valve design was chosen to include a fluid
bulk modulus value of Kf = 0.5GPa and an HAC chamber height of tHAC = 66pm so that the
first modal frequency of the valve without the added mass was exactly 10.0kHz. This baseline
FEM model therefore matched the experimental result without fluid above the valve cap and
membrane. Now, with the addition of the added mass (x6.5), the first modal frequency of
the valve was determined to be 7.8kHz (a 22% decrease from the new baseline design modal
frequency of 10.0kHz). Figure 9.21 illustrates the theoretical effect of added mass (from x0.1
to x10) on the first modal frequency of the active valve structure. Over this range of added
mass, the first modal frequency is affected, but not substantially.
For the active valve devices tested experimentally, there is a 50% reduction in the first
modal frequency (from ~ 10kHz to ~ 5kHz) due to the presence of fluid above the valve cap
and membrane. The above study on the new baseline design (in which a 22% reduction was
calculated) provides for an added mass argument that also applies to the experimental results,
however, this value of added mass only partially reduces the first modal frequency to correlate
with the experimental results. Since this added mass calculation was for a circular plate in
an infinite fluid medium, and since in the real active valve structure, there exist structural
surfaces within 50-100pm of the top surface of the valve cap and membrane, it is likely that the
same sort of inertial coupling effects as discussed in the previous section are coming into play.
These unmodeled effects could potentially cause a further reduction in first modal frequency.
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It is therefore concluded that the fluid mass (acceleration and inertia effects) above the valve
cap and membrane and the presence of the flow channel structure near to this valve cap and
membrane provide an additional mass seen by the active valve structure as it vibrates, thereby
reducing the valve first modal frequency from the case when no fluid exists above the valve
cap and membrane. Future active valve design iterations should more thoroughly evaluate this
added mass effect on valve dynamic performance. The recommendation section of Chapter 10
further discusses these recommended future analyses.
9.3.2 Testing Section 2: Active Valve Fluid Flow Regulation
To characterize the flow regulation capability of the active valve devices documented in this
thesis, a series of tests was performed. The first test focused on experimentally determining the
quasi-static flow rate versus valve cap opening curves for varying applied differential pressures
Pi - P2 across the valve orifice. These results were then compared to predictions based on the
flow models developed in Chapter 5 of this thesis and based on [2]. The second test evaluated
the flow regulation capability of the active valve by varying the duty cycle of valve opening
at a prescribed differential pressure Pi - P2 and measuring the average flow rate through the
valve orifice. The third test evaluated the flow regulation capability of the active valve at a
prescribed operating frequency of 1kHz for increasing differential pressures across the valve
orifice. Limitations in valve performance could therefore be determined as this differential
pressure was increased. For each of these tests, an estimate of the measurement error is included
in the experimental results plots detailed in this section.
Static Flow Tests
To determine the quasi-static flow rate versus valve opening curves for a series of imposed
differential pressures across the valve orifice, the fluids test-rig (described in Chapter 6) was
used. In these tests, no voltage was applied to the piezoelectric material. Rather, the valve cap
position was controlled by regulating the pressure PHAC to the hydraulic amplification chamber.
For a given test run at a desired differential pressure Pi - P2 , PHAC was first increased to move
the valve cap upward against the fluid orifice (with P = P2 = 0). P and P2 were then
independently increased to set the desired differential pressure across the orifice. In order to
maintain the valve cap against the orifice, PHAC was varied real-time in conjunction with the
increases in P1 and P2 . With the proper differential pressure set, a data acquisition system
was started, into which the valve cap displacement, pressure measurement of PHAC, pressure
measurement of P1 , pressure measurement of P 2 , and flow sensor measurement Qavg were input.
As detailed in Chapter 6, the flow rate measurements were taken using a calibrated flow orifice
system.
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Figure 9.22: Model correlation to device AVI quasi-static fluid flow rate versus valve opening
behavior for differing imposed differential pressures. The experimental flow rates fall approxi-
mately 10 - 30% short of predictions based on the empirical work of others. Error bars on the
data indicate estimates of measurement error. Two flow sensors of different ranges were used in
these experiments, resulting in different levels of measurement error for lower and higher flow
rates. These measurement errors were estimated based on the flow sensor calibration errors,
the accuracy of the applied differential pressure, and human error associated with controlling
the quasi-static nature of the experiments.
In order to obtain quasi-static flow measurements for a given valve cap opening, PHAC was
decreased slowly over a period of approximately 10 minutes. The valve cap was allowed to move
through its full stroke of 30-33pm. The time constant of the flow orifice sensor was on the order
of a few seconds, and therefore this measurement procedure enabled quasi-static measurements.
Tests were performed for differential pressures of Pi - P2 = 48kPa, 90kPa, 135kPa, and 210kPa.
For each test run, selected points were chosen to plot. Figure 9.22 overlays these experimental
results with the predicted behavior based on the flow models used in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Since the Chapter 5 flow models are based on a compilation of empirical work from other
researchers, the line of predicted behavior in Figure 9.22 is understood to be of only "limited
accuracy", in other words, it is not based on exact theory. In general, this comparison shows that
the predicted behavior based on the empirical work of others overpredicts the flow rate behavior
by approximately 10 - 30%. This is most likely due to differing geometric features between
the orifice structures contained within the empirical results and the valve orifice structure in
this thesis. Specifically, since the empirical results are based on macroscale orifice structures
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with rounded and filleted features, one would expect better flow rate capabilities for given
applied differential pressure and valve opening than in the microscale valve orifice structure
detailed in this thesis, which possesses comparatively sharp corners. Furthermore, at small
valve openings, the flow rate appears to be choked. Only when the valve cap reaches an
opening of ~ 4pm does the fluid really begin to flow. Based on this data, active valve device
AV1 can be characterized as a flow control device. These differential-pressure flow experiments
were performed for differential pressures up to Pi - P2 = 210kPa. When tested to differential
pressures greater than this value, interesting oscillatory behavior of the valve cap structure
occurred. These observations and the corresponding efforts to determine the cause of these
phenomena are detailed in the following section.
Self-Oscillatory Behavior of Valve Cap During Static Flow Tests
The original objective of the static flow tests described above was to evaluate the differential
pressure-flow behavior through the valve orifice for P1 - P2 up to 800kPa, since this was the
designed-for maximum differential pressure to be experienced in a complete MHT micropumping
system. However, in testing the valve beyond P - P 2 = 210kPa, self-oscillatory behavior of the
valve cap at its resonant frequency of 5kHz was observed and measured (remember, in these
tests, there is no actuation of the piezoelectric drive elements - all pressures are controlled via
external regulators). It is believed that this oscillatory behavior may be induced by vortices
and unsteady flow phenomena as the flow transitions from the laminar to the turbulent flow
regime. In an effort to evaluate this hypothesis, the following experiments were carried out.
For each of a series of differential pressures (PI - P2 = 80kPa, 130kPa, 160kPa, 200kPa,
230kPa, 240kPa, 305kPa, and 36OkPa), the valve cap was controlled to slowly open from its
closed position using the same procedure as for the static flow tests. During this process, the
valve opening Zvc,opening, the quasi-static flow rate Qavg, and the imposed differential pres-
sure Pi - P2 were measured real-time. The valve orifice geometry is shown in Figure 9.23.
Numerous data points were selected and post-processing operations were performed to cal-
culate the Reynolds number of the flow through the valve orifice, according to the relation
REDorifice = aff c. Additionally, an "Instability Value" was determined for each data point
corresponding to the behavior of the valve cap as it opened. The three types of valve cap be-
haviors observed (using the laser vibrometer system) during these tests were (1) smooth steady
motion of the valve cap, (2) slightly rough motion of the valve cap (but always with negligible
amplitude), and (3) oscillatory motion of the valve cap at a frequency of 5kHz and with peak-
peak displacement of 3 - 4 pm. Figure 9.24 displays typical displacement signals over a time
period of 10 ms for each of these types of behaviors. At each data point, an Instability Value
of 1, 2, or 3 was assigned for each of the respective measured behaviors. Since the valve cap
structure essentially reacts as a sensor to any pressure fluctuations in the flow channel above
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it, these assigned Instability Values can provide some insight into the behavior of the fluid as
it flows through the orifice.
Figure 9.25 displays an example test run for the case of P - P 2 = 80kPa. Plots of the Insta-
bility Value versus Zvc,opening, Pi - P2 versus Zvc,opening, Qavg versus Zvc,opening, and REDorif ice
versus Zvc,opening are included. Notice that since the Reynolds number is proportional to the
average flow rate, the Qavg and REDorifice curves in Figure 9.25(c) are identical, only the axes
are scaled differently. Additionally, notice that P - P2 is not constant over the length of the
run. During the testing, it was very difficult to maintain the differential pressure at a constant
value. For this test case of P1 - P2 = 8OkPa, the valve cap smoothly moves through an opening
trajectory, up to approximately Zvc,opening = 191im. At these conditions, the valve cap dis-
placement begins to exhibit a slight roughness in its measured displacement (with roughness
amplitude less than 0.4pm), but continues to open with no effect on valve cap position. At
Zvc,opening = 28pm, the valve cap displacement returns to smooth behavior. The correspond-
ing Reynolds numbers for these transition points are REDorifice = 788 and REDorifice = 928,
respectively. In Figure 9.25(a), an Instability Value of 1 represents the smooth motion of the
valve cap. An Instability Value of 2 represents slightly rough motion.
In order to obtain some understanding of the relationship between the valve cap behavior
and the corresponding REDorifice, test runs were carried out for the 8 differential pressure
settings detailed above. Figure 9.26 plots the Instability Value versus Zve,opening curve for
Pi - P2 = 80kPa, Pi - P2 = 130kPa, and Pi - P2 = 160kPa respectively. Figure 9.27 plots
the Instability Value versus Zvc,opening curve for Pi - P2 = 200kPa, P1 - P2 = 2300kPa, and
Pi - P2 = 240kPa respectively. Figure 9.28 plots the Instability Value versus Zvc,opening curve
for P - P 2 = 305kPa and P - P2 = 360kPa respectively. In observing these plots, it is
clear that oscillatory behavior does not occur until the case of Pi - P2 = 200kPa. Under this
differential pressure, at a value of Zvc,opening = 8pm, the valve cap experiences a transition from
smooth motion to oscillatory behavior with a frequency of 5kHz and a peak-peak displacement
of 6 - 8pim. The corresponding Reynolds number for this transition is REDorifice = 615. At
a deflection of Zvc,opening = 19pm, the valve cap stops oscillating and exhibits only slightly
rough behavior. The corresponding Reynolds number for this transition is REDorifice = 969.
And finally, when the valve cap approaches the lower valve stop, its motion once again becomes
smooth, most likely caused by interaction with the solid surface below it. The corresponding
Reynolds number for this transition is REDorifice = 2000. Similar behavior is observed for
larger imposed differential pressures as well. For the case of P - P 2 = 360kPa, multiple
transitions between smooth, oscillatory, and rough are observed. It appears as though upon
separation from the upper valve orifice stop, the valve cap immediately begins to oscillate. It
then transitions back to smooth behavior at Zvc,opening = 4.5pm, back to oscillatory motion at
Zvc,opening = 7.5/pm, back to smooth motion at Zvc,opening = 13pm, and then to rough behavior
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at Zvc,opening = 20pm.
To better understand the relationship between these transition behaviors and the Reynolds
number at which they occur, all 8 plots are combined in Figure 9.29. Regions of smooth,
rough, and oscillatory behavior are clearly evident. Figure 9.30 is produced by estimating the
boundaries between these regions and labeling the corresponding REDorifice values at these
boundary data points. In this plot, the distinct regions are detailed. Notice that a transition
to rough valve cap motion occurs for Reynolds numbers between REDorifice = 800 - 1100.
Additionally, for large differential pressures, oscillatory valve cap behavior begins typically at
REDorifice = 500 -600. Since rough valve cap behavior is characterized by only a tiny roughness
in the displacement response (typically peak-peak displacement of less than 0.4pm), the valve
cap itself remains in a stable operating condition. It is only when large amplitude oscillatory
response occurs that the valve cap becomes unstable. Figure 9.31 plots this stable versus
unstable representation. In essence, smooth and rough valve cap behavior have been grouped
together to form the stable regions. Figure 9.32 plots experimental lines of constant Reynolds
number over the data points for all 8 test cases and Figure 9.33 compares these lines of constant
Reynolds number to the expected lines obtained from model simulations presented in Chapter
4. Notice that all of the experimentally determined lines of constant REDorifice are very close
to the theoretical predictions for low to moderate values of imposed differential pressure (ie:
up to Pi - P2 = 150kPa). Once the differential pressure is increased further, experimental
correlation to theory is still good for low valve openings (lines of constant REDorifice=4 0 0 , 500,
800), however the experimental lines of larger constant REDorif ice = 1000, 1500, 2200 begin to
bend more sharply upward from the theoretical predictions. This bending is directly in relation
to the region of oscillatory behavior, which is bounded by a value of REDorifice ~ 1000 - 1100
for the larger differential pressures. If one were to conclude that the measurements of smooth
valve cap motion correspond to a laminar flow regime and that the slightly rough valve cap
motion corresponds to a turbulent flow regime, it could therefore be argued that the oscillatory
behavior of the valve cap structure occurs in a transition regime (characterized by REDorifice
between - 500 and ~ 1100).
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Figure 9.23: Schematic of valve cap and membrane orifice structure. For the active valve
geometry tested in this thesis, Don! ice = 500pm, Zvc,opening = 0-30pm, and Hhannel ~ 100pM.
Notice that the fluid flows radially outward over valve membrane, primarily to one side of the
structure. The other side is blocked.
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Figure 9.24: Representative displacement signals corresponding to stable and unstable valve cap
behavior during quasi-static opening: (a) smooth displacement response (Instability Value=1),
(b) slightly rough displacement response (Instability Value=2), characterized by random peak-
peak motion less than 0.4pm, and (c) oscillatory response characterized by 3 - 4pLm peak-peak
oscillations at 5kHz (Instability Value=3).
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Figure 9.26: Valve cap Instability Values during quasi-static opening for Pi - P2 = 80kPa,
P1 - P2 = 130kPa, and P - P2 = 160kPa. Corresponding Reynolds numbers are labeled at
the transition locations.
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Figure 9.27: Valve cap Instability Values during quasi-static opening for Pi - P2 = 200kPa,
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the transition locations.
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Figure 9.29: Complete grouping of all valve cap Instability Values plotted as Pi - P2 vs.
Zvc,opening. Region of valve cap oscillation defined by triangular data points.
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The presence of a transition regime between laminar and turbulent flow for the experimental
data can be further illustrated by plotting the data in a different way. Typically, in character-
izing the physical sections of a fluid system (ie: a constant area pipe, a bend, an orifice, etc),
a fluid resistance coefficient for each of the sections can be defined. This resistant coefficient (
is defined as the total pressure lost through the flow section divided by the dynamic pressure
within the flow section [7], written in equation form as
AP
( 1 2 (9.1)
-Pfluidulocal
where AP is the pressure drop through the flow section (in the case of the valve orifice
AP = P - P2 ) and Ulocal is the fluid velocity through the section (in the case of the valve orifice
Ulocal = = ,,ag ). A universal method for observing the transition between laminar
orifice
and turbulent flow in a physical section of a flow system is to plot this flow resistance coefficient
( versus the Reynolds number in that section (in the case of the valve orifice REDorifice)- Figure
9.34, taken from [7], shows an example of this type of plot for a generic fluid orifice contraction
section of a fluid system, where the quantity - defines the geometric contraction ratio. Notice
that for low Reynolds number, ( is inversely proportional to RE (laminar flow regime) whereas
for large RE, ( is independent of RE (turbulent flow regime). In between these two regions is
defined the transition regime where the flow transitions from laminar to turbulent.
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Figure 9.34: Plot of flow resistance coefficient ( versus Reynolds number for a generic flow orifice
contraction structure [7]. The laminar flow regime is characterized by an inversely proportional
relationship between ( and Reynolds number whereas the turbulent flow regime is characterized
by no relation between ( and RE. Transition occurs between these two regimes.
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For laminar fluid flow through an orifice, the flow rate is proportional to the applied differ-
ential pressure (Qavg oc AP) [2] [7], whereas for turbulent flow the flow rate is quadratically
related to the differential pressure (Qav 9 oc VATP) [2] [7]. Substituting these pressure-flow
relations into 9.1, it can be determined that in the laminar flow regime ( is inversely propor-
tional to the Reynolds number, and that in the turbulent flow regime ( is independent of the
Reynolds number. This is consistent with Figure 9.34. Therefore, for the experimental data in
this thesis, a plot similar to Figure 9.34 should be able to be created, where the slope of the (
curve transitions from a negative value to a value of zero as REDorifice increases. In doing this,
a determination as to whether the oscillatory valve cap behavior correlates to the transition
between the laminar and turbulent flow regimes can be obtained. To evaluate this hypothesis,
the experimental data is replotted as (orifice versus REDorifice in Figure 9.35.
Device AV1: Loss Coefficient vs. Orifice Reynolds Number
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Figure 9.35: Device AVi estimated laminar, transition, and turbulent flow regimes as a function
of REDorif ice based on experimental data. Laminar regime is characterized by C c Eoi c
and turbulent regime is characterized by C being independent of REDorif ice- The majority of
oscillatory data points occur within estimated boundaries of this transition regime.
Notice that, indeed, for increasing REDorif ice from 0 to 500, C monotonically decreases,
and for increasing REDorif ice from 1100 to 2500, ( remains constant. One may notice that the
points above REDorif ice = 1100 contain both smooth and rough valve cap behavior. Due to the
fact that the differentiation between smooth and rough was a difficult task, it could be that in
reality the smooth data points were mistaken for rough behavior. However, the important data
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points of oscillatory behavior were clearly differentiable from both smooth and rough behavior
and therefore there is no question as to their validity. These observations indicate the presence
of reasonably well-defined laminar and turbulent flow regimes within the experimental results.
Furthermore, the vast majority of the oscillatory data points lie within the region between
REDorifice = 500 and REDorifice = 1100. Based on these results, it can be argued that the
oscillatory behavior of the valve cap is directly related to the presence of transition between
laminar and turbulent flow in the valve orifice.
The following question must now be addressed: Does this conclusion that valve cap os-
cillatory behavior is related to the transition between laminar and turbulent fluid flow make
sense? This question is answered through a discussion of laminar, turbulent, and transitional
flow regimes based on literature contained within the fluids mechanics community.
As detailed in the fluid modeling portion of Chapter 5, the valve cap and orifice structure
consists of two physical flow sections in series: a contraction section followed by an expansion
section. Both of these types of flow sections result in the formation of vortices, the severity
of which increases as the Reynolds number grows larger. Figure 9.36 (a) and (b) illustrate
schematics of a typical fluid expansion section and a fluid contraction section, respectively, and
the corresponding regions where vortices are present [7]. In general as fluid passes through these
sections, the fluid boundary layers present upstream of the section are not able to remain intact
in passing through the section. Shear layers form where the boundary layers separate from the
original structural surfaces, and these shear layers tend to roll up in swirling vortices, which
create unsteady forces on any surrounding structure [5] (such as the valve cap and membrane
in the active valve).
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.36: Schematic of vorticity formation in contraction and expansion fluid flow sections
[7]: (a) expansion section, (b) contraction section.
This unsteady forcing is further enhanced if the flow is experiencing transition between
laminar and turbulent behavior. In general, laminar viscous flow is characterized by smooth
and steady fluid motion, whereas turbulent flow is characterized by continuous and almost
random fluctuation in the velocities of the fluid particles. Both regimes have been studied for
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a wide variety of flow geometries. Laminar flow theory is mathematically understood for many
of these geometries. Turbulent flow behavior, however, is primarily an experimentally observed
fact, which can be analyzed only through statistical understanding [8]. The transition between
these two regimes is understood hardly at all. The transition regime is defined as the change
(over space, time, and a certain Reynolds number range) of a laminar flow into a turbulent
flow. Figure 9.37 illustrates a time history comparison of these three flow regime behaviors.
SmA natural Intermittent Continuous
damp quickly turbulence
Figure 9.37: Laminar, transition, and turbulent representative flow behavior [8]: (a) laminar
flow, (b) transition flow characterized by intermittent bursts of turbulent flow, and (c) turbulent
flow.
In laminar flow, there may be occasional natural disturbances in the flow, however, they
damp out very quickly. In fully turbulent flow, continuous rapid and random fluctuations
are present. In transition, there exist sharp bursts of turbulent fluctuation as the increasing
Reynolds number causes a breakdown or instability of laminar motion. Transition through the
valve orifice in this thesis, therefore, could very well be characterized by intermittent increases
and decreases in the intensity level of the vorticy formation through the orifice, thereby resulting
in a significant oscillation of the forcing on the valve cap and the compliant valve membrane
structure. It is this vortex-induced structural interaction between the fluid flow and the elastic
valve structure that could be setting the valve cap oscillations into motion.
The experimental results presented in this section have provided insight into the approximate
value of Reynolds number for which the valve cap structure begins to experience unstable
oscillatory behavior. In the valve flow regulation experiments that follow, results will first be
obtained for relatively low differential pressure situations to avoid the potential for valve failure
due to these oscillations. Once flow regulation has been proved at low differential pressures,
tests will then be performed at higher differential pressures to tests the limits of the active valve
device under these unknown flow regime conditions.
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Duty Cycle Flow Regulation Tests
To evaluate the capability of the active valve to regulate flow for applied voltage to the piezo-
electric elements, a series of varying duty cycle test runs were carried out for an imposed
differential pressure across the valve orifice of P - P 2 = 35kPa. This low differential pressure
was chosen to ensure flow regimes that do not excite valve cap oscillatory behavior. For each
duty cycle run, the valve cap motion was controlled between a minimum valve cap absolute
displacement (from its equilibrium position) of Z,, = 4.Opm to a maximum valve cap absolute
displacement of Z, = 11.5pm. Since the valve orifice is located a distance of 16.5pm above the
equilibrium position of the valve cap, it can be stated equivalently that the valve cap opening
was controlled between a minimum opening of Zvc,opening = 5pm to a maximum opening of
Zvc,opening = 12.5pm. Duty cycle voltage waveforms from zero to 100 were applied to the active
valve such that the resulting valve cap motions shown in Figure 9.38 were obtained. A duty
cycle of zero means that the valve cap was maintained constantly at its minimum opening of
Zvc,opening = 5pm and a duty cycle of 100 means that the valve cap was maintained constantly
at its maximum opening of Zvc,opening = 12.5pm. A duty cycle of 30, for example, means
that the valve cap was effectively held at its minimum opening for 70% of the cycle and at its
maximum opening for 30% of the cycle.
The results of these tests are shown in Figure 9.39. As the duty cycle is increased from zero
to 100, the average flow rate through the valve orifice increases monotonically, thereby proving
that the valve device is capable of regulating flow. Using the simulation tools detailed in Chapter
5 of this thesis, predicted results for the flow rates were calculated. These are overlayed with
the experimental results in Figure 9.39. The comparison indicates that for reasonable valve
openings, the measured flow rate correlates quite well with the model predictions. However,
for small valve openings near Zvc,opening = 5pm, the measured flow rate is significantly less
than predicted. In essence, the flow appears to be choked more than expected at small valve
openings. This observation agrees with the results at small valve openings of the quasi-static
flow rate versus valve opening curves discussed previously. As discussed in the previous static
flow test section, since the Chapter 5 flow models are based on a compilation of empirical work
from other researchers, the lines of predicted behavior in Figure 9.39 are understood to be of
only "limited accuracy", in other words, they are not based on exact theory. In addition to
modeling the case of a controlled valve opening of Zvc,opening = 5 - 12.5pm, model predictions
for a controlled valve opening of Zvc,opening = 7 - 14.5pm and a controlled valve opening of
Zvc,opening = 8.5 - 16.5pm were also determined. These results are also shown in Figure 9.39
to convey the sensitivity of the offset valve opening on flow rate through the orifice. Shifts of a
just a few pms in the opening direction within the flow models result in significantly increased
flow rate values.
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(a) Device AV1: Duty Cycle Controlled Motions of Valve Cap
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(b) Device AV1: Duty Cycle Controlled Motions of Valve Cap
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(c) Device AVI: Duty Cycle Controlled Motions of Valve Cap
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Figure 9.38: Device AV1 valve cap time histories under different duty cycle voltage waveforms
to piezoelectric drive element. The valve cap is controlled to reach a maximum valve cap
displacement of Z,, = 12.5pm and to reach a minimum valve cap displacement of Z,, = 4pm.
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AV1 Duty Cycle Flow Regulation Tests
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Figure 9.39: Device AV1 model correlation to experimental flow rate results for varying duty
cycle inputs. Comparison illustrates good correlation for larger valve openings. For small
opening, the flow appears choked. Error bars on the data indicate the measurement error,
which was estimated based on the flow sensor calibration error and the accuracy of the applied
differential pressure.
1kHz Flow Regulation Tests at Increasing Differential Pressure
To evaluate the capability of the active valve device to regulate flow at 1kHz, a series of
tests was carried out for increasing differential pressures across the valve orifice. In addition to
proving flow regulation at 1kHz, a further purpose of this study was to determine the maximum
differential pressure across which the valve could operate. Since the magnitude of the unstable
oscillatory behavior observed for the static flow tests at differential pressures greater than
Pi - P2 = 210kPa was no more than 3 - 4pm peak-peak, it was hoped that by operating the
active valve device dynamically at 1kHz with total valve cap stroke of 15 - 20pm, the effect
of the 5kHz oscillations might not affect the overall flow regulation capability of the valve. As
such, tests were performed for differential pressures in excess of P - P2 = 210kPa.
Flow regulation tests at 1kHz were performed for differential pressures Pi - P2 = 24kPa,
95kPa, 145kPa, 200kPa, 260kPa, and 340kPa. By controlling PHAC with respect to the magni-
tude of P and P2 , the valve cap was displaced statically upward to a deflection of Z,, = 11Pm.
A sinusoidal voltage of 500Vpp was then applied to the piezoelectric drive element at 1kHz
to actuate the valve cap upward against the valve orifice and downward toward the original
equilibrium position of the valve cap. In all test runs, it was desired to just barely close the
valve cap against the orifice at its maximum displacement, and to maintain Z,, = 0 at its
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AV1 Dynamic Flow Tests at 1 kHz: Model Correlation
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Figure 9.40: Device AV1 dynamic flow regulation model correlation at 1kHz for varying dif-
ferential pressures. Correlation is good over range of differential pressures. Error bars on the
data indicate the measurement error, which was estimated based on the flow sensor calibration
error and the accuracy of the applied differential pressure.
minimum displacement. In others words, it was desired to always ensure a valve opening stroke
of 16.5pm. Figure 9.40 plots the experimentally measured flow rates for each of the differential
pressure test cases. Because of the difficulty in achieving a valve cap stroke during actuation of
Zvc,opening = 16.5pm, the actual measured stroke of the valve cap during actuation is printed
inside of each data bar. An applied voltage of 500Vpp was held constant for all of these test
runs. It was noticed that for the differential pressure case of Pi - P2 = 340kPa, a valve cap
stroke of 13pm resulted, rather than the typical 16 - 17pm of the previous test cases. It was be-
lieved in this case that the piezoelectric material capability may have been affected by the high
pressure excursions (estimated maximum to be PHAC ~ 600kPa) within the HAC chamber.
Figure 9.40 also plots the experimental results versus the model expectations obtained using
the active valve simulation tools developed in Chapter 5. Model predictions for the limiting
cases of Zvc,opening = 13pm and Zvc,opening = 17pm are shown. The model correlation indicates
that the active valve regulates flow in excellent correlation with the model predictions. As
discussed in the previous flow testing sections, since the Chapter 5 flow models are based on a
compilation of empirical work from other researchers, the line of predicted behavior in Figure
9.40 is understood to be of only "limited accuracy", in other words, it is not based on exact
theory. Upon carrying out a subsequent test run at P -P 2 = 450kPa, as the differential pressure
was being set across the valve orifice, the valve cap was observed to begin oscillating (with no
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applied piezoelectric drive element voltage at this point). Very quickly afterword (fractions
of a second, the valve cap lodged itself permanently against the bottom orifice. Subsequent
efforts to move the valve cap upward by pressurizing and depressurizing the HAC chamber
resulted in a 1pm amplitude tilting of the valve cap. Based on this response, it is believed
that the valve membrane fractured in response to the oscillatory valve cap motion caused by
unstable transitional flow through the valve orifice. Because this device failed in this manner,
experimental testing of active valve device AV1 was concluded.
9.4 Conclusions
This chapter has summarized the experimental tests performed on active valve devices AVI
and AV2. Both devices were proven to successfully operate as piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic
amplification micro-actuator structures. For applied piezoelectric voltages up to 600Vpp at
1kHz, these devices demonstrated amplification ratios of drive element deflection to valve cap
deflection of 40x-50x. These amplification ratios correlate within 5 - 10% of the model expecta-
tions. Although valve cap peak-peak deflections for the applied voltage levels were measured to
be 20 - 30% lower than model expectations for the idealized E, and d3 3 piezoelectric material
coefficients used in the design optimization chapters of this thesis, correlation to model re-
sults that incorporate modified piezoelectric material properties based on proper experimental
characterization of the material is within 5 - 10%.
Flow regulation experiments on active valve device AV1 proved that this valve structure can
successfully regulate fluid flow at a frequency of 1kHz for valve cap peak-peak displacements of
17pm up to differential pressures of 260kPa. For this condition, a peak average flow rate through
the device of 0.21mL/s was obtained under a sinusoidal drive voltage of 500Vpp. Additionally,
quasi-static differential pressure-flow rate curves were measured up to a differential pressure of
210kPa for the full range of valve cap stroke up to 33pm. The measured flow rates were 10-30%
lower than the expected flow rates based on the models presented in Chapter 4. Self-oscillatory
motion of the valve membrane was observed for various combinations of valve cap opening and
differential pressures in excess of 210kPa. The nature of the flow behavior (based on Reynolds
number) was studied for a variety of valve opening situations. The results indicate that these
self-excited valve cap oscillations were most probably a result of transitional flow (between
laminar and turbulence) through the valve orifice structure, a regime which limited the valve
operation to relatively low differential pressures below 350kPa. Overall, this piezoelectrically-
driven hydraulic amplification microvalve was successfully proven to regulate fluid flow through
microscale channels at high frequency.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter summarizes the modeling, design, fabrication, and testing research presented
in this thesis. The thesis objectives and the thesis contributions are reviewed. Conclusions
are drawn based on the results presented and recommendations for future work are detailed.
Additionally, it is the purpose of this chapter to evaluate the impact of these thesis results on
the performance capabilities and overall future of Micro-Hydraulic Transducer systems.
10.1 Summary and Conclusions
10.1.1 Thesis Summary
The primary objective of this thesis was to develop, from the initial concept stage to the
experimental testing of a fabricated device, a piezoelectrically driven hydraulic amplification
microvalve for high frequency control of high pressure fluid flow. This research was carried
out through a series of modeling, design, fabrication, assembly, and experimental testing tasks.
This work demonstrated the valve concept and evaluated the valve performance in comparison
to behavior predicted by the models developed in the thesis.
A secondary goal of this thesis was to provide a framework of linear and non-linear structural
modeling tools and design procedures that can be implemented in the development of high
frequency piezoelectric micropumping and microvalving systems. Additionally, a further goal of
this thesis was to present a method for small-scale bulk piezoelectric material integration within
silicon micromachined thin-tethered structures, a procedure which can enable the realization of
compact high-frequency high-stiffness hydraulic actuator structures.
These objectives were divided into two major sections of the thesis. The first section, con-
sisting of Chapters 1 through 5, focused on the conceptual design of the active valve structure,
the development of structural modeling tools to predict the important linear and non-linear
structural behaviors of the device component structures, the implementation of these modeling
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tools within an active valve valve simulation architecture, and the development of a systematic
design procedure that can be used to generate an active valve geometry based on external hy-
draulic system performance requirements. The second section, consisting of Chapters 6 through
9, highlighted the fabrication challenges inherent in building this active valve device and defined
the fabrication process flow for the assembly of the device, including piezoelectric material inte-
gration. Additionally, comprehensive experiments were carried out to experimentally evaluate
the piezoelectric drive element sub-component structure, the valve cap and membrane sub-
component structure, and the full piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification microvalve
device. Each of the chapters is summarized below.
Chapter 1 introduced the concept of the piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification
microvalve for use in high specific power hydraulic pumping applications. High frequency, high
force actuation capability in the valve is enabled through the incorporation of solid-state bulk
piezoelectric material elements beneath a compact and stiff structural piston mechanism. High
stroke valve motion is achieved through the incorporation of a hydraulic amplification chamber
between the moveable piston structure and a micromachined valve membrane. This enclosed
fluid chamber, connecting the large cross-sectional area piston structure to a smaller cross-
sectional area valve membrane structure, enables an amplification (40 - 50x) of the limited
piezoelectric material stroke into a significantly increased valve membrane and valve cap de-
flection. These design features enable the valve device to simultaneously meet a set of high
frequency, high pressure, and large stroke requirements that have not previously been satisfied
by other microvalves presented in the literature.
Chapter 2 introduced the geometry of the active valve device and detailed the important
structural elements within the device that needed to be accurately modeled. The structural de-
formations of the piezoelectric material elements, the drive element piston, the bottom support
structure, the hydraulic amplification chamber, the top support structure, and the valve cap
and membrane structure were modeled using linear plate theory, with bending and shearing
deformation effects included. Additionally, theoretical studies were performed to demonstrate
the benefits, by stiffening the drive element piston actuation structure, of integrating multi-
ple piezoelectric material elements spread out beneath the drive element piston rather than
integrating just a single centrally-located material element beneath the piston. These studies
provided the optimal dimensional spacing of the three piezoelectric elements beneath the drive
element piston in the fabricated and experimentally characterized active valve devices presented
in Chapter 9.
Chapter 3 presented the development of a numerical code to model the large deflection
behavior of a thin annular plate structure with rigid central cap under pressure loading. The
work presented in this chapter was based on a finite-difference scheme developed by Su [1]. This
numerical code served as a modeling tool for use in the full active valve non-linear model and
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system simulation presented in Chapter 4. The theory was specifically developed to capture
the non-linear stiffening effects present in the valve membrane structure of the active valve.
The linear plate theory representation that was presented in Chapter 2 is not able to capture
these stiffening effects. A series of valve cap and membrane geometries and pressure loading
scenarios, characteristic of those found and experienced in the final active valve device, was
presented to demonstrate the capabilities of this modeling tool to capture the large deflection
behavior of the structure.
Chapter 4 presented a complete quasi-static structural model of the active valve. This
model was comprised of the linear and non-linear modeling tools presented in Chapters 2 and
3, respectively. An evaluation of the assumptions within the structural model was performed
through a series of comparison studies to a finite-element model of the active valve structure
for a variety of loading scenarios. In addition, the chapter introduced a dynamic simulation
architecture for the valve, which included inertia and damping associated with the drive element
piston and valve cap structural elements. Calculation of the coupled fluid-structure resonant
valve frequency, based on finite-element analyses, was also presented. The predicted resonance
was based on a finite-element model that did not include the added mass of the fluid above the
valve cap and membrane structure. As a result, this model overpredicted the valve resonant
frequency in comparison to experimental results on the fabricated valve devices detailed in
Chapter 9.
Chapter 5 formulated a systematic quasi-static design procedure that can be used to gen-
erate an active valve geometry based on external hydraulic system performance requirements.
This design procedure was based on the modeling tools and simulations developed in Chapters
2, 3, and 4 of the thesis. Additionally, the procedure incorporated the governing fluid flow
relations linking the valve cap motion to the external hydraulic system pressures and enabled
variation of key parameters within the active valve geometry (such as valve membrane thickness
and the number of valve membranes used in parallel) to satisfy predetermined valve membrane
stress limitations. A powerful characteristic of the systematic design procedure is the ability to
monitor the stress at all positions along the valve membrane for any and all potential pressure
loading scenarios experienced by the structure. This enables the designer to very accurately
predict the maximum stress that the valve membrane will experience during its full actuation
cycle as it opens and closes against the fluid orifice. As a check, full system dynamic simulations
were run to validate the goodness of the valve geometry created using the quasi-static design
procedure.
Chapter 6 presented an overview of the fabrication challenges encountered and the solu-
tions implemented in the development of the active valve device. These challenges included the
wafer-level etching of the drive element and valve membrane structures, the wafer-level silicon-
to-silicon and silicon-to-glass bonding operations, preparation and integration of the piezoelec-
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tric material elements with the device, die-level assembly and bonding procedures, and the
filling of degassed fluid within the hydraulic amplification chamber following device assembly.
Additionally, the modeling and design of a micromachined high-resistance fluid channel was
documented that enabled a static bias pressure to be imposed on the hydraulic amplification
chamber without affecting the high-frequency actuation behavior of the active valve device.
Chapter 6 also presented a detailed sub-component testing plan for the active valve struc-
ture. This systematic plan separated the complete active valve structure into manageable sub-
component devices according to the primary challenges previously detailed. The piezoelectric
drive element sub-component study, whose purpose it was to prove the ability to micromachine
the tethered piston structure and integrate bulk piezoelectric material beneath the piston, and
the valve cap and membrane sub-component study, whose objective it was to validate the non-
linear large deflection behavior of the valve membrane structures, were outlined. Additionally,
the full active valve testing plan was outlined.
Chapter 7 presented the experimental results for the piezoelectric drive element sub-
component study. A series of drive element devices was fabricated in an effort to demonstrate
that both standard polycrystalline PZT-5H piezoelectric material as well as higher-strain single-
crystal PZN-PT piezoelectric material could be incorporated beneath micromachined piston
structures. An additonal goal was to demonstrate that devices with three piezoelectric elements
spread out beneath the drive piston could be manufactured in a reliable manner. Quasi-static
high-voltage experimental tests were performed on these devices at a frequency of 15kHz and
dynamic low-voltage frequency tests were carried out between frequencies of 10kHz and 200kHz
to identify modal characteristics.
The results indicated that the procedure formulated in Chapter 6 for integrating piezoelec-
tric material elements, both PZT-5H and PZN-PT, within these micromachined structures is
repeatable. All devices fabricated experienced a tolerance match between the piezoelectric ele-
ments and the surrounding supporting structures within ~1pm, thereby ensuring predictable
"push-up" of the piston structure during assembly. Drive element devices incorporating a single
piezoelectric material beneath the piston experienced modal "i-E" tilting behavior at frequen-
cies as low as 30kHz. Additionally, quasi-static actuation of the devices at 15kHz and lOOOVpp
resulted in a slight tilting of the piston structures as they moved up and down through their
actuation cycles. These tilting effects were attributed to imperfect placement of the piezoelec-
tric element beneath the center of the piston and to non-uniform fillet radius etch profiles,
characterized through microscope measurements, around the etched tether of the piston. Drive
element devices incorporating three piezoelectric material elements experienced negligible tilt-
ing behavior during actuation at 15kHz and lOOOVpp due to the enhanced support of the piston
from below. For these devices, modal behavior was not observed until frequencies in excess of
50kHz. This sub-component study successfully demonstrated the capability to fabricate and
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assemble these component structures for use in full active valve devices.
Chapter 8 presented the experimental results for the valve cap and membrane sub-component
study. A series of valve membrane structures was fabricated and inspected to ensure adequate
fillet radius control at the base of the etched features. Pressure-deflection experiments were car-
ried out for differential pressures across the structure of up to 200kPa in an effort to character-
ize its non-linear large deflection behavior. Theoretical studies, using the non-linear numerical
tools presented in Chapter 3, were carried out to determine deformation and membrane stress
sensitivities to valve membrane thickness and fillet radius size. The experimental valve cap
deflections, in response to pressure loading, were found to correlate within ~ 5% of theorectical
expectations. The valve membranes were deflected sufficiently to impact the valve stop in glass
Layer 6, a condition which results in a predicted membrane stress of 0.65GPa. In these tests,
no membranes fractured. This sub-component study successfully demonstrated the capability
to fabricate the valve cap and membrane structure required in the full active valve device and
verified that this structure behaves as predicted in its non-linear large deflection regime.
Chapter 9 presented the experimental results of the full active valve testing study. The
goals of these experiments were to evaluate the quasi-static and dynamic structural performance
of the active valve device and determine some initial limitations in its ability to regulate fluid
flow against imposed differential pressures. For the purposes of this study, two active valve
devices were built and experimentally characterized. Both devices were proven to successfully
operate as piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification microactuator structures. For applied
piezoelectric voltages up to 600Vpp at 1kHz, these devices demonstrated amplification ratios of
drive element deflection to valve cap deflection of 40x-50x. These amplification ratios correlate
within 5 - 10% of the model expectations. Although valve cap peak-peak deflections for the
applied voltage levels were measured to be 20 - 30% lower than model expectations for the
idealized Ep and d33 piezoelectric material coefficients used in the design optimization chapters
of this thesis, correlation to model results that incorporate modified piezoelectric material
properties based on proper experimental characterization of the material is within 5 - 10%.
Flow regulation experiments proved that this valve structure can successfully regulate fluid
flow at a frequency of 1kHz for valve cap peak-peak displacements of 17pm up to differential
pressures of 260kPa. For this condition, a peak average flow rate through the device of 0.2lmL/s
was obtained under a sinusoidal drive voltage of 500Vpp. Additionally, quasi-static differential
pressure-flow rate curves were measured up to a differential pressure of 210kPa for the full
range of valve cap stroke up to 33pm. The measured flow rates are 10 - 30% lower than those
expected based on the models presented in Chapter 4. The onset of transition and turbulent
flow regimes, which depending on the valve cap opening and the differential pressure could
set the valve cap into self-excited oscillatory motion, was identified for differential pressures in
excess of 210kPa. The nature of the flow behavior (based on Reynolds number) was studied
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for a variety of valve opening situations. The results indicate that these self-excited valve cap
oscillations were most likely a result of a transition flow regime between laminar and turbulence
through the valve orifice structure, a regime which limits the valve operation to relatively low
differential pressures below 350kPa. Overall, though, this piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic
amplification microvalve has been successfully proven to regulate fluid flow through microscale
channels at high frequency.
10.1.2 Thesis Contributions
The results presented in this thesis support the following conclusions, which address the primary
objectives of this research:
1. A piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification microvalve is a viable concept for the
regulation of high differential pressure (> 300kPa) fluid flows at high frequency (> 1kHz),
resulting in significant fluid flow capability.
2. Integration of miniaturized bulk piezoelectric materials (with dimensions less than 1mm
x 1mm x 1mm) within micromachined thin-tethered piston structures is a viable method
for achieving compact high frequency, high force actuation capability in microhydraulic
systems.
3. Linear and non-linear modeling tools for the design of active valve devices, such as this one
which incorporate thin-membrane valve structures, have been developed. These modeling
tools enable accurate monitoring of real-time membrane stress levels at all locations along
the membrane for all potential pressure loading scenarios experienced by the structure.
Although performing short of the original frequency and differential pressure design spec-
ifications set forth at the beginning of this thesis, the demonstrated valve capabilities place
this device superior to any other microvalve presented in the literature (see Chapter 1) for
simultaneously meeting a set of high frequency (1-10kHz), high pressure(0.1-1MPa), and large
stroke (15-40pm) requirements for regulating liquid fluid flows in micro hydraulic systems. It
is the belief of this author that future design iterations could be successful in creating a mi-
crovalve structure that could operate at a frequency of 10-15kHz against differential pressures
approaching IMPa. The following section details further work that could enable this design
goal and addresses the question "What do the results of this thesis mean to the overall future
of high-specific power Micro-Hydraulic Transducer systems?".
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10.2 Recommended Further Work and the Future of MHTs
The results presented in this thesis have identified a number of issues and areas which re-
quire further development and investigation. In this section, these issues will first be organized
into those that are deemed fundamentally critical for the development of the next genera-
tion piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification active valve to meet the high frequency
(>10kHz) and large differential pressure (- 1MPa) requirements set forth at the beginning of
this thesis, and those that are worth investigating as a means to make modest improvements
in device performance and to ease manufacturibility concerns. Once this overall list has been
defined, each of the issues will then be discussed in detail.
Based on the results of this thesis, it is clear that a piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic am-
plification microvalve can be designed, built, and successfully operated to regulate liquid fluid
flows. The valve design experimentally characterized in this thesis, however, fell short of its
operational goals in two primary ways. The first of these shortcomings was the valve's low
1st modal structural frequency (5kHz), which limited valve quasi-static operation frequency to
1-2kHz. Since the original design goal was to operate this valve within an MHT system at
a frequency of at least 10kHz, it can be stated that the valve severely underperformed. This
is a shortcoming that this author believes can be overcome in future design iterations with
more attention given to the important fluid-structural coupling and added mass phenomena
that directly affect the valve's dynamic behavior. The second of these shortcomings was the
unexpected interaction between the valve structure and the fluid flow at differential pressures
in excess of 210kPa. Chapter 9 included a thorough analysis of the related experimental data,
resulting in the conclusion that the unstable self-oscillatory valve cap behavior was most proba-
bly caused by instabilities within the flow regime (such as vortices) as a transition from laminar
to turbulence occurs. Whereas the first shortcoming can be overcome fairly easily within a
redesign effort, this flow-induced instability issue is likely to require significantly more effort
in the future (both in modeling and in detailed experimentation) to better characterize the
fluid flow regimes that occur through these sorts of microvalve orifices and to more accurately
capture interactions between these flow phenomena and adjacent compliant structures (such as
the valve cap and membrane in this active valve design).
The two issues previously discussed are the critical ones which have most severely limited
this active valve to lower than desired performance levels. On the positive side, however, it can
be confidently stated that all of the structural models developed in this thesis for predicting
quasi-static valve performance (Chapters 1-5) were in extremely good correlation with the 1
kHz experimental data presented in Chapter 9. The experimentally characterized valve cap
deflections and valve amplification ratios for the full range of operating voltages were within
5-10% of model expectations, a result which confirms these documented models as important
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tools within future valve design iterations. The additional areas of recommended future work
(in addition to the two major issues discussed above), therefore, fall not within the realm of
active valve structural modeling, but rather within the area of material characterization and
microfabrication. Under the heading of material characterization is, first, the need for better
understanding of single-crystal PZN-PT piezoelectric materials and, second, the need for better
understanding of the stress limitations within etched single-crystal silicon material (especially
SOI wafers). Under the heading of microfabrication are a variety of issues relating to the
manufacturability of this highly-complex, multilayer valve structure.
In summary, the recommended future work is divided into the following sections: (1) a valve
structural redesign phase to enable quasi-static operational frequencies at or above 10kHz, (2)
a major program to characterize the flow regimes through microvalve orifices and to under-
stand the potential impact that this flow behavior has in interacting with adjacent compliant
structures (flow induced structural instabilities), (3) further characterization of the actuation
capabilities of single-crystal piezoelectric materials and the stress limitations of SOI etched
structures, and (4) the re-evaluation of user-intensive microfabrication steps and the develop-
ment of a less complex active valve structure. These sections of recommended future work are
discussed in detail in the following sections.
10.2.1 Redesign for Enhanced Operational Frequency
The modal frequency model correlation studies performed in Chapter 9 identified the hydraulic
amplification chamber geometry as a key contributor to the reduction in frequency of the valve
1st modal frequency. Additionally, it was determined that the added mass of the external
fluid above the valve cap and membrane structure had an important effect in limiting this
frequency as well. A redesign effort should be performed on this active valve to increase its
first modal frequency to within the range of 10-15kHz. The active valve geometry tested
in this thesis incorporated a Layer 6 HAC chamber geometry characterized by a chamber
height of tHAC = 200pm and a series of small dimensioned through-holes and flow channels
(with dimensions as small as 100pm) connecting the lower half of the HAC chamber to the
upper half of the chamber. This intricate geometry was required in order to guarantee the
presence of a rigid motion stop - 16.5pm below the underside of the valve cap. In such closely-
packed structures, inertial coupling between the structural elements and the accelerating fluid
can significantly reduce modal frequencies of the system, as discussed in Chapter 9. The
next generation active valve should incorporate an HAC chamber with reasonable height (ie:
tHAC = 500pm) and without any complex arrangement of holes and channels. The chamber
should be a single simple cylindrical volume defined on its bottom surface by the tethered
piston and on its top surface by the valve cap membrane and top support structure. In this
re-design, no bottom stop would be present, a necessary consequence. Based on experimental
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testing in this thesis, the valve should still operate successfully without this stop present. The
simplification of this chamber geometry will, therefore, minimize the effect of inertia coupling
and allow for a higher 1st modal frequency. One may argue that a larger volume fluid chamber
will increase the compliance of this coupling mechanism between the piston and the valve
membrane, an argument which is true. However, the degree to which performance would be
reduced is negligible compared to the benefit of a higher operating frequency. Additionally, by
incorporating the external fluid above the valve cap and membrane within future finite-element
models, the influence if this added mass can be taken into account in designing a valve to meet
a quasi-static frequency greater than 10kHz.
The modal frequency model correlation study performed in Chapter 9 also presented the
effect of valve membrane thickness on the overall 1st valve modal frequency. It was shown that
an increase in valve membrane thickness from tvm = 6pm to tvm = 10pm would increase the 1st
modal frequency of the active valve from 14kHz to 20kHz (without fluid above valve cap and
membrane). This is based on the fact that, in general, the stiffness of a plate scales with the
cube of its thickness. This stiffening would help to increase the modal frequency, however, it
would require more actuation authority from the drive element portion of the valve. Based on
the tradeoffs documented in Chapter 5 of this thesis, such a tradeoff in frequency for a slightly
larger piezoelectric material volume beneath the piston is worthy of investigation in the next
generation design. Careful attention to the potential deflections and predicted stress levels seen
in this larger thickness membrane during actuation would be required to maintain structural
integrity. In essence, this redesign effort should use the exact modeling tools documented in
Chapter 5 of this thesis, but include a more rigorous modal frequency evaluation during the
process. An additional benefit of a thicker valve membrane would be the potential for reducing
the magnitude of the flow-induced instability (to be discussed in the following section) caused by
the interaction of the fluid flow through the orifice with the adjacent compliant valve membrane.
A significantly stiffer membrane structure might eliminate the severity of this interaction all
together.
10.2.2 Understanding of Flow Induced Structural Instabilities
For the active valve devices experimentally characterized in this thesis, flow-induced structural
vibrations of the valve cap and membrane limited the differential pressure across which the
active valve could regulate flow. Although significant analysis work was performed on the
experimental data containing this instability behavior and although a plausible explanation for
the said behavior was put forth in the conclusions of this thesis, it is believed by the author
that a vast number of fluid flow issues and questions must be further investigated and answered
before the observed phenomena can be understood fully and before the impact on full MHT
systems can be estimated. These issues focus on two major tasks: (1) the characterization
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of the flow behavior through microvalve orifices and (2) the understanding of the interaction
between this flow through microvalve orifices and any adjacent compliant structures. These
tasks are detailed in the following sections.
Flow Characterization Through Microvalve Orifices
The majority of experimental testing on valves for use within microsystems has been done
on macroscale valves. The fluid models used throughout this thesis, in fact, were based on
this method of testing, with the results being accepted at the microscale [2]. In order to fully
understand the flow behavior as the Reynolds number passes from zero to in excess of 10,000
during valve opening and closing, and in particular, to understand the critical nature of the
transition regime between laminar and turbulent flow, microscale valve experiments must be
carried out. These experiments must utilize rigid valve cap structures that are in no way affected
by the fluid flow, and conversely, that do not themselves influence the flow behavior. In this
way, an understanding of vortex formation and flow instabilities can be obtained independent
of adjacent compliant structures. Tests could be performed using many of the microfabricated
layers used for the active valve in this thesis. However, one would need to incorporate a precisely
controlled solenoid or long piezoelectric stack actuator bonded to a rigid valve cap (without an
adjacent compliant membrane) which could be moved upward and downward against the fluid
orifice. It is critical that no compliant structures exist in the region of the orifice flow so that
the resulting flow behavior is solely a function of the orifice geometry and applied operating
conditions. The following experimental tests could be carried out:
1. Slow static valve opening tests, identical to those performed in the instability section of
Chapter 9, whereby the valve cap is lowered from its fully closed position against the valve
orifice over a sufficiently long period of time (~ 10 minutes) to ensure flow behavior for a
static valve opening. The valve cap deflection, flow rate, and dynamic pressure directly
upstream and downstream of the valve cap should be measured and recorded real-time.
Without a compliant structure (ie: the valve membrane) present during this test, an
understanding of the relationships between differential pressure, flow rate, and dynamic
pressure can be obtained and an estimation of the laminar, transition, and turbulent flow
regimes could be carried out.
2. In conjunction with the test described above, flow velocimetry measurement techniques
should be implemented to visualize the flow as it passes through the microvalve orifice.
Vortex shedding and unsteady flow phenomena could be identified in an effort to evaluate
the regions of laminar, transition, and turbulent flow as a function of Reynolds number.
These velocimetry techniques are designed to illuminate and measure particle and surface
motions using infrared wavelengths, taking advantage of the fact that silicon is largely
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transmissive to light with wavelenghts greater than 1pm. Such a system could allow
observation of particles within the flow stream inside of the silicon-based valve orifice mi-
crodevice [3]. By analyzing images using both time-of-flight and phase-locked techniques,
quantitative measurements about the motion of the fluid could be taken.
3. Using both of the above testing methods, valve orifices with varying types of orifice
"sharpness" could be evaluated. The creation of vortices in these microstructures is most
likely enhanced by the sharp expansion that occurs as fluid flows radially outward across
the membrane. Current MEMS fabrication processes limit the degree of "chamfering"
that can be done on corners. It is possible, though, that future microfabrication processes
will be developed to enable smoothing of these types of orifice structures.
With the experiments described above, a thorough characterization of the flow behavior
through microvalve orifices could be obtained, independent from its interaction with adjacent
compliant structures.
Flow-Induced Instabilities of Adjacent Valve Membrane Structure
With a detailed understanding of the flow regimes through microvalve orifice geometries, ex-
periments could be run to evaluate the impact of these flow regimes on the stability of adjacent
compliant valve cap membrane structures. The structures tested could be similar to the full
valves tested in this thesis. The following experimental tests could be carried out:
1. During the slow valve opening tests discussed previously, it would be very useful to capture
instantaneous snapshots (with period ~ 10ms) repeatedly during the full 10 minute long
experimental test. This would require a more sophisticated A/D measurement system
than was used in this thesis, in which low data sampling rates (ie: 10 data points per
second) could be used for the extended period test and much higher sampling rates (ie:
1,000,000 data points per second) could be used for the snapshots. In this manner, during
valve opening, as the valve cap transitions from stable to unstable oscillatory behavior,
these snapshots could capture the nature of this transition behavior.
2. Additionally, during these tests, rather than measuring just the center point of the valve
cap using the laser vibrometer system, it would be informative to scan over the entire
surface of the valve cap. In this manner, tilting motion of the valve cap could be analyzed
as a cause of any unstable flow behavior. Since the valve cap stiffness is minimal for
tilting motions (no net volume change beneath the valve cap occurs), these motions could
easily be caused by unstable flow regions around the valve cap or, conversely, unstable
flow behavior (vortices) could be a result of valve cap tilting. Therefore, measurement of
the valve cap tilting could be informative. The spot size of the laser vibrometer system
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used in this thesis, however, is too large for such a spatial measurement procedure. Micro
laser vibrometer systems could be attempted, however, these systems are typically housed
within microscope stage set-ups, which would limit the ability to incorporate the active
valve test-rig and jig under the lens. Further brainstorming ideas are needed for outfitting
such a small spot size measurement technique.
3. In addition to measuring the whole valve cap motion during this testing, it would also
be beneficial to spatially measure the deformation of the valve cap membrane. In this
manner, the onset of structural oscillations could be matched with estimated flow regime
phenomena. Unfortunately, in the current system, the valve membrane is not in the line
of sight of the vibrometer laser beam, due to the presence of silicon layers above and
below. Velocimetry (to measure the motion of a moving surface) could be a potential
solution, as discussed earlier. Or other sensing methods could be used to measure the
dynamic behavior of the membrane, such as incorporation of piezoresistive material in the
membrane. This method, however, would require significant fabrication complexity and
the need for electrical lead-ins and lead-outs to the membrane, which would only further
increase the complexity of the device assembly and bonding procedures.
4. A further interesting experiment which could be performed on the existing active valve
design would be to reverse the flow direction through the valve orifice and determine if the
same flow-induced vibrations occur. Since in either flow direction the orifice is comprised
of a contraction and an expansion of similar magnitude area ratio, the flow is expected
to behave consistently. The one main difference, however, is that over the compliant
membrane itself, the flow will be experiencing a contraction rather than an expansion, a
difference which might result in less severe formation of vortices. The instability discussion
in Chapter 9, however, did include schematics from the fluid mechanics literature that
indicated similar vorticy fields for both expansion and contraction flow geometries.
A further recommended task would be to develop a theoretical model for the fluid-structural
interaction between this flow behavior and the compliant valve structure, using FEM and CFD
analyses. The major problem with this, however, is that these modeling procedures require user
input for governing flow relations. Since transition regimes between laminar and turbulent flow
are not understood theoretically, there would be no way to instruct these programs on how to
behave. As a result, the models would be only as accurate as the user's understanding of the
flow behavior, which unfortunately is severely limited.
10.2.3 Materials Characterization
In the development of this active valve device, single-crystal ferroelectric material was the
desired material for use due to its enhanced strain capabilities in comparison to the polycrys-
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talline PZT-5H material. The published [4] PZN-PT material properties (d33 = 2000pC/N
and Ep = 9.01GPa) used in the design and optimization chapters of this thesis were found to
overpredict the actual capability of the material based on the experiments detailed in Chapters
7 and 9. As a result, overall valve deflection versus voltage was lower than designed for. More
detailed characterization studies should be performed on this PZN-PT material to better un-
derstand its actuation capabilities under the high voltage and relatively high stress conditions
experienced in these active valve devices. Additionally, further development efforts by the man-
ufacturers of this material to improve its performance characteristics (and maintain consistency
across different batches of material) would enable more reliable design iterations to take place.
In general, this valve design desires a piezoelectric material with as large a d3 3 and as large a
Youngs modulus Ep as possible.
Additionally from a materials standpoint, the reliability of the active valve device and
its capabilities for operating against large pressures and with significant valve cap stroke are
directly affected by the yield stress levels of the etched silicon membranes that form the valve
and the drive piston tethers. Given a value for yield stress (ie: in the design and optimization
section of this thesis a value of 1 GPa was used [5]), the systematic design procedure presented
in Chapter 5 is able to generate an active valve geometry that guarantees a maximum stress
during theoretical operation below this value of yield stress. This assumed limit, therefore,
directly influences the resulting size and dimensions of the active valve device. Further work to
better characterize this yield stress limit (based on defects in the etched structures) or further
work to enhance the strength of these filleted features with possible post DRIE smoothing
procedures would enable more compact valve designs that work at higher stress levels.
10.2.4 Microfabrication Issues
From a fabrication and assembly standpoint, this active valve device is far from a cost-effective
manufacturable entity, primarily due to the extremely intensive Silicon-on-Insulator wafer DRIE
etching steps for Layers 4, 5, and 7. Currently these etch procedures require tight control of
fillet radii dimensions at the base of 300 - 400pm deep etches, a requirement which necessitates
numerous human inspection and handling steps. If etch procedures could be developed that
minimize the depth of this etch so as to improve fillet radius uniformity across a given valve
membrane structure or piston tether, the processing time and human intervention requirements
could be drastically reduced. Additionally, the reliabilities of wafer-level silicon-to-silicon fusion
bonding and silicon-glass anodic bonding are far from optimal at present. Although improve-
ments in yields on a given wafer have occurred over the course of this MHT program at MIT,
further optimization and processing studies could only help to improve wafer yields.
Finally, this active valve device is a 9-layer silicon and glass structure with integrated piezo-
electric material elements. A general philosophy is "the fewer number of layers, the better", as
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long as each of the reduced layers is not substantially increased in complexity. Efforts should be
pursued to redesign this active valve structure to still maintain the required structural elements,
yet do so in such a way that eliminates as many layers as possible. A further improvement to
the device would be to find a way to create a micro-seal between the hydraulic amplification
chamber and the piezoelectric material chamber without the need for solid annular tethered
structures. Limitations exist now in the ability to create very deep, thin and smooth gap etches
in silicon. If such a thin trench could be micromachined and if a relatively compliant polymer
material of some sort could be made to fill that thin gap, then the drive element piston would
be capable of moving up and down in response to the piezoelectric material voltage without
the need for these micromachined annular tethers. Of course, new problems such as electri-
cal contact to the top surface of the piezoelectric materials and the release of a free-standing
piston structure present themselves. Fabrication brainstorming ideas such as these should be
continued in an effort to progress to next-generation valve devices.
10.2.5 Future of MHTs
This chapter has reviewed the performance of the active valve and has outlined a series of
future activities that could be pursued in an effort to improve its performance. In general,
the piezoelectrically-driven hydraulic amplification microvalve documented in this thesis suc-
cessfully outperforms all liquid-regulation active valves previously presented in the literature
(see Chapter 1), in terms of simultaneously satisfying a set of high frequency (- 1kHz), high
pressure (- 300kPa), and large stroke (- 40pm) requirements. In this sense, the development
of the device has been a success. However, the performance limitations observed through de-
vice experimentation indicate that, in order for this valve technology to be successful in the
designed-for high specific power (- 1000O) micropumping applications (MHTs) introduced in
Chapter 1, significant further research and redesign is required. Even with the current lim-
ited active valve capabilities observed in this thesis, however, full MHT micropumping systems
incorporating these valves are estimated to operate with specific powers between 25-30I, atkg'
least an order of magnitude larger than the best micropumping systems (2.5w) presented in
the literature and detailed in Chapter 1. With this future work, it may be possible to realize
an active valve device capable of operating at the desired quasi-static operational frequency
(> 10kHz) and high differential pressure (> 1MPa), enabling it to successfully regulate liquid
flow within the higher specific power MHT systems.
As detailed in this chapter, a structural redesign effort should be pursued, incorporating
updated finite-element models with inertia coupling and external fluid added mass effects, to
achieve a valve design with quasi-static frequency in excess of 10kHz. It is the belief of this
author that, by simplifying the hydraulic amplification chamber geometry, increasing the valve
membrane thickness, and increasing the piezoelectric material volume beneath the drive element
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piston, this frequency enhancement could be readily achieved while maintaining similar stroke
capability. However, this guarantees only that the structure can successfully operate as a high-
frequency microactuator against a constant external loading. It is the differential pressure
applied to the device, and the resulting fluid flow through the valve orifice structure that will
most likely limit the flow regulation capability of the structure, as observed in this thesis. The
future work to more comprehensively understand the fluid flow regimes through these small scale
orifice structures and, more importantly, the interaction of this flow with the adjacent compliant
valve membrane structure is, therefore, of vital importance to the success of higher-performing
valve devices for use in MHT systems. It is quite possible that by increasing the valve membrane
thickness, as discussed in this chapter, the valve flow-induced structural oscillations could be
significantly reduced. However, this hypothesis can only be proven through the detailed fluid-
structural coupling models and experimental procedures recommended in this chapter. It is,
therefore, the belief of this author that this microvalve device can be successfully redesigned to
meet the structural high frequency requirements for use in high specific power MHT systems.
What is unknown in this stage of the research, however, is the expected nature of fluid-structural
interaction and corresponding flow-induced vibrations of the valve cap and membrane at these
higher drive frequency levels and higher differential pressures. Future research must address
these issues.
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Appendix A
Support Documentation for
Valve Linear Model
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Active
A.1 ChapterExample.mws
File: ChapterExample.mws
David C. Roberts
This file calculates the linear deflection and swept volume of an annular plate with outer
radius a and inner radius b. There is an applied pressure P from inner radius b to
outer radius a. The plate is guided at r=b and clamped at r=a. This problem is included
in the modeling chapter as a demonstration example of how this linear theory is carried
out. The pressure P serves to deflect the plate in the positive direction. These calculations
include deflections due to bending and shearing effects, since the plate thickness is not
. necessarily << than the plate outer radius.[ > restart;
> Digits:=40;
L Digits := 40
Calculate Deflection, Swept Volume Due to BENDING
Define Governing Plate Bending Equation and Shear Force
> egn:='diff(1/r*diff(r*diff(w(r),r),r),r)=Q(r)/D';
r r wR (r) Q/-
eqn:= cr- r 
-
Shear force in terms of P:
> Q (r) := P*Pi* (r^2-b^2) /(2*Pi*r );
I P (r2 - b
2 )
2 r
Integrate the Governing Plate Bending Equation
[ Calculate the deflection, wbending(r), due to bending:
> Q1(r):=(int(Q(r)/D,r)+C1)*r;
Q2(r):=(int(Q1(r),r)+C2)/r;
wbending(r) :=int(Q2 (r) ,r)+C3;
QI(r)- lPr 2 Pb2 ln(r) + 1Q1r)=4 D 2 D +Cr
I Pr' I Pb2r ln(r) I Pb2 r2 I
- +- +-Clr2+C216 D 4 D 8 D 2Q2(r).:
r
I Pr4  1 Pb2 r ln(r) 1 Pb2r2 1
w bending( r) :^-- 4 _ _ . I D+ C1 r + C2 ln(r)+ C364 D 8 D 8 D 4
Apply BCs and Solve for Wbending(r)
> BC1:=subsl(r-al),wbending(r))=O;
Ps
4 
: Pb 
2
-- l-a) P +ba - 1 ,'+C2n(a)+C3 0C64 D 8 D 8 D 4
> BC2:=subs({r=a} ,diff (wbending(r) ,r))=0;
I Pa
3  
I Pbana 2 ba 1 C
BC2:= - a ln(a) + + Cl a+ =016 D 4 D 8 D 2 a
> BC3:csubsl({r=b),diff (w bending(r) ,r))=0;;
3 Pb - P b ln(b) 1 bC2
BC'3 .- - +-CI b+-=016 D 4 D 2 b
E > Setl:=solve({BC1,BC2,BC3), (C1,C2,C3)):
[ Determine the general expression for plate deflection, W-bending(r):
> W bending(r) :=collect(subs (Setl,wbending(r)) ,(D,P));
Page 1
ChapterExample.mws: Page 1 of 3
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2 1 (-a4+4 ba 2 ln(a)-2 b2 a+ 3 h4 -4 b ln(b)) r2W bending(r):= ''-r -r ___n___r)+-__________r____-
Ine 64 b 8 32 -a'+ b
2
b2 (a - b '+4b2 1 j ln(r)
16a16 -a' + b2
I a(a
4 
-4 2 n(a)-3 b2 a2+2 b4 +8 b ln(b)+ b hta) -4 b" n(a) - 16 b4 In(a) In(b)) D
L 64 __02+ b2
E Determine the plate deflection at r=b. This is denoted Wb-bending.
> Ub_banding:=collect (simplify (subs ({rb} ,bending (r) )),{D, P));
Wbbending :=- b a- 3 b' - 4 b4 In(b) a -5 b2 a4 + 4 b4 a2 In(a)+ 4 b a' ln(b) + 16 b4 a2 ln(b) In + a"
64 a
-4 a4 b2 In(a) + 16 a2 b 4 1(a )2 - 16 2 )) n(a) ln(b)JP (D (-a2+b 2
Calculate Swept Volume, dVXbending, Due to Bending
E This is the swept volume under only the plate. The swept volume from r=0 to r=b must also be considered.
> dV bending:=collect(simplifylint(2*Pi*r*W_ ending(r) ,r=b. .a)) ,{PiD,P);
dVlbending := I Pn -as + ) ab 2 -24 a4 b4 - 48 ab 4 ln( ln(a )+ 24 a4 b4 b -48 aa b ln(a)2
+48 a
4 
b In(a) In(b) + 22 bh a2 - 7 b'+ 48 b 6 a2 1n(b) 1n -) 24 b'a 2 nb + 48 b' a2 ln(a) 2 -48 be a2 1n(a) 1n(b)
Calculate Deflection, Swept Volume Due to SHEARING
Define Governing Plate Shearing Equation and Integrate
> eqn2:='diff(w(r) ,r)=-alpha*Q(r)/G/h';
a aQ(r)
en2:=yw(r)= Gh
C Calculate the deflection, W shearing, due to shear effects (shear coefficient, alpha=1.5):
> w shearing (r) :=int(-alpha*Q(r)/G/h ,r)+C4;
Sa Pr' 1 a Pb 2 ln(r)
wshearing(r) :=-- + +C4
4 Gh 2 Gh
Apply BC and Solve for W_shearing(r)
> C4:=subs ({r=a} ,wshearing(r))=0;
I I tPa I x P b' ln(a)
BC4:=- +- +C4=O
L 4 Gh 2 Gh
[ > Set2:=solve({fBC4),(C4)):
> W shearing(r) :=subs(Set2, wshearing (r)b)b;
IaPr2 +aPb2ln(r) r i P(-a2+22 ln(a))
4 Gh 2 Gh 4 Gh
E Determine the plate deflection at r=b. This is denoted Wbshearing.
> Wb shearing:=collect (simplify(subs (Ir=b ),W shearing(r) j) ,P});
f I a P (b -2 b2 In(b) - a2+ 2 b2 In(a))
Whshearing := 4 Gh
Page 2
ChapterExample.mws: Page 2 of 3
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Calculate Swept Volume Due to Shearing, dV-shearing
> dV shearing:=collect(simplify(int(2*Pi*r*W shsaring(r) ,r-b. a)), (P));
I 7cP (a -4b2ao2+3b 4- 4b 4In(b)+4b4 in(a))
dV seanng . 8 Gh
Total Deflection and Swept Volume
[ Sum the deflections due to bending and shear into the total plate deflection at r=b, Wb:
> Wb:=collect (bbending + Wb shearing, {P)) ;
Wb :=(- (7 4 a - 3'-4 b4 ln(b) - 5/b2 +4 b4 a2 In(a)+4 b a4 ln(b)+ 16 b4 a2 In(b) 4b + a 2
-4a
4 b2 )n(a) _ 16 a2 b n( )2 16a2b4l In( b) )/(D (a2 + b 2)) - a (b2 - 2 b 2 In(b)-a2+26b2 I )
4 Gil
E Sum the displaced volumes due to bending and shear into the total displaced volume, dV:
> dV:;=collect (dV_bending+dV_shearing,(P));
44 6 4h
dV:= ( 192 -a+10a b'-24a , b-48 )a b In( . -48 .4 b' ln(a)2+48 a4 ba 4n(a) n(b)
+22 b' a -7 b'+48 6 a2 In(b)In b 2 4 baln )+ 4 8 b' In(a)2-48 b6a2n(a)n(b) /(D (a+b2))
I 2ta(a -4b a+3b'-4b4 In(b)+4b41n(a))J
8 Gh)
Substitution of Example Values
> lbEXAMPLE:=evalf (subs ({alpha=1.5,a=3.15e-3,b=O.80e-3,E=165e9,nu=O.22,h=1000e-6),subs(
Pz1e6,DE**h3/ (12* (1-nu^2)) ,G=E/2/(1+nu),)));
W6_EX4MPLE:= .986574732573098211629339004226204575890 10-7
> dVEXAMPLE:=evalf(sub ((alpha1.,a3.15e-3,bO.8e-3,E=165e9,nu=0.22,h=1000e-6},subs(P
=1.6 ,D=E*h^3/ (12* (1-nu^2) ) ,CE/2/ (1+nu) ,dV) ) ) ;
dV EXA MPLE :=.1320442285992528857571432424955844654522 10-"
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A.2 FullActiveValve(LINEAR).mws [see Section 2.4]
File: FullActiveValve(LINEAR).mws
David C. Roberts
This file solves the linear valve analytical model described in Chapter 2 of thesis. The inputs are P1, P2, and Vp.
The valve behavior is calculated.
> restart;
[ > Digitn:=40;
> DD ig its := 4 0
Step 1: Define Linear Quasi-Static Relations
Piezoelectric Material
( This relation assumes perfect d33 actuation (no effect of transverse clamping).
> EQN1 := Z[p] = d[33]*V[p] - (L[p/E[p])*T[pI;
L T
EQN1 :Z=d V -
E This relation determines the piezo charge.
> EQN2 := Q[p] = (T133]*A[pj/L[p])*V[p] + (d[33]*A(p])*T[p];
eTy3A AV 0EQN2 :=Q,= L +d, A, T
L
Bottom Stuctural Compliance
E Circular plate with stress imposed over central region.
[> EQN3 := Z[bot] = (Xi[Zbot,T]) * T pZ;
EQN3 := Z, = EzZ, r T,
Drive Element Tethers
> EQ4 :- Z[to] =
(Xi[tatop,F]*Xi[Ztebot,F])/(Xi[Ztetop,F]+Xi[Ztebot,F])*(Alp)*T[p]-Apis]*P[HAC]) -
(Xi[Ztetop,P]*Xi[Ztebot,P])/(Xi[Ztetop,P+Xi[Ztebot,P])*P[HAC];
EQN4:=Z0 = Z5 00opF 0Z 0eb(,F T s-A C etop,P Z1ebot, P 
t
HAC
Zietop, F + Zeb.,, F Z"',o, 1, - ZWebo P
> E5 := dV[ta3 =
(Xi fdVtotop,F] *Xi[Ztebot,FI) / (Xi[Ztetop,F1+Xi[Ztebot,F)* (Alp] *T(p] -A[pis]*P[HAC]) -
(Xi[dVtetop, P]*Xi[dVtobot,P]) /(Xi[dVtetop,P3+Xi[dVtobot,P)*P[iHAC] + A[pis]*Z[to];
EQN5:=d dVo, F Z 74, F p - puHAC dFeop.PdVeo,P 00 p sZ,
Z. 7 , F AZSe . F dleo1., P + dVs,,eb, P
Drive Element Piston
> EQN6 := Zlpis] = Xi[zpis,T]*T[p] - Xi[Zpis,Pj*P[HAC];
EQN6 :Za = T,,7  -z PHAlc
[> EQ7 :=dV[pial Xi[dypis,T]*Tp] - Xi[dVpis,P*P[HAC;
EQN7:=dV = R T -E P
Fluid Compressibility
> EQNS := dV[fluid] = -(V[HAC]/Xtf])*(P[HAC]);
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VHAC PHACLL EQN8:=dVJI=d-
Top Structural Compliance
[> EQN9 :Ztop] = Xi[Ztop,P]*P[HAC] + Xi[Ztop,F]*Fvm];
EQN9:=ZP + F
S[>EQN10 dV[top] = XijdVtop,P*P[HAC + Xi[dVtop,F*F[vm] + A[vm]*Zltop];
EQNJ:=d", = dVI.P PHAC+ 'SdVp,FF . +A_ Z,4[> EQN11 F[vml = (Ajvm]-Ajvc)*(P[HAC]-Pl2]) + A[vc]*(P[HAC]-p[1]l);
EQNV1:= F .=(A, -A,,)(P,,c-1:) + A,-(P,,,- P,)
Valve Cap/Membrane
Note: I have included the contribution to valve cap deflection due to top chamber deflection.
The corresponding volume contribution is already included in the Top Structural Compliance
section.[> EQN12 Z[vc] = Xi[Zvc,P]*(P[HACj-P[2]) + Xi[Zvc,F]*F[vc] + Z[top];
EQN12 :=Z,= EP(PC- P) + EZ, F +Z
> EQN13 := dV[vm] XijdVvm,P]*(P[HkC]-P[2]) + XildVvm,F]*Fjvc] + A[vc]*Z[vc];
EQNI3:=dV, = dV-P(PC 2)+z F +A_ Z[> EQN14 F[vc] = (P[HAC]-P[1])*A[vc];
EQN14:= F- = A, (PHAc -P,
Deflection, Swept Volume Conservation
C All structural deflections and swept volumes are defined to be positive in the upward direction.[> EQN15 : Z[p] + Z[bot] = Z[to] + Z[pis];
EQN5:=Z,+Z,=Z, +Z.
> EQN16 :0 = dV[te] + dV[pis] + dV[fluid] - dV[top] - dV[vm];
EQN16:=0=dV +dV. +d§7 .1 - dV dV
Other Relations
L Variables as functions of other variables.[> EQN17 := a[de] = Z[te] + Z[pisl;[ EQNI7= : Z =Z+ Z.
Step 2: Define Geometric/Material Parameters
C Geometric Parameters:[> R [vc] :=0.31*-3: R[vm]:=0.80-3: t[vm] :=10*-6: A[vc] :=Pi*R [vc^2: A[vml :=Pi*R[vm]^2:
t[vc]:=400.-6:
> Ljp]:=le-3: Rjp]:=le-3: Ajp]:=Pi*R[p]^2:[> Rtpis]:=3e-3: R[ch]:=3.225e-3: tipisl:=800.-6: t[topteo:=10e-6: t[bott.]:=106-6:
Ajpia]:=Pi*Rjpis]^2:
> t[botl:=10000-6:
> H[AC] :400e-6: V[HAC] :-Pi*Rlch]^2*H[HAC] + Pi*(R[vm]^2-R[vc]^2)*t[vc];
> titop]:=10000-6:
Material Parameters:
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> d[33] :=2000e-12: &D[33] :=16.4e-12: &8[33] :=111.-12: Zip] :=1/sE[33]:
.T133]:=d[33]^2/(sE[33]-sD[33]): E[si]:=165*9: nu[si]:=0.22: Klf]:=2e9: alpha[si]:=1.25:
Step 3: Calculate Linear Plate Coefficients
Bottom Stuctural Compliance
Circular plate clamped at outer radius (r=a) with stress imposed over central region (r=O to r=b).
Positive deflection is upward, whereas positive stress acts downward. This relation includes
bending and shearing effects, see BottomChamberPlate(WORST).mws.
> .qn:='diff(1/r*diff(r*diff(Z(r),r) ,r) ,r)=Q(r)/D':
> g_0b(r) :.-Tp*Pi*r^2/(2*Pi*r):
> Ql(r) :=(int(Q_b(r)/D,r)+C1)*r:
Q2(r) :(int(Ql (r) ,r))/r:
ZbotOb bQnding(r):=int(Q2 (r) ,r)+C3:
> BCI:=subs({r=b),ZbotOb-bending(r))=Zb bending:
> BC2 :=subs ({r=b) ,diff (Zbot_Ob_bending (r) ,r) ) =dZbbending:[> BC3:=subs({r=b),diff (diff (ZbotGb banding(r) ,r) ,r) +
nu/r*diff (ZbotGb bending (r) , r) )=d2Zb bending:
> .qn:-'diff(1/r*diff(r*diff(Z(r),r),r) ,r)=Q(r)/D':
> Q ba(r) :=-Tp*Pi*b^2/(2*Pi*r):
> Q1(r) :=(int (Q_ba (r) /D,r)+C4) *r:
Q2(r) :=(int(Ql (r) ,r)+C5)/r:
Zbot-ba_bnding(r):=int(Q2(r),r)+C6:
> aC4:=suba ({r=a}, Zbotba bending (r))=0:
> CS:=subs(r-a),diff (Zbot babonding(r) ,r) )0:
> 5C6:-subs { r-b) , Zbot babonding (r) )=Zbbending:
> BC7:=subs ((r=b),diff (Zbot ba bending (r) ,r) )=dZb_bonding:[> BCS:=subs (r=b} , diff (diff (zbot baebending (r) , r) , r) +
nu/r*diff (Zhot_ba bending (r) ,r) )=d2Zb-bending :[> Setl:=solve ({BC1,BC2,BC3,BC4,BC5,BC6,3C7,BC8 , {C1,3,C4,C5,C6,Zb-bending,dzbbending,d
2Zbbonding)):
> Zbot Ob BENDING(r) :=collect(subs (Set,ZbotGb_bnding(r)) ,{D,Tp)):
> Zbot_ba_BENDING (r) :=collect (subs (Setl, Zbot-ba bending (r) ) ,{D, P}) :
> dVbotOb_BENDING:=collect(simplify (int (2*Pi*r*ZbotObBENDING(r) ,r=..b) ) ,Tp)):
> dVbot_beBENDING:=collect (simplify (int (2*Pi*r*ZbotbaBENDINGG(r) ,r=b. .e)) , {Tp}):
> eqn4:='diff (Z (r) ,r)=-alpha*Q(r) /G/h':
> Zbot _b shearing (r) :=int(-alpha*Q_Ob(r)/G/h,r)+C7:
> Bc9:=suba ((r=b), ZbotOb shearing(r) )=Zb shearing:
> eqn4:='diff(Z(r) ,r)=-alpha*Q_(r)/G/h':
> Zbot be shearing(r) :=int(-alpha*Qba(r)/G/h,r)+C8:
> BC10:=subs{rea} ,Zbot-bashearing(r))=O:
> BC11:=subs ({r=b), Zbot be shearing (r) )=Zb_shearing:
> Set2:=solve ((BC9,BC10,BC11), {C7,C8,Zb-shearing}) :
> ZbotOb SHEARING (r) :=collect (subs (Set2, ZbotObshearing (r) ) (D, Tp}p):
> Zbot_ba_SHEAING (r) :=collect (subs (Set2, Zbot_baLshearing (r) ) (D, Tp)):
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[ > dVbot ObSHEARING:=collect(simplify(int(2*Pi*r*Zbot_bSHEARING(r) ,r=O. .b)) ,{Tp})
> dVbotba_SHEARING:=collct (simplify(int (2*Pi*r*Zbotba_SHEARING(r) ,r=b. .a)) ,{Tp}):
> ZbotOb(r) :=collect (ZbotObBENDING(r) + Zbot_Ob_SHEARING(r), (Tp)):
[ > Sbot_ba(r) :=collect(Zbota_BENDING(r) + ZbotbaSHEARING(r) ,{Tp}) :
> dVbot:=collect (dVbotObBENDING + 
dVot ba_BENDING + dVbot_Ob_SEARING 
+
dVbot -ba_-SHEARING, {Tp}) 
:
> Xi Zbot,Tj :=subs ({r=O,Tp=} ,ZbotOb(r));
Xi[Zbot,T] :=evalf (subs({a=RIch] ,b=R[p] ,alpha=alpha[si ,h=t[bot ,D=E[si]*t[bot]^3/ (12*
1-nu[Si]^2)) ,G=E[ai]/(2*(1+nu[ai]))},Xi[Zbot,T]));
W2 -3 W2+4a
2
+4bI b
7 1 4a -(-2 ln(b)+2ln(a))
zhT 64 D 4 Gh
L:- -.5212199372749083675326231687472284135238 10-1
Drive Element Tethers
TOP TETHER
Annular plate clamped at outer radius (r--a) and guided at inner radius (r-b) with pressure applied
downward over tether and concentrated force applied upward at inner radius (r=b). These relations
include bending effects only, see TetherTop2.mws.[ > *qn:= diff (1/r*diff (r*diff (Z (r) , r) , r) , r)=Q (r) /D:
> Q(r) :=F[topte./(2*Pi*r) - PHAC*Pi*(r^2-b^2)/(2*Pi*r):
> Q1(r):=(int(Q(r)/D,r)+C1)*r:
Q2(r) :=(int(Q1(r) ,r)+C2)/r:
Ztetherl banding (r) :=expand (int (Q2 (r) , r) +C3) :
> BC1:=subs ({ra} Zttherl bending(r))=O:
> BC2:=subs ({r=a) , diff (Ztetherlbonding (r) , r) )=0:
E > BC3:=subs ({r=b),diff (Ztetherl bending (r) ,r))=0:
> Setl:=solve((BC1,BC2,BC3) , (C1,C2,C3)):
> Ztetherl BENDING (r) :=collect (subs (Setl, Ztetherl bnding (r) , (F [ topte] , D, PHAC):
> Ztetherl:=collect (simplify (subs ({rb} , ZtetherlBENDING (r) ), (F topte I , D, PAC ):[> dVtetherlBENDING:=collect (simplify (int (2*Pi*r*Ztether_BENDING(r) ,r=b .a)) , {Pi,F topt
e] ,D,PHAC}) :
> Xi[Ztetop,F] := subs lPHAC=0, Ftopte]=1),Ztetherl);
Xi [Etetop,F] :=evalf (subs ({a=Rjch,b=R [pis] ,h=t[topta] ,D=E [sil*t [topte]^3/ (12* (1-nu[si]
^ 2)))}, Xi [Ztstop, F] )) ;
8 b2a2-4b4 + 16b'a2n t njt(h)-4a4+ 16a2ln(a)2b- 16 a2n(a) b2ln(b)
Zk F' 64 TE(.2_- 2) D
ZIcP',F :=.3358560090822692575226480248142747504821 10
> Xi[Ztetop,pl := -subs ({PHAC=1,Fltopte]=0}, Ztether1) ;
Xi [Ztetop,P] :=evalf (subs ({a=R [ch],b=R (pis], h=ttopt] , D=E [si]*t[topte]^3/ (12* (1-nu a[i]
^2))),Xi[Ztetop,Pj));
7 -3 bb
4
r ;rbti5 a
4 
2+4b4. aln(a)-4nb n(b)a2+4 a n(b)+ 16 bs 2n(b) In
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+ ica6 -- 4 na4 WZ In(a )+ 1671 a' ln(a )2 b 16 n a' In(a ) b4 In( b) (K ( a' - bW) D)
:= .7246716855091782654098385470407258607940 10"
> Xi[dVtetop,F] := subs ((PtAC=0,F[topte]=l},dVtetherBEING) ;
Xi[dVtotop,F] :=evalf (subs ({a=dR[ch] ,b=Rjpis] ,h-t [toptel ,DZ [ai] *t[topts] ^3/ (12* (1-nu Isi
1^2)) ),Xi[dVtetop,F]));
12PF lb4 2 42 36 12 4 2 4 
+48a ln(a)b2 +48ua4 b n(ln(a)-48 a4 ln(a)b2ln(b)+ W5a4b+48a2 n(a)b4n(b)-48b4a2lrn jn(b)
- 48 al In(a )2 b4 - 21 b4 a2 + 12 b4 a' ln(a) + 9 b (a'- Wb2) D)
.7246716855091782654098385470406784 10'
> Xi[dVtetop,P] := -subs({PHAC=l,Ftopte]=0},dVtetherl_BENDING);
Xi [dVtetop, P1: =evalf (subs ({a=Rjch] ,bR[pis] ,ht [topte],D=E [ci] *t[topt.] ^3/ (12* (1-nu [si
j^2))),Xi[dVtetop,P]));
=I( 1 4b
2 
14-L) I a' - 4 4t~~hl~) 8b 184  24 4 1
,,,:= 19 24 n n(a)b4n(b)+48a4 441)Ijn(a)+48a41n(a) b -24 a' 6 I a
+24a 4b 4- 10a' 2 -48baln In(b)-48a 2 l(a) 2 b'+48alIn(a)b'n(b)+7b'-22b'a - (
( W-b)D)
"d5p 4,: 167201432769502550166989841 1677512555127 10'
BOTTOM TETHER
Annular plate clamped at outer radius (r-a) and guided at inner radius (r=b) with concentrated
force applied upward at inner radius (r=b) and pressure over annulus. These relations include
bending effects only, see TetherBottom3.mws.
(> egn:-' diff (l/r*diff (r*diff (Z (r) ,r) ,r) ,r)-Q (r) /D' :
( > Q(r):=F[botte]/(2*Pi*r) - PHAC*Pi*(r^2-b^2)/(2*Pi*r):
> Q(r) :=(int(Q(r)/D,r)+Cl)*r:
Q2(r) :=(int(Ql(r) ,r)+C2)/r:
Ztether2 bending(r):aexpand(int(Q2(r),r)+C3):
[ > BC:=subs(r-a} ,Ztether2_bending(r) )=O:
> BC2: subs({r=a),diff (Ztether2_bending (r) ,r))=0:
L> BC3:=subs ((r=b}, diff (tethr2bending (r) ,r) )=O:[ > Set1:ssolve({BC1,BC2,BC3),{Cl,C2,C3)):
> Etethr2_SEDING(r) :=collect (subs (Setl, Ztother2_bending (r) ) ,{F[botte] ,DPPAC)):
> Ztethor2:=collact (simplify (subs ((r=b} , Ztether2_BENDING (r)) ) , (F [botte] ,D, PHAC)).[> dvtether2_BEDING: =collect (simplify (int (2*Pi*r*Ztthr2_BENDING (r) ,r=b. .a)) (Pi,F [bott
e. ,D,PtAC}):
> Xi[Ztebot,F] := subs({PHAC=O,F botte]=1),Ztether2);
Xi[Ztebot,F]:=evalf (subs ({a=R[ch] ,b=Rlpis],h=t[botte],D=E jsi] *t [botte] ^3/ (12* (1-nu(si]
^2)) ),Ki[Ztebot,Fj)));
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8 -a' 4 b+ l6b al lIn( b) - 4 a+ 16 a 'n(a)' b2 - 16 a2 In(a) b ln(b)
'10-642. tr(a2 -b 2)D
EZ,,ebtF:= .3358560090822692575226480248142747504821 IO4
> Xi[Ztebot,P] : -subs ({PAC=1,F[botta]=0},Ztether2) ;
Xi(Ztebot,P] :=ovalf (subs( {a=R[ch] ,b=R[pis) ,h=tbottej ,D=Rsi]*tlbotte)^3/(12*(1-nu[si]
^2))},Xi[Ztebot,P]));
z, 7b4a2-3nb 
-5ta
4b2 +4ab'aln(a)-4 n eIn(b)a2 +4nb 2 a41n(b)+ 16nb4a2ln(b)ln7Z,~b aP :=64( n '- ca b 2,~)4L
+ iza
6
-4 7ra
4
b
2 
In(a)+ 16 na 2 n(a) 2 b4 _ 16ta2ln(a) hb ln(b) (A (a'- h) D)
.7246716855091782654098385470407258607940 10-
> Xi ditabot,F] := subs ((PHAC=0,F[botte]=1),dVtether2_EHDlNG);
Xi[dVtebot,F] :=evalf (subs ({a=R[ch] ,b=R[pis] ,h=t[botts] ,D=E [si]*t[botts] ^3/ (12* (1-nu[si
1^2)) },Xi[dVtubot,F])) ;
I -12be In(b) a'+ 24 ba4L)'.- 3 + 124a62 l~-1261b na -2 4b
+48a In(a)2 b2 + 48 a4 b In In(a )4a4 In(a ) b In(b) + 15 a4 + 48 a2 ln(a ) b4 In(b) 48 b4 a I In()
-48 a'ln(a)2 b4-21 b4a2+ 126 a n(a)+9b h6 ((a-b2)D)
:= 7246716855091782654098385470406784 10-11
> Xi[dVtebot,P] := -subs ((PHAC=1,F[bott]=O),dVtother2_BENDING);
Xi[dVtebot,P] :=.valf (subs ((aR[ch] ,b=R[pis] ,h=t[botts] ,D=E[si]*t[bott.]^3/(12*(1-nu[si
(^2)) },Xi[dVtsbot,P]));
... L(2 6 2 8 8 +a 448 4 2 t24"" i + a - 4 a l(a)6 b4 n(b)+48 a4641n In(a)+ 48 a (n(a) b -24a' 6 I
+ 24 a 4 - l0a b2 - 48 b', aL In(b) - 48 a 2 In(a)2 b+ 48 a' In(a) b' In(6)+7 b'- 22 b6 a )i
(a2 - 2) D)
16720143276950255016698984116775125S5127 104
Drive Element Piston (More Compliant: Hinged Outer Circumference)
Circular plate hinged at outer radius (r-=a) with pressure acting downward over entire plate
(from r=0 to r-a) and stress acting upward in central region (from r-0 to r-b). Positive plate
deflection is defined in the upward direction. These relations include bending and shearing
effects, see Piston(WORST).mws.
> eqn:=' diff (1/r*diff (r*diff (Z (r) ,r) , r) , r)=Q (r) /D':
> QOb(r) :=(Tp-PHAC)*Pi*r^2/(2*Pi*r):
> Q1(r) :=(int(QQb(r)/D,r)+C1)*r:
Q2(r):=(int(Q1(r),r))/r:
Zpisob_bending (r) :=in t (Q2 (r) , r)+C3:
> BC1: =subs ( r=b} , ZpisObbending (r) ) =Zbbending:
> BC2:=subs ((r=b},diff (Zpis Ob bending (r) ,r) )=dZb bending:
> BC3:=subs ({r=b) ,diff (diff (ZpiS_0 bsbnding (r) ,r) ,r) +
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L nu/r*diff(ZpisOb bending(r) ,r))=d2Zb_bending:[ > eqn:='diff(l/r*diff(r*diff(Z(r),r) ,r) ,r)=Q(r)/D':
C > Q-ba(r) :=Tp*Pi*b^2/ (2*Pi*r) - PHAC*Pi*r^2/ (2*Pi*r):
> Ql(r) :=(int (Q._ba(r) /D,r)+C4)*r:
Q2(r) :=(int(Q1(r) ,r)+C5)/r:
Epic ba bending(r) :=int(Q2 (r) ,r)+C6:
[ > 8C4:=subs({r=a},Zpishbaebanding(r))=O:[> BC5:=subs ({ r=a) , diff (diff (Zpie-ba-bending (r) ,r),r) +
nu/r*diff (Zpis ba bending (r) ,r)) 0:
C> BCS: =subs {{r=b) , Epia ba bending (r)) =Zb bending:
> BC7:=subs ((r=b),diff (Zpisba bending (r) , r) =dfb_bending:[> SC:=subs({r=b ,diff (diff (Zpisba bending(r) ,r) ,r) +
nu/r*diff (Epis ba bending (r) ,r) )=d2Zb bending:[> Setl:=solve ({BC1, BC2,BC3,BC4,BC5,BC6, BC7,BCO) ,C1,C3,C4, C5,C6, Zb-bending, dZb_bnding, d
2Zb bending)):
C> Epis_0b_BENDING (r) :=collect (subs (Setl, ZpisObbending (r)) , D,Tp, PHAC)):
[> Zpis baBENDING(r) :=collect(subs(Setl,Zpis babending(r)) ,{D,Tp,PRAC)):
C > dVpisObBENDING:=collect (simplify (int (2*Pi*r*ZpizObBENDING (r) , r=O. .b)) , {Tp,PHAC)):[ > dVpisbaBENDING:=collect (simplify (int (2*Pi*r*Epis ba_BENDING (r) , r=b. .a) ) , {Tp, PHAC)):
C> eqn4:= diff (Z (r) , r)--alpha*Q_ (r) /G/h ' :
> ZpisO shearing(r) :=int(-alpha*Q_Ob(r) /G/h,r)+C7:
£ > 3C9:=subs ({r=b) , EpisOba9hearing (r) )=Zbshearing:[ > eqn4:='diff(Z(r) ,r)=-alpha*Q_(r)/G/h':
[> Zpis bashearing (r) : -int (-alpha*Q ba (r) /G/h, r)+CO:
[ > BC10:=subs({r=a) ,Episbaeshearing(r))=:
C > BC11:=subs ((r=b}, Episba shearing (r)) -=bshearing:
£ > Set2: =solve ((BC9,BC10,BC11}, {C7,CS, Mb shearing}) :
(> ZpisOb SHEARING(r) :=collect(subs (Set2,ZpisOb_shearing(r)) ,{D,Tp, PHAC)):
> Episba_SHEAPING (r) :=collect (subs (Set2, Zpis-ba-shearing (r)) , (D,Tp, PAC}):[> dVpis_Ob_SHEABING:=collect (simplify (int (2*Pi*r*ZpisOb_SHEARING (r) , =0. .b) )(TP, PAC))
[> dVpis baSHEARING:=collect(simplify(int(2*Pi*r*ZpisbaSHEARING(r) ,rb. .a)) (Tp,PRAC})
( > ZpisOb(r) :=collect (EpisObBENDING (r) + EpisOb_SHEARING(r),Tp,PHAC)):
C > Zpisba(r) :=collect(EpisbaBENDING(r) + Epis ba SHEARING(r) ,(Tp,PHAC}):[ > Zpis_0:=subs({r=O},collect(EpisOb_BENDING(r) + Zpis_ObSHARING(r) ,(Tp,PHAC))):
[> dVpist:=collect (simplify (dVpisOh BENDIG + dVpis_ba_BENDING + dVpisOb_SHEA.ING +
dVpisba_SHEARING),{Tp,PAC)):
> Xil[Zpis,T] := subs({PHAC=O,Tp=1),Zpis_0);
Xil[Zpis,TI :=evalf(subs((a=R [pis] ,b=R[p] ,nu=nu[si] ,alpha=alpha[si] ,h=t(pis] ,D=E si]*t[
pis] ^ 3/ (12* (1-nulsi] ^ 2)),G=E [si / (2* (1+nu [si])) ), Xil [Zpis,Tl)) ;
-7 b+ 12 1a2+4vba -3v b+41 bb4+41 h4vb 2
Va) a ) 1 a(-b2+2b In(b)-2 In(a)b2)
Zps, T 64 (1+v)D 4 G h
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L : 1966050071415440953131270457581058060173 10-2
> Xil[Zpis, P) -subs ({PHAC=1, Tp=O) , Zpis_0) ;
Xil [Zpis,P] :=.valf (subs ({a=R [pis] ,b=R[p] ,nunu[ai] ,alpha=alpha[si] ,h=t[pis] ,D=E[si*t[
pis]1^3/ (12* (1-nu j il ^2)),G=-EIsi I/ (2* (1+nu zi I)))},Xil[lZpis, PI)
I -5a4 a a2
64 (1+v)D 4 Gh
I :.7839657315340909090909090909090909090909 10-
> Xil dVpis,T] : subs (PHAC=0,Tp=1) ,dVpist) ;
Xil [dYpis,T] :=evalf (subs ({a=Rpis ,b=R[p], nu=nu(asi], alpha=alpha [ai] ,h=t (pis] ,D= l[si]*t
[pis)^3/ (12* (1-nusi]^2)) ,G=Efsi]/ (2* (1+nu4i)) ),Xil [d6pis,T])) ;
E ldvisT t a48ab2 a' D+48a b2 iDv-24ab Dv-24ab D+24b6 Ghln()+24b 6Ghv ln(a)
+ 15bGha 4 +3b2 Gha V -24bh G/hln(b)-24b6G/h1n(b)v+24 bG hlinJ+ 24 bG in v
-9b 4 G Gha -3tb Ghva +b' Gh+b' Ghv 'Ij(D(l+v)Gh)
":= .2298426633091223662731229320157650816464 io'
> Xil dVpis,P] :- -subs ((PBAC=1,Tp=0),dVpist);
Xi1[dVpis,P] :=ovalf (subs ((a=R[pis] ,b=R[p],nu=nu(ail,alpha=alpha[si] ,h=t(pis] ,D=E[si]*t
[pis] ^3/ (12* (1-nulzi] ^ 2) ) ,G=E [si] / (2* (I+nu [si ) ) ) ,Xil [dypis ,P]) );
I n(-24aa 4 Dv-24oca Da Ghv-7a Gh)4 
dpis, P 192 D(1+v)Gh
1 ,:= .1027688197599202962735116826998180045184 1016
Drive Element Piston (Less Compliant: Rigid Outer Circumference)
Circular plate clamped at outer radius (r-a) with pressure acting downward over entire plate
(from r=0 to r=a) and stress acting upward in cental region (from r=0 to r=b). Positive plate
deflection is defined in the upward direction. These relations include bending and shearing
effects.[ > eqn:=' diff (1/r*diff (r*diff (Z (r) , r) , r) , r)=Q (r) /D:
[ > QOb(r) :=(Tp-PlAC)*Pi*r^2/I(2*Pi*r):
> Q1(r) :=(int(Q_Ob(r)/D,r)+Cl)*r:
Q2(r) :=(int(Qi(r) ,r))/r:
ZpisOb bending(r) :=int(Q2(r) ,r)+C3:
> BC1:=subs ( --b} , ZpisObbending (r) ) =Zb-bending:
L > BC2 :=subs ((r=b} , diff (Zpis_0bbending (r) , r) ) =dZb bonding:[> BC3:=subs ((r=b) ,diff (diff (Zpis Ob bonding (r) ,r) ,r) +
nu/r*diff(ZpisOb bonding (r) , r) )=d2Zb bending:
> eqn:= diff (I/r*diff (r*diff (Z (r) r) , r) , r)=Q (r) /D'
[> Qba(r) :=Tp*Pi*b^2/ (2*Pi*r) - PHaC*Pi*r^2/ (2*Pi*r):
> Q1(r) :=(int(Q_ba(r)/D,r)+C4)*r:
Q2(r):=(int(Q1(r),r)+C5)/r:
Zpisbabnding(r) :=int(Q2 (r) ,r)+C6:
[ > BC4:=subs ({r=a) pis ba_bending(r) )=0:
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[ > BC5:=subs((r=a) ,diff(Zpis babending(r) ,r) )=:
[> BC6:=subs ({r=b} , Zpis_babending (r) ) =Zb_bending:[ > SC7.:=subs ({r=b) , diff (Zpis babending (r) , r) ) =dZbbending:
> BC8:=subs(Cr=b),diff(diff (Zpis ha bending(r),r),r) +
nu/r*diff(Zpis_ba nding (r),r))=d2Zbbending:[> Setl:=solve ((BC1,BC2,BC3,BC4,CS,BC6,BC7,BC8) , ICl,C3, C4,C5,C6, Zbhbending,dZb_bending,d
25h bending}):
( > ZpisObBEUDIMG(r) :=collect(subs(Setl,EpisObbending (r)) ,{D,Tp,PRAC)):
C > Zpis ba ENDING(r) :=collect(subs(Setl,Zpis bahbending(r) ) ,Dn,Tp,PlAC)) :
> dVpisObBENDING:=collect (simplify (int (2*Pi*r*pisOh_BENDIG (r) ,r=0. .b)) , (TpPRAC)):
> dvpisbaBEDING:=collect (simplify (int (2*Pi*r*Zpis_baBNDING(r) ,r=b. a)) , {Tp,PHAC)):
> eqn4:='diff( ((r) ,r)=-alpha*Q_(r)/G/h':
E> Zpis Ob shearing (r) :=int(-alpha*QOb(r)/G/h,r)+C7:
E > BC9:=subs (r=b) ,ZpisObshearing (r))=kh_shearing:
L> eqn4:='diff (Z(r) ,r)-alpha*Q_(r)/G/h':
C> Zpisba shearing (r) :=int (-alpha*Q ba (r) /G/h, r)+Cg:
( > BC10:=subs ((rma), Zpis bashearing (r) )=0:
> ECll:=subs ({r=b) ,Zpis be shearing (r) )=Zb_shearing:
[ > Set2:=solve (BC9,BC10,BCI1),{C7,C, b-shearing)):
(> 2pisObSNEARING(r) :=collect (subs (Set2,Zpis _Obshearing(r)) , (D,Tp, PHACJ):
C> Zpis_ba_SHEARING (r) :=collect (subs (Set2, Zpis_bashearing (r) ) , ID, Tp, PHAC)):[> dVpis_0b_SHARIG:=collect(siplify(int(2*Pi*r*lpisObSHMARING(r) ,r= O. -b)) ,(Tp,PRAC})
[> dvpis_ba_SHARING:=collect (simplify(int (2*Pi*r*ZpisbaSHEARNG(r) ,r=b. a)) , (Tp,PhAC})
( > ZpisOb(r) :=collect(ZpiObMEDING(r) + ZpisObSHEARING(r) , {Tp,PEAC}):
C> Zpis_ba(r) :=collect(Zpis_baBENDING(r) + Epis haSEEARING(r),(Tp,VHAC)):
C > Zpis 0:=subs ({r=O},collect(ZpishbBENDING(r) + ZpisObSHEARING(r) ,{Tp,PBAC))):[> dVpist:=collect (simplify (dVpisObBEDING + dVpis ba_ENDING + dVpisObSHEARING +
dVpishba_SHEARING) , (Tp, PHAC)):
> Xi2[Zpis,T] := subs({PHAC=O,Tp=1),Zpis_0);
Xi2[Zpis,T] :=evalf (subs ((a=R [pis] , b=R [p] ,nu-nu[si] , alpha=alpha [si] ,h-t[pis] ,D=Esi]*t[
pis] ^3/ (12* (2-nu (si] ^ 2) ) ,G=E [asil/ (2* (1+nulsi ) ) ) , x2 [ Epis ,T]) );
-1b +ba 2 +1 b 2
64 16 16 \a 1 a (-b2+ 2 bln(b) - 2 In(a) b2)
-Zs, T D 4 G h
2 :7888483668699864076767250030356035147167 10-"
> Xi2[Zpis,P] : -subs ({PHAC-l,Tp=O),Zpis_0);
Xi2 [pis, P] :=evalf (subs ({a=R [pis] , bR [p] ,nu=nu [si] , alpha=alpha [si] ,h=t [pis , D=E si]*t [
pis] ^ 3/ (12* (1-nu jsi] ^ 2)) ,G=E Isi / (2* (1+nu oi] )) ), X12[Zpis, P]))
=2 1 '+ aa
E 2 , := .2230637428977272727272727272727272727273 102
> Xi2[dVpis,T] := subs({PHAC=O,Tp=l),dVpist);
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Xi2[dVpis,T]:=evalf (subs({a=R [pisl,b=R[p],nu-nu[si],alpha=alpha[ail ,h=t[pis] ,D=E(si]*t
[pis] ^ 3/(12*(1-nu[si]^2)),G-=Ejsij/(2*(1+nu[si])) ),Xi2[d1Vpis,T]));
2 192
n (48 ab2 a2D -24 a14D-3 b Gha'+24bG hIi +3 b2 Gha'-24b Gh ln(b)+24b6Gh In(a)+b6Gh
(D G h)
2 , := .6341969310342016231443513844306627385162 10'"
> Xi2[dypia, P] := -subs ((PAC=1,Tp=O},dVpist) ;
Xi2[dVpis,PI :=.valf(subs ({a=Rjpis] ,b=R[p] =nuau[sil ,alpha=alpha[sil ,h=t[pis] ,D=E[ai]*t
[pis] ^ 3/ (12* (1-nu ail ^2) ),G-E [ail/(2* (1+nu [ail)) ),Xi2[ldvpig, P]);
I n(-a 6 Gh-24aa4 D)
"2 P 192 DG/h
E
2
dvp := .2347316925014454026966632223282621962794 10-17
Drive Element Piston (Averaged Compliance)
This section averages the compliances effects from the previous two sections on the piston.
In reality, the tethers are compliant enough that they don't provide a rigid boundary condition
at r=a, however they are not soft enough to provide a hinge there either. Therefore, the compliance
is assumed as the average of the two. This effect has been shown with FEM.
[ DEratio := .5
> Xi[Zpis,T] := (1-DEratio)*Xil[Zpis,T] + (DEratio)*Xi2[ZpisT]
,Zp", 1377449219142713680403997730308330787445 10-'2
> Xi[Zpis,P] :=(1-DEratio)*Xi1[Zpi9,P] + (DEratio)*Xi2[Zpis,P];[ >XiZpia,] Ei~ := .5035147372159090909090909090909090909092 10.1
> Xi[dVpis,T] = (1-DEratio)*Xi1[dVpis,T] + (DEratio)*Xi2[dVpi9,T];
[drp,.rT:= .1466311782062712642937790352294156777490 10-1
> Xi jdVpis, P]: (-1DEratio)*Xil[dpis,PI + (DEratio)*Xi2[dVpis,P);
:= .6312099450503241827158900246632211207317 10'
Top Structural Compliance
Annular plate clamped at outer radius (r=a) and free at inner radius (r=b) with a pressure applied
underneath plate from r'b to r=a and a concentrated force applied upward at r=b. Positive plate
deflection is defined in the upward direction. These relations include bending and shearing effects,
see TopChamberPlate.mws.
L > eqn:='diff(1/r*diff(r-diff(Zl(r) ,r) ,r,=Q(r)/D '
> Q (r) :=Fvm/ (2*Pi*r) + PHAC*Pi* (r^2-b^2) / (2*Pi*r)
> Q1(r) :=(int(Q(r) /Dpr)+C1)*r:
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Q2(r) :=(int(Q1(r) ,r)+C2)/r:
Ztop_bending(r) :=int(Q2(r) ,r)+C3:
L > BC1:=subs({r=a) ,Ztopbending(r) )=0:
E > BC2:=subs((r=a) ,diff(Ztopbending(r) ,r) )=O:
j> BC3:=subs {r=b) , diff (diff (Ztopjbsnding (r) , r) , r) + nu/r*diff (Ztopbending (r) , r) )=0:
r > Set:=solve{BC1,BC2,BC3),{C1,C2,C3)):
[> ZtopBENDING(r) :=collect (subs (Setl,Ztopbsnding(r)) (Fvi,D,PRAC}):
[> Ztopbnd:=collect(simplify (subs({r=b} ,ZtopBY4DING(r))) , IFv-,D,PHAC)):
E > dVtopBENDIG:=collect (simplify(int (2*Pi*r*ZtopBHDING(r) ,=b. .a)) ,{Pi,Fvm,D,PRAC}):[ > .qn2:='dif f(Z (r) ,r)=-alpha*Q (r) /G/h':
[> Ztop_sh*arinq(r) :=int(-alpha*Q(r) /G/h,r)+C4:
> BC4:-subs ({r=a) ,Ztopshearing (r))=0:[ > Sst2:=solve({BC4j,(C4)):
(> ZtopSBEAPING (r) :=subs (Sot2, Ztapshearing (r):
C > Ztopshear:=colloct(simplify(subs ((r=b},ZtopSEARfING(r))) ,(Fvm,PAC)):
> dVtop_SHEARING:-collect(simplify(int(2*Pi*r*Ztop_ HEARING(r) ,r-b. .a)) ,{FvmP4C})):
> Ztopl:=collect(Ztopbend + Ztop_shoar,{Fvm,PHAC}) :
> dVtopl:=colloct (dVtopBED1NG+dVtop_.SHEMaNG, {Fvm,PHAC)):
> Xi[Ztop,P] := subs(PHAC=1,Fvm=O},Ztopl);
Xi(Ztop, PI :=evalf (subs ((a=R[chl ,b=R[vm] ,nu=nu[si] ,alpha-alpha[sil ,h=t[top] , D=E [si]*t t
op] ^3/ (12* (1-nu jai] ^2) ),G=E [sil / (2* (1+nu jai])) ) },Xi [Ztop, Pl) ) ;
z., := - (3 b' v - n b' a' 16 r b4 al In(b) aJv- 16 7 b a In(b) l a+ 4 7a4 vb In(a)
+ 16 it a ln(a) b4 In(b) - 16 2 a2 ln(a)2 ' v - 4 h a2 v In(a )+ 7 n b + 4 l b4 In(b) a v - n a V - 4 r b a In( b) v
+ 16 n a2 In(a ) v bh In(b)+ 7 a6 -7 It a4 b 16 n a2 In(a)2 b+ 4 n a4 b2 In( a) - 7 R 7h a2 V + 5 7 b2 v a4
+ 20 c b4 a2 In(a)- 4 t b2 a In(b) -20 it b In(b) a (C(-a2+ a v-h - v b) D)
I a(-b2T+2b2Inb)+a 2 n-2 b2 In(a)t)
4 G h 7
z = P :=.1442510763604847433456380046056248573029 10-
> Xi[Ztop,F] := subs({PHAC=0,Fvm=1),Ztopl);
Xi[Ztop,F] :=evalf (subs ({a=R[ch] ,b=R[vm] ,nu=nu[si] ,alpha-alpha[si] ,h=tItop] ,D=E[si]*t[t
op ^3/(12*(1-nu[si]^2)),G=E[si]/(2*(1+nu[si))},Xi[Ztop,F])) ;
z'P.:= 8 v b2a' +16a'In(a) 2 2+ 32b 2 n(b)a-32a21n(a)bh-4v a-4v h+4a
+16b 
2
a
2 In(b) I v+16 b2a221 In(b)- 16a 21n(a)v b 2 I(b)- 16a 2 In(a)b in(b)+ 16 a2ln(a)v h2
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 a(-2n(b)+2n(a))
+8b 12 (n + V -b -v b )D)+4 G h i
zp, :.1775479105428133086725272014729944768799 iO>
> Xi[dVtop,P :subs((PHAC=1,Fvm=0) ,dVtopl);
Xi[dVtop,P] :=evalf(subs ((a=R[ch],b=Rjvm],nu=nu[sil, alpha=alpha[sil ,h=t[top] ,D=E [si]*t[
top]^3/ (12* (1-nutsi] ^2) ) ,G--Eail/ (2* (1+nulail) ) },Xi jdVtop,P]) ;
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4~ -4 6 6 6
,:- -2a6W2- 13b +a'+ 12a'b +2b a'-48a'ln(a) vbln(b)+22a vb + 10a v
-24 a
4 V b4-aV -7v b'-48 a4b4 n v In(a)+48a2b'n) v In(b)+48 a4 In(a)v b4In(b)-24b6U21
-48a4tn(a)2b4+24 4b4h +48adtn(af be+48a2In(a)2b v+48a In(a)b4In(b)-48 4b4( In(a)
+48b'a2lnj tn(b)-48a2In(a)h ln(b)-48 a In(a) 2b V - 24a2b'1L) v+24a 4 In v -48b In(a)a'
6 ) , 2 2 1 a(4b2 a 2-a 4n-3 1 4n+4b4 In(b)Ir-4b4ln(a)7)
+48bin(b)ayty((a"+av-b-v b) 8 Gh
.1638097346275169420654979054561191650143 1017
> Xi[dVtop,F] := subsa({PIAC=0,Fvm=}l,dVtopl);
Xi [dVtop,F] :=evalf (subs ({a=R[ch],b=R[vm],nu--nu[ai] ,alpha=alpha (si] ,h=t [top] ,D=E [si] *t[
top] ^3/ (12* (1-nulail ^2)),G=E [ail/(2* (1+nu (ai]))}J,Xi dvtop, Fl))
I~o, 4 2 . 2 na- b4 a2 6 6- na)2 V19lP.:l2 (-2 ab-84 b' f(b) a+ 84bh' In() - 3b + 3a'+ 9 vh
6 
+ 21h
6
48 a' n(a 2 vb
-24 a
4 
b2 l v+48 a4 In(a)2 v 2+48 a4 b h A{v in(a)+ 12 a2 v In(a) h 4 - 12az v 6' In(b)
+48 a2v ln(a) b4 In(b)-48 b4 a2 v ln(b)-48a4 In(a)v b2 ln(b)-3a'v+24 b4 a2 In v+15 a4v b2
-12 a ln(a)v W+ 12 a4 v WIn(b)- 21 a2v eo+48 a40 I tn(a)-48 cl In(a)W In(b)+48 a' In(a)b 4 In(h)
-48 b4 a2 14) In(b)+24 b4 a2 ob)+12a4 b)2 l(b)- 12 a4 b2 lIn(a) -24 a4 b2 In +48 a 4 1i(a) 2 b2
1 a(-2a +2b -4b In(b)+4In(a) 2
-48 a2 n(a) b /((-a +a v -b2-v )D)- 8 Gh
ldxl, F : 1442510763604847433456380046056248573035 10
Valve Cap/Membrane
Annular plate clamped at outer radius (r=a) and guided at inner radius (r=b) with differentia;
pressure applied underneath plate from r=b to r=a and concentrated force applied upward at
r-b. Positive plate deflection is defined in the upward direction. These relations only include
bending effects, see ValveCapMembrane.mws.[ > eqn:=' diff (1/r*diff (r*diff (w (r) r,r) , r) =Q (r) /D':
[ > Q (r) :=Fvc/ (2*Pi*r) + Pvm*Pi* (r^2-b^2) / (2*Pi*r):
> Q1(r) :=(int(Q(r)/Dr)+C1)*r:
Q2(r) :=(int(Q1 (r) ,r)+C2)/r:
Zvm bending(r) :=expand(int(Q2(r),r)+C3) :
> BC1:=subs({r=a) ,Zvm bonding(r))=0:
L > BC2:=subs((r=a},diff (Zvm bandinsg(r) ,r))=O:
L > BC3:=subs({r=b),diff (Zvm bendinq(r) ,r) )=0:
[ > Setl:=solve({BC1,BC2,BC3),{C1,C2,C3)):
I > ZvBEtlDING (r) : =collect (subs (Seti, evm bending (r)) , {Fvc ,D, Pvm) :[ > Zvc1:=collect(simplify(subs (r=b,ZvmBEDn4G(r))) ,{Fvc,D,Pvm)):
E > dvvmBENDING:=collect(simplify (int(2*Pi*r*ZvmBEODING(r) ,r=b. .a)) ,{Pi,Fvc,D,Pvm}):
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> Xi[Zvc,P) := subs ({Fvc=0,Pvm=l),zvcl);
Xi[Zvc,P] :=evalf (subs ({a=R[vm] ,b=R[vc] ,h-t[vm],D=E si] *t[vm]^3/(12* (1-nu[si]^2)) } ,Xi[Z
vc,P])) ;
7 a 3 b' -5ab
2
+ 4 b a'In(a - 4 b4 In(b ) a'+ 4 7b Wt' In(b)+ 16 b' a2 In( b) In
+ t a - 4 a
4 b2 ln(a )+ 16 i a2 In(a )2 b' - 16 n a In(a ) b ln(b) ( (a' b )D)
.ze, := 1236306944873668358747037186342053319349 10-
> Xi[ZvC,F] := subs ((Fvc=1,Pvm=O),Zvc1) ;
Xi[Zvc,F] := valf (subs ({a=REvm] ,b=R[vc] ,h=t[vm] ,D=ZRCi]*t[vm^3/ (12*(1-nu[si]^2) )),XiZ
vc,FD)) ;
4 - 16a2 In(a) 62+4b -8ba -.2 2 2 In n(b)+ 16 a2in(a) b2 In(b)
zF 2-b)D
zF. :=.0001891300225883061570524241081849325118186
> Xi[dVvm,P] subs ((Fvc=0, Pv='1} ,dVvmBENDING) ;
Xi[dVvm, P] :=.valf (subs ({a=R [vm] ,b=R [vc] , h-t (vm] , D=E [si] *t [vm^3/ (12* (1-nu[si ]^2))) ,Xi[
dVvm, PI) ) ;
1 66' ( 4 4 &74 4 4 21'4 4 b4
, : 24 al )+ a -48 a In(a)b ln(b)+48 l4J a)+ 48 a' in(t) b4 - 24 a6
+ 24a 4b4 - 10 a 2 - 48 b al In(b) - 48 a' In(a )2 b' + 48 a2 Jn( a) h In(b) + 7 Its - 22 h a2
(a' - b2 ) D)
.dvmP:=.9031509650514488184176314920963760635496 10 16
> Xi[dVvm,F] := subs({Fvc=1,Pvm=-O) ,dVvm_SENDING) ;
Xi[dVvm,Fj :=evalf (subs ((a=Rvml ,b=R[vc] ,b"t[vm] ,D=E [si]*t [vm] ^3/ (12* (1-nu[si] ^2))) ,Xi[
dvvm,F] ) ) ;
d L F,, 159 2 b 9 b'- 48 a' In(a) bI In(b)+ 48 b' a2 In In(b) + 21 b' a2+ 48 a2 In(a )2 b
+ 12 t6 h(b ) a2 - 12 b'a2 n(a)-24b4 a2 i{J+3 a6-48a b(I AJIn(a)+48a4 In(a)b 2 In(b)-48 a
4 
hl(. )2 b2
- 12 a4 b2 In(b) + 24 a4 b n + 12 a4 b2In(a) ((a2 b2 )D)
, L :=.123630694487366835874703718634205331944 109
Step 4: Solve Equations
> Solutions: =solve ({EQNl,EQN2, EQN3, QN4 ,EQN5,EQN6 ,EQN7,EQNB, EQN9,EQ10 ,EQN11,EQN12, EQN13,EQ
N14,EQN15,EQN16,EZQ17),{E[p] ,Tp], Z[bot] ,Z[te] ,P [HAC] ,dV[te] , Z [pis] , dV [pis] ,dV[fluid] ,Z [t
op] ,dV[top] ,FE[vm] ,ZEvc ,dV[vm] ,F[vc] ,Q[p] ,Z[de] }) :
> SolutionsValues:=evalf (subs ({P[1]=0.5e6,P2] =0*6,V[p]=500} ,Solutions));
SoluunsVa6 s := T, = .2231936350709793062278122870357821015647 107.
Z, = -.1163329724718546223813989792182145983230 10 ,Z,= .7522550650712129700871283613902818672634 10-6,
dV, = .1872711788601659056212980592568417325255 10" F, = .2949951827261501434908943661858065648750,
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Q =.8044211902127622847866619042834808352349 10, dV =-.1525217750740688068517105409610629628775 10-",
PH, = 221796.6922473865376986184401 155057549960, dl, = .1327480701927576751967670781787336404598 10-1,
Z = .1957599951338435463759510228801996409326 10-
6
, Z = .00001157278902917103407170790367469559248067,
dJ =.4807373020567373342830674851203196699054 10l, F, =-.08399154105942311823880775989422955139809,
Zd, .6359220925993583477057293821720672689401 10~', Z, = .4401620974655148013297783592918676280078 10-,
dV = .1314156375508000117308951551571083207255 lO-", Z, ,= .3723198942120302708075553839325050285056 10-
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Appendix B
Support Documentation for
Non-Linear Valve Cap/Membrane
313
B.1 NLValveCapMembrane-CaseA.m [see Section 3.5]
function (y,r,Vtotal,psi,W,theta,xi,thetaND,psiND,sigmartop,sigma_r_bot,yvc,maxstress] =
NLValveCapMembrane_CaseA(Pvm,Fvc,rb,ra,tvm,E,nu,flagNL,No)
%NLValveCapMembrane_CaseA.m
%David C. Roberts
%This Matlab code solves for the non-linear deflection behavior of the valve cap
%/membrane under loading Pvm and Fvc. The deflection, slope,
%curvature, swept volume, and membrane stress are calculated. Case A refers to the
%fact that we are applying both loading inputs Pvm and Fvc and determining the
%structural response. Prior to calling of this code, the user must define Pvm and
%Fvc as functions of Pl, P2, and PHAC.The loadings are defined as follows:
% Pvm = pressure differential across valve membrane = PHAC-P2
% Fvc = force seen by valve cap = Avc*(PHAC-P1)
%The plate/membrane is characterized by inner radius rb, outer radius ra, thickness
%tvm, and material properties E and nu. If flagNL=O, only linear theory will be
%considered. If flagNL=1, non-linear theory will be considered. No is the value of
%the in-plane pretension. In this file yvc is the valve cap deflection (Zvc)
format long;
%Convert Inputs to Dimensionless Qunatities
P = (Pvm*ra^4)/(E*tvm^4); %Dimensionless loading of pressure difference across
cap/membrane
F = (Fvc*ra^2)/(pi*E*tm^4); %Dimensionless loading due to additional force on cap
beta = sqrt((l-nu)/(l+nu))*(rb/ra);
k = (ra/tvm)*sgrt((12*(1-nU^2)*No)/(E*tvm*(1-beta^2)));
s = beta*k;
%%%Section 2: Define grid spacing and coordinate transformation parameters
%%%for finite-difference method
Npoints=200; %The total # of grid points to use (MUST KEEP IT EVEN)
alpha=1.01; %Grid density parameter
phi=(alpha+l)/(alpha-l); %Grid density ratio
hr = 1/(Npoints-1); %Size of grid spacing
eta = O:hr:1; %Vector of evenly spaced points between 0 and 1
xib = rb/ra; %Non-dimensional position of inner radius
xic = (rb+ra)/(2*ra); %Non-dimensional position of midpoint along membrane
xia = ra/ra; %Non-dimensional position of outer radius
%For the grid points from xib to xic, define the derivatives of eta with respect to xi
for i=1:Npoints/2,
xi(i) = xi b + (alpha-1)* (xi-c-xi-b)*(phi-phi^ (1-2*eta (i))(1+phi^(1-2*eta(i))
m = (alpha-l)*(xi c-xi b);
m2 = m*phi - m + 2*xi b;
deta(i) - (0.5/log(phi))*(m*(I+phi))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xi b))*(m+(xi(i)-xi b)));
d2eta(i) =-(0.5/log(phi))* (m*(1+phi)*(m2-2*xi(i)))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xi-b))* (m+(xi(i)-
xi b)))^2;
end
%For the grid points from xic to xia
for i=Npoints/2+1:Npoints,
xi(i) = xi b + (alpha-1)*(xic-xib)*(phi-phi^(1-2*eta(i)))/(1+phi^(1-2*eta(i)));
m = (alpha-l)*(xi c-xi b);
m2 = m*phi - m + 2*xib;
deta(i) = (0.5/log(phi))*(m*(l+phi))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xi b))*(m+(xi(i)-xi b)));
d2eta(i) = -(0.5/log(phi))*(m*(l+phi)*(m2-2*xi(i)))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xib))*(m+(xi(i)-
xi b)))^2;
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 3: Finite-Difference Implementation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Governing equations at internal points (from 2 to Npoints-1)
for i=2:Npoints-1,
A(i,i-1) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) - (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
A(i,i) = -( (2*xi(i)^ 2*deta (i) ^2) / (hr^2) + (s^2+1) + xi (i) ^ 2*k^2 );
A(i,i+l) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) + (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
B(i,i-i) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) - (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + 3*xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
B(i,i) = -(2*xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2);
B(i,i+l) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) + (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + 3*xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
C (i) = 6* (1-nu^2) *P* (xi (i) ^ 3 - xi (i) * (rb/ra) ^ 2) + 6* (1-nu^2) *F*xi (i)
end
%Boundary condition equations at xi-b (grid point #1)
A(l,l) = 1;
B(l,l) = -3*xi(l)*deta(l)/(2*hr) + (1-nu);
B(1,2) = 4*xi(l)*deta(l)/(2*hr);
B(1,3) = -xi(1)*deta(1)/(2*hr);
C() = 0;
%Boundary condition equations at xi-a (grid point #Npoints)
A(Npoints,Npoints) = 1;
B(Npoints,Npoints-2) = xi(Npoints)*deta(Npoints)/(2*hr);
B(Npoints,Npoints-1) = -4*xi(Npoints)*deta(Npoints)/(2*hr);
B(Npoints,Npoints) = 3*xi(Npoints)*deta(Npoints)/(2*hr) + (1-nu);
C(Npoints) = 0;
%%%Section 4: Provide an initial guess for the theta vector (plate slope), to be
%%%used in the finite-difference iteration procedure.
if k==0,
%theta = (-0.75*(1-nu^2)*P*xi.*(1-xi.^2))';
theta=xi';
else
theta=xi';
end
%Linear result
%%%Section 5: Matrix Manipulation Procedure
Niterations=500; %Perform up to 500 iterations
tolerancel=le-8;
tolerance2=le-8;
omega=0.45; %Under-relaxation parameter
if flagNL==l %This variable is passed into file.
NLoption=l; %0 = Linear solution; 1 = NonLinear solution
else
NLoption=0;
end
for i=l:Niterations,
i;
for j=2:Mpoints-1 %Define D vector for each iteration
D(j) = -0.5*theta(j).^2;
end
D(1)=0;
D(Npoints)=0;
Sr = inv(B)*D'*NLoption; %Solve for Sr
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v Sr = 12*(1-nu^2)*xi'.^2.*Sr;
A2 = A - diag(vSr,O);
theta-new = inv(A2)*C';
%Calculate non-linear correction term v Sr
%Substract non-linear correction term from A
%Calculate new theta vector
inner-Product = (thetanew'*theta)/sqrt (theta_new'*theta_new) /sqrt (theta'*theta);
lengthratio = sqrt(thetanew'*thetanew) /sqrt(theta'*theta);
if (1-innerproduct) >= tolerancel I (1-length ratio) >= tolerance2
theta = (1-omega)*theta + omega*thetanew;
else
break;
end
end
%%%Section 6: Calculate Deflection, Curvature, Stress, and Swept Volume in this
%%%post-processing section.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%PLATE DEFLECTION: Calculate plate deflection vector from the final theta vector,
%using 2nd-order forward, backward, and central difference methods to express
%theta in terms of W. Then, using matrix inversion to obtain the vector W.
i=l; %BC at rb
Wmatrix(i,i) = deta(i)*(-3/(2*hr));
Wmatrix(i,i+l) = deta(i)*(2/hr);
Wmatrix(i,i+2) = deta(i)*(-1/(2*hr));
for i=2:Npoints-1 %Inner grid points
Wmatrix(i,i-1) = deta(i)*(-1/(2*hr));
Wmatrix(i,i+1) = deta(i)*(1/(2*hr));
end
%BC at ra -- > Do not do for the outer boundary condition. We already know that
%the deflection at ra is equal to zero.
W = inv(Wmatrix(1:Npoints-1,1:Npoints-1)) *theta(1:Npoints-1);
W=[W;0];
%Done
%PLATE CURVATURE: Calculate plate curvature vector from the final theta vector,
%using 2nd-order forward, backward, and central difference methods.
i=1; %BC at rb
psi(i) = deta(i)*(1/(2*hr))*(-3*theta(i) + 4*theta(i+l) - theta(i+2));
for i=2:Npoints-1 %Inner grid points
psi(i) = deta(i)*(1/(2*hr))*(theta(i+1) - theta(i-1));
end
i=Npoints; %BC at ra
psi(i) = deta(i)*(1/(2*hr))*(3*theta(i) - 4*theta(i-1) + theta(i-2));
%Done
%PLATE STRESS: Calculate the stress vectors in the plate.
for i=l:Npoints
Sro(i) = (k^2/(12*(1-nu^2)))*(1 + beta^2/(xi(i)^2)
sigma_r_top(i) = (E*tvm^2/ra^2)*(Sro(i) + Sr(i) -
(nu*theta(i))./xi(i)));
sigma_r_bot(i) = (E*tvm^2/ra^2)*(Sro(i) + Sr(i) +
(nu*theta(i))./xi(i)));
end
if max(sigmartop) > max(sigma_r_bot)
maxstress = abs(max(sigma r top));
else
maxstress = abs(max(sigmar bot));
);/)2*)1-nuA2)))*)psi(i) +
(1/(2*(1-nu^2)))* (psi(i) +
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end
%Done
%CONVERSION TO NONDIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS
r=xi*ra;
y=W*tvm;
thetaND=theta*tvm/ra; %This non-dimensional theta is dw/dr
psiND=psi*tvm/(ra^2); %This non-dimensional psi is d2w/dr2
%PLATE SWEPT VOLUME: Calculate total swept volume under cap and membrane.
V=O;
for i=1:Npoints-1
dV(i) = pi* (r(i+l)^2-r(i)^2)*0.5*(y(i+l)+y(i) );
V = V + dV(i);
end
yvc = y(1);
Vcap = yvc*pi*rb^2;
Vtotal = Vcap + V;
%Done
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B.2 NLValveCapMembrane-CaseB.m [see Section 3.5]
function
[y,r,Vtotal,psi,W,theta,xi,thetaND,psiND,sigma_r_top,sigma_rTbot,yvc,Pm,maxstress] =
NLValveCapMembrane_CaseB (Fvcstar,yvcimposed, rb, ra,tv, E,nu, flagNL,No)
%NLValveCapMembrane_CaseB.m
%David C. Roberts
%This Matlab code solves for the non-linear deflection behavior of the valve cap/
%membrane under loading Fvcstar and a desired valve cap deflection at r=rb. The
%required Pvm to produce this deflection and the resulting deflection, slope,
%curvature, swept volume, and membrane stress are calculated. Case B refers to the
%fact that we are applying a known cap force (in addition to that due to Pvm) and
%imposing a cap deflection, and then solving for the required Pvm and the resulting
%structural response. Prior to calling of this code, the user must define Fvcstar
%as a function of Pl and P2. This Fvcstar loading is defined as follows:
% Fvcstar = Avc*(P2-Pl)
%After running this code, the user can then back out PRAC using the following relation:
% PHAC = Pvm+P2
%The plate/membrane is characterized by inner radius rb, outer radius rb, thickness
%tvm, and material properties E and nu. If flagNL=O, only linear theory will be
%considered. If flagNL=1, non-linear theory will be considered. No is the value of
%the in-plane pretension. In this file, yvc is the valve cap deflection (Zvc).
format long;
%Convert Inputs to Dimensionless Qunatities
Wb=yvcimposed/tvm;
F = (Fvcstar*ra^2)/(pi*E*tvm^4); %Dimensionless loading due to additional force on cap
beta = sqrt((1-nu)/(l+nu))*(rb/ra);
k = (ra/tvm)*sgrt((12*(1-nu^2)*No)/(E*tvm*(1-beta^2)));
s = beta*k;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 2: Define grid spacing and corrdinate transformation parameters
%%%for finite-difference method
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Npoints=200; %The total # of grid points to use (MUST KEEP IT EVEN)
alpha=1.01; %Grid density parameter
phi=(alpha+l)/(alpha-1); %Grid density ratio
hr = 1/(Npoints-1); %Size of grid spacing
eta = O:hr:l; %Vector of evenly spaced points between 0 and 1
xi b = rb/ra; %Non-dimensional position of inner radius
xi c = (rb+ra)/(2*ra); %Non-dimensional position of midpoint along membrane
xia = ra/ra; %Non-dimensional position of outer radius
%For the grid points from xib to xic, define the derivatives of eta with respect to xi
for i=1:Npoints/2,
xi(i) = xi b + (alpha-l)*(xic-xib)*(phi-phi^(1-2*eta(i)))/(l+phi^(1-2*eta(i)));
m = (alpha-l)*(xi c-xi b);
m2 = m*phi - m + 2*xi b;
deta(i) = (0.5/log(phi))*(m*(l+phi))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xi b))*(m+(xi(i)-xi b)));
d2eta(i) = -(0.5/log(phi))*(m*(+phi)*(m2-2*xi(i)))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xib))*(m+(xi(i)-
xi b)))^2;
end
%For the grid points from xic to xi_a
for i=Npoints/2+1:Npoints,
xi(i) = xi b + (alpha-1)*(xi-c-xi-b)*(phi-phi^(1-2*eta(i)))/(1+phi^(1-2*eta(i)));
m = (alpha-l)*(xic-xib);
m2 = m*phi - m + 2*xi b;
deta(i) = (0.5/log(phi))*(m*(1+phi))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xi b))*(m+(xi(i)-xi b)));
d2eta(i) = -(0.5/log(phi))*(m*(+phi)*(m2-2*xi(i)))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xib))*(m+(xi(i)-
xi b)))^2;
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end
%%%Section 3: Finite-Difference Implementation
%Governing equations at internal points (from 2 to Npoints-1)
for i=2:Npoints-1,
A(i,i-1) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) - (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
A(i,i) = - (2*xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) + (s^2+1) + xi(i)^2*k^2 );
A(i,i+l) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) + (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
B(i,i-1) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) - (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + 3*xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
B(i,i) = -(2*xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2);
B(i,i+l) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) + (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + 3*xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
C(i) = 6*(l-nu^2)*F*xi(i);
end
%Boundary condition equations at xi-b (grid point #1)
A(l,l) = 1;
B(1,1) = -3*xi(1)*deta(1)/(2*hr) + (1-nu);
B(1,2) = 4*xi(l)*deta(l)/(2*hr);
B(1,3) = -xi(l)*deta(l)/(2*hr);
CMl) = 0;
%Boundary condition equations at xi-a (grid point #Npoints)
A(Npoints,Npoints) = 1;
B(Npoints,Npoints-2) = xi(Npoints)*deta(Npoints)/(2*hr);
B(Npoints,Npoints-1) = -4*xi(Npoints)*deta(Npoints)/(2*hr);
B(Npoints,Npoints) = 3*xi(Npoints)*deta(Npoints)/(2*hr) + (1-nu);
C(Npoints) = 0;
%IMPORTANT: Since P is an unknown, an extra column and row are added to A to solve for P
%and therefore the added entry to C is the non-dimensional deflection Wb.
%Define entries in additional column of A
A(1,Npoints+l) = 0; %BC at r=rb
for i=2:Npoints-1 %central points
A(i,Npoints+1) = -6*(l-nu^2)*(xi(i)^3);
end
A(Npoints,Npoints+l) = 0; %BC at r=ra
A(Npoints+1,Npoints+l) = 0; %This is a meaningless entry so it must be zero.
%Define entries in additonal row of A
A(Npoints+1,1) = -(hr/2)/deta(l);
for i=2:Npoints-1
A(Npoints+l,i) = -(hr)/deta(i);
end
A(Npoints+l,Npoints) = -(hr/2)/deta(Npoints);
%Define additional entry in C
C(Npoints+l) = Wb;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 4: Provide an initial guess for the theta vector (plate slope), to be
%%%used in the finite-difference iteration procedure.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if k==0,
%theta = (-0.75*(1-nu^2)*P*xi.*(1-xi.^2))'; %Linear result
theta=xi';
else
theta=whoops;
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 5: Matrix Manipulation Procedure
Niterations=500; %Perform up to 500 iterations
tolerancel=le-8;
tolerance2=le-8;
omega=0.45; %Under-relaxation parameter
if flagNL==l %This variable is passed into file.
NLoption=1; %0 = Linear solution; 1 = NonLinear solution
else
NLoption=0;
end
for i=1:Niterations,
i;
for j=2:Npoints-l %Define D vector for each iteration
D(j) = -0.5*theta(j).^2;
end
D(1)=0;
D(Npoints)=0;
Sr = inv(B)*D'*NLoption; %Solve for Sr
vSr = 12*(l-nu^2)*xi'.^2.*Sr; %Calculate non-linear correction term vSr
v_Sr(Npoints+l) = 0; %Make vSr the proper length
A2 = A - diag(vSr,0); %Substract non-linear correction term from A
thetanew = inv(A2)*C'; %Calculate new theta vector
P result = theta new(Npoints+1); %Record the calculated value of P
thetanew = thetanew(1:Npoints);%Remove the P entry from the theta vector
inner_product = (thetanew'*theta)/sqrt(theta_new'*thetanew)/sqrt(theta'*theta);
lengthratio = sqrt (thetanew'*theta_new) /sqrt (theta'*theta);
if (1-innerproduct) >= tolerancel I (1-length ratio) >= tolerance2
theta = (1-omega)*theta + omega*thetanew;
else
break;
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 6: Calculate Deflection, Curvature, Stress, and Swept Volume in this
%%%post-processing section.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%PRESSURE Pvm: Calculate the differential pressure across the membrane.
Pvm = Presult*E*tvm^4/ra^4;
%Done
%PLATE DEFLECTION: Calculate plate deflection vector from the final theta vector,
%using 2nd-order forward, backward, and central difference methods to express
%theta in terms of W. Then, using matrix inversion to obtain the vector W.
i=1; %BC at rb
Wmatrix(i,i) = deta(i)*(-3/(2*hr));
Wmatrix(i,i+l) = deta(i)*(2/hr);
Wmatrix(i,i+2) = deta(i)*(-l/(2*hr));
for i=2:Npoints-1 %Inner grid points
Wmatrix(i,i-1) = deta(i)*(-1/(2*hr));
Wmatrix(i,i+l) = deta(i)*(l/(2*hr));
end
%BC at ra -- > Do not do for the outer boundary condition. We already know that
%the deflection at ra is equal to zero.
W = inv(Wmatrix(l:Npoints-1,1:Npoints-1))*theta(l:Npoints-1);
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W=[W;O];
%Done
%PLATE CURVATURE: Calculate plate curvature vector from the final theta vector,
%using 2nd-order forward, backward, and central difference methods.
i=l; %BC at rb
psi(i) = deta(i)*(l/(2*hr))*(-3*theta(i) + 4*theta(i+l) - theta(i+2));
for i=2:Npoints-1 %Inner grid points
psi(i) = deta(i)*(l/(2*hr))*(theta(i+l) - theta(i-1));
end
i=Npoints; %BC at ra
psi(i) = deta(i)*(l/(2*hr))*(3*theta(i) - 4*theta(i-1) + theta(i-2));
%Done
%PLATE STRESS: Calculate the stress vectors in the plate.
for i=l:Npoints
Sro(i) = (k^2/(12*(1-nu^2)))*(1 + beta^2/(xi(i)^2)
sigma_r_top(i) = (E*tvm^2/ra^2)*(Sro(i) + Sr(i) -
(nu*theta(i))./xi(i)));
sigma_r-bot(i) = (E*tvm^2/ra^2)* (Sro(i) + Sr(i) +
(nu*theta(i))./xi(i)));
end
if max(sigma_r_top) > max(sigma_r-bot)
maxstress = abs(max(sigma_r_top));
else
maxstress = abs(max(sigma_rbot));
end
%Done
);
(1/(2*(l-nu^2)))*(psi(i) +
(1/ (2* (l-nu^2)) )* (psi (i) +
%CONVERSION TO NONDIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS
r=xi*ra;
y=W*tvm;
thetaND=theta*tvm/ra; %This non-dimensional theta is dw/dr
psiND=psi*tvm/(ra^2); %This non-dimensional psi is d2w/dr2
%PLATE SWEPT VOLUME: Calculate total swept volume under cap and membrane.
V=O;
for i=l:Npoints-1
dV(i) = pi*(r(i+l)^2-r(i)^2)*O.5*(y(i+l)+y(i));
V = V + dV(i);
end
yvc = y(1);
Vcap = yvc*pi*rb^2;
Vtotal = Vcap + V;
%Done
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B.3 NLValveCapMembrane-CaseC.m [see Section 3.5]
function
[y,r,Vtotal,psi,W,theta,xi,thetaND,psiND,sigma_r_top,sigma_r bot,yvc,Fvc,maxstress] =
NLValveCapMembrane_CaseC (Pvm, yvcimposed, rb, ra, tvm, E, nu, flagNL, No)
%NLValveCapMembraneCaseC.m
%David C. Roberts
%This Matlab code solves for the non-linear deflection behavior of the valve cap/
%membrane under loading Pvm and a desired valve cap deflection at r=rb. The required
%Fvc to produce this deflection and the resulting deflection, slope, curvature,
%swept volume, and membrane stress are calculated. Case C refers to the fact that
%we are applying Pvm and imposing a cap deflection, and then solving for the Fvc
%and the resulting structural response. Prior to calling this code, the user must
%define Pvm as a function of PHAC and P2. This Pvm loading is defined as follows:
% Pvm = PHAC-P2
%The plate/membrane is characterized by inner radius rb, outer radius ra, thickness
%tvm, and material properties E and nu. If flagNL=D, only linear theory will be
%considered. If flagNL=l, non-linear theory will be considered. No is the value of
%the in-plane pretension. In this file, yvc is the valve cap deflection (Zvc).
format long;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Convert Inputs to Dimensionless Qunatities
Wb=yvcimposed/tvm;
P = (Pvm*ra^4)/(E*tVm^4); %Dimensionless loading of pressure across cap/membrane
beta = sqrt((l-nu)/(1+nu))*(rb/ra);
k = (ra/tvm)*sqrt((12*(1-nu^2)*No)/(E*tvm*(l-beta^2)));
s = beta*k;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 2: Define grid spacing and corrdinate transformation parameters
%%%for finite-difference method
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Npoints=200; %The total # of grid points to use (MUST KEEP IT EVEN)
alpha=1.01; %Grid density parameter
phi=(alpha+l)/(alpha-1); %Grid density ratio
hr = 1/(Npoints-1); %Size of grid spacing
eta = D:hr:l; %Vector of evenly spaced points between 0 and 1
xi b = rb/ra;
xi c = (rb+ra)/(2*ra);
xi a = ra/ra;
%Non-dimensional position of inner radius
%Non-dimensional position of midpoint along membrane
%Non-dimensional position of outer radius
%For the grid points from xi-b to xi-c, define the derivatives of eta with respect to xi
for i=1:Npoints/2,
xi(i) = xi b + (alpha-1)*(xi-c-xi-b)*(phi-phi^(1-2*eta(i)))/(1+phi^(1-2*eta(i)));
m = (alpha-l)*(xi c-xi b);
m2 m*phi - m + 2*xi b;
deta(i) = (0.5/log(phi))*(m*(l+phi))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xi b))*(m+(xi(i)-xi b)));
d2eta(i) = -(0.5/log(phi))*(m*(l+phi)*(m2-2*xi(i)))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xib))*(m+(xi(i)-
xi b)))^2;
end
%For the grid points from xic to xi a
for i=Npoints/2+1:Npoints,
xi(i) = xi b + (alpha-1)*(xi c-xi b)*(phi-phi^(1-2*eta(i)))/(1+phi^(1-2*eta(i)));
m = (alpha-l)*(xi c-xi b);
m2 = m*phi - m + 2*xi b;
deta(i) = (0.5/log(phi))*(m*(1+phi))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xi b))*(m+(xi(i)-xi b)));
d2eta(i) = (0.5/log(phi))* (m*b(1+phi)*(2-2*xi(i)))/((m*phi-(xi(i)-xib))*(m+(xi(i)-
xi b)))^2;
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end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 3: Finite-Difference Implementation
%Governing equations at internal points (from 2 to Npoints-1)
for i=2:Npoints-1,
A(i,i-1) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) - (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
A(i,i) = -( (2*xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/ (hr^2) + (s^2+1) + xi (i)^2*k^2 );
A(i,i+l) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) + (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
B(i,i-1) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) - (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + 3*xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
B(i,i) = -(2*xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2);
B(i,i+l) = (xi(i)^2*deta(i)^2)/(hr^2) + (xi(i)^2*d2eta(i) + 3*xi(i)*deta(i))/(2*hr);
C (i) = 6* (1-nu^2) *P* (xi (i) ^ 3 - xi (i) * (rb/ra) ^ 2)
end
%Boundary condition equations at xi-b (grid point #1)
A(1,l) = 1;
B(1,1) = -3*xi(1)*deta(1)/(2*hr) + (1-nu);
B(1,2) = 4*xi(l)*deta(l)/(2*hr);
B(1,3) = -xi(1)*deta(1)/(2*hr);
C(l) = 0;
%Boundary condition equations at xi-a (grid point #Npoints)
A(Npoints,Npoints) = 1;
B(Npoints,Npoints-2) = xi(Npoints)*deta(Npoints)/(2*hr);
B(Npoints,Npoints-1) = -4*xi(Npoints)*deta(Npoints)/(2*hr);
B(Npoints,Npoints) = 3*xi(Npoints)*deta(Npoints)/(2*hr) + (1-nu);
C(Npoints) = 0;
%IMPORTANT: Since F is an unknown, an extra column and row are added to A to solve for F
%and therefore the added entry to C is the non-dimensional deflection Wb.
%Define entries in additional column of A
A(1,Npoints+l) = 0; %BC at r=rb
for i=2:Npoints-1 %central points
A(i,Npoints+l) = -6*(1-nu^2)*xi(i);
end
A(Npoints,Npoints+l) = 0; %BC at r=ra
A(Npoints+1,Npoints+l) = 0; %This is a meaningless entry so it must be zero.
%Define entries in additonal row of A
A(Npoints+1,1) = -(hr/2)/deta(l);
for i=2:Npoints-1
A(Npoints+l,i) = -(hr)/deta(i);
end
A(Npoints+1,Npoints) = -(hr/2)/deta(Npoints);
%Define additional entry in C
C(Npoints+l) = Wb;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 4: Provide an initial guess for the theta vector (plate slope), to be
%%%used in the finite-difference iteration procedure.
if k==0,
%theta = (-0.75*(l-nu^2)*P*xi.*(1-xi.^2))'; %Linear result
theta=xi';
else
theta=xi';
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 5: Matrix Manipulation Procedure
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Niterations=500; %Perform up to 500 iterations
tolerancel=le-8;
tolerance2=le-8;
omega=0.45; %Under-relaxation parameter
if flagNL==l %This variable is passed into file.
NLoption=l; %0 = Linear solution; 1 = NonLinear solution
else
NLoption=0;
end
for i=l:Niterations,
i;
for j=2:Npoints-1 %Define D vector for each iteration
D(j) = -0.5*theta(j).^2;
end
D(l)=0;
D(Npoints)=0;
Sr = inv(B)*D'*NLoption; %Solve for Sr
vSr = 12*(l-nu^2)*xi'.^2.*Sr; %Calculate non-linear correction term vSr
vSr(Npoints+l) = 0; %Make vSr the proper length
A2 = A - diag(vSr,0); %Substract non-linear correction term from A
thetanew = inv(A2)*C'; %Calculate new theta vector
F_result = theta new(Npoints+l); %Record the calculated value of F
thetanew = thetanew(1:Npoints);%Remove the F entry from the theta vector
inner product = (thetanew'*theta)/sqrt(thetanew'*thetanew) /sqrt(theta'*theta);
lengthratio = sqrt (thetanew' *thetanew) /sqrt (theta' *theta);
if (1-innerproduct) >= tolerancel I (1-length ratio) >= tolerance2
theta = (1-omega)*theta + omega*thetanew;
else
break;
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Section 6: Calculate Deflection, Curvature, Stress, and Swept Volume in this
%%%post-processing section.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%CALCULATE Fvcstar
Fvc = Fresult*(pi*E*tvm^4)/(ra^2); %Dimensionalize the additional cap force
%Done
%PLATE DEFLECTION: Calculate plate deflection vector from the final theta vector,
%using 2nd-order forward, backward, and central difference methods to express
%theta in terms of W. Then, using matrix inversion to obtain the vector W.
i=1; %BC at rb
Wmatrix(i,i) = deta(i)*(-3/(2*hr));
Wmatrix(i,i+l) = deta(i)*(2/hr);
Wmatrix(i,i+2) = deta(i)*(-l/(2*hr));
for i=2:Npoints-1 %Inner grid points
Wmatrix(i,i-1) = deta(i)*(-l/(2*hr));
Wmatrix(i,i+l) = deta(i)*(1/(2*hr));
end
%BC at ra -- > Do not do for the outer boundary condition. We already know that
%the deflection at ra is equal to zero.
W = inv(Wmatrix(l:Npoints-1,1:Npoints-1))*theta(1:Npoints-1);
W=[W;0];
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%Done
%PLATE CURVATURE: Calculate plate curvature vector from the final theta vector,
%using 2nd-order forward, backward, and central difference methods.
i=1; %BC at rb
psi(i) = deta(i)*(l/(2*hr))*(-3*theta(i) + 4*theta(i+l) - theta(i+2));
for i=2:Npoints-1 %Inner grid points
psi(i) = deta(i)*(1/(2*hr))*(theta(i+l) - theta(i-1));
end
i=Npoints; %BC at ra
psi(i) = deta(i)*(l/(2*hr))*(3*theta(i) - 4*theta(i-1) + theta(i-2));
%Done
%PLATE STRESS: Calculate the stress vectors in the plate.
for i=l:Npoints
Sro(i) = (k^2/(12*(l-nu^2)))*(l + beta^2/(xi(i)^2));
sigma_r_top(i) = (E*tvm^2/ra^2)*(Sro(i) + Sr(i) - (1/(2*(l-nu^2)))*(psi(i) +
(nu*theta(i))./xi(i)));
sigma_r bot(i) = (E*tvm^2/ra^2)*(Sro(i) + Sr(i) + (1/(2*(l-nu^2)))*(psi(i) +
(nu*theta(i))./xi(i)));
end
if max(sigma_r_top) > max(sigma_r bot)
maxstress = abs(max(sigma_r_top));
else
maxstress = abs(max(sigma_r bot));
end
%Done
%CONVERSION TO NONDIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS
r=xi*ra;
y=W*tvm;
thetaND=theta*tvm/ra; %This non-dimensional theta is dw/dr
psiND=psi*tvm/(ra^2); %This non-dimensional psi is d2w/dr2
%PLATE SWEPT VOLUME: Calculate total swept volume under cap and membrane.
V=O;
for i=l:Npoints-1
dV(i) = pi*(r(i+l)^2-r(i)^2)*0.5*(y(i+1)+y(i));
V = V + dV(i);
end
yvc = y(1);
Vcap = yvc*pi*rb^2;
Vtotal = Vcap + V;
%Done
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Appendix C
Support Documentation for Full
Non-Linear Active Valve Model
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C.1 FullActiveValve(Non-Linear).mws [Section 4.1]
File: FullActiveValve(NON-LINEAR).mws
David C. Roberts
This file creates the active valve matrix used in the full non-linear active valve Matlab model developed by Dave Roberts.
This file defines all the active valve relations (except for the non-linear membrane relations which are solved for in the
Matlab code:NLActiveValveMatlab.m) and solves for the coefficients of the valve matrix A.
> restart;
[> Digitsx:=40; ils4
Digits := 4O
Step 1: Define Linear Quasi-Static Relations
Piezoelectric Material
C This relation assumes perfect d33 actuation (no effect of transverse clamping).
> EQN1 Z[p] = d[33]*V[p] - (L[p]/E[p])*T[p];
L T
EQN := Z,= d V
[ This relation determines the piezo charge.
> EQN2 := Q[p] = (eT[33]*A[p]/L[p])*V[p] + (d[33]*A[p])*T[p];
I () =eT A V
Bottom Stuctural Compliance
[ Circular plate with stress imposed over central region.
[> ZQN3 := Zlbotl = (Xi[Zbot,T]) * T[p];
EQN3 :Z_= E r ,
Drive Element Tethers
> EQN4 := Z[te] =
(Xi[Ztetop,FJ*Xi[Ztebot,F] )/(Xi[Ztetop,F]+Xi[Ztebot,F])* (A[p] *T[p]-A[pis]*P[HAC]) -
(Xi[Ztetop,P]*Xi[Ztebot,P)/(Xi[Ztetop,P+XiZtebot,P])*P[AC];
I 7pFp, (A~ T -A P PA Z ~Z-~.p 2Z, Y PAC
EQN4:=Z+ =H Z Z, C
ZPetop . o, F / eOp, -Zleb.1,P
> EQN5 := dV[te] =
(Xi[dVtetop,F]*Xi[Ztebot,F])/(Xi[Ztetop,F]+Xi[Ztebot,F])*(A[p]*Ttp]-A[pis]*P[HAC]) 
-
(Xi[dVtetop,P]*Xi[dVtebot,P]) / (Xi[dVtetop,P]+Xi[dVtebot,P])*P[AC] + Alpis]* [tel;
I -- rs F 7,b, P )A P
EQN5:= dV,= p pis ,AC- lettpP d bo ,P HAC
dpP+ 'ZjpZletop. F +Z7eb" ,F "dVtetp.P dVtbotP
Drive Element Piston
> EQW6 Z[pis] = Xi[Zpis,T]*T[p] - Xi[Zpis,P]*P[HAC];
EQN6:= T - PZ 7
> EQN7 dV[pis] = Xi=dVpis,T]*T[p] - Xi~dVpis,P*P[fAC];
EQN7 := dV =z T - HAC
Fluid Compressibility
> EQN8 := dV[fluid] = -(V[HAC]/Kf]l)*(P[HAC]);
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E)N8 :=dV 
=-
Top Structural Compliance[> EQN9 : Zltop] = Xi[Ztop,P*PHAjC] + Xi[Ztp,F]*Fvm];
EQN9 := Z,='SZ.,,p PHAC +ZZta, F,
SEQN10 : dV[top) = Xi[dVtop,P]*PlAC] + XijdVtop,F*F[vm] + A(vm]*z [top];
EQN10 := dV,= 3,,,PyE 0dp, , FF + A,. Z,[> EQN11 := F[vm] = (A(nVM-AjvcJ)*(P(HAC]-P[2]) + A~vc]*(P[HAC]-P[1]);
EQNIl :=F,=(A,,-A)(P,,-P,)+A,(PC-PI)
Valve Cap/Membrane
E The only valve/cap membrane relation defined here is the sum of the forces on the valve cap.[> EQN12 := F[vc] = (P[HAC]-Pl1])*A[vcl;
EQN12:=F =A,(PA,,-PI)
Deflection, Swept Volume Conservation
E All structural deflections and swept volumes are defined to be positive in the upward direction.
[> EQ13 := Zlp] + Z~bot] = Z[te + Z[pi Z+;
EQN13 := ZP+ Z,, = Z + ZP.
Other Relations
1 Variables as functions of other variables.
[> EQN14 := Zde] = Z~te] + Zlpis];
EQN4 := Zd, = Z0 + Z.
Step 2: Define Geometric/Material Parameters
E Geometric Parameters:[> R[vc]:=0.31e-3: Rjvm]:=0.80e-3: tvm]:=10e-6: A[vc]:=Pi*R[vc]^2: A~vm]:=Pi*Rjvm]^2:
tlvc]:o400.-6:
> L[p]:=le-3: R[p]:=1e-3: A[p]:=Pi*Rjp]^2:[> R[pis]:=3*-3: Rlch]:=3.225e-3: tjpis]:=800e-6: tltopte]:=10e-6: trbotte]:=100-6:
Alpis]:=Pi*R piSA2:
> tibot]:1000e-6:
[ > u[HAC] :=400*-6: VIHAC]:=Pi*Rlch^2*H[HAC] + Pi*(R[vm]^2-Rjvc]^2)*tvc]:
> t[top]:=10000-6:
( Material Parameters:[ > d[33]:=2000e-12: sD[33]:=16,4,-12: E[33]:=11oe-12: Z[p]:=1/8Z[33]:
eT[33]:=d[33]^2/(sE[33]-sD[33]): Esi]:=165e9: nu[si]:=0.22: Klf]:=2e9: alpha[zi]:=1.25:
Step 3: Calculate Linear Plate Coefficients
NBottom Stuctural Compliance [identical to FullActiveValve(LINEAR).mws]
Drive Element Tethers [identical to FullActiveValve(LINEAR).mws]
Drive Element Piston (More Compliant: Hinged Outer Circumference) [identical to
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FullActiveValve(LINEAR).mws]
Drive Element Piston (Less Compliant: Rigid Outer Circumference) [identical to
FullActiveValve(LINEAR).mws]
Drive Element Piston (Averaged Compliance) [identical to FullActiveValve(LINEAR).mws]
W Top Structural Compliance [identical to FullActiveValve(LINEAR).mws]
Step 4: Solve Equations
The variables [Zp, Tp, Qp, Zbot, Zte, dVte, Zpis, dVpis, dVfluid, Ztop, dVtop, Fvm, Fve, and Zde] are solved for in terms of the
other variables [Vp, P 1, P2, and PHAC]. Once solved for, each of the coefficients is assigned to the proper location in matrix A,
which are then passed to NLActiveValveMatlab.m.
Soutions:=solv({EQN1,EQN2,EQN3,EN4,,EQN6,EQN7,EQN,EQN 9,EQ10,EQN11,EQN12,EQN13,EQ
N14}), {Zjp] ,T[p] ,Q[p3 , [bot , Zjtej dV[to] ,Z [pis] ,dV~pis] ,dVlf luidl ,Z [top] ,dVjtop] ,F [VM3 Fj
L > S
I>
[> A11:=evalf (subs ({V[p=1,P[1]1=0,P[21=O,P [HAC]=0),subs (Solutions, Z[p]))):
[> A12:=evalf (subs ((V[p]=O,P[1]=1,P[2]=0,P[HACI=O}, subs (SolutionS,Z (p]))):
[> A13:=evalf(subs ({V[p]=O,P[1]=O,P[2]=1,P[ACI=O),subs (Solutions,[p]))) :
L> A14:=avalf (subs ({Vlp]=O, P[1]0, P[2j'=0,P[lAC]=1}, subs (Solutions,Z[p))):
L> A21:=evalf(subs ({V[p]=1,P[1]=0,P[2]=0,P[HAC]=0),subs (Solutions,T[p]))):
[> A22:=evalf (subs ({V[p]=,P[1=1, P12]=0,P[AC=0),subs (Solutions,T [p]))):
r > A23:=evalf (subs ({Vp=O,P[1]=0,P[2]=,P [AC]=0),ssubs (Solutions,T [p]) )):
[> A24:=evalf (subs ((V[p1 =0, P [11=0, P [21=O,P [HAC=1), subs (Solutions, T (p])) ):
[> A31:=evalf(subs ({V[p]=1,P[11=0,P(21=O,P[HAC]=0),subs (Solutions, Q(o])) :
[> A32:=evalf(subs({Vjp=0,P[1j=1,P[2=0,PHAC]=O},subs (Solutions,Qbp]))):
L> A33:=evalf (subs ((V[p]0,P[1I]=0,P[2]1,P[HAC]=0), subs (Solutions,Q[p]))):
L> A34:=evalf(subs((V[p]=,P[1]=0,P[2]=0,P[HAC=1},subs(Solutions,Q[p))):
(> A41:=evalf (subs ( (V[pj=1, P [11=0 , P [2) =0, P[HAC] =0)}, subs (Solutions , Z [bot] ) )) :
II> A42:=evalf(subs (V[p]=,P[1]=1,P[2]=0,P[HAC]=0),subs (Solutions,Z[bot))) :
[> A43:=evalf (subs ({V[pj=O,P[1]=10, P2]=[,P[HAC]=0),subs (Solutions, Z [bot))) :
r > A44:=evalf(subs (fVlp]=,P1]O,P[2=0,P[HAC)]=},subs (Solutions,Z[bot]))):
[> A51:=.valf (subs((V[p]O=1,P[1]=O,P[21=0,P[HAC]=),subs(Solutions,Z[te]))):(> A52:=avalf (subs ({V[p]=0,P[1] =1,P[2] =O,P [AC] =0}, subs (Solutions, Z [to])) ):(> A53:=evalf (subs ( (V[pj=0 , P [1]=O , P [21 =1, P [ HACI =0 } , subs (Solutions , Z [ to] )) ):(> A54:=evalf (subs ({V[p) =0, P[1]=O,P[121=0,P[BAC =1}, subs (Solutions, Z[te]) )):
I> A61:=evalf(subs ({Vtp=1,P[1=0,P[2]=,P [HAC]=0},subs (Solutions,dV[te]))):
[> A62:=evalf (subs{V[p]=0,P[1)=1,P[2]=O,P [RAC]=0},asubs (Solutions,dV[to]))):
[> A63:=evalf (subs({V[p]=0,P[1]=0,P[2=1,P[HACl=0),subs (Solutions,dV[te]))):
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[> A64 :=evalf (subs ({V[p]=0, P [1]=0, P [20 ,P [HAC]=1},sub* (Solutions, dV[ t]))):
[> A71:=avalf (subs ({V[p]=1,P[1]=O,P[2]=,P[HAC]=O),subs (Solutions, Z[pis]))):
[ > A72:=evalf (subs ({V[p]=O,P[11=1,P[21=0,P[HAC]=}, subs (Solutions, Z [pis]))):
r > A73:=evalf (subs ({V[p]=O,P [1]=O,P [2]=1,P [HAC=O),subs (Solutions, E [pis]))):
[ > A74 =evalf (subs ({V[p]=0, P[1=0, P[2]=0,P[HAC]=1}, subs (Solutions, Z [pis]))):
[ > A81: evalf (subs ({Vtp]=1, P [1]=0, P [2]0,P [HAC] =0 }, subs (Solutions, dV[pis]))):
r > A82:=avalf(subs({V[p]=O,P[11-1,P[21=0,P[AC]0}),subs (Solutions,dV[pis]))):
(> A83:=evalf (subs({V[p]=O,P[11]=0,P[2]=1,P[HAC=O),subs (Solutions, dV[pis))):
(> A84:=evalf(subs((V[p]-0,P[11=0,P[(2O=,P[HAC]=1),subs (Solutions,dV[pis])):
(> A91:=evalf (subs((V[p]=1,P[11=0, P[21=0,P[HAC=0),subs (Solutions,dV(fluid]))):
(> A92:=avalf (subs ({V[pO-0, P [111, P [2]=0, P [HAC] ), subs (Solutions, dV[fluid])):
[> A93:=evalf (subs ({V [p)=0, P [1]0, P [2=1, P [HAC]=0}, subs (Solutions, dV [fluid))):
(> A94: -valf(subs ({V[p]=0,P[1=0,P[2]=0,P[AC]=1},subs (Solutions,dV[fluid]))):
r >
C> A101:=evalf(subs ({V[p]=1,P[1 =0,P[2]=0,P[HAC]=O) ,subs (Solutions,Z(top]))):
C> A102: evalf(subs (V[p]=0,P[1]=1,P[2]=0,P[HAC=0},subs (Solutions,Z[top]))):
[> A103:=evalf (subs ({V[p]=O,P[1O]=,P[2]=1,P[HAC]=O},subs (Solutions,ZItop]))):
(> A104;:=evalf (subs ({Vjpl=0 , P[11=0 , P [2]=0 ,P [HPC]=1} , subs (Solutions , Z [ top] )) ):
[ > A101:=evalf (subs({V[p]=1,P11=0,P[2]=0,P[HAC]=0),subs (Solutions,dV[top]))):
r > A212:=avalf (subs ({V[p]=0,P[1]1,P[2]0, P[AC]=0),sub (Solution,dV[top))):
[ > A113:=evalf (subs ({V[p]=0, P[1i=0, P [2]=1, P [HAC]=0) ,subs (Solutions, dV [top])))-:
r > A214:=evalf(subs ({V[p]=0,P[1]=0,P[2j=0,P[HAC]=1),subs (Solutions,dV[top]))):
C>
[> A121:=evalf (subs ({V[p]=1,P[1]=0, P[21=0, P[HAC]=0} subs (Solutions,F[vm]))) :
C> A122:=ovalf (subs ({Vip]=0,P[1]=1, P[2]=0, PHAC]=0),subs (Solutions,F[vm])) ) :
[> A123:=evalf (subs ({Vlp]=0,P[1]=0, P[21=1, P[HAC]=0), subs (Solutions,F[vml))):
(> A124:=wvalf (subs ((Vlpl =0,P[1]=0, P121]0, P[HACJ=1},subs (Solutions, F[vin]))):
C> AM31:=evalf (subs ((Vjp]=1,P[1]=0, P[2]=0, P[AC]=0),subs (Solutions,F[vc]))):
r > A132:=evalf(subs({V[pO=0,P[1]=1,P12]=0,P[HAC]=0) ,subs (Solutions,F[vc))):
[> A133:=evalf (subs ((V[p]=0,P[11=0, P[2]=1,P[HACI=0),subs(Solutions,F[vc))) :
[> A134:=evalf (subs ({V[p=0,P[1]=0, P[2]=, P[HACI=1),subs (Solutions,F[vc]))):
(> A241: -evalf (subs ({Vjp]=l,P[l] =0, P[(2] =0, P[IRACI=O} ,subs (Solutions, Z [de])))):
[> A142:=evalf (subs ({V[p]=0,P[1]=1,P[2]=O,P[HAC]=},subs (Solutions, Z[do]))):
[> A143:=evalf(subs ((V[p]=,P[1]=0,P[21=1,P[HAC]=),subs (Solutions, Zds]))):
C> A144:=evalf (subs ({V[p]=0,P[1]=0,P12]=0,P[HAC]=1) ,subs (Solutions,Z[do]))):
C>
p Step 5: Output Matrix to Matlab File
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Now that all the matrix coefficients have been solved for, it is necessary to output these values to a file which Matlab can read.
Also,
output the important valve geometry parameters (rb, ra, tvm, E, nu) for use in the non-linear Matlab code.
> interface (echo=O);
> writto('NLActiveValveatrix.m');
S> printf('A(1,1) = %+2.08e;',A11);
S> printf('A(1,2) = %+2.08e;',A12);
S> printf('A(1,3) = %+2.08e;',A13);
E > printf('A(1,4) = %+2.08e;',A14);
> printf('A(2,1) = %+2.08e;',A21);
> printf('A(2,2) = %+2.08e;',A22);
> printf('A(2,3) = %+2.08e;',A23);
( > printf('A(2,4) = %+2.08e;',A24);
S> printf('A(3,1) = %+2.00e;',A31);
S> printf('A(3,2) = %+2.08e;',A32);
( > printf('A(3,3) %+2.08e;',A33);
( > printf('A(3,4) - %+2.08e;',A34);
r > printf('A(4,1) = %+2.08e;',A41);
S> printf('A(4,2) = %+2.08e;',A42);
L > printf('A(4,3) = %+2.08e;',A43);
S> printf('A(4,4) = %+2.08e;',A44);
r > printf('A(5,1) = %+2.08e;',A51);
[ > printf('A(5,2) = %+2.08e;',A52);
S> printf('A(5,3) = %+2.08e;',A53);
> printf('A(5,4) = %+2.08e;',A54);
S> printf('A(6,1) = %+2.08e;',A61);
[ > printf('A(6,2) = %+2.08e;',A62);
S> printf('A(6,3) = %+2.O8e;',A63);
S> printf('A(6,4) = %+2.08e;',A64);
S> printf('A(7,1) = %+2.08e;',A71);
[ > printf('A(7,2) = %+2.08e;',A72);
E > printf('A(7,3) = %+2.08e; ' ,A73);
> printf('A(7,4) = %+2.08e;',A74);
S> printf('A(8,1) = %+2.O8e;',A81);
r > printf('A(8,2) = %+2.08e;',A82);
r > printf('A(8,3) = %+2.08e;',A3);
S> printf('A(8,4) = %+2.08e;',A84);
S> printf('A(9,1) = %+2.08e;',A91);
S> printf('A(9,2) = %+2.08e;',A92);
r > printf('A(9,3) = %+2.08e;',A93);
r > printf('A(9,4) = %+2.08e;',A94);
S> prientf('A(10,1) = %+2.08e;',AIO1);[ > printf('A(10,2) = %+2.08e;',A102);
> printf('A(10,3) = %+2.08e;',A103);
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> printf('A(lQ,4) = %+2.O0e;',A10O4);[> printf('A(11,1) =%+2.08*;' ,All);
> printf('A(11,2) = %20*'A1)
> printf(QA(11,3) = %+2O08e;',A14);
> printf('A(11,4) =l+2O08e;',A121);
E > printf('A(12,2) = %+2.O8*;' ,A12l);
> printf(A(12,2) - %+2.O~e;',A122);
r > printf(QA(13) - %+2.08*;',A3);
> priLntf('A(1,4) - P%+2.O8e;C,A324);
[>printf('A(13,3) = %+2.O8*;',A13l);
> printf('A(13,2) = %+2.O8*r,AM32);
[>printf('A(1,3) = %+2O.8;',A41);
[> printf('A(1342) = %k+2.0ee:' ,A34);
L> printf('A(14,1) - +2.08e; ,A143);
> printf('A(14,2) - %+2.08*;',A142);
~> printf( rvc,3 = -%+2.O8m,RAc );
[> pintf('rvm %+2.O8e;f,Rlvml);
> printf(tvm =%+2.08*;V,t(vm);
[>printf('Esi = 2-8;,si;
r > printf('nusi = %+2.Q8e;',nujsi]);
E> writsto(terminal);
I>
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C.2 NLActiveValveMatlab.m [Section 4.1]
%[NLActiveValveMatlab.m] DAVID C. ROBERTS
% This file calculates the behavior of the active valve, with non-linear valve/cap
%membrane deformation included. First, the Maple file FullActiveValve(Non-Linear) .mws
%is run in order to generate the matrix of linear valve relation coefficients. That matrix
%is then used in this file.
clear;
close all;
format long;
NLActiveValveMatrix; %Read in the linear matrix coefficients and the valve geometry
%from this file, which was generated by running
%NLActiveValveMaple.mws. The matrix values go from All,A12,A13,
%A14, A21, ... , A141,A142,A143,A144 and the valve geometry
%variables read in are rvc, rvm, tvm, Esi, nusi.
%%%%%%DEFINE INPUT PARAMETERS%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Vp=500; %Piezo Voltage
Pl=0.5e6; %Pressure on top of valve cap
P2=Oe6; %Pressure on top of valve membrane
flagNL=l; %Include non-linearity if flagNL=l
No=O; %Initial in-plane prestress
%%%%%%PROVIDE INITIAL GUESS FOR PNAC%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
PRACguess=0.0013e6;
PHAC1=PHACguess;
PRAC2=PHACguess;
checkO=l;
checkl=l;
i=Gj=0
%Determine Volume discrepancy for initial PNAC guess
U=[Vp P1 P2 PHAC1]; %Vector of input parameters to compliance matrix
S=A*U'; %S is the vector of all linear responses
Fvc=S(13); Pvm=PHAC1-P2; %Define these loadings for use in NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA.m
[y,r,Vtotal,psi,W,theta,xi,thetaND,psiND,sigmartop,sigma_r bot,yvc,maxstress] =
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA (Pvm, Fvc, rvc,rvm, tvm,Esi, nusi, flagNL,No);
dVvm=Vtotal; dVte=S(6); dVpis=S(8); dVfluid=S(9); dVtop=S(11);
checkl = (dVvm + dVtop - dVte - dVpis - dVfluid);
checkO=checkl;
%Done
%Determine range of PHAC (between PNACO and PHAC1) within which the real PNAC lies
while checkO*checkl/(abs(checka*checkl))> 0
i=O
j=j+l
PHACO = PHAC1;
PHAC1 = PNAC2
checkO = checkl
U=[Vp P1 P2 PHAC1]; %Vector of input parameters to compliance matrix
S=A*U'; %S is the vector of all linear responses
Fvc=S(13); Pvm=PHAC1-P2; %Define these loadings for use in
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA.m
[y,r,Vtotal,psiW,theta,xi,thetaND,psiND,sigma_r_top,sigma_r_bot,yvc,maxstress] =
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA(Pvm,Fvc,rvc,rvm,tvm,Esi,nusi,flagNL,No);
dVvm=Vtotal; dVte=S(6); dVpis=S(8); dVfluid=S(9); dVtop=S(11);
checkl = (dVvm + dVtop - dVte - dVpis - dVfluid);
if checki < 0
PHAC2 = 10*PHACl;
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elseif checki > 0
PHAC2 = 0.1*PHAC1;
else
break;
end
end
if PHAC1<PHACO
PRACmax=PHACO;
PHACmin=PHACl;
PHACl=PHACmax
PRACO=PHACmin
%rearrange PHAC0 to be less than PHACI
else
end
%DONE,it has been determined that PHAC lies
j=0;
%Determine solution for Pvc
PHACm=0.5* (PHACO+PHAC1);
firsthalf=0;
while abs((PRACl-PRACO)/PHACO) > 0.0001
i=l
j=j+l
if firsthalf==l
U=[Vp P1 P2 PHACm]; %Vector of input parameters to compliance matrix
S=A*U'; %S is the vector of all linear responses
Fvc=S(13); Pvm=PRACm-P2; %Define these loadings for use in
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA.m
[y,r,Vtotal,psi,W,theta,xi,thetaND,psiND,sigma_r_top,sigma r bot,yvc,maxstress] =
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA(Pvm,Fvc,rvc,rvm,tvm,Esi,nusi,flagNL,No);
dVvm=Vtotal; dVte=S(6); dVpis=S(8); dVfluid=S(9); dVtop=S(11);
checkm = (dVvm + dVtop - dVte - dVpis - dVfluid);
else
U=[Vp P1 P2 PRACO]; %Vector of input parameters to compliance matrix
S=A*U'; %S is the vector of all linear responses
Fvc=S(13); Pvm=PHACO-P2; %Define these loadings for use in
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA.m
[y,r,Vtotal,psi,W,theta,xi,thetaND,psiND,sigma_r top,sigma_r_bot,yvc,maxstress] =
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA(Pvm,Fvc,rvc,rvm,tvm,Esi,nusi,flagNL,No);
dVvm=Vtotal; dVte=S(6); dVpis=S(8); dVfluid=S(9); dVtop=S(11);
checkO = (dVvm + dVtop - dVte - dVpis - dVfluid);
U=[Vp P1 P2 PHACm]; %Vector of input parameters to compliance matrix
S=A*U'; %S is the vector of all linear responses
Fvc=S(13); Pvm=PHACm-P2; %Define these loadings for use in
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA.m
[y,r,Vtotal,psi,W,theta,xi,thetaND,psiND,sigmartop,sigma_r_bot,yvc,maxstress] =
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA(Pvm,Fvc,rvc,rvm,tvm,Esi,nusi,flagNL,No);
dVvm=Vtotal; dVte=S (6); dVpis=S (8); dVfluid=S (9); dVtop=S (11);
checkm = (dVvm + dVtop - dVte - dVpis - dVfluid);
end
if checkO*checkm <= 0
PHAC1=PHACm;
firsthalf=1;
else
PRACO=PRACm;
firsthalf=0;
end
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between PHACO and PRAC1
PHACm-0.5*(PHACO+PHAC1)
end
PHAC=PHACm;
%DONE, PHAC solution has been determined
%Evaluate all parameters for last value of PHACm
U=[Vp P1 P2 PRACm]; %Vector of input parameters to compliance matrix
S=A*U'; %S is the vector of all linear responses
Fvc=S(13); Pvm=PHACm-P2; %Define these loadings for use in NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA.m
[y,r,Vtotal,psi,W,theta,xi,thetaND,psiND,sigma_r_top,sigmarbot,yvc,maxstress] =
NLActiveValveMembraneCaseA(Pvm, Fvc, rvcrvm, tvm,Esi,nusi, flagNL,No);
Zp=S (1)
Tp=S (2)Qp=S (3)
Zbot=S (4)
Zte=S (5)
dVte=S (6)
Zpis=S (7)
dVpis=S (8)
dVfluid=S(9)
Ztop=S(10)
dVtop=S(11)
Fvm=S(12)
Fvc=S(13)
Zde=S(14)
Zvc=yvc+Ztop
dVvm=Vtotal
maxstress
%DONE
%Print to screen all results
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